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1OVERVIEW

The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) selected a team led by
Woodard & Curran to evaluate the feasibility of developing a network of Water
Technology Demonstration Centers in Massachusetts. This report presents the
findings at each of the three locations which expressed an interest in potentially
hosting a Demonstration Center: The Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Test
Center (MASSTC) in Barnstable County; the Wastewater Pilot Plant at University
of Massachusetts Amherst campus; and a Pilot Plant located at the Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority’s (MWRA) Deer Island Treatment Plant (DITP).

...................................................................................................
Feasibility studies conducted at potential

strategy to become a global leader in the

Demonstration Centers will support the

water innovation and energy efficiency

development of:

sector.

1
2

Water technology and
demonstration sites;
Specific water technology
demonstrations; and

3 Streamlined technology and

commercialization readiness
activities.

This project is in connection to
Water Innovation Trust that was
established through the passage of the
Environmental Bond Bill (Bill H.4375)
in 2014 as a vehicle to be held and
administered by MassCEC to develop
the water technology industry in the
Commonwealth.
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................................................
	Establishing this network will
create jobs, lower energy costs,
and optimize municipal operations,
in addition to supporting water
technology research.

................................................
Massachusetts has long been a leader in
science and technology in the laboratory
which is important and often supported
through a variety of resources. In
order for emerging water technologies
to gain market traction, they must
ultimately be tested “at scale” in an
operational environment, with industry
recognized testing protocols, to provide
technology developers, and water
system operators, with credible, third
party validated performance data. A

Massachusetts is well positioned to

successfully-established Demonstration

establish a strong and robust network of

Center network could serve existing

Demonstration Centers for the piloting

Massachusetts-based water technology

of new water technologies as part of a

companies, help attract new companies
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to the Commonwealth, advance new
solutions to both local and global
water challenges and provide a strong
foundation for innovation. For these
reasons, MassCEC commissioned
feasibility studies to investigate needs
related to the development of a test
bed network for the piloting and
demonstration of innovative water
technologies in Massachusetts.

ABOUT
...............................................
Massachusetts Clean Energy
Center (MassCEC)
MassCEC is a quasi-public economic
development agency dedicated to
growing the state’s clean energy
economy while helping to meet the
Commonwealth’s clean energy, climate
and economic development goals
MassCEC works to increase the adoption
of clean energy while driving down costs
and delivering financial, environmental,
and economic development benefits to
energy users and utility customers
across the state.

Woodard & Curran
Woodard & Curran is an integrated
engineering, science, and operations
company. Privately held and steadily
growing, we serve public and private
clients locally and nationwide. Woodard
& Curran employs over 1,000 engineers,
scientists, and operators and operates
over 40 treatment plants nationwide.
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BW Research
BW Research is a full-service applied
research firm with expertise in regional
economics that is focused on supporting
clients with economic and workforce
research, customer and community
research, as well as strategic planning
and evaluation services. BW Research
completed economic portions of this
work.

FINDINGS
...............................................
Woodard & Curran developed a 3-tier

investment approach (Level 1: Small,
Level 2: Medium, and Level 3: Large
investment) for each facility. The
recommendation for investment was
based on a site specific evaluation as
further described in Phases below.

The Massachusetts Alternative
Septic System Test Center
(MASSTC)
The MASSTC site could support up to
Level 2 investment ($1,540,000) and
generate sufficient revenue to maintain
operating expenses. Key findings of this
work highlighted:

»»Economic impact of investment
would be $1,898,910

»»Incremental additional center revenue
would be $115,000 per year based on
new customers of the center

»»Investment would have simple
economic payback of ~13 years
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»»With a local multiplier effect of 1.59,
adjusted payback of ~8 years

Additional Benefits

For DITP facility to be renovated for a

»»Critical support to DEP

Demonstration Center, it would require

»»Public health and

with expenses of $372,000 to $1,125,000

environmental protection

»»Economic stimulus to the
surrounding region

»»Part of water innovation ecosystem
»»Training opportunities

UMass Amherst (UMA)
The study found that up to Level 2
investment of $3,930,000 would allow
the centers at UMass to generate
sufficient revenue to maintain operating
expenses. Key findings of this work
highlighted:

»»With investment, the center would
generate an additional $495,000
per year in revenue and cover
operating expenses

»»Investment would have a simple
economic payback of ~7.9 years

»»With a local multiplier effect of 1.71,
adjusted payback of ~4.6 years

Additional Benefits
»»Public Health and Environmental
protection

»»Economic stimulus to the
surrounding region
3

MWRA Deer Island Treatment
Pilot Plant (DITP)

»»Part of water innovation ecosystem

an investment of $670,000 to $5,300,000
per year. At these levels of investment
and activity, the new site revenue is
unlikely to cover the expenses of the
site. Also given that DITP pilot system
has not operated for many years it would
have to restart several operations while
working to attract customers to the site.
DITP also does not have the benefits
of existing test customers or the use of
labs, students, or county employees.
While DITP does not appear to support
investment, DITP would have similar
benefits to UMass that would include
public health and serve as an important
part of the water innovation ecosystem.

General Findings
Water Technology Demonstration Centers
can have an important role in energy
savings, water innovation, and economic
development.
MASSTC and UMA appear to have a path
to economically viable operations.
The key points are:

»»Medium investment scenario can
support incremental operational
budgets and provide return of capital

»»Functioning assets with
commercial activity

»»Support from local stakeholders
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»»Test beds will provide additional
benefits to the Commonwealth

Stakeholder Engagement and
Competitive Landscape

»»Located in areas appropriate for

The team completed

economic stimulus

primary research interviews
and solicited stakeholder

DITP faces start-up challenges, higher
expenses, and a less clear path to
sustainable operations. Test beds
will offer economic development
opportunities with regional impact.

feedback to feed into the
development of the business model and
the analysis of the network potential.
These tasks included:

REPORT
. . . . . . . . . . . . . STRUCTURE
..................................
The summary of this report is briefly
summarized in the sections below.
The full report for each of these phases
and conclusions are consolidated as
attachments to this report.

Development of Design Basis

TASK

1

Representative interviews with
stakeholders throughout the

The project was executed

value-chain addressing core

using a stage-gate plan

influences were completed.

that provided information
in the process to help guide
the execution of the project in the most

TASK

2

of goals.
As part of this phase, design basis
for each of the three facilities in
consideration were developed to support
the evaluation and possible certification
of a technology within a specific market
application and to support the testing
and evaluation of novel technologies in a
safe and ‘risk-free’ location that will not
negatively impact the time to market for
these innovations.

drivers, growth themes, valueend-user/ customer discovery.

the project was completed to ensure
alignment of stakeholders and alignment

Secondary Research. Macro
chain analysis, competition and

effective manner. The first phase of

4

Primary Research.

TASK

3

Distribution of a survey to
collect quantitative data. The
team leveraged relationships
with industry associations
including: New England Water
Innovation Network (NEWIN),
Water Environment Federation
(WEF), Water Environment
Research Foundation (WERF),
American Water Works
Association (AWWA), and New
England Water Environment
Association (NEWEA).
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For each facility, the team developed

the economic development and workforce

a prospective pipeline of end users

development impacts in each region

(regionally, nationally and globally),

was developed. This provided sufficient

and collected company demographic

guidance to collect key data inputs within

information that was used as inputs

the stakeholder engagement efforts. This

to both Network Potential and
Business Model Development. A report
summarizing the findings of network
potential was developed for each of the
sites.

model was re-visited at the conclusion
of the project and re-evaluated the
economic and workforce development
impact based upon the information
gathered in the remaining tasks. Details

Network Potential
The potential regional impact
attributed to the test beds
was reviewed both as standalone individual facilities
(of varying capability), and as part
of a regional or national network of
testbed facilities. This research requires
a combination of both qualitative and
quantitative analysis.

of the methodology are presented below.

Network Potential –
Scenario Driven Analysis
The economic impact analysis for
this project was modeled based on
the IMPLAN platform. The primary
components of the economic impact
analysis will include the total direct,
indirect, and induced jobs created by:

Specific modeling tools were developed
for each facility. The framework for the
input variables that drive the scenarios
(stand-alone, full-service, regional
network, national network etc.) were
established through the stakeholder
engagement evaluation process.

		
1

Construction phase

The modeling tools required to provide a

		

Operation and

sophisticated and detailed output were
developed early in the project chronology
– such that the input variables that the
models required was collected during
the stakeholder engagement research.
First a preliminary network potential that
developed generic models and frames

5

2

		
3

maintenance phase
Economic activity associated
with creating, attracting and
scaling private enterprises
(“new business activity model”)
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Construction Phase Model
To facilitate future work, the model was

Business Activity Created
by Site Model

generated to determine the economic

This model focused on determining the

impact per million dollars. In addition to

type, number, and characteristics of

these modeling components, the size and

businesses that are typically created,

composition of the local labor market was

scaled, or attracted to a region by the

determined to its potential to fill projected

development of similar sites. The model is

openings, with recommendations for

based on the typical allocation of business

how to maximize use of local talent.
Each analysis provides important data
to compare economic and labor market
impact for its local economy.

O&M Phase Model
Upon completion of the capital models,
specific scenario-planning can be
conducted by changing assumptions,
including the development of best-,
worst-, and expected-case scenarios.
An O&M phase model was then built on
permanent employment and wages at
the site upon operations. These data
were collected in this phase but also rely
significantly on the research conducted
during stakeholder engagement. The
model was based on the economic
impact of the total number of direct jobs
and earnings anticipated at the site.
The output includes the indirect (e.g.,

type, growth, and occupation and wage
composition of companies attracted
by similar sites in competitor regions
and adjacent industries, and a custom,
IMPLAN-based model was developed.

Supply-Side Labor Market Analysis
A supply side labor analysis was
completed based on Census Bureau data,
as well as proprietary information from
sources, including JobsEQ. This data
allowed for local analysis of the local labor
market, including the number of employed
and unemployed workers by occupation.
Information from previous steps was used
to determine the number, occupation, and
experience and education level required
for the positions to be created by the site
(including all three phases explored).
A gap analysis was completed for three
deliverables: 1) a feasibility assessment

contracted services such as janitorial,

based on locally available talent; 2)

legal, etc.) and induced (e.g., impact to

recommendations for improving local

local economy from wages paid to direct

labor market share of employment

and indirect workers) employment and

created; and 3) assessment of the impact

revenues.

based on share of unemployment rate.
Each of these metrics allows for direct
comparison to the local and statewide
impact of each site.
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Site Survey & Condition Assessment
Building upon the Basis of Design and further guided by the stakeholder
engagement and competitive analysis research, the team engaged in site
survey and condition assessments tailored to specifically capture the enduse function of the facility. These included:

Availability
of influent
stream

Location to
discharge
effluent

Location to
discharge sludge
and other residuals

Utility
connections

Operations
Assistance

...................................................................................................
These facility specific criteria were
reviewed with the project team at the
kickoff meeting and refined to engage
in the site-surveys to meet the project
goals. These tasks included:

»»Visual inspection of existing site
and current facility conditions.
This included control systems;
electrical, mechanical and structural
systems; architectural aspects;
condition of computing and lab space;
treatment infrastructure; support
systems (HVAC, plumbing, fire safety,
staff facilities); building and site code
compliance; meeting space; and
communications.

The evaluation of the facilities included:

»»Review of operational status and
suitability of existing equipment and
chemical systems

»»Review of Facility design drawings,
electrical, controls network, process,
mechanical, layout, etc.

»»Review of Facility mechanical and
operations records

»»Thermo graphic images of selected
electrical switch gear and motors

»»Inspection of the building support
infrastructure including mechanical,
electrical, roof, doors, and windows
for condition and repair assessment

7
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Needs Assessment
The needs assessment
was completed based on
the site survey & condition
assessment report that
includes a comprehensive summary of
current site conditions and assets. The
report includes recommendations for
the following improvements in order to
allow each facility to serve as a test bed
location:

»»Major equipment items and capacity
»»Building renovations or improvements
»»Necessary hardware and software
upgrades to modernize the facilities’
instrumentation and control systems
along with costs

»»An assessment of staff, relevant skills,
credentials, and experience with
noted deficiencies for basis of design
developed under task 4.1

»»Process Flow Diagrams showing
existing conditions and any proposed
changes to the facility in order to
serve as a test bed location

Cost Estimate
Following work completed

equipment and materials costs from the
program database.
Operating costs were developed based on
Woodard & Curran’s experience operating
treatment facilities for over 30 years in
Massachusetts and at over 40 facilities
nationwide. Operating costs also rely on
tools such as NEIWPCC’s operating costs
spreadsheets and EPA’s cost models.
The cost estimates are used to develop
business models in other tasks. These
estimates include contingencies and
possible risks to future development and
business of each of the test bed facilities.

Retrofit Schedule
Based on the proposed
scenarios and build outs,
an overall project summary
was developed for each of
the potential site locations in Microsoft
Project. These schedules include major
tasks such as engineering, permitting,
review, bidding, and construction and are
based on typical construction timelines for
each of the host site locations and scope
of work to be completed.

Business Model and Next Steps

in the site survey and needs

This phase was to develop

assessment, an opinion

a Preliminary Business

of probable costs were

Plan built upon the prior

developed. The capital construction cost
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construction crews, production rates, and

phases that provide input

estimates were developed using RIB MC2

to the model. The development of

cost estimating software using standard

the business plan included building a
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simple quantitative business model that
included summary level operations costs,
incremental expenses, and anticipated
future revenues. To understand the
revenue options, the team explored
various business models concepts and
revenue streams.

Business Models
For each of the sites, a business model
was developed to evaluate the site’s
ability to support investment. This
includes capital and operating costs
(including labor, chemicals, energy) to
evaluate the financial sustainability of

This work involved heavy stakeholder

the sites.

engagement and iteration to understand

This task was completed by building

how each model is fit for purpose for
the unique nature and end-use of each
facility.

on the work completed in prior tasks.
In addition to the costs identified in
prior tasks, revenue for each site was

The preliminary business plans contain
three specific plans:
		
1 Sales Plan. A summary level

evaluation of each site will 		
generate revenue and close deals

		
2 Marketing Plan. The marketing

plan includes an exploration into
the basics of what product is

   offered, price, and where sites
can go to market
		
3 Operations Plan. The operations
plan includes summary level

estimated based on the following major
categories.

Test Bed Rental
The most fundamental service a
Demonstration Center can provide is
rental of test space. This service is very
much like a landlord/tenant relationship
where a site essentially leases or rents
space to host sites.

Platform Services (Grant Based)
In terms of sponsored research, the
centers can focus on providing platform

information on construction,

services that allow researchers to use the

operation, IP & legal team, and

facility to pursue funding opportunities.

HR Plan including a discussion of

In these cases, grant funding would go

options for business structures

to another organization, but the work
would be completed at the test center and
funding from the grant would be allocated
to that site.
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Sponsored Research
In some cases, a center may choose to conduct research where the staff of the site
are principle investigators (PI) or co-PIs on work. In these cases, the center and
center staff would be funded from grant funding directly covering some part of the
center costs.

Events
As was discussed with a number of site staff, there are occasionally opportunities
to bring professionals together for events on relevant topics. In some cases there
would be inherent opportunities of conducting these events at sites with the access
to equipment and be able to include field-based activities in training or professional
development activities.
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The work in this report was conducted on behalf of the Massachusetts Clean Energy
Center (MassCEC). MassCEC, with support of the Water Innovation Trust that
was established through the passage of the Environmental Bond Bill (Bill H.4375)
in 2014, could help Massachusetts establish a strong and robust Demonstration
Center network for the piloting of new water technologies as part of a strategy to
become a global leader in the water innovation and energy efficiency sector.

...................................................................................................
Establishing this network of Water Technology Demonstration Centers could create
jobs, lower energy costs, and optimize municipal operations in addition to supporting
water technology research. A successfully-established test bed network could
serve existing Massachusetts-based water technology companies, help attract new
companies to the Commonwealth, advance new solutions to both local and global
water challenges, and provide a strong foundation for innovation.
This work lead by a team at Woodard

Feasibility studies conducted at

& Curran (a national Engineering Firm)

potential test bed locations will support

and BWResearch (economic experts

the development of:

with deep MA knowledge) developed
findings at each of locations which

1

expressed an interest in potentially
hosting a test bed location including:

2
3

Water technology test beds and
demonstration sites;
  Specific water technology
demonstrations; and
Streamlined technology and		
commercialization readiness
activities.
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PHASED APPROACH – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT, PLANT
ASSESSMENTS
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .AND
. . . . . . .COMPETITIVE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .LANDSCAPE
.................................................
The team completed primary research interviews and solicited stakeholder feedback

to feed into the development of the pilot plant design needs, business model, and the
analysis of the local network potential.
For each facility, the team developed a pilot plant design need and prospective pipeline
of end users (regionally, nationally and globally), and collected company demographic
information that was used as inputs to both Network Potential and Business Model
Development.

....................................................................................................
Construction Phase
Building upon the Basis of Design and
further guided by the stakeholder
engagement and competitive analysis
research, the team engaged in site
survey and condition assessments
tailored specifically to capture the enduse function of the facility. Following work
completed in the site survey and the
needs assessment, an opinion of
probable costs were developed.

O&M Phase Model
An O&M phase model was then built on
permanent employment and wages at
the site upon operations. These data
were collected in this phase but also rely
significantly on the research conducted
during stakeholder engagement. The

12

and indirect workers) employment and
revenues.

Business Activity Created
by Site Model
This model focused on determining the
type, number, and characteristics of
businesses that are typically created,
scaled, or attracted to a region by the
development of similar sites. The model is
based on the typical allocation of business
type, growth, and occupation and wage
composition of companies attracted
by similar sites in competitor regions
and adjacent industries, and a custom,
IMPLAN-based model was developed.

Supply-Side Labor
Market Analysis

model was based on the economic

A supply-side labor analysis was

impact of the total number of direct jobs

completed based on Census Bureau data,

and earnings anticipated at the site.

as well as proprietary information from

The output includes the indirect (e.g.,

sources, including JobsEQ. This data

contracted services such as janitorial,

allowed for analysis of the local labor

legal, etc.) and induced (e.g., impact to

market, including the number of employed

local economy from wages paid to direct

and unemployed workers by occupation.
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Network Potential – Scenario Driven Analysis
The economic impact analysis for this project was modeled based on the IMPLAN
platform. The primary components of the economic impact analysis include the total
direct, indirect, and induced jobs created by:

1

The construction phase

2

The operation and maintenance phase; and

3

The economic activity associated with creating, attracting, and scaling private 		
enterprises (“new business activity model”).

.RESULTS
...................................................................................................
Capital Investment Summary – MASSTC
Investment
Level 1

Capital Improvements
•

Upgraded alarms/controls

•

Site safety improvements

•

New office trailer

Estimated Capital Cost
$500,000

Level 1 Upgrades, plus
Level 2

Level 3
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•

New classroom facility

•

Upgraded electrical service

•

Replacement of facility influent pumps

Level 1 & 2 Upgrades, plus
•

Expansion of the facility to include
additional wastewater test streams

$1,540,000

$5,270,000
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MASSTC Incremental Revenue Target
For each of the sites, capital and operating costs were compared to potential revenue
streams. Revenue from these sites were broken down into categories:
Revenue Stream

Description

Level 1

$200,000

$90,000

$290,000

26

80%

Level 2

$200,000

$113,000

$313,000

26

80%

Streams

New Revenue

Estimated

Occupancy Rate

Annual

Demo. Bays

Available

Target

Revenue

to Investment

Activities charged by service activity
(sampling, data collection, etc.)

Expenses Due

Platform Services

Operating

Facility charges a fee for hosting events or training

Annual

Events

Expenses

Research funded by grant where facility fees are
included in funding

Operational

Sponsored Research

Current

Essentially tenant/landlord relationship.
Space is leased for use.

Investment

Test Bed Rental

$1,000/month
$1,000/month +
25 events
$1,000/month

Level 3

$200,000

$454,000

$654,000

30

80%

for RWW bays,
$10,000/month for
expanded

14
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Capital Investment Summary – UMass Amherst
Investment

Level 1

Capital Improvements

Estimated Capital Cost

•

Site work improvements

•

Influent pump house improvements

•

Power and controls upgrades

•

Surface water pump station upgrades

$1,240,000

Level 1 Upgrades, plus
Level 2

•

New demonstration Building with
laboratory

•

Replace effluent pump station

$3,930,000

Level 1 & 2 Upgrades, plus
Level 3

•

Expansion of the facility

•

Additional wastewater streams (sludge,
groundwater)

•

Renewable and alternative energy
demonstration area

$6,900,000
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Target

Monthly Price

Estimated

Occupancy Rate

Annual

Demo. Bays

Available

Target

Revenue

to Investment

Expenses Due

Operating

Annual

Expenses

Operational

Current

Investment

UMass Amherst Incremental Revenue Target

Level 1

$125,000

$123,000

$248,000

4

80%

$6,500

Level 2

$125,000

$370,000

$495,000

10

80%

$5,250

Level 3

$125,000

$520,000

$645,000

14

80%

$4,900
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FINDINGS
...............................................
The Massachusetts Alternative
Septic System Test Center
(MASSTC)
The MASSTC site could support up to
Level 2 investment ($1,540,000) and
maintain sustainable operations. Key
findings of this work highlighted:

»»Economic impact of investment
would be $1,898,910

»»Incremental additional center revenue
would be $115,000 per year based on
new customers of the center

»»Investment would have simple
economic payback of app. 13 years

»»With a local multiplier effect of 1.59,
adjusted payback of app. 8 years

Additional Benefits
»»Critical support to DEP
»»Public health and
environmental protection

»»Business spending outside of
MASSTC projects

»»Part of water innovation ecosystem
»»Training opportunities

UMass Amherst (UMA)
The work found that up to Level 2
investment of $3,930,000 would allow the
centers at UMass to maintain financially
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sustainable operations. Key findings of
this work highlighted:

»»With investment, the center would
generate an additional $495,000 per
year in revenue and cover operating
expenses

»»Investment would have a simple
economic payback of app. 7.9 years

»»With a local multiplier effect of 1.71,
adjusted payback of app. 4.6 years

Additional Benefits
»»Public health and
environmental protection

»»Business spending/growth
outside of UMA projects

»»Part of water innovation ecosystem

MWRA Deer Island Treatment
Pilot Plant (DITP)
For DITP capital investment to be brought
up to a standard to start generating
rental, it would require an investment of
$670,000 to $5,300,000 with expenses of
$372,000 to $1,125,000. At these levels
of investment and activity, the new site
revenue is unlikely to cover the expenses
of the site. Also given that DITP pilot
system has not operated for many years
it would have to restart several operations
while working to attract customers to the
site. DITP also does not have the benefits
of existing test customers or the use of
labs, students, or county employees.

Feasibility Study of Water Technology Demonstration Centers

While DITP does not appear to support investment, DITP would have similar benefits
to UMass and MASSTC that would include public health and serve as an important part
of the water innovation ecosystem. However; DITP faces start-up challenges, higherprojected expenses than revenue, and an unclear path to sustainable operations,
therefore is not a good candidate for investment.

General Findings
Water Technology Demonstration Centers can have an important role in energy
savings, water innovation, and economic development.
MASSTC and UMA have a path to economically viable operations outlined below:

»»Medium investment scenario can support incremental operational budgets
and provide return of capital

»»Functioning assets with existing commercial activity
»»Support from local stakeholders
»»Demonstration Centers will provide additional benefits to the Commonwealth
»»Located in areas appropriate for economic stimulus
Water Technology Demonstration Centers will offer economic development
opportunities with regional impact.

....................................................................................................

SUMMARY
The sections that follow in the table of contents are the work products of
the prior phases.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center

FROM:

Woodard & Curran, Novus, BM

DATE:

March 13, 2017

RE:

Wastewater Test Bed Feasibility Study – Basis of Understanding

This memo summarizes the working document leading to Stage Gate 1, the Basis of Understanding, of the three sites
identified as potential locations for a wastewater test bed facility. This memo summarizes the understanding gained
through discussions with MassCEC, the stakeholders, and additional research of publicly available information. We
have used the evaluative criteria presented at the project kickoff meeting to create a preliminary evaluation of each
facility’s capabilities, and identify key questions for each facility. This Basis of Understanding will be further developed
as the project progresses. Per the proposal, this document is broken into three sections the Stakeholder Engagement
and Competitive Landscape; Network Potential and Site Surveys and Conditions Assessment.
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1.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

DRAFT NOTES/OUTLINE: Basis of Understanding: Stakeholders and Business Models
UMass Amherst
Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•

Faculty: Reckhow, Chul, Butler
UMass Amherst Research Administration - Supportive of the testbed concept - has helped set up a costcenter
UMass Amherst ‘non-research’ Administration - Non supportive of the testbed - need to determine if they
are going to be obstructional?
Amherst Town WWTP - very supportive - will explore further
Chamber of Commerce
Users: Clean Membrane, SWR, FTO, selection of sensor tech and laboratory instrumentation vendors.

Business Models
•
•
•

Cost center has been established within the school to manage costs
Overhead cost is not applied - Amherst is offsetting these costs (is that sustainable)
Market capabilities applied in freshwater withdraw, cooling tower recycle, secondary municipal wastewater.

Next Steps
•
•
•
•

Business model must align with the framework of the academic institution. Need to Interview more staff
within the administration (research and non-research)
Interview all existing and potential user-clients
Interview the chamber of commerce and local town stakeholders
Interview state level stakeholder regarding interests in pioneer valley

Massachusetts Alternative Septic Technology Test Center
Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

George & Brian from Barnstable DPH.
Military Reserve owns land - need to find a POC to discuss long term lease / contractual details.
Barnstable DPW runs WWTP which is also supporting pilots for technology need to meet and discuss
overlapping interest
Cape Cod Commission is driving local awareness of technologies for regional issue.
Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce is driving interest in the regions Blue Economy
Blue Institute Cape Cod is driving innovation and training for regions Blue Economy
14 companies routinely use the facility. Need to understand why they chose to do testing here
National Sanitation Foundation

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
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Business Models
•
•
•
•
•

Has capabilities / market in septic and secondary treatment only.
No existing business model or management to a P&L.
Current business activity is high and business pipeline seems robust.
George and his team pull down against the revenue generated for their own R&D - no clear tracking of R&D
costs versus revenue generated
DPH may not be a suitable entity to operate a larger test facility - may need to subcontract out to a
dedicated O&M or perhaps a third party entity.

Deer Island Treatment Plant
Stakeholders

•
•
•
•
•
•

David & Ethan
Northeastern, WPI, UMass and other faculty have used the facility
Some vendors have used the facility
Town of Winthrop
MWRA senior management (beyond Deer Island)
NEWEA and MAWEA relevant WW sector stakeholders

Business Models

•
•
•
•
•

No business model existing
No clear interest in developing a business
Must be a third party / over the fence type agreement isolating risk from
Capabilities / market interests in residuals, biosolids mgmt and increasing energy and resource recovery.
Could host seawater desal and secondary treatment

Next Steps
Interview with additional stakeholders
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2.

NETWORK POTENTIAL

Scenario Driven Analysis- Economic Impact Analysis Template
The following provides the economic impact analysis using the IMPLAN platform. The primary components of the
economic impact analysis will include the total direct, indirect, and induced jobs created by: 1) the construction phase;
2) the operation and maintenance phase; and 3) the economic activity associated with creating, attracting and scaling
private enterprises (“new business activity model”).
Note: The model was generated to determine the economic impact of building a $1 million treatment plant facility.
Model Input (the same for the 3 sites):
• Activity- 58 Construction of other non-residential Structure
• Industry Sales- $1M
• Local Purchase: SAM Model Value
• Event year: 2017

Test Beds:
2.1

Barnstable Test Bed

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect
* Initial Investment
Sector
58
441
440
395
482
433
449
475
502
209

Figure 1: Economic Impact of a $1M Water treatment plant facility
Employment
Labor Income ($)
Value Added ($)
Output ($)
7.6
1.4
2.3
11.2

$381,783
$58,966
$92,735
$533,484

$459,201
$87,628
$154,270
$701,099

$1,000,000*
$172,292
$273,467
$1,445,760

Figure 2: Top Ten Industries Impact by Output
Employment
Labor Income
($)
Construction of other new
7.6
$381,783
nonresidential structures
Owner-occupied dwellings
0.0
$0
Real estate
0.3
$5,536
Wholesale trade
0.2
$10,850
Hospitals
0.1
$10,860
Monetary authorities and
0.1
$4,619
depos...
Architectural, engineering,
0.1
$5,133
an...
Offices of physicians
0.1
$7,670
Limited-service
0.1
$2,629
restaurants
Other concrete product
0.0
$2,600
manufac...
Description

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
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Output
Multiplier
1.44576

Value
Added ($)
$459,201

Output ($)
$1,000,000

$28,637
$22,758
$19,752
$11,532
$8,589

$42,785
$37,846
$35,733
$18,982
$13,227

$5,191

$11,802

$7,305
$7,085

$11,281
$10,741

$3,560

$10,498
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Description
Total

Description
Total

2.2

Employee
Compensation
$1,076

Figure 3: Impact to State and Local Taxes
Proprietor Tax on Production Households
Income
and Imports
$0
$28,021
$17,811

Employee
Compensation
$44,580

Figure 4: Impact to Federal Taxes
Proprietor
Tax on Production
Households
Income
and Imports
$7,439
$2,119
$57,545

Corporations

Total

$1,711

$48,619

Corporations

Total

$7,833

$119,516

UMASS Amherst Test Bed

Impact Type

Figure 5: Economic Impact of a $1M Water treatment plant facility
Employment
Labor Income ($)
Value Added ($)
Output ($)

Output
Multiplier

Direct Effect
7.1
$390,309
$483,498
$989,662*
Indirect Effect 1.5
$75,828
$110,858
$210,261
1.56200579
Induced
2.7
$121,045
$196,574
$345,935
Effect
Total Effect
11.3
$587,182
$790,929
$1,545,858
* Lower than the initial investment of $1M because not all purchases were done locally.
Figure 6: Top Ten Industries Impact by Output
Sector
Description
Employment
Labor Income ($)
Value Added
Output
($)
($)
58
Construction of other new
7.1
$390,309
$483,498
$989,662
nonresidential structures
395
Wholesale trade
0.3
$20,066
$35,475
$59,255
441
Owner-occupied dwellings
0.0
$0
$33,870
$50,603
440
Real estate
0.1
$2,668
$18,695
$26,514
482
Hospitals
0.2
$12,133
$12,942
$24,409
449
Architectural, engineering,
0.1
$7,901
$7,955
$16,623
an...
437
Insurance carriers
0.0
$4,773
$8,698
$15,715
411
Truck transportation
0.1
$5,513
$6,593
$14,137
475
Offices of physicians
0.1
$9,413
$8,913
$13,381
49
Electric power transmission
0.0
$1,253
$4,537
$11,250
an...

Description

Employee
Compensation

Total

$1,278
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Figure 7: State and Local Taxes
Proprietor Tax on
Households
Income
Production
and Imports
$0
$26,919
$18,814

5

Corporations

Total

$3,008

$50,019
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Description

Employee
Compensation

Total

$48,259

2.3

Figure 8: Federal Taxes
Proprietor Tax on
Households
Income
Production
and Imports
$5,262
$2,440
$60,802

Corporations

Total

$13,744

$130,507

Deer Island Test Bed
Figure 9: Economic Impact of a $1M Water treatment plant facility
Employment
Labor Income ($) Value Added ($)
Output ($)

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect
* Initial Investment
Sector
58
395
441
440
449
482
433
437

6.0
1.1
2.0
9.2

$457,050
$94,426
$131,111
$682,587

$569,242
$137,258
$209,325
$915,826

Output
Multiplier

$1,000,000*
$217,193
$326,939
$1,544,132

1.544132

Figure 10: Top Ten Industries Impact by Output
Description
Employment
Labor Income ($)
Value Added ($)
Construction of other
6.0
$457,050
$569,242
new nonresidential
structures
Wholesale trade
0.2
$26,761
$43,510
Owner-occupied
0.0
$0
$28,806
dwellings
Real estate
0.1
$4,723
$28,103
Architectural,
0.1
$14,040
$14,052
engineering, an...
Hospitals
0.1
$12,482
$13,260
Monetary authorities
0.0
$5,751
$10,361
and depos...
Insurance carriers
0.0
$3,971
$7,229

Description

Employee
Compensation

Total

$722

Description

Employee
Compensation

Total

$57,822
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Figure 11: State and Local Taxes
Proprietor
Tax on
Households
Income
Production and
Imports
$0
$23,146
$19,602
Figure 12: Federal Taxes
Proprietor
Tax on
Households
Income
Production and
Imports
$5,435
$2,594
$61,772

6

Output ($)
$1,000,000
$62,973
$43,038
$33,172
$23,443
$22,202
$13,623
$13,000

Corporations

Total

$3,549

$47,019

Corporations

Total

$16,354

$143,977
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2.4
2.4.1

Economic Impact
Economy View

Barnstable Test Bed

Industry

Total 2016
Jobs

2011-2016
% Change

COL-Adjusted
Total Earnings

Competitive
Effect

2016
Payrolled
Business
Locations

All Industries
Industry: Research and Development in
Biotechnology
Industry: Research and Development in the
Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences (except
Biotechnology)
Industry: Engineering Services

110,925
<10

7%
Insuf. Data

$40,611
Insuf. Data

-902
-21

9,291
1

1,209

-12%

$71,484

-205

21

352

17%

$57,959

31

61

UMASS Amherst

Industry

Total 2016
Jobs

2011-2016
% Change

COL-Adjusted
Total Earnings

Competitive
Effect

2016
Payrolled
Business
Locations

All Industries
Industry: Research and Development in
Biotechnology
Industry: Research and Development in the
Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences (except
Biotechnology)
Industry: Engineering Services

333,103
<10

4%
Insuf. Data

$44,137
Insuf. Data

-5,930
-59

24,650
2

87

67%

$111,130

34

19

950

11%

$80,390

38

72

Deer Island

Industry

Total 2016
Jobs

2011-2016
% Change

COL-Adjusted
Total Earnings

Competitive
Effect

2016
Payrolled
Business
Locations

All Industries
Industry: Research and Development in
Biotechnology
Industry: Research and Development in the
Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences (except
Biotechnology)
Industry: Engineering Services

2,054,969
29,879

9%
18%

$62,828
$147,828

12,281
230

105,278
598

15,727

7%

$107,130

703

616

17,630

2%

$88,315

-878

827

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
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2.4.2

Workforce View

Barnstable Test Bed

Occupations

Total 2016
Jobs

2011-2016 %
Change

Annual
Openings

2016
Resident
Workers

2016 Net
Commuters

Avg.
Hourly
Earnings

All Occupations
Material Engineers

110,925
12
12
149

7%
-8%
-8%
-4%

4,180
Ins.Data
Ins.Data
4

120,075
<10
<10
136

-9143
4
4
13

$22.97
$39.77
$45.42
$33.69

Chemical Engineers
Physical Scientists

Number of People
3,171

Unemployment

LQ/Regional
Concentration

0.62
0.53
0.75

Rate
4.2%*

*Source: https://data.bls.gov/map/MapToolServlet

UMASS Amherst

Occupations

Total 2016
Jobs

2011-2016 %
Change

Annual
Openings

2016
Resident
Workers

2016 Net
Commuters

Avg.
Hourly
Earnings

All Occupations
Material Engineers

333,103

4%
-3.5%
-7%
8%

13,023
3
Ins.Data
19

359,797
96
52
440

-26,710
-24
-1
-3

$23.85
$39.77
$45.42
$37.14

Chemical Engineers
Physical Scientists

72
51
437

Number of People
11,003

Unemployment

LQ/Regional
Concentration

1.22
0.73
0.74

Rate*
2.9%

*Source: https://data.bls.gov/map/MapToolServlet

Deer Island

Occupations

Total 2016
Jobs

2011-2016 %
Change

Annual
Openings

2016
Resident
Workers

2016 Net
Commuters

Avg.
Hourly
Earnings

All Occupations
Material Engineers

2,054,969
780
616
5,506

9%
-0.2%
9%
9%

92,817
31
27
239

1,758,656
664
521
4,780

296,321
116
95
726

$30.23
$46.96
$53.46
$42.81

Chemical Engineers
Physical Scientists

Unemployment

Number of People
42,644

LQ/Regional
Concentration

2.14
1.43
1.50

Rate*
4.57%

*Source: https://data.bls.gov/map/MapToolServlet
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3.

SITE SURVEY AND CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT

This section summarizes our current understanding of the physical attributes at each of the three locations. We must
develop an understanding of the existing conditions in order to evaluate the possible operations at a test bed site for a
given location, as well as to understand the amount of capital investment that would be required at each location. The
following profiles provide a brief summary of existing conditions at each of the facilities. Following the individual site
profiles is a comparison matrix of each site and its potential to be a favorable test bed site for MassCEC.

3.1

Barnstable Site Plan

The Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Test Center is a Level 4 treatment facility in Barnstable. The center
began as a treatment site to test nutrient reduction septic technologies under an EPA program. The center has been
operating as a testing facility for on-site treatment systems for almost 20 years. The center has expanded to allow
outside parties to use the space as well. The facility can accommodate over 20 concurrent tests. Typical use of the
space includes research and development or completion of standardized test protocols.

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
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3.1.1

Preliminary Evaluation of Facility

The facility receives influent wastewater from the Otis Air National Guard base and distributes it to 21 testing locations
in the facility. MASSTC appears to be well known among the on-site wastewater community and sustains its existing
operations through the fees charged for services.

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
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3.2

UMass Amherst Site Plan

Research activities have intermittently been conducted on this site since the 1970s. The UMass Wastewater Treatment
Pilot Plant came to fruition from support by federal wastewater construction grant program in the late 1980s. Several
site plan modifications took place since the construction and the site continues to be used by students and faculty for
testing.

3.2.1

Preliminary Evaluation of Facility

Based on preliminary research, the UMass testing facility adjacent to the Amherst WWTF appears to be a good
candidate for further study. The site has been historically used for similar research opportunities, and includes ample
room for new facilities. Connections are present to supply wastewater streams from Amherst WWTF to the test facility.
The site owner (UMass) is supportive of the project and has dedicated resources to the testing operations. There are
opportunities for operational synergies between the test facility and the UMass campus, including educational
opportunities, operator training, and laboratory testing.

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
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3.3

3.3.1

Deer Island Site Plan

Preliminary Evaluation of Facility

The Deer Island pilot plant has been mothballed for over 10 years. When the facility was in operation, it had a capacity
of up to 2 million gallons per day, and mimicked the treatment process at the full-scale wastewater treatment facility.
The pilot plant is significantly larger than the other testing facilities being considered and would likely require significant
investment.
Future analysis of potential testing operations at Deer Island should consider not only the pilot plant, but also smaller
scale testing possibilities. This could potentially require less capital cost, and also increase the types of testing that
could be performed.

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
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Site Comparisons
SITE

TEST BED
AVAILABLE AREA
AND NOTES

BARNSTABLE

• Uses most of the
physical space within
fenced area

LABORATORY
FACILITIES NOTES
• Certified to test for
most wastewater
constituents

• The capacity of the
test center is likely
limited by the capacity
of pumps, as well as
the physical space
available within the
existing test location

WASTEWATER
STREAM
AVAILABILITY

OPERATIONAL
ASSISTANCE

OWNERSHIP/OVERSIGHT

MARKETABILITY

ABILITY TO TEST KEY
EMERGING
TECHNOLOGIES

REGULATORY

• Only able to test raw
• Full-time operator on site
• Lease agreement is with
influent wastewater onfunded by vendor fees
Air National Guard Base
site
• Vendors responsible for
• Base is regulated by
• The WWTF for the Air
operation of technologies
“Superfund” site due to
National Guard base is
contamination from
adjacent to the testing • Operator provides support to
historic military activity on
facility, No capabilities
the site.
vendors as needed
to send any other
types of flow (primary
effluent, secondary
effluent, sludges) to
the testing facility

• Testing within 200’ X • Certified to test for
• Raw influent, primary
200’ fenced area
most wastewater
effluent and secondary
constituents
effluent
• A significant portion of
• Wet laboratory space
the site is
undeveloped and/or
within the existing
unused, offering
prefabricated building
ample space for new
on site
facilities
• Operates state-ofthe-art laboratory
• More traditional
wastewater testing
occurs in a local
contract lab
• Space limited on Deer • Some laboratory
• Connected to Deer
DEER ISLAND
Island
space is available
Island’s North Main
within
pilot
plant
Pump Station, can
• MWRA would likely
receive raw
require any use of the
wastewater effluent
pilot plant to the
existing footprint
• Piping exists to allow
primary effluent from
main treatment
process to pilot area
• No provisions for
sludge from main
treatment process to
pilot area
UMASS
AMHERST

• Full-time operator on site,
Patrick Wittbold
• UMass provides operational
assistance to the testing
facility
• UMass also provides
assistance from physical
plant for projects at the
testing facility.
• Amherst WWTF operators
provided assistance in past

• Well known among on- • Currently limited to on- • No major permitting
site wastewater
site wastewater systems
efforts anticipated
treatment community
• Test facility does not
• Attracts steady business
have its own
with little marketing
discharge, thus not
subject to regulation
• Site somewhat isolated
by MassDEP
due to Cape Cod
Location
• Not in proximity to major
Universities or
Technology Centers
• Heavy tourism in
summer could impact
site access
• UMass is owner
• UMass facility is
• Raw influent, primary
• No major permitting
adjacent to the UMass
effluent and secondary
efforts anticipated
Amherst
effluent available
• UMass is supportive of
• Test facility retest bed efforts and would
• No significant
• Possibility for testing
work with MassCEC to
directs all effluent to
make facility a success
marketability restrictions
sludge technologies
WWTF, thus not
subject to regulation
by MassDEP

• MWRA’s legal department
• Use of the on-site
actively oversees MWRA
laboratory for testing
operations and would be
would require a
involved in any negotiations
negotiated agreement
for a lease
with MWRA senior
management
• Area of concern: Due to legal
concerns, laboratory not
typically used for-profit
companies. (Previous onsite testing has been mostly
performed by universities,
which allows more leeway for
MWRA)

• Deer Island is one of the • The pilot plant includes • No major permitting
largest wastewater
raw influent and primary
efforts anticipated
treatment facilities in the
effluent feeds; may limit
world and is well known
the types of technologies • Re-directs all
that could be evaluated
effluent to the main
• Close to the Boston
• Other wastewater
wastewater
universities and several
residuals present at
treatment process
water technology
Deer Island (secondary
for final treatment,
companies, and the
effluent, primary sludge,
thus not subject to
greater Boston area
thickened sludge, and
regulation by
digested sludge, and
MassDEP
digester gas)

POTENTIAL NEXT STEPS

OVERALL
ASSESSMENT
RANK

• Review feasibility of
providing other types of
wastewater (primary
effluent, secondary
effluent, sludges) for
testing
• Review existing
agreements to determine
if adjacent vacant lands
could be used for
expansion (potentially
requires modification to
lease agreement)
• These relationships and
the duties of operational
parties (operator, UMass,
WWTF) would need to be
formalized as part of any
test bed agreement.
• Evaluate possibility of
testing sludge
technologies

• Review lab facilities to
estimate extent of space
available for re-use for
testing
• To determine feasibility of
using facility as for-profit
establishment
• Evaluate possibility of
testing wastewater and
residual streams

The Facilities were color coded based on favorability of current site conditions. Favorability was determined by comparing each of the sites. The most favorable conditions are presented by the darkest purple, with less favorable or neutral conditions in the light purple.
Results from the next steps of the evaluation can further narrow in on site potential.
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Executive Summary
Technology development in the water sector is challenging. The industry is highly
fragmented, water is a low-value commodity, the cost of services are often heavily regulated
and risk of failure has impact on human health and safety. As a result of these factors, end
users / customers are risk adverse and time from ideation to market is often measured in
decades, resulting in a high degree of failed ventures and the need for active support.
Massachusetts has a strong clean-tech innovation community and a growing water
technology sector. MassCEC has developed a comprehensive array of programs to support
the funding and technology derisking of clean-energy (and water) technologies and the
proposal of a water technology test bed as an additional resource in Commonwealth can help
on three objectives:
1) Identify MA as a leader location for water technology innovation
2) Direct regional innovators to address local issues
3) Support academia and industry to develop solutions more efficiently
Stakeholder engagement and competitive analysis research has been conducted through
primary research with over 50 individuals distributed across start-up, mid size and large tech
companies, academics, incubators, regulators and state government. In addition to this
primary research, secondary research and analysis of survey data has been used to support
the assessment of what the market needs and how competitive the proposed facilities will be
in the market.
Three facilities were identified for analysis. These include a facility at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, the Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Test Center in
Barnstable and the MWRA Deer Island facility.
In summary, stakeholder engagement and competitive analysis identifies the UMass Amherst
facility as the most competitive solution to meet the primary objectives. The Deer Island
facility as initially presented is the least competitive, however a modification of the concept
to mirror the design of the Amherst facility presents a solution that could be competitive if
transportation and site ownership issues can be resolved economically. Lastly, the MASSTC
facility is neutral in this analysis. The hyper-niche technical focus of the facility constrains the
global impact and there is a risk that competitive septic test facilities may be brought on-line
in the near future.
Based upon the stakeholder engagement and competitive analysis conducted here, it is our
recommendation that all three facilities are evaluated further to assess the network-potential
and the cost considerations to provide the relevant site upgrades. However, Deer Island
should be evaluated with the intent of creating a test facility similar to that outlined for the
Amherst location.
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Introduction
This report summarizes the findings of the stakeholder engagement & competitive analysis
undertaken as Task 2 of the MassCEC Water Technology Testbed Feasibility Study. The
objective for Task 2 was to conduct a stakeholder engagement process to better understand
market testing and certification needs these facilities can help address; the state, regional
and national appetite for such services; and an analysis of facilities elsewhere that offer
similar services that might compete with the three facilities targeted here.
In addition, the Task 2 report should ascertain why or why not a company or water technology
developer might want to use a test bed site, what types of demonstrations, performance
measurement capabilities, or services such clients might request, and characterize potential
site clients’ appetite to pay for such services. The report will also provide a preliminary list of
potential site users for each facility.
Task 2 immediately follows from Task 1, in which MassCEC staff and site specific stakeholders
from the three proposed test bed facilities semi-quantitatively assessed the project
objectives. The output of Task 1 identified and prioritized three High-Level Objectives for a
water technology test bed in Massachusetts.
Objective 1: Position MA as a global and national leader for water-technology innovation.
Objective 2: Address regional (Massachusetts) water issues.
Objective 3: Support water technology development from both the academic and industrial
sector.
*Note in the Task 2 workshop conducted with MassCEC staff, the objective of supporting
industry/commercial sector water technology development was made a higher priority and is
shown here with academic sector water technology development as the third High-Level
Objective of a testbed facility.
To conduct stakeholder engagement and competitive analysis Novus has collated three
sources of market data and market information: Secondary Research, Primary Research and
Survey derived data. The methodologies and research findings are provided in the attached
appendix.
The body of this report provides a summary of the market insights developed on each facility.
The summary is presented using a framework of 8 questions extracted for the core objectives
outlined in the RFP. Following the summary of the three facilities, the conclusion and
discussion provides observations generic to any test bed facility and a semi-quantitative
analysis on the competitiveness of each facility.
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Amherst Summary
The University of Massachusetts Amherst presents a water technology testbed facility on the
university campus, adjacent to the Town of Amherst municipal wastewater treatment plant.
The site has some existing, but aged, infrastructure including a building with test bays and
basic office and wet lab capabilities. Stakeholder engagement and competitive analysis of
this facility has been conducted assuming the facility will be built-out to the specifications
share by Dr. Reckhow and detailed in the Task 1 report. This larger, modern and dedicated
water technology testbed facility was designed in previous work conducted by AECOM. The
facility is anticipated to support the applied research needs of the faculty at UMass Amherst
in addition to being available on a fee basis to other academic and private users. This facility
is able to provide access to municipal wastewater and surface water.

Summary of findings across eight guiding research questions
Question 1: In what ways can this testbed facility help address market testing and
certification needs?
A wide variety of solutions can be tested at this facility. Technologies range from sensor
technology to physical treatment like membrane systems and biological treatment including
algae and bacterial flocs and biofilms. Within the water sector, the facility can support
surface water treatment for drinking water in addition to municipal wastewater. The scope
and design of the facility enables this facility to support applied research at the bench-scale
through field based modular pilot units. Third party testing and performance validation work
can be conducted to comply with test programs developed with state regulators such as the
MassDEP. No independent third party certification program is defined. The complexity of
serving a broad market, testing types of technologies and market applications will make it
difficult (and unnecessary) for the facility to provide rigid certification and testing as a
service.
Question 2: What are the state, regional and national demand for the services of
this testbed facility?
The breadth of technologies that this facility can service is very compelling to the market.
Demand for this facility is both academic and industrial. There is demand from academics for
test facilities to help conduct more applied research under real-world conditions. Current
federal funding threatens basic research and many faculty identify the need to focus on
applied research that can have an ROI for a market application. In parallel to this, there
remains continued, yet highly unpredictable, interest to use a facility like this for continued
support of industrial / commercial product development. Insight suggest this facility will have
limited national demand as the cost of logistics for travel with staff and equipment for 1
month, 3 month or 12 month applied research and testing programs makes out of region field
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programs unattractive. Industry clients would prefer to engage with providers in a local
region or with a paying customer to conduct the product development as part of a sales
cycle.
Question 3: What facilities elsewhere offer services that might compete with the
proposed facilities in MA?
WE&RF has defined 4 classifications for water technology testbeds, the details of this
classification and the sites are shown in the appendix, they range from laboratories for
analytical testing and bench scale work to large scale pilots with staffing and testing
resources. Approximately 60 test beds are registered on the WE&RF database in North
America. 44 of these (across 22 states) would compete with any Massachusetts test bed.
Competition arises as users will be able to find access to facilities that are local to them.
Within the Northeastern US four facilities are known to present direct competition.
a) University of Connecticut - Dr. Jeffrey Mccutcheon has been identified as the new
Director of the Fraunhoffer Institute at the University. Leveraging on site access to municipal
wastewater, reclaimed water and seawater, this facility builds upon and aligns with the
research competence of the faculty to make it a leading center for applied research of
membrane based water technologies.
b) Brunswick Maine has a 4MGD municipal wastewater facility that is interested in
hosting technology development. The General Manager for the city’s sewer district has a
passion for novel water technology and is interested in making their facilities available for
applied research and product development.
c) Bath, New York represents a small 6000 GPD municipal wastewater facility that is
looking to support technology innovation that will help it continue the mission of being a
resource recovery hub in the region.
d) Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Test Center in Barnstable has 21 sites for
testing wastewater technology. This facility is one of the three facilities in this study and our
research has shown that early stage R&D testing for technology other than septic systems
has been conducted here, as such, local competition does exist.
In addition to these pilot facilities, there are a plurality of wet lab facilities in MA and NY that
can provide space on a rental basis for academic and commercial customers to conduct water
technology development and testing. Within the Commonwealth, Greentown Labs in
Somerville, Northshore Innoventure in Beverly, UMass Boston in Dorchester and numerous
other providers in Cambridge all offer wet-lab facilities for lab and bench-scale testing.
Additional details on these and other facilities is in the appendix.
Question 4: What factors are important in evaluating whether to use this testbed
facility?
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Availability of the right fluid stream for the tests at the right volumetric flow rate is the critical
metric. Typically users have reported needing between 5 gallons per minute up to 50 gallons
per minute for on site pilot demonstrations. Research findings in the appendix also list details
on human resources, power supply, physical space etc. However, characteristics of the fluid
stream is the most important factor. Most technologies only require access to a single fluid
type – i.e. raw wastewater, treated water, surface withdraw. Not having the fluid that the
client needs is a show stopper. Most of the regions academic researchers find value in the
municipal water sources available, but commercial clients more often look for industrial
wastewater sources as this is where they often go to market with new technology. Research
findings have indicated that in evaluating different sources of fluids, priority is given to the
sites that are in close location / proximity to the innovator. Travel logistics is a big concern.
Availability of human resources on site to conduct testing and support / offset logistics costs
is desirable.
Question 5: What types of capabilities or services can differentiate this facility?
The wide variety of fluid streams available is valuable but it is not a market differentiator,
each fluid type is essentially a separate capability of service. The increased opportunity for
diversity in services helps strengthen the viability of a business model for the facility, not
necessarily the attractiveness to a given client. Prospective clients have indicated they would
travel out of state to conduct testing at facilities with access to a unique fluid. For example
access to high-strength brine fluid would provide differentiation. Municipal wastewater is not
highly differentiated in the market.
The proximity to the University is a differentiator and should be leveraged. This facility will be
able to provide a very wide range of testing capabilities from short-term and long-term
engagements and small to fairly large flow volumes. A differentiator in the market is
separation of the test bed from a municipality. Negotiating contracts to conduct work will be
much simpler and efficient at this test bed. Conduct tests with municipal clients is challenging
(but is always preferred over out of state travel). This facility is a blank sheet that offers a
very flexible and bespoke engagement model.
Question 6: How will this testbed facility enable Massachusetts to be a global
leader in Water?
The discussion on what is needed to become a global leader in water is provided in the
Appendix. In essence, this facility could enable Massachusetts academic researchers to
become highly competitive in the fields of applied process engineering for water and
wastewater. The strength and caliber of the research personnel in this sector is the
foundation to a water innovation economy with global recognition. Strengthening this
foundation attracts industry to do work with and do work in the region. The Commonwealth
would need to invest in sponsoring the applied research of these faculty through making
access to the facility an ‘in-kind’ commitment to their grants.
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Question 7: How will a testbed facility help address local water problems?
The discussion on what are the top local water problems for the region is presented in the
Appendix. The top 3 issues that stakeholders want to address include: Replace and repair
aging infrastructure, combating nutrient pollution in coastal regions and addressing a range
of drinking water contaminants. This facility is not optimized or designed to address any one
specifically. However, access to municipal waste fluids could be leveraged by innovators to
address these issues. As such, the facility would only provide an indirect role in addressing
local water problems and State level support directing research would be required.
Question 8: How will a testbed facility help academia and industry develop new
water technologies?
The time to market for new technology in the municipal wastewater sector is measured in
decades. This facility will help advance the work of academic researchers to enable their
applied process engineering work to be more well aligned with the marked needs for
municipal water systems. Additionally, the larger scale testing and evaluation of systems can
help strengthen industry and academic relationships while also engaging customers in the
data verification and validation process. Time to market for municipal technology will be
positively supported.

Barnstable MASSTC Summary
Barnstable County Department of Public Health operates the Massachusetts Alternative
Septic System Test Center (MASSTC). The specifications of the facility are fully detailed in the
Task 1 report. In summary, the facility provides space for up to 21 users to deploy alternative
septic systems in the ground and run multi-month testing programs on these systems using a
municipal wastewater from an adjacent wastewater treatment plant. The physical
infrastructure on the facility is aging and George Heufelder shared details of the facility
upgrades needed, which is reported in Task 1. Stakeholder engagement assumed the facility
upgrades are undertaken.

Summary of findings across eight guiding research questions
Question 1: In what ways can this testbed facility help address market testing and
certification needs?
This facility is uniquely designed to support the market testing and certification needs for
Innovative Alternatives (IA) to septic systems. This is a very niche market testing program on
a specific class of wastewater technology. The National Sanitation Foundation provides the
most recognized and required standard for the residential wastewater treatment industry with
more than 30 years of market use and acceptance. NSF 40 is the most recognized testing
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standard, but at least 8 additional standards exist or are in development. The MASSTC has
been designed specifically to support the NSF testing and certification of these systems in
this climate zone.
Question 2: What are the state, regional and national demand for the services of
this testbed facility?
Demand is broken into two buckets, industry clients and research use. 80% of the demand for
septic and I/A technology is in the South and Southwest of the US. There are approximately
40 companies in the US with over 600 products in the market. To date the MassDEP has
approved 36 I/A products for use and MASSTC has published tests on 10. Majority of the
industry / manufactures of these technologies are based outside of the Northeast and the
availability of testing facilities is not the limiting factor to growth in the market. However, the
local market drivers for I/A technology in locations like Cape Cod, Long Island and
Chesapeake Bay continue to drive interest from the research community. Barnstable DPH and
other researchers in the Commonwealth (and NY) have engaged use of the facilities at
MASSTC to support early stage applied research of innovative solutions.
The continued demand for this service is contingent upon research funding. Funding at the
federal level for applied research and demonstration projects on nitrogen removal technology
historically came from the EPA, however budget cuts have removed these programs. NY State
has recently announced $5 million in funding to directly support I/A solutions for Suffolk
county, as such, State funding to drive applied research will be the key driver.
Question 3: What facilities elsewhere offer services that might compete with the
proposed facilities in MA?
NSF manages a facility in WACO Texas of comparable size to MASSTC. This facility has two
FTE’s. The facility is solidly at 50-70% utilization with industry clients and it’s operational
budget is sustainable. NSF believes there is a an over supply of septic testing facilities in
North America and recently saw a facility in Canada shut down.
NSF also has approved facilities in Vancouver, British Columbia and Germany. NSF has noted
a whitespace as there currently is no NSF approved facility able to conduct the ‘cold-climate’
NSF certification required by regulators in Canada. NSF expects to support the creation of a
new facility in the near future that will focus on this specific niche certification.
SUNY Stony Brook has State support to invest in local innovation for septic and I/A solutions
in Suffolk County. They plan to build a test facility for research and testing of on site
alternatives addressing the testing and certification needs of Suffolk County. They also have
invested in a mobile (trailer based pilot facility) to test components at different locations
around the county.
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Question 4: What factors are important in evaluating whether to use this testbed
facility?
The ability to conduct the NSF certification is the key requirement. George Heufelder has a
well known brand and is recognized as a domain expert in the industry. Firms that are
engaging in product development select to work with George to lean on his expertise in
trouble shooting system. However, from a regulatory perspective, there is no hard or fast
national framework identifying that certain tests should be done in Waco, TX, versus
Barnstable County, MA. As such, vendors often choose Waco, TX as the weather is more
agreeable and tests will be less likely to risk failure during the winter months. The local
climate considerations for Cape Cod and Long Island are unique enough to make local
regulators “prefer” to see test data from the MASSTC, but it is not an NSF climate zone
certification.
Separate from the NSF certification, academic and industry clients may wish to use this
facility for applied research and product development. Their considerations are typically cost
based. Academics would like to see the state provide access to these facilities as in-kind
support. Some academics have leveraged MassCEC Innovate Mass funding to conduct tests of
their wastewater treatment technology at this facility. Start-up customers have indicated that
the cost to do work at the facility at the advertised rates of $800 - $1200 per month are cost
prohibitive and drive them to look for alternatives options.
Question 5: What types of capabilities or services can differentiate this facility?
This facility is differentiated from the wide variety of testbeds in the US based upon its niche
focus on the NSF 40 certification for septic systems and innovative alternatives. As noted
above, in the local northeast market this facility provides regulators with performance data
matching the local weather and seasonal variability, but this is not requested by regulators in
other states.
Question 6: How will this testbed facility enable Massachusetts to be a global
leader in Water?
Examples of other Global Leaders in Water stand out due to their investment in addressing
the water issues they experience locally and then leveraging that knowledge to a larger
market. I/A technology, decentralized systems and nutrient removal as a theme are a topic of
global interest that could be leveraged to make MASSTC a go-to place to conduct applied
research on these topics, however the New England winter weather could impact
performance of systems causing prospective clients to select to work in Waco instead.
Question 7: How will a testbed facility help address local water problems?
The cost to sewer the Cape to address the nitrogen issues in the region is estimated at $10$20 million. There is a strong market interest in solving these issues and a testbed to
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evaluate solutions and help get them to market is key. The testbed can only be one part of
the solution. Regional stakeholders like Cape Cod Commission and Chamber of Commerce
need to engage in a holistic strategy to engage the towns, municipalities and the water
innovation community to develop and bring to market these solutions. At present this market
is highly fragmented and the role of the testbed is operating in isolation from the rest of the
market. Effort is needed to align the Cape Cod market and help pull these solutions to
market. Relying only a technology push model will lead to slow adoption.
Question 8: How will a testbed facility help academia and industry develop new
water technologies?
Access to the facility to help academics become more successful in applications for applied
research grants will be key. However some risk associated with intellectual property (IP) does
exist. Some of the research conducted by Barnstable DPH to-date is contested as being at
conflict with the IP that a commercial entity is brining into the market. In a technology space
in which the IP is more know-how than patents, the testbed facility can help foster academic
research and industry collaboration, but the administration and management of the facility
may need to become disconnected from engaging in R&D and product development
themselves. The lack of IP protection may limit industry parties from wanting to engage in
product development on site and they will only use the facility for product certification.

Deer Island Summary
The MWRA operates a large municipal wastewater treatment facility and biosolids processing
plant on Deer Island. This site has a decommissioned pilot facility consisting of two 1 MGD
treatment trains that mirror the design of the large facility. It has been proposed that this pilot
system could be brought on-line to support the large-scale technology testing of municipal
wastewater treatment technology. This analysis represents that vision.

Summary of findings across eight guiding research questions
Question 1: In what ways can this testbed facility help address market testing and
certification needs?
It was postulated that commercial clients would pay to use a facility of this nature to test and
certify large systems. Stakeholder engagement indicates that industry technology developers
are interested in product testing at this scale, however they are not interested in paying for
services at a test bed. At this scale, they are looking for testing and evaluation at a customer
location in which the pilot study is part of a sales cycle with a client. The largest size flow rate
identified in our stakeholder engagement was 50 gallons per minute and many smaller
municipal plants are able to support this need through extracting a slipstream of fluid.
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Question 2: What are the state, regional and national demand for the services of
this testbed facility?
There is limited demand for a facility of this size. Stakeholder engagement indicated that New
York state brought on-line a 2 MGD facility to help it evaluate nitrogen removal technologies
for application at other municipal sites in the state. Once the testing for their needs was
completed, the 2 MGD pilot was decommissioned. We explored with vendors to see if
demand for a 1-2 MGD system would be needed today if the MWRA wished to apply advanced
nitrogen removal technology. Multiple vendor indicated it that this size system would not be
required. They have sufficient process data that they can design and warranty their
technologies today using smaller trailer based systems that would be deployed as a
slipstream to the main plant.
Question 3: What facilities elsewhere offer services that might compete with the
proposed facilities in MA?
Stakeholder engagement indicates that the large 1-2MGD size is not required by the market
and the capability to support a slipstream of 5-50 gpm is the key objective. As such, any
number of the many thousands of local wastewater treatment facilities present competition.
WE&RF has identified 34 water reuse facilities (across 22 US States) that are interested in
hosting technology testing / evaluation on site. In addition to MASSTC and the town of
Amherst, the University of Connecticut, City of Bath, NY and City of Brunswick Maine all
present municipal treatment plants willing to host pilot testing of technology in the Northeast.
Note that others likely exist but are not readily marketing themselves.
Question 4: What factors are important in evaluating whether to use this testbed
facility?
Engaging with a facility of this size, the industry / commercial users are primarily interested in
qualifying the pilot site as part of a sales cycle. The effort to execute the pilot demonstration
needs to be aligned with achieving commercial sales targets.
Question 5: What types of capabilities or services can differentiate this facility?
This facility is on a peninsular with access to ocean water which could be leveraged for
applied research in desalination. Additionally, the facility has a large biosolids handling
operation and applied research could be focused on the issues that the MWRA faces for
biosolids and residuals management, including energy and resource recovery.
Question 6: How will this testbed facility enable Massachusetts to be a global
leader in Water?
Conceptually having a large 1-2 MGD system dedicated to water technology would be an
interesting speaking point to position MA in the global water technology landscape. However,
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the lack of industry need for this and limited local demand for such a facility will not
functionally strengthen the real brand and status of MA in the global water technology sector.
Question 7: How will a testbed facility help address local water problems?
Operating the 1-2 MGD pilot facility would have marginal impact on the regions local water
problems. Focus instead on biosolids and residuals management would have value
throughout the Commonwealth.
Question 8: How will a testbed facility help academia and industry develop new
water technologies?
Operating the 1-2 MGD pilot facility will have limited value supporting development of new
water technologies. MWRA has a pressing need for biosolid and residuals management, a
shift to focus on this could bring academia and industry to the table to develop and test
solutions.

Alternative MWRA Scenario
Stakeholder engagement has identified that the conceptual facility proposed by AECOM for
the UMass Amherst location could be very attractive if located at Deer Island. A quick list of
pro’s and con’s are shown below to highlight this alternative scenario as a feasible option for
consideration.

Positive Support for Alternative Scenario
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•

Dedicated bays and infrastructure setup to support a cadre of clients is more desirable
than an operational 1-2MGD plant.

•

Access to a wide variety of fluids including seawater, municipal waste water and
biosolids processes fluids, anaerobic digester solids and retentate.

•

Geographically closer to Boston for domestic and international travel and regional
logistics.

•

Geographically eastern Massachusetts is better aligned with companies and
academics that might use a facility. The local region has the highest proportion of
companies, schools, incubator facilities, accelerators etc.

•

Disconnected from the University of Massachusetts brand opens up channels for
increased collaboration by regional and national academic researchers. Some
stakeholders were concerned that the UMass facility might be difficult to engage with
if there isn’t a relationship with the school.

•

Would provide increased throughput of technologies that could address MWRA needs
on topics like biosolids and resource recovery.

•

Could be leveraged to create a hub for operator training addressing a market
deficiency and specific issue that MWRA faces.

Detractors for Alternative Scenario
•

Winthrop may not support the increased traffic.

•

May need to evaluate the cost of renovating a pier for barge and water transit to Deer
Island.

•

May need to establish a bus transit link in Winthrop to provide .

•

Political support for investing in the eastern part of the state might be less
forthcoming than interest in investments in the western portion of the state.

•

Needs to be structured and managed as a separate non MWRA facility, removal of risk
and liability from MWRA – similar business structure to that of the wind blade test
facility. This is identified as a con as there is not strong stakeholder interest in seeing
this model exist.

Discussion and Conclusion
High-Level Objectives
The work in Task 1 to identify High-Level Objectives has been instrumental in defining the
purpose of a water technology testbed, agnostic of any facility evaluated. Stakeholder
engagement, market research and competitive analysis has provided insight on how to
achieve success on these objectives. Before a discussion on any specific facility, it is helpful
to discuss generic observation on these three objectives.

Objective 1: Position MA as a global and national leader for water
technology innovation
A number of factors contribute to the region being identified as a leader in water-technology
innovation. Measurement of success against this metric requires a detailed evaluation of the
regions water innovation economy and tracking the contributing factor that a watertechnology testbed may have to strengthen the existing innovation economy. Research
findings presented in the Appendix support the statement that Massachusetts has a strong
water technology innovation economy. These findings include but are not limited to:
1) The Commonwealth has a strong base of Academic research faculty engaged in applied
water technology research. In the Appendix we highlight 14 faculty across 5 institutions.
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2) The Commonwealth commits to funding programs that support investment in water
technology research at Proof of Principle (TRL 1-3), Proof of Concept (TRL 4-6) and Pilot
Demonstration (TRL 7-9) scales.
3) The Commonwealth (and broad region) has a strong community of water technology firms
driving a growing water innovation focused business ecosystem.
4) The Commonwealth has invested in growing a clean-tech and clean-energy economy with
a plurality of incubator and accelerators broadly supporting clean-tech that are starting to
include water as a theme.
Given these observations, the introduction of a water technology testbed facility into water
innovation economy in the Commonwealth should be strategically undertaken to ensure the
alignment of the existing components of the innovation economy will work synergistic to
support the success of the test bed.
Analysis of data from the Catalyst program shows 59 applications with 9 awards, of which,
only one award was made to a technology that would need to leverage a water technology
test bed. Grant programs like Catalyst and Innovate Mass should consider alignment on water
topics or themes that would value and could utilize a water technology testbeds at later
stages in the pilot demonstration scale. Strategic alignment of these programs will create an
innovation pipeline that allows technologies to move through the funding and technology
validation stages efficiently creating a pipeline of users for the testbed facility.

Objective 2: Address regional (Massachusetts) water issues
Stakeholder engagement prioritized three key water issues in Massachusetts, details on these
are shared in the Appendix:
•

Repair and replace aging infrastructure

•

Addressing nutrient pollution

•

Drinking water contaminants

Analysis of data shared by MassCEC illustrates that there has been significant increase yearon-year regarding submission for funding of water technology research at the State level.
However the proportion of these awards going to support water technology that directly
addresses the region's highest water issues is limited. To be successful against this objective
a water technology testbed must be supported within a framework that aligns State grants to
support applied research on topics and themes that the Commonwealth has identified as a
priority.
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Objective 3: Support water technology development from the academic,
municipal and industrial sectors
Water technology testbeds will be very effective at supporting the objectives of academic,
municipal and industrial sector stakeholders. For each group a number of factors have been
identified and are shared in detail in the Appendix. Key to the success from academic,
municipal and industrial sector is the role that the testbed can have to strengthen the
regional workforce. The testbed provides a physical resource that academics can use to
attract top talent and provide hands-on experience for the students. The municipal sector is
interested in the opportunity to leverage the testbed for operator training, addressing the
deficit of certified operators in the region. And the industrial/commercial sector is attracted to
do work in regions that have strong human capital. The role a water technology testbed plays
in strengthening the human capital in a region must not be underestimated.

Semi-Quantitative Assessment Of Each Facility
Stakeholder engagement and competitive analysis was achieved through primary research,
secondary research and analysis or proprietary survey data. This data (research findings) is
presented in the Appendix. Through synthesis of the data and information, insight can be
developed to help quantitatively assess the competitiveness of the three facilities in the
market. We use a modified Porters Five Forces framework to present this semi-quantitative
analysis. This framework provides a semi-quantitative assessment on 6 influences, details of
the methodology are presented in the Appendix.
This type of analysis is subjective and will change over time as key drivers and factors are
updated and perspectives change. Based upon information gathered and synthesized, the
quantitative analysis and market competitiveness for each facility is shared in the table
below. Note Deer Island has been assessed for both a 2 MGD pilot plant (a) and a Amherst
style pilot facility (b).
Porters Five Forces Score
Intensiveness
New Entrants
Alternative Products
Supply Chain
Customer Dynamics
Government
Total
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Amherst

MASSTC

1
-1
-1
1
2
2
4

-1
-2
1
-2
1
2
-1

Deer Island (a) Deer Island (b)
-1
-1
-2
-1
1
-1
-5

1
-1
-1
0
2
2
3

Rationale for Amherst Porter’s Five Forces Assessment
•

Nationally there is few dedicated facilities that would compete with a similar service

•

The service offering is quite broad and would attract a variety of users

•

UConn and SUNY Stony Brook both plan to build out their capabilities

•

WE&RF database is growing in visibility and other facilities will likely come into the
market picture.

•

Access to any of the 15,000 water utilities can easily bypass the need for a testbed
facility and is preferred for customer adoption / validation

•

Academic research and early stage R&D is safer to do in the confines of a test facility
rather than at a utility

•

Applied process engineering research base in the region is strong and growing

•

Access to federal funds to drive applied research is a concern looking forward - State
funds will be a dominant driver.

•

Market looks for third party independent reviews, but not all users of the facility will
have funds to pay that cost.

•

Travel costs is the biggest cost consideration for use of a testbed, regional availability
is in favor of the local facility.

•

Half of the Environmental Bond bill water innovation trust is earmarked for UMass to
support the State’s school system.

•

The State is very supportive of investments to grow the economy in western
Massachusetts.

Rationale for Barnstable MASSTC Porter’s Five Forces Assessment
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•

This facility mostly serves the needs of a niche regional market

•

The Cape Cod market is not well aligned for efficient market adoption of new
technology.

•

The market gap is for a ‘Cold Climate’ facility.

•

New York State has identified plans to develop a facility in Suffolk County.

•

NSF has identified activity searching for a facility that can also support ‘cold climate’
certification.

•

Alignment with the NSF / ANSI program constraints alternative solutions.

•

Two other north American facilities exist and they mostly serve regional markets.

•

Most facilities operate around 60% capacity with testing for NSF cert.

•

Additional capacity is driven by local applied research activity. Most of this is driven by
the facility staff applying for state and federal research grants.

•

NSF dictates the costs for the testing - fair market place.

•

For R&D (not testing) customers have multiple options and can shop around for
location that meets their needs (cost and service).

•

MADEP and Cape Cod Commission alignment on 208 plan is a big driver for the local
market.

•

MA DEP preference to see data from this facility for regional use is a driver for its
value in the local market.

Rationale for Deer Island Porters Five Forces Analysis
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•

Nationally there is no identified facility that can provide 2 MGD flow for technology
development.

•

A high variety of process fluids could be available for testing

•

UConn and SUNY Stony Brook both plan to build out their capabilities

•

WE&RF database is growing in visibility and other facilities will likely come into the
market picture.

•

Access to any of the 15,000 utilities can easily bypass the need for a testbed facility
and is preferred for customer adoption / validation

•

No market drivers requiring the 1 or 2 MGD as a test train, rather this size facility is
about customer validation and adoption.

•

Applied research base in the region is strong and growing.

•

Market demand from corporations to pay for testing at 1-2MGD is lacking.

•

Market looks for third party independent reviews, but not all users of the facility will
have funds to pay that cost.

•

Travel costs is the biggest cost consideration for use of a testbed, regional availability
is in favor of the local facility.

•

MWRA does not want to drive this.

•

The State may not prioritize investment in Deer Island over western Massachusetts.

Note that assessment for Deer Island option (b) is developed through applying the analysis
for the Amherst proposed facility at the Deer Island location. The noticeable factor that is
different relates to Supply Chain implications due to the local transportation and logistics.
Investments may be needed to strengthen transportation links in Winthrop and Deer Island
with Boston.

Conclusion
In summary, quantitative analysis of the three facilities enables comparison that shows how
competitive the facility would be in helping the Commonwealth achieve the High-Level
Objectives prioritized in task 1. UMass Amherst is identified as the most competitive solution
based upon existing market dynamics. Barnstable MASSTC as currently proposed has limited
competitiveness in the market and is expected to have neutral impact on the High-Level
Objectives. Deer Island’s 2MGD pilot plant scores as an uncompetitive option, however
superimposing the concept of a dedicated test facility (like that designed for Amherst) in Deer
Island is competitive and could be as competitive as Amherst if local transportation issues
and facility ownership issued are resolved.

Score
Amherst
MASSTC
Deer Island (a)
Deer Island (b)

Highly Uncompetitive Uncompetitive
Neutral
-12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1

2

3

Competitive
4 5 6

7

Highly Competitive
8 9 10 11 12

Based upon the stakeholder engagement and competitive analysis conducted here, it is our
recommendation that all three facilities are evaluated further to assess the network-potential
and the cost considerations to provide the relevant site upgrades. However, Deer Island
should be evaluated for the purpose of creating a test facility similar to that outlined for the
Amherst location.
Following assessment of network-potential and cost analysis a business construct for each
facility needs to be explored. The following observations have been made that should
influence the development of a business model concept.
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•

Human capital / work force is key to strengthening the system and will provide
financial diversity. The model should include training, education and technology R&D
and testing and should look to include access to train Veterans.

•

Establish broad diversity of fluid streams to prevent niche market focus – maintaining
attraction to as broad a market as possible.
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•

Remove internal R&D from the activity of the management team as this creates
confusion and concerns about IP protection.

•

Build an operational model that has utilization by all institutions in the commonwealth
not a preferred relationship with only one.

•

Explore the Greentown Labs business model, link into the innovation economy and
support a wide array of R&D needs – perhaps co-locate an incubator program within a
test bed facility.

•

Laboratory space is a commodity offering, instead focus on the unique value
proposition presented by the specific fluids - including the opportunity to provide
access to industrial process fluids from elsewhere.

•

Explore additional fluids that might be available on site, power plant cooling tower
make up or seawater etc.

Appendix
Identification of High-Level Objectives
Client Kick Off Meetings conducted in Task 1 enable MassCEC and stakeholders from each test
bed to quantitatively identify the importance of the proposed project objectives. This
quantitative analysis, reviewed with MassCEC during the March 14th 2017 meeting, is shown
in the table below. The average score from the response of these stakeholder groups provides
overall project guidance on the ‘high-level objectives’ and additional ‘objectives of
importance’ as defined by MassCEC and identified stakeholders. The quantitative analysis of
the project objectives is used to guide the topics that are discussed through the stakeholder
engagement and competitive analysis research conducted throughout Task 2.

Task 1 quantitative analysis identifies three “High-Level Objectives”:
•

Position MA as a global and national leader for water-technology innovation

•

Address regional (Massachusetts) water issues

•

Support academic and municipal sector in water-technology development

Additional “Objectives of Importance” included:
•

Supporting industry / commercial sector water-technology development

•

Addressing national and global water-issues

•

Attracting new-businesses to Massachusetts

•

Supporting STEM career opportunities with a slight prioritization on gateway cities

Table 1 - Summary of Task 1 Quantitative Analysis of Project Objectives
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Factors that influence the High-Level Objectives
Herein we discuss drivers that influence the ability of a water technology test bed to address
the quantitatively prioritized High-Level Objectives. The factors and topics presented were
used to guide and direct the primary and secondary research that is the core activity for
conducting Stakeholder Engagement and determining Competitive Analysis.

High-Level Objective 1: Position MA as a global and national leader for
water-technology innovation
A number of factors contribute to the region being identified as a leader in water-technology
innovation. Our objective is to better determine the strength of the region's water innovation
economy and the contributing value that a water-technology testbed may have to strengthen
the existing innovation economy. The baseline assessment of the existing water innovation
ecosystem is measured through proxy metrics that include the number of relevant academics
working in the region, the number of relevant companies working in the region, the rate of
water-tech development, the rate of water-technology research and the impact that the
region has nationally and internationally on water-issues. Information gathering through
stakeholder engagement (both primary and secondary research) is used to determine the
impact that a water technology test bed may have on elevating the position of Massachusetts
in the national and global market.

High-Level Objective 2: Address regional (Massachusetts) water issues
While typically a water-rich region, Massachusetts recently experienced a prolonged period of
drought which has statewide impact, raising local awareness of water challenges. In addition
to resilience of water sources for end-users in the Commonwealth, there are a plurality of
water-issues facing Massachusetts. Guidance from stakeholders in Task 1 supplemented with
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existing industry knowledge identify three significant themes of importance to the
Commonwealth.
Repair and replace aging infrastructure
Massachusetts has a $40 Bn gap in spending on drinking water and wastewater
infrastructure. This requires innovation to span the investment gap. Technologies relevant
may include: inspection, repair, pipe technology, installations systems and a broad array of
asset management solutions including real-time hydraulic control systems and in-line
corrosion and fouling monitoring and control.
Addressing nutrient pollution
Nitrogen pollution in coastal ecosystems, phosphorus pollution in freshwater ecosystems and
associated water treatment and stormwater management upgrades will require $20 Bn
investment to address with established technologies. Technologies relevant may include:
green infrastructure, sensors, analytics and control systems, biological wastewater treatment,
membrane solutions and a variety of on site and packaged systems suitable for modular
distributed applications.
Drinking water contaminants
Source water protection and removal of contaminants including lead, manganese, iron, PFOS,
PFOA and an array of contaminants of emerging concern. Technologies are needed to
address a variety of local drinking water quality issues / contaminants. Relevant technologies
may include sensors and treatment solutions that support the measurement and removal of
these contaminants. Technology in this area also supports the growing global theme of direct
and indirect potable water reuse and interest in point of use treatment.

High-Level Objective 3: Support academic and municipal sectors watertechnology development
The role of academics and the municipal sector are important. For both academics and
municipalities, it is important to align with the needs and capabilities of the entity or
individuals champions.
Drivers for Academic Sector Water-Technology Development
Key observations from Task 1 identify that the top factors relevant to the academic
community focus on the ability to attract top talent to work at, or attend the institution.
Attracting students and high-impact faculty to the institution is the highest priority. Access to
physical infrastructure and resources is an important factor that will attract these individuals.
The availability of these resources is a significant driver making the institution (and thus the
individual scientist or engineer) more competitive in federal grant solicitations and more
attractive for industry partnerships. Additionally, hands-on opportunities to apply theoretical
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knowledge makes students more desirable to future employers. As such, students are
attracted to a university programs which provides access to ‘real-world’ experience during
their program duration.
Drivers for Municipal Sector Water Technology Development
Municipal sector engagement is primarily driven by utilities and is influenced by the
immediate needs of their organization. Task 1 Stakeholder engagement identified three
themes of concern to utilities:
•

Ability to attract and train talent

•

Ability to address pressing technical challenges

•

Ability to address a pressing economic challenges

In Task 1, MWRA staff identified the challenge in recruiting new operators and shared their
process for hiring grounds-keepers as a pipeline of candidates for internal vetting. Promoting
and training from within other service roles is their solution to finding suitable candidates to
address the deficit for Operators in the Commonwealth. Discussing pressing technical
challenges, MWRA identified Biosolids management as a unique challenge isolated to its
specific operation. While not necessarily an issue high on the priority list for the
Commonwealth, biosolids management, dewatering and sludge handling is the biggest
operational challenge that the MWRA recognizes and they have actively supported
technology testing on site to help identify solutions which will address this. Economic drivers
also provide incentive for water technology development. MWRA (and other operators)
recognize that their revenue is reduced due to drought and water conservation practices
employed in their regions. However operational costs are not reduced in a linear fashion and
as such, economic challenges exist as influent flow-rates drop. Some utilities are interested in
opportunities to drive revenue from non-core business engagements. Hosting technology
verification and validation work, including novel business models that can enable utilities to
gain revenue from these activities, is of interest to a number of utilities and is explored in
Stakeholder engagement research.

Stakeholder Engagement Research Methodology
Task 1 provided guidance on the High-Level Objectives quantified by MassCEC and
stakeholders from three proposed testbed locations. To ensure complete 360 degree
evaluation of the market dynamics, stakeholder perspectives and information critical to
determine a robust competitive analysis, Novus has collated three sources of market data
and market information: Secondary Research, Primary Research and Survey derived data
relevant to gain understanding.
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Secondary Research
Novus has conducted information gathering and market research leveraging secondary
research materials, market research reports, B2B communications and gray literature
available through on-line content. To assess the applied research landscape Novus leveraged
on-line scientific and technical publications from Reed Elsevier. Elsevier publishes 13 journals
and the topics include water resource management, hydrology, policy and process
engineering. The secondary research included analysis of 2500 scientific articles published in
the research literature from 2014, 2015 and 2016

Primary Research
Novus has engaged in direct phone and in-person based market research conversations with
representatives across the full value-chain. These research interviews shared confidential and
proprietary information. To protect the confidential nature of the information collated, the
information in this section is shared as aggregation of the stakeholder insight.
Primary research based stakeholder engagement was conducted on 50 stakeholders across
four primary stakeholder groups. These include:
•

Companies generating less than $2 million* per year in revenue

•

Companies generating greater than $2 million* per year in revenue

•

State, Regional
organizations)

•

Innovation assets (incubators, research programs, universities etc)

and

Federal

employee’s

(Government

and

Non-Government

* Company revenue for private firms is confidential business information that has not been
solicited, this assessment is estimated based upon industry knowledge.
An average of 12 primary research conversations were undertaken in each stakeholder group
to ensure robust and even representation. The participants in these conversations were not
directly requested to release their comments for public record. As such, the information
presented in this section is a summary of Stakeholder comments.
Distribution of stakeholders by primary classification
Corp < $2MM

Corp >$2MM

Gov & NGO

Innovation Assets

9

15

12

14

List of Primary Research Engagements
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Title
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Aquagen-ISI

President

BioProcess H2O

Chief Executive Officer

Blue Institute Cape Cod

Executive Director

Bridger Scientific

President

Cape Cod Commission

Deputy Director

Cape Cod Commission

Executive Director

Center for Clean Water Technology – SUNY
Stony Brook

Director

Center for Innovation & Entrepreneurship UMass Dartmouth

Executive Director

CleanMembranes

Chief Commercial Officer

EPA Region 1

Technology Expert

Evoqua

Technology Manager / Scout

Fmr. Koch Membranes

Independent Consultant

Fraunhoffer Center – UConn

Director

Gradiant Corporation

Chief Technical Officer

Greentown Labs

Director Strategic Partnerships

Greentown Labs

Project Manager (Wet Lab)

Innovation Lab - Stony Brook University

Executive Director

Lystek USA

Director of Business Development

Magnelli Materials

President
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Mass DEP

Program Coordinator – water

Mass DEP

Program Director – water

Mass State

House Representative

MicroOrganic Technologies

President

NanoStone

VP Business Development

Natural System Utility

Executive Vice President

NEWEA

Executive Director

Northeastern University

Research Faculty

Northshore Innoventure

Chief Operating Officer

NSF

Program Manager

NYSERDA

Project Manager (Innovation)

NYSERDA

Senior Project Manager

Opti RTC

Engineering Manager

Opti RTC

Sales Manager

Opti RTC

VP Operations

Paques BV

Manager of Business Development

Paques USA

Process Engineer

Paques USA

Sales Manager

UMass Amherst

Director Innovation Institute

UMass Amherst

Director Water Resources Research Center
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UMass Amherst

Research Faculty

University of Waterloo, Canada

Research Faculty

Veolia Water Technology

Process Engineering Manager

Veolia Water Technology

Water Treatment Specialist

WE&RF

Director of Special Projects

WE&RF

Director of Water Technologies

Woodard & Curran

Business Development Manager (Municipal
& Institutional)

Woodard & Curran

Senior Vice President (Municipal &
Institutional)

Woodard & Curran

Senior Vice President (Operations)

Worcester Cleantech Incubator

Executive Director

Xylem

VP Advanced Technology

Survey Data
Novus solicited support from four water industry associations and was successful in obtaining
data from two industry associations. These associations provided access to proprietary
survey data collected by these industry associations on its members. The two industry
associations leveraged for this analysis are NEWIN and WE&RF. Both associations have shared
access to proprietary survey data which has been made available in aggregated and
anonymous format for this analysis.
NEWIN
The NorthEast Water Innovation Network (NEWIN) maintains a database of 298 registered
companies engaged in the region's water innovation economy. November 2016 NEWIN
solicited its members for information on the industry segments that they serve. Information
on 98 members has been collated and this information defines the market segments in which
there is technical and workforce capabilities.
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WE&RF
The Water Environment & Reuse Foundation (WE&RF) is a nonprofit (501c3) organization
officially formed in July 2016 as the result of the merger of Water Environment Research
Foundation and the WateReuse Research Foundation. The merged research foundation, with a
combined research portfolio representing over $200 million, conducts research to treat and
recover beneficial materials from wastewater, stormwater, and seawater including water,
nutrients, energy, and biosolids.
The Foundation also plays an important role in the translation and dissemination of applied
research, technology demonstration, and education, through creation of research-based
educational tools and technology exchange opportunities. WE&RF materials can be used to
inform policymakers and the public on the science, economic value, and environmental
benefits of wastewater and recovering its resources, as well as the feasibility of new
technologies.
WE&RF has conducted a passive survey, soliciting its utility members to share information on
the technology needs they anticipate requiring in the next 5-10 years
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Stakeholder Engagement Research Findings
Research was conducted through three methodologies (primary, secondary and survey
analysis). Research findings below are clustered based upon these research methodologies
and are organized using the framework of the 8 core questions extracted from the RFP. In
some situations a research findings from a certain methodology may not have addressed a
question and as such, another research methodology was applied to fill the gap.

Secondary Research Findings
Research findings from secondary research are collated in categories that align with the core
questions identified in the RFP.

In what ways can a testbed facility help address market testing and certification
needs?
Secondary research materials from WE&RF, Department of Energy and National Science
Foundation identifies four types of testbed facilities. These four types of facilities provide the
function of access to laboratory testing resources and varying scales of access to physical
piloting resources and human resources.
Classifications of Testbed Facility
•

Level 1: A university or research lab that can assist with bench-scale work but is not
dedicated to piloting new technologies

•

Level 2: A water resource recovery facility that is interested in innovation and willing
to host a project, but does not have a dedicated test facility

•

Level 3: A water resource recovery facility or research lab with a dedicated physical
space available for piloting innovative water technology

•

Level 4: A staffed facility dedicated solely to R&D/piloting of new technologies (can be
housed at a functioning WRRF)

None of these four classifications provide certification. It is suggested that it is the role of
independent third party organizations like the National Sanitation Foundation International
(NSF) to develop national voluntary consensus standards and certifications that enhance
public health and safety. Consensus of the standards is developed through agreement and
participation between users, regulators and manufacturers. NSF manages 9 programs which
develop consensus based standards for water technology.
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•

Wastewater Treatment Systems and Components

•

Beverages and Bottled Water

•

Drinking Water Treatment Unit

•

Mechanical Plumbing System Components

•

Plastics Piping System Components

•

Pool, Spa, and Recreational Water Products

•

Water Treatment and Distribution Systems

•

Water Treatment Chemicals

•

Water Conservation Technologies

For the MWRA and Amherst facility the certifications and standards relevant are potentially
very broad as a variety of technologies from sensors to treatment systems could be piloted.
For the MASSTC it is clearer which certifications apply.
NSF/ANSI 40 is the most recognized and required standard for the residential wastewater
treatment industry with more than 30 years of market use and acceptance. However at least
8 additional standards exist or are in development.
•

NSF/ANSI 41-2011 Non-liquid saturated treatment systems (1978)

•

NSF/ANSI 46-2010 Evaluation of components and devices used in wastewater (1997) •
NSF/ANSI 240-2011 Drainfield trench product sizing for gravity dispersal on site
wastewater treatment and dispersal systems (2011)

•

NSF/ANSI 40-2010 Residential wastewater treatment systems (1970)

•

NSF/ANSI 245-2010 Wastewater treatment systems – nitrogen reduction (2007)

•

NSF/ANSI 350-2011 On site residential and commercial water reuse treatment systems
(2011)

•

NSF/ANSI 350-1-2011 On site residential and commercial graywater treatment
systems for subsurface discharge (2011)

•

NSF/ANSI 360-2010 Wastewater treatment systems – field performance verification
(2010)

Others under development address tanks & treatment additives
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What are the state, regional and national demand for the services of a testbed
facility?
Demand appears to be driven by the types of users. Materials presented at a Department of
Energy and National Science Foundation workshop in June 2016 identify three types of users
(they refer to them as stakeholders). These three users include: Solution Seekers, Solution
Developers and Community Engagement.

Additional materials presented at this workshop in June 2016 identify these stakeholders
having different needs and use of the facilities. Use or need is defined as supporting
technology development or supporting market engagement. Workshop materials further sub
classifies these two needs further to highlight four uses for the facility. The demand at each
stage has different driving influences. Demand from the technology development market is a
function of the strength of the regional innovation economy. Demand for market engagement
is linked to the market pull identifying the need for solutions in the local market, or the ability
to validate technology that can be applied in a national market.
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Demand for a test bed facility to support technology development and market engagement
can be explored as an innovation pipeline. The pipeline requires input from very early stage
ideation to build up a community of researchers and innovators that will have a demand for a
water test bed. The strength of the innovation pipeline is driven by the number of users and
the financial sources available. To provide guidance, Novus collated the following secondary
information resources:
•

Quantity of applied water technology research

•

The number of researchers in the region that could use the facility

•

The quantity of applicants for water technology grants at the state level

Quantity of Applied Water Technology Research
Reed Elsevier is the leading publisher of science, technology and medicine peer reviewed
academic research. Elsevier publishes 13 journals and the topics include water resource
management, hydrology, policy and process engineering. Review of 2500 scientific articles
published in the research literature from 2014, 2015 and 2016 is shown in the chart below. All
articles were classified as Process Engineering, Science & Engineering or Water Research
based upon the journal title. The Further up the Y axis on this chart that a data point is
reported correlates with an increased need for access to pilot facilities to conduct the
research. The data indicates that majority of the published basic (and what academics call
applied) research does not utilize pilot systems at utilities in “real-world condition”.

Number of Applied Water Technology Researchers
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At least 13 faculty across 7 institutions in Massachusetts are engaged in applied water
process engineering research that could leverage a test bed facility in their work. Each
identified principal investigator listed below has a plurality of graduate students and in some
cases junior faculty working with them.
School: UMass- Amherst
Faculty: Caitlyn Butler, Chul Park, David A. Reckhow, John E. Tobiason
Expertise: Biofilm processes for water and wastewater treatment, Bioelectrochemical systems
for removal of organic and oxidized contaminants, Microbial community structure and
function of electrode-associated biofilms. Activated sludge and membrane bioreactor
processes, Anaerobic digestion, Algae-based wastewater treatment processes, Wastewater
treatment effluents and estuarial eutrophication, Biological nutrient removal and recovery.
Oxidation processes for treatment of water and wastewater; advanced oxidation processes
control of trace organic compounds in water. Drinking water treatment processes, Particle
removal in filtration, Transport and transformation of pollutants in natural and engineered
systems, Processes at particle/water interface.
School: UMass- Dartmouth
Faculty: Sukalyan Sengupta
Expertise: Adsorbents and Ion-Exchangers, Nutrient Removal and Recovery, Reuse of Solid
Wastes, Water and Wastewater Treatment
School: UMass- Lowell
Faculty: Xiaoqui (Jackie) Zhang
Expertise: Biofilm-based wastewater treatment processes, biofilm structure, and properties
of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS); heavy metal removal mechanisms by biofilms;
stormwater management; environmental applications of nanotechnology; and nutrients
removal
School: MIT
Faculty: John H. Lienhard
Expertise: Desalination; Water Supply; Energy; Heat and Mass Transfer; Fluid Mechanics;
Convective Transport; Extremely High Heat Fluxes; Electronics Thermal Management.
School: Tufts
Faculty: Andrew Ramsburg
Expertise: Emulsion-based delivery solutes and reactive particles employed in subsurface
remediation ; Fate and transport of emerging contaminants in the natural and engineered
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environment; Technology innovation for assessment and remediation of dense nonaqueous
phase liquid (DNAPL) source zones; Flow, transport, and exchange processes in multiphase
porous media
School: WPI
Faculty: Paul Mathisen, John Bergendahl
Expertise: Geochemical Transformations Downstream of Subsurface Wastewater Effluent
Disposal Facilities. Nutrient Pathways and Loads into Surface-Water Resulting From
Subsurface Discharges of Wastewater Effluent. Fingerprinting Long-Term Heavy Metal
Transport and Sediment Contamination Using Bioassay. Adsorption of Methyl Tertiary Butyl
Ether on Hydrophobic Molecular Sieves, Fenton's Oxidation of MTBE with Zero-Valent Iron,
Mechanistic Basis for Particle Detachment from Granular Media, Pilot-Scale Fenton's Oxidation
of Organic Contaminants in Groundwater using Autochthonous Iron.
School: Northeastern University
Faculty: Akram N. Alshawabkeh, April Z. Gu
Expertise: Soil and groundwater remediation, Electrokinetic and Electrochemical Processes,
Contaminant Fate and Transport Environmental restoration. Application of biotechnology for
water quality improvement, Biological treatment processes and bioremediation,
Ecotoxicology and toxicity assessment, Biosensors for water quality monitoring
School: Harvard
Faculty: Chad Vecitis
Expertise: Environmental implications and applications of emerging technology through
investigations of the fundamental physical chemical processes behind these technologies
Environmental implications of large-scale carbon nanotube (CNT) use on aquatic chemistry
and ecosystems through examining their antimicrobial mechanism and aquatic
photochemistry. Environmental applications of CNTs as electrochemically-active water
treatment membranes for pathogen inactivation, pollutant oxidation.

Quantity of applicants for water technology grants
To achieve a robust pipeline of endusers for a regional water test bed a robust pipeline of
technology innovation must exist. The innovation pipeline should support ideation, proof of
concept, proof of prototype and pilot demonstration stages. Feeding the front end of the
pipeline is critical to ensure there is demand for a test bed facility later in the pipeline.
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MassCEC funds an early stage research grant program called Catalyst that provides between
$40 - $65 thousand dollars for applied research. From 2015 through Spring 2017 Catalyst has
received 59 proposals requesting funding for water-technology projects.
A review of the Catalyst program shows: 6 from spring 2015, 7 from fall 2015, 11 from spring
2016, 15 from fall 2016, 20 from spring 2017, and a fall 2017 solicitation is anticipated.
The tabulated data from information shared by MassCEC illustrates that there is a significant
increase year-on-year regarding submission for water technology research funding. However
the proportion of these awards going to support the region's needs for applied water
technology research that would leverage a technology testbed is limited.

MassCEC Catalyst Grant Awards for Water Technology
2015

2016

2017

Applicants

13

26

20*

Funded

4

5

TBD

Awardees Relevant
for Testbed
Pipeline

0

1

TBD

*2017 is partial year data, a second solicitation will occur likely illustrating an increase in the
number of applicants each year.
In recent years MassCEC’s Innovate Mass (a $150 thousand applied research grant) program
has supported six water technology application. Of these, three of the awarded proposals
could have leveraged a technology testbed.
Innovate Mass Water Technology Awards:
•

2013: Applied Environmental Technology – Nitrogen removal for wastewater
◦ Applied Environmental Technology required access to an on site septic test facility
and they partnered with Barnstable facility
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•

2014: AwaRainBank - Storm water collection

•

2015: Bevi - Efficient beverage machine

•

2015: Fluid Screen - Quick detection of bacteria in water

◦ Fluid Screen is engaging bench top assessment and needs fluids for testing.
•

2016: AquaFresco - Filtration for laundry wastewater

•

2016: Menon Labs - Membrane filtration for wastewater treatment
◦ Menon Labs project required access to a test facility and they partnered with the
Barnstable facility.

What facilities elsewhere offer services that might compete with the proposed
facilities in MA?
WE&RF has developed a register of facilities throughout North America that are able to
support water technology development. These segmentation of these facilities is shown
above in the question related to certification and testing.

WE&RF Identified Test Bed Facilities by Classification and State (or Province)
Classification

1

2

3

4

Sum

# of Facilities

8

16

9

9
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The table above identifies 44 facilities distributed across 22 North American US States and
Canadian Provinces. All indirectly compete with a test bed in Massachusetts. Three in the
northeast USA facilities that would directly compete with a Massachusetts facility.
•

Connecticut: Dr. Jeffrey Mccutcheon's laboratory and Fraunhoff Institute at the
University of Connecticut.

•

Maine represents the Brunswick Maine municipal facility that is interested in hosting
technology development.

•

New York represents a municipal wastewater facility in Bath NY that is agreeable to
hosting technology evaluation.

What factors are important in evaluating whether to use a testbed facility?
Secondary research did not provide adequate information on this question, it will be further
addressed in Primary market research and Stakeholder engagement.
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Material from the June 2016 Department of Energy and National Science Foundation
workshop addressed the question of: What should the testbed facility do? Which is indirectly
addressing this question.
The workshop materials identified that the facility should help move technology along a TRL
ladder leading towards market adoption. To support this the following activities are identified:
•

Support demonstration on real wastewater in real systems

•

Provide patent and IP assistance

•

Define reasonable pilot/demo sizes for each size of plant

•

Develop test plan protocol

•

Peer review service

•

Develop ISO standards for testing and data management

•

Develop case studies of market success

•

Seal of approval to support market adoption

•

Standardized statistical reporting

•

Test results clearing house

•

Follow-up reporting on successful commercial applications

•

Shepard tech from inception to market

•

Vet basic science ideas and concept

•

Standardized IP agreements

What types of capabilities or services can differentiate these systems?
Materials presented at a June 2016 workshop sponsored by Department of Energy and
National Science Foundation identify services as Activities, Metrics and Alignments. It is
identified that a test facility should provide a role in many of these services to support a
broad range of stakeholders working across the range of stages from technology
development through market adoption.
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NEWIN, formerly the New England Water Innovation Network, recently renamed the NorthEast
Water Innovation Network has been working for the past few years to support coordination
between academia, municipalities and associated stakeholders. NEWIN’s working group
coordinated by Per Suneby and supported by Karen Golmer (MIT), Steve Johnson (AECOM),
Michael Murphy (MassCEC) and others developed the following framework to illustrate how a
testbed facility can applied to help Massachusetts become a global leader, address local
water problems and support innovation from academia and municipal sector members.
NEWIN Exchange:

The proposed NEWIN Exchange framework has three stage gates, the current and publicly
available information on this is are presented below.

Stage Gate 1: Qualify the technology for readiness to pilot
Questions that will be asked include:
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1. Does the technology make sense and offer a perceived advantage compared to current
solutions?
2. What references can the team provide to validate the concept?
3. Has the technology been tested in the lab and shown consistent results to support the
projected efficacy?
4. Has the team defined the questions to be answered with a pilot test?
5. Is the team established and organized enough to support a pilot test?
6. Can the team afford to pay for a pilot test?
7. Has the team explored SBIR grants available?
8. Are there potential partners?
9. Is there a business plan and proposed business model?

Stage Gate 2: Validate Technology
For some technology teams this might mean back to the drawing board to modify the
technology and prepare for another pilot test. For other technologies the next step will
involve testing at larger scale or with different water types. Qualifying the technology at
Gate 2 will involve evaluating the metrics resulting from the initial pilot and re-framing many
of the questions asked at Gate 1. Based on whether the technical and economic feasibility
have been validated in the pilot test, more testing will be recommended or case studies can
be prepared to help the technology team approach a customer.

Stage Gate 3: Assess Readiness for Commercialization
Data is reviewed versus the objectives of the testing and validation to determine if the
product is ready to be commercialized.
Value proposition for customers versus existing technology can be defined and deliberated.
Commercial readiness should be evaluated and next steps will depend on answers to the
many questions, for example:
1. What is the value proposition for the customer and how does it vary with industry or
market segment?
2. Is there a clear target market?
3. What is the optimum business model?
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4. Are there unanswered questions in the business plan?
5. Is there established Intellectual Property? Are there steps to be taken to secure that
before the product can be sold?
6. Who are the potential partners at this point? Are partnerships established?
7. Is the team a company and are they ready for commercialization? Are there gaps in the
team?
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Primary Research Findings
Primary research findings are aggregated into categories aligned with the core research
questions identified in the project RFP.
In what ways can a testbed facility help address market testing and certification
needs?
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•

Companies require support gaining market accepted validation data on their
technologies. The issue is not getting the performance data, but getting the
stakeholder / regulator acceptance for market adoption.

•

Consumers of the testing data include the municipality, engineering firm, city, county
or state regulatory agency. End users often want more and more data and are
increasingly less interested in collaborating to make testing data at location A enable
adoption of technology at location B.

•

Different technologies require different certifications, there is no single certification.
The unit operations in the process train at each testbed will open the doors to a very
wide variety of possible market testing criteria and certifications.

•

No single EPA, federal or third party certifying body exits. NSF has developed some
certifications which some state environmental regulators are aligning with. Others
include ANSI, BNQ, ISO.

•

Within the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) there are many variants for any given
Cert available on a single technology and each has specific objectives. For example
there is a BNQ standards for Cold Climate on site treatment systems and at least 6
other certs that address other parameters and design considerations.

•

There is no existing aggregated single dataset that demonstrates what Certs each
state wants. Companies have to hunt down this information for every state agency,
determine what the local regulators want and then find the relevant test facility.

•

Testbed facilities in MA must align with and work with NEWIPCC and become
integrated into efforts to support multi-state data sharing and collaboration.

•

Testbed facilities should play a role in providing third party assessments, including
(where relevant) publication of data and performance in peer review literature. Provide
the role / service as an information warehouse supporting transparency on
performance data to help market adoption.

What are the state, regional and national demand for the services of a testbed
facility?
•

Demand is a function of the specific water technology. Recently there has been a very
high demand for Enhanced Water Recovery (EWR) testing to address the application of
membranes for brine concentration and water recovery.

•

Demand varies based upon the technology R&D underway. Six months ago they
needed access to a test facility to support RO technology development for
desalination, today they are working on dewatering biosolids and there is little
visibility into the specific needs that a large corporate users may have going forward.

•

Demand for on site alternative treatment can be evaluated in two ways. 1) There are
>40 US companies with over 600 products in the market. 2) The NSF owned and
operated facility in WACO Texas is the leading location for testing and certification and
it is typically at 50-70% capacity for testing and certification work. It has never
reached capacity.

•

Companies prefer to engage in testing work at a prospective client location. This
ensures the client has ‘some skin in the game’ and addresses any issues of ‘my water
is different’ thus streamlining the sales cycle. Testbed facilities that link directly to the
needs of customer will have high-demand.

•

There are almost 15,000 wastewater treatment plants in the US, access to fluids for
testing is not typically an issue. Negotiating the relationships and finding a
stakeholder interested certainly is time consuming, but it often is easier than incurring
the cost of travel to a dedicated test facility.

•

SUNY Stony Brook has State support to build a test facility for on site alternatives
addressing the testing and certification needs of Suffolk County. They also have
invested in a mobile (trailer based pilot facility)

•

UConn is relaunching the collaborative Fraunhoffer Center to focus on water
technology using membranes - this facility will provide access to seawater, municipal
wastewater and a variety of other effluent streams.

•

Academic researchers find partnering with engineering consulting firms provides them
with access to that firm's customers - supporting technology development needs.

What facilities elsewhere offer services that might compete with the proposed
facilities in MA?
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•

Competition is a function of the product offering - testbed facility is very broad and
there are a lot of different competitive options from other schools, labs, utilities and
private groups.

•

Any municipal or private facility that is closer to the users location than the facility is
competition and they will explore this first to gain easy access to fluids.

•

[The following locations were referenced in stakeholder engagement primary
research]

•

Locally, Greentown Labs, NSIV and UMass Boston and other providers in Cambridge all
offer wet-lab facilities for lab and bench-scale testing.

•

UConn is ramping up the Fraunhoffer Institute to make it a center of excellence for
membrane based treatment.

•

New York State is investing heavily in SUNY Stony Brook to develop its mobile and
fixed facility capabilities

•

The WE&RF test bed facility database (previously addressed in Secondary Research)

•

EPRI EWR facility in Panama Florida

•

University of North Dakota EWR facility in Watford City, ND

•

Guelph facility in Ontario Canada

•

NSF approved facilities in Vancouver, British Columbia and Germany.

•

Note a NSF approved facility in Alfred, Ontario has recently shut-down.

What factors are important in evaluating whether to use a testbed facility?
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•

For our own R&D testing (not customer validation or certification) location is a primary
consideration. Travel is often as much as 80% of the cost of running pilot studies and
the ability to do this close to our home base is ideal.

•

For customer validation and certification - the lowest total cost to execute the project
that meets the full needs of the customer.

•

Unique attributes of the facility - If customer specifies the test facility the company
will use it. If some test facility has approvals with a higher number of state regulators
and thus testing there enables the technology to address a bigger market, the
company would choose that one preferably. For example, the MASSTC has become a
preferred test site for some (not all) New England state regulators. In cold climate
zones, northern Canada, the regulators require technology certification from a facility

that is located within climate zone 4-5 (which MASSTC is not) and thus vendors have
to use a different facility. The biggest market for on site technology is south central
USA and this market mostly utilizes Waco Texas.
•

Do the capabilities of the facility match the project needs. Do they need wet-lab,
bench tops, office space, third party staff to operate or our own, cheap available
accommodation, easy transportation links, availability of the specific space and fluid
streams that are needed.

•

Access to power ranging from 120 VAC to 460 VAC

•

Access to a variety of fluid streams from different process operations.

•

Fluid rates from 5 gpm to 100 gpm

•

Facility takes care of all EHS&S, permits and disposal / waste management

•

Ability to isolate / protect the confidential nature of the work

•

Flexibility of staff and ability of facility / institution to be adaptable to our needs

What types of capabilities or services can differentiate these systems?
•

Market demand is highly variable and many existing facilities are focused on small
niche issues. The ability to have a very broad set of fluid streams, supporting as wide
a variety of tech developers is ideal as this provides massive diversification - and
differentiation in the market.

•

Focusing on emerging themes or trends where competition is low and industry activity
in technology is high. EWR, brine concentration, biosolids management, direct potable
water reuse etc.

•

Support technology R&D, product testing, product certification and also a variety of
training programs from community college, undergraduate and post-graduate.

•

Three size ranges seem to map to the technology being tested:
◦ 1 - 100 gallons bench top systems
◦ 2 - 5 gallon per minute laboratory pilot systems
◦ 20 - 100 gallon per minute field pilot units

How will a testbed facility enable Massachusetts to be a global leader in Water?
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•

Increase the strength and quality of the state’s academic output in applied (process
based) research on water as this drives water technology development.

•

Assist local firms as they develop and bring to market technologies, increasing the
competitiveness of the region's commercial sector

•

Strengthen the relationship and knowledge sharing between the State’s academic and
municipal sectors.

•

Position the State to have the strongest academic programs and most well trained
workforce for water tech development.

•

Federal funding for applied research from NSF, EPA, DOE, USDA is uncertain going
forward. Academic researchers using this as in-kind resources will be competitive and
are looking at DoD sources.

How will a testbed facility help address local water problems?
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•

Infrastructure: No direct evidence that these facilities would help address the region's
aging infrastructure issues. As referenced in Section 1, technologies relevant may
include: inspection, repair, pipe technology, installations systems and a broad array of
asset management solutions including real-time hydraulic control systems and in-line
corrosion and fouling monitoring and control.

•

Nutrients: MASSTC already is providing the capability to address nitrogen issues on
Cape Cod. Both the other facilities can provide fluids streams that would support
Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR) and possible other solutions like membrane
treatment. It was noted that more state or regionally led programmatic activity is
need to stimulate commercial interest and funding of technology innovation on this
issue. There are technology companies with solutions that could apply, but they have
not found the financial incentives to engage in the market or have found the cost to
use the existing facility too high.

•

Drinking Water Contaminants: All three facilities have the capacity to support
technology development focused on contaminants within direct potable water reuse.
Deer Island has the capacity to support seawater desalination technology. It was
speculated that MASSTC could be leveraged to gain access to the Cape’s
contaminated groundwater plume for testing of technologies and Amherst has access
to freshwater withdraws from a local river.

•

How will a testbed facility help academia and municipalities develop new water
technologies?
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•

Collaboration between university and municipality individuals will be positively
influenced.

•

Academic research can be focused on the applied problems that the municipal sector
faces.

•

Academics with access to the facility will be more competitive in grant programs if
they can leverage access to these facilities as in-kind resources on their proposals.

•

Municipalities working with test beds can create a pipeline of innovation that
addresses their needs - providing customer validation and verification in a more cost
effective manner.

•

Supplemental research findings from the stakeholder engagement

•

Visibility into the R&D pipeline for companies is not feasible. They would only provide
information on current needs / projects and would not share any guidance on future
needs.

•

Bench top wet-lab research costs range from $1500 - $4000 per month

•

Dry bench top lab and desk top space ranges from $300 - 600 per month

•

Prototyping lab space ranges in the $2-5 per sq foot range with space allocated in 100
sq foot increments.

•

Large corporates are looking for 1-2 MGD sized systems for demonstration projects,
but at this size it is a customer demonstration - i.e. a flagship customer not a paid
pilot system.

•

Use cases vary:

•

Short term validation test 4-6 months for a customer

•

Long term (12-24 month) performance testing for internal or external validation

•

Funding for the use of the facility is varied:

•

Academics leverage state and federal funds and occasionally non-profit grants.

•

Start-ups typically are paying via federal or state grants leveraging their corporate
funding as a match.

•

Large corporates typically pay full costs out of internal technology development of
business development budgets.

Site Specific Research Findings
UMass Amherst
•

Faculty members leading the UMass facility have been identified as very solid
academic research faculty but a concern was raised regarding the operational
oversight of the proposed facility. Specifically it was stated that to be successful the
plan must identify a director and staff that are not research faculty to run the facility.
Faculty should be users but not administrators.

•

UMass Amherst does not want to see the investment in water technology capital
infrastructure if it is not also supported with operation cost support. The
administration does not want to inherit the cost of staffing it or maintaining it.

•

Information about the two existing users of the facility: One user's selected to work
there because the company's SBIR research was an output of that individual's
postgraduate research as a student of UMass. Another company has a pilot there
(funded my MassCEC) because the technology is being considered for implementation
at the Town of Amherst Facility. Proximity to user relationship with UMass was the key
driver.

•

Amherst is considered an unfavorable location to travel to do business. Geographically
it is a long-way from the core centers of where the academic and industry user base is
located in the Greater Boston area.

•

A facility at Amherst could be creating a bias towards the academic users at that
University. Other academic users may find it challenging to penetrate. Questions were
raised about whether there would be a need to create research partnerships with staff
at the school.

•

Facilities at a university also raises concerns about protecting the confidential nature
of the company's research.

•

Amherst was favorable with regards to the cost of living and doing business in the
region.

•

Amherst was favorable with regards to the economic and workforce enhancements
that would be applied to the region.

•

Amherst is lacking physical and domain / knowledge assets in the region to help
commercialize water technology. Accelerators and Incubators able to support watertech are mostly in the Greater Boston area (including Worcester).

MASSTC Barnstable:
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•

It is not clear what portions of the existing facility and what portions of the existing
revenues generated are used for the team’s own research. It was suggested that site
upgrades and improvements could have been made based upon their own budgets if
the facility was operated as a business and conducted less of its own research and
focused on marketing itself as a testing center. The pipeline for user fees is organic
and has not been executed with active marketing.

•

The overlap between running a technology test bed and conducting their own R&D
has raised concern. There is one company that is very frustrated about the DPH
developing a technology that competes with their commercial offering.

•

NSF manages a facility in WACO Texas of comparable size with two FTE’s, it is 50-70%
utilization and it’s operational budget is sustainable.

•

It is not clear why Cape Cod Commission and Barnstable DPH are not collaborating
more aggressively to support the testing of all wastewater solution needed in the
market. It seems that only on site alternative treatment is being explored and the 208
plan illustrated a wide variety of other solutions that are needed.

•

The cost to run a pilot study for 12 months on this site ($100K) was considered a nonstarter for a small start-up company looking to pilot technology for the cape market.

•

The cost of doing business on cape cod is a concern, specifically the seasonal
variability and the need for housing and travel on and off cape during the summer.

Deer Island:
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•

The MWRA interest (or lack of interest) in running this is seen as a positive attribute.
The ability to have a co-located but separately owned / operated facility is ideal for
both commercial and academic users. It makes the relationships clean and conflict
free.

•

The location of Deer Island is identified as the favorite location of the three due to the
proximity to Boston.

•

There is no identified interest or market demand to have a 1 or 2 MGD facility on line
for testing.

•

Locating a multi-bay facility similar to that of Guelph at the Deer Island location is of
interest - especially with all the different sources of fluids that it can provide.

•

The ability to find housing and travel around Boston to Winthrop was a concern especially if companies are traveling from the South Shore.

Industry Survey Data
NEWIN Survey - Regional Technology / Innovation Capabilities
NEWIN’s survey data indicate that four core themes account for 80% of the members these
include: Smart Water, Infrastructure, Water Quality and Energy & Resource Recovery. The
graphic below identifies distribution.

WE&RF Survey - National and Regional Utility Needs
WE&RF survey of its members has highlighted the following themes as technologies that
utilities expect to adopt within the next 10-20 years.
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•

Direct potable reuse

•

Indirect potable reuse

•

Fit-for-purpose reuse

•

Biological activated carbon

•

Granular activated carbon

•

Ozone-biologically active filtration

•

Concentrate treatment

•

Forward osmosis

•

Membrane bioreactors (MBRs)

•

Microfiltration/ultrafiltration

•

Nanofiltration

•

Nitrate control

•

Ozonation

•

Soil aquifer treatment

•

Reverse osmosis

WE&RF has shared the following data trends illustrative of the adoption rates for technology
over time, based upon survey data from utilities. The survey is currently still active and will
be closed later this year. WE&RF will share final data of the survey for the purpose of future
planning efforts – this will be leveraged to support the design of the business models for the
test bed facilities.
Screen-shot of WE&RF survey data illustrating the rate of adoption for technology in utilities.
Approximately 40% of identified technologies are expected to be adopted in 10 years.
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Feasibility Study of Water Technology Demonstration Centers
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MEMORANDUM
From: BW Research
Date:

December 2017

Re:

Test Beds Economic Impact Analysis

INTRODUCTION
The following memo provides an overview of the economic impact analysis (EIA) of
creating three “test bed” locations in UMass Amherst, MASSTTC Barnstable, and Deer
Island for the purposes of facilitating water technology research and demonstration of
new technologies. In a previous phase of the project and after visiting each test bed
location, preliminary impact analyses were conducted based on data provided by
stakeholders that represented current facility operation costs and optimized scenarios. In
this phase, BW Research relied on Woodard & Curran cost estimates for each facility
based on recommendations discussed in the Needs Assessment memos. BW Research
used these capital cost estimates and overall project schedule to develop the economic
impact models for the three facilities.
To conduct the economic impact analyses, BW Research used the Impact analysis for
PLANning (IMPLAN), an input-out model that traces how changes in spending and
infrastructural developments move through the economy. The models include the total
direct, indirect, and induced impacts and tax contributions generated by the
construction/renovation and operation of the three test beds. Three sequential scenarios
were created for UMASS and Barnstable test beds, meaning that level 3 improvements
included all the level 1 and 2 improvements. For Deer Island, level 1 and level 2 are
sequential and level 3 include different improvements that reflect the desires of potential
customers. All monetary values are provided in 2017 U.S. dollars.
Overall, the most modest scenario (scenario 1) of the UMASS Amherst test bed can
generate a total economic impact of up to $1.6 million during the construction phase
(1.70 output multiplier) and $301,943 per year in operations (1.74 output multiplier). This
totals to $1.95 million, or approximately 0.007% of the region’s Gross Regional Product
(GRP) 1.
In scenario 1, MASSTTC Barnstable generates $649,796 in total output during
construction (1.58 multiplier effect) and $148,414 per year in operations (1.62 multiplier
effect). This sums up to $798,210 or 0.007% of the region’s GRP1.
1

The Gross Regional Product was derived from IMPLAN.
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Lastly, scenario 1 for the Deer Island facility generates a total economic impact of up to
$1.1 million during the construction phase (1.69 output multiplier) and $1.3 million per
year in operations (1.68 output multiplier). This sums up to $2.4 million or 0.0008% of
the region’s GRP.
The summary of all three scenarios can be found in the tables below. The renovation
cost indicates the one-time renovation/remodeling expenditures that last until all
renovation work is complete (1-3 years depending on the scenario). The renovation
impact represents the impact these renovation expenditures will have in the region. The
operations & maintenance cost (O&M) only starts once the renovation work is complete
and represents the yearly operations costs that will be on-going, including salaries and
maintenance of the facility. The O&M impact will be felt annually and represent the impact
of operating and maintaining the facilities. Lastly, the total impact includes both the onetime renovation impact and the annual O&M impact.
Table 1: Summary of the Findings for Scenario 1

Scenario 1
UMASS Amherst Test Bed
MASSTTC Barnstable Test Bed
Deer Island Test Bed

Renovation
Cost
$1,236,222
$499,611
$668,483

Renovation
Impact
$1,644,281
$649,796
$1,109,815

O&M Cost
($/year)
$122,914
$89,868
$371,694

O&M
Impact
($/year)
$301,943
$148,414
$1,323,912

Total
Impact
$1,946,224
$798,210
$2,433,727

O&M Cost
($/year)
$369,834
$113,192
$568,701

O&M
Impact
($/year)
$1,449,891
$265,446
$2,005,507

Total
Impact
$7,232,892
$2,164,356
$9,892,488

Table 2: Summary of the Findings for Scenario 2

Scenario 2
UMASS Amherst Test Bed
MASSTTC Barnstable Test Bed
Deer Island Test Bed

Renovation Renovation
Cost
Impact
$3,931,577 $5,783,001
$1,540,729 $1,898,910
$5,303,491 $7,886,981

Table 3: Summary of the Findings for Scenario 3

Scenario 3

Renovation
Cost

UMASS Amherst Test Bed
MASSTTC Barnstable Test Bed
Deer Island Test Bed

$6,904,410
$5,266,278
$4,126,829
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O&M
Total
Impact
Impact
($/year)
$10,445,785 $518,306 $2,117,227 $12,563,012
$7,169,943
$454,406 $1,554,697 $8,724,640
$7,225,031 $1,124,335 $3,149,080 $10,374,111
Renovation
Impact

O&M Cost
($/Year)
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ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
To conduct the economic impact analysis of the different test beds, BW Research used
IMPLAN, an input-out model that traces spending and infrastructural developments
through the economy. The cumulative effects of the initial spending are measured
monetarily and the results are categorized into direct, indirect, and induced effects. Direct
effects show the change in the economy associated with the initial spending, or how the
industry experiences the change. Indirect effects include all the backward linkages, or the
supply chain responses and local employment as a result of the initial spending. Induced
effects refer to household spending and are the result of workers who are responsible for
the direct and indirect effects spending their wages.
Results from the economic impact analysis include employment (part- and full-time jobs),
labor income, value added, and total output. Output includes total revenues or sales
(for retail and wholesale trade, output = gross margin and not gross sales). Value added
is total revenues minus the cost of inputs from outside the firm, in other words, the firm’s
economic profit. Labor income includes all forms of employment income, such as
employee compensation (wages and benefits) and proprietor income (i.e. payments
received by self-employed individuals and unincorporated business owners).
For the three test beds, the spending activities were categorized into two phases: (1)
construction phase and (2) operations and maintenance phase. The construction phase
is a one-time event and its impacts end once the construction/revitalization of the facilities
is completed. The operations and maintenance phase on the other hand is estimated on
a per-annual basis and its impacts continue overtime, as long as the test beds are
functioning, and the total employment and expenditures remain the same.
For these two phases, all costs and expenditures were taken from the Needs Assessment
conducted by Woodard & Curran, in which three levels of recommendations of
improvements to facilitate wastewater technology testing at each location were identified.
BW Research also followed the timeline provided in the Needs Assessment for each
improvement scenario and related expenditure. In creating the model, local purchase
percentage (LPP) was left in the default setting (e.g. 100% local), which means it assumes
all purchases are local, but only if the specific industry is present in the region. Thus, if
wholesale trade is one of the industries included, it assumes that all purchases to this
industry are 100% local, regardless of where the products were manufactured. The
results of the three models are presented below and all monetary values are provided in
2017 U.S. dollars.
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1. UMASS AMHERST TEST BED
To conduct an economic impact analysis, one of the first steps is to determine the
boundaries of the area. For the UMASS Amherst test bed analysis, the study area
includes the three counties of Franklin, Hampden, and Hampshire. The impacts were
divided into two phases: construction and operations/maintenance.
UMASS Construction Phase
In the construction phase, we analyzed three sequential scenarios that include site work
improvements, influent pump house improvements, and power and control upgrades. For
more details on the different scenarios please see the Needs Assessment cost estimates
memo.
Construction Scenario 1:

The construction phase in scenario 1 starts in 2018 and costs a total of $1.236 million.
These expenditures generate a total impact in the three-county area of $1.65 million, a
multiplier effect of 1.70, and nearly twelve jobs (Table 4). Additionally, the total
contribution to state and local taxes derived from this scenario is $57,666 and to federal
taxes it is $141,838.
Table 4: Total Economic Impact of the UMASS Construction Scenario 1

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
6.2
2.6
3.0
11.8

Labor Income ($)
$395,169
$116,382
$132,956
$644,507

Value Added ($)
$448,089
$161,726
$215,829
$825,644

Output ($)
$968,301
$296,058
$379,922
$1,644,281

Construction Scenario 2

Scenario 2 starts in 2019 and it costs a total of $3.9 million, producing an impact in the
region of $5.78 million, a multiplier effect of 1.68, and a total of 41 jobs (Table 5).
Additionally, the total contribution to state and local taxes is $192,376 and to federal taxes
is $490,295.
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Table 5: Total Economic Impact of the UMASS Construction Scenario 2

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
21.9
9.0
10.4
41.3

Labor Income ($)
$1,370,062
$402,081
$460,519
$2,232,663

Value Added ($)
$1,553,223
$561,965
$747,621
$2,862,809

Output ($)
$3,436,412
$1,030,623
$1,315,966
$5,783,001

Construction Scenario 3

The total cost of scenario 3, which starts in year 2019, is $6.9 million, generating a total
impact in the three-county area of $10.45 million, a multiplier effect of 1.68, and a total
of nearly 75 jobs (Table 6). Additionally, the total contribution to state and local taxes
derived from this scenario is $342,980 and to federal taxes is $882,715.
Table 6: Total Economic Impact of the UMASS Construction Scenario 3

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
21.9
9.0
10.4
41.3

Labor Income ($)
$1,370,062
$402,081
$460,519
$2,232,663

Value Added ($)
$1,553,223
$561,965
$747,621
$2,862,809

Output ($)
$3,436,412
$1,030,623
$1,315,966
$5,783,001

UMASS Operations and Maintenance Phase
Once again, we analyzed three sequential scenarios provided by the Needs Assessment
including staff salaries and expenditures such as utilities, maintenance and repair of
equipment, and lab and office supplies. For more details on the different scenarios please
see the Needs Assessment cost estimates memo. The total impact of operations and
maintenance is considered to continue annually, assuming the facility continues to be
active and the same number of people remain employed. The results for the different
scenarios are provided below.
Operations Scenario 1

Operations in scenario 1 are expected to begin in 2019 and cost a total of $122,914/year.
These expenditures result in a total impact of $301,943, a multiplier effect of 1.74, and a
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total of 2 jobs. Additionally, the contribution to state and local taxes is $12,179 and to
federal taxes is $31,836 (Table 7).
Table 7: Total Economic Impact of the UMASS Operations Scenario 1

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
1.2
0.3
0.7
2.2

Labor Income ($)
$105,167
$13,636
$30,838
$149,641

Value Added ($)
$114,104
$21,837
$50,089
$186,031

Output ($)
$173,260
$40,544
$88,138
$301,943

Operations Scenario 2

Operations in scenario 2 are expected to begin in 2020 and cost a total of $369,834/year.
Results show that the total impact of the operations in scenario 2 is $1.45 million, a
multiplier effect of 1.71, and a total of seven jobs created (Table 8). Additionally, the fiscal
impact is $56,527 to state and local taxes and $125,084 in federal taxes.
Table 8: Total Economic Impact of the UMASS Operations Scenario 2

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
2.7
2.0
2.4
7.1

Labor Income ($)
$305,352
$106,425
$107,068
$518,845

Value Added ($)
$475,615
$143,918
$173,772
$793,305

Output ($)
$849,504
$294,458
$305,928
$1,449,891

Operations Scenario 3

Operations in scenario 3 are expected to begin only in 2021 and cost a total of
$518,306/year. This scenario will have an impact to the region of $2.12 million, a
multiplier effect of 1.70, and a total of nearly eleven jobs. Additionally, the contribution to
state and local taxes is $81,726 and to federal taxes is $178,899 (Table 9).
Table 9: Total Economic Impact of the UMASS Operations Scenario 3

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Page | 6

Employment
4.1
3.0
3.4

Labor Income ($)
$422,668
$159,750
$151,470

Value Added ($)
$679,916
$214,763
$245,812

Output ($)
$1,242,475
$441,970
$432,782
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Total Effect

10.6

$733,888

$1,140,491

$2,117,227

Lastly, the construction and operations phases together create a total output in scenario
1 of $1.9 million, $7.2 million in scenario 2, and $12.6 million in scenario 3. This
represents 0.007%, 0.02%, and 0.04% of the region’s Gross Regional Product,
respectively.
2. MASSTTC BARSNTABLE TEST BED
For the MASSTTC Barnstable test bed analysis, the study area includes the Barnstable
County. Just like with the previous analysis, the economic impacts of this test bed were
divided into the construction phase and operations/maintenance phase.
MASSTTC Barnstable Construction Phase
The construction phase includes three sequential improvement scenarios derived from
the Needs Assessment document prepared by Woodard & Curran. The costs of these
improvement scenarios are relatively lower than those proposed for the other facilities
and the reason for this is scenario 1 and 2 would take place within the footprint of the
existing testing site. The results of the impact analysis are provided below with all
monetary values in 2017 U.S. dollar.

Construction Scenario 1

Scenario 1 starts in 2018 and costs a total of $499,611. These expenditures result in a
total impact to the Barnstable County of $649,796, a multiplier effect of 1.58, and about
five jobs (Table 10). Additionally, the fiscal impact to state and local taxes is $24,056
and to federal taxes is $53,873.
Table 10: Total Economic Impact of the Barnstable Construction Scenario 1

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect
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Employment
2.81
1.09
1.03
4.93

Labor Income ($)
$156,171
$43,206
$42,000
$241,376

Value Added ($)
$174,999
$60,290
$69,855
$305,144

Output ($)
$409,991
$115,960
$123,845
$649,796
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Construction Scenario 2

Scenario 2 is expected to start in 2019 and cost nearly $1.55 million. These expenses
result in a total impact to the Barnstable County of $1.9 million, a multiplier effect of
1.59, and approximately fourteen jobs (Table 11). Additionally, the total contribution of
this scenario to state and local taxes is $72,137 and to federal taxes is $157,145.
Table 11: Total Economic Impact of the Barnstable Construction Scenario 2

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
8.08
3.22
3.00
14.30

Labor Income ($)
$452,325
$127,779
$122,232
$702,336

Value Added ($)
$507,995
$178,047
$203,290
$889,332

Output ($)
$1,195,623
$342,865
$360,422
$1,898,910

Construction Scenario 3

Scenario 3 is expected to start in 2020 and cost over $5.27 million. This results in a total
impact to the Barnstable County of $7.17 million, a multiplier effect of 1.57, and
approximately 54 jobs (Table 12). Additionally, the total contribution to state and local
taxes is $256.289 and to federal taxes is $583,942.
Table 12: Total Economic Impact of the Barnstable Construction Scenario 3

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
30.66
11.93
11.17
53.76

Labor Income ($)
$1,690,126
$473,917
$455,792
$2,619,834

Value Added ($)
$1,890,838
$662,244
$758,103
$3,311,186

Output ($)
$4,553,515
$1,272,419
$1,344,009
$7,169,943

MASSTTC Barnstable Operations and Maintenance Phase
Once again, the operations phase includes three improvement scenarios derived from
the Needs Assessment document (for more details on the improvement scenarios
please see the Needs Assessment). The results of the annual impacts of the three
operations scenarios are presented below.
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Operations Scenario 1

Operations for scenario 1 will start in 2019 and cost $89,868 a year. This results in a total
impact to the county of $148,414, a multiplier effect of 1.62, and about one full-time job.
Additionally, the contribution to state and local taxes is $6,213 and to federal taxes is
$12,512.
Table 13: Total Economic Impact of Barnstable Operations Scenario 1

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
0.50
0.23
0.21
0.94

Labor Income ($)
$28,772
$10,805
$8,411
$47,988

Value Added ($)
$51,646
$14,575
$13,969
$80,190

Output ($)
$91,420
$32,203
$24,791
$148,414

Operations Scenario 2

Scenario 2 is expected to begin in 2019 and cost $113,192 a year, resulting in a total
impact to the county of $265,446, a multiplier effect of 1.66, and nearly two jobs created.
Additionally, the contribution to state and local taxes is $11,808 and to federal taxes is
$28,034.
Table 14: Total Economic Impact of Barnstable Operations Scenario 2

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
1.09
0.34
0.52
1.96

Labor Income ($)
$88,663
$12,692
$21,435
$122,790

Value Added ($)
$96,095
$21,222
$35,628
$152,945

Output ($)
$159,596
$42,658
$63,193
$265,446

Operations Scenario 3

Scenario 3 will only begin in 2021 and includes hiring one full-time plant manager and
one full-time operator, as compared to scenario 1 and 2. Total expenditures are
approximately $454,406 a year, resulting in a total impact to the county is $1.55 million,
a multiplier effect of 1.61, and nearly nine jobs. Additionally, the contribution to state and
local taxes is $65,638 and to federal taxes is $132,255.
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Table 15: Total Economic Impact of Barnstable Operations Scenario 3

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
4.19
2.29
2.27
8.75

Labor Income ($)
$333,282
$103,574
$92,620
$529,476

Value Added ($)
$518,506
$146,972
$153,880
$819,358

Output ($)
$965,286
$316,400
$273,011
$1,554,697

Lastly, the construction and operations phases together in one year would create a total
output of approximately $798,210 in scenario 1, $2.16 million in scenario 2, and $8.72
million in scenario 3. These impacts represent approximately 0.007%, 0.02%, and
0.08% of the region’s GRP, respectively.
3. DEER ISLAND TEST BED
For the Deer Island test bed analysis, the study area includes the three counties of
Suffolk, Essex, and Middlesex. Contrarily to the other test beds, the scenarios for this
facility are not all sequential, but consist of different improvements for on-site testing for
vendors. These different improvement scenarios are the result of an effort to identify
approaches that reflect the desires of potential customers. All expenditures and impacts
are shown in 2017 U.S. dollars.

Deer Island Construction Phase
Construction Scenario 1

Scenario 1 starts in 2019 and costs a total of $668,483. This results in a total impact to
the three Counties of $1.1 million, a multiplier effect of 1.69, and approximately 6 jobs
(Table 16). Additionally, the total fiscal impact to state and local taxes is $33,532 and to
federal taxes is $105,194.
Table 16: Total Economic Impact of the Deer Island Construction Scenario 1

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect
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Employment
3.4
1.3
1.5
6.2

Labor Income ($)
$313,698
$99,891
$97,891
$511,480

Value Added ($)
$355,039
$137,126
$156,272
$648,438

Output ($)
$654,834
$210,894
$244,087
$1,109,815
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Construction Scenario 2

Construction and improvement of the facilities in scenario 2 start in 2019 and have a
total cost of $5.3 million. This results in a total impact of $7.89 million, a multiplier effect
of 1.71, and nearly 44 jobs (Table 17). Additionally, the total contribution to state and
local taxes is $248,591 and to federal taxes is $758,061.
Table 17: Total Economic Impact of the Deer Island Construction Scenario 2

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
23.8
9.0
11.0
43.8

Labor Income ($)
$2,250,599
$730,936
$704,529
$3,686,064

Value Added ($)
$2,538,731
$996,425
$1,124,661
$4,659,817

Output ($)
$4,605,467
$1,524,834
$1,756,679
$7,886,981

Construction Scenario 3

Scenario 3 starts in 2019 and costs $4.1 million, resulting in a total impact of $7.2
million, a multiplier effect of 1.72, and approximately 40 jobs (Table 18). Additionally,
the total contribution to state and local taxes is $224,489 and to federal taxes is
$699,306.
Table 18: Total Economic Impact of the Deer Island Construction Scenario 3

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
21.7
8.4
10.2
40.3

Labor Income ($)
$2,079,921
$681,932
$652,281
$3,414,134

Value Added ($)
$2,314,062
$923,367
$1,041,243
$4,278,673

Output ($)
$4,189,660
$1,408,979
$1,626,392
$7,225,031

Deer Island Operations and Maintenance Phase
Once again, the operations phase includes three improvement scenarios derived from
the Needs Assessment document. All three scenarios start in year 2020 and the results
are presented below.
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Operations Scenario 1

Current operations cost for scenario 1 are $371,694 a year and include hiring a full-time
plants manager and a part-time administrative assistant. The impact of this scenario to
the region is $1.32 million, a multiplier effect of 1.68, and about five jobs (Table 19).
Additionally, the contribution to state and local taxes is $50,231 and to federal taxes is
$126,532.
Table 19: Total Economic Impact of Deer Island Operations Scenario 1

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
2.3
1.3
1.7
5.3

Labor Income ($)
$339,187
$117,675
$107,644
$564,506

Value Added ($)
$506,777
$161,469
$171,824
$840,069

Output ($)
$788,675
$266,848
$268,390
$1,323,912

Operations Scenario 2

Current operations cost for scenario 2 will be $568,701 a year resulting in a total impact
to the region of $2.0 million, a multiplier effect of 1.68, and nearly nine jobs created (Table
20). Additionally, the fiscal impact to state and local taxes is $76,241 and to federal taxes
is $189,827.
Table 20: Total Economic Impact of Deer Island Operations Scenario 2

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
4.0
2.0
2.5
8.5

Labor Income ($)
$501,732
$180,876
$160,667
$843,275

Value Added ($)
$758,421
$248,483
$256,456
$1,263,359

Output ($)
$1,193,050
$411,867
$400,590
$2,005,507

Operations Scenario 3

Scenario 3 includes hiring a full-time plant manager, a full-time assistant plant manager,
a full-time operator, a part-time mechanic, and a part-time administrative. This is the most
expensive operation scenario among the three test beds with total expenditures summing
up to $1.12 million a year. The resulting total impact to the county is $3.15 million, a
multiplier effect of 1.69, and nearly fourteen jobs created (Table 21). Additionally, the
contribution to state and local taxes is $120,946 and to federal taxes is $298,328.
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Table 21: Total Economic Impact of Deer Island Operations Scenario 3

Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
6.4
3.3
3.9
13.6

Labor Income ($)
$785,438
$288,156
$252,455
$1,326,049

Value Added ($)
$1,183,570
$395,319
$402,958
$1,981,847

Output ($)
$1,869,134
$650,511
$629,435
$3,149,080

Lastly, the construction and operations phases together in one year would create a total
output of approximately $2.43 million, $9.89 million, and $10.37 million for scenario 1, 2,
and 3. This impact represents approximately 0.0008%, 0.0032%, and 0.0033%,
respectively, of the region’s Gross Regional Product (GRP).

CONCLUSION
Three economic impact analyses were conducted to determine the effect to the State of
Massachusetts of creating three “test bed” locations in UMass Amherst, MASSTTC
Barnstable, and Deer Island for the purposes of facilitating water technology research
and demonstration of new technologies. Three different scenarios with different costs
and levels of improvements were analyzed for each facility. The summary of the results
is shown in table 1, with the highest impacts (construction + operations) being provided
by Deer Island in scenarios 1 and 2 and UMASS Amherst in scenario 3.
Since the overall impact of each scenario also depends on the size and cost of the
project, assessing the benefit-cost ratio (multiplier) allows for a better comparison
among the different scenarios and test beds 2. Assuming that all the construction
activities occur in the same year, during the construction phase, UMASS generates the
highest multiplier in all three scenarios (Table 22).
Table 22: Benefit-cost ratios for the three test beds in the construction phase

Construction Phase
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3

2

Barnstable
1.30
1.23
1.36

UMASS
1.33
1.47
1.51

Deer Island
1.66
1.49
1.75

The benefit-cost ratio was calculated by dividing the total output/impact by the total cost.
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Assuming that operations start in the same year, during the O&M phase, Deer Island
generates the highest multiplier for scenario 1 and UMASS for scenarios 2 and 3 (Table
23).
Table 23: Benefit-cost ratios for the three test beds in the O&M phase

Operations & Maintenance Phase
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3

Barnstable
1.65
2.35
3.42

UMASS
2.46
3.92
4.08

Deer Island
3.56
3.53
2.80

For all phases combined (construction and 1 year of O&M), the Deer Island test bed
consistently generates the highest return on investment compared to the other two
facilities, with the exception of scenario 2 in which the ratios are the same for UMASS
and Deer Island (Table 24). Lastly, scenario 1 is the scenario with the highest return on
investment (2.34 multiplier).
Table 24: Benefit-cost ratios for each scenario and test bed in both construction and O&M phases

All Phases
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
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Barnstable
1.35
1.31
1.53

UMASS
1.43
1.68
1.69

Deer Island
2.34
1.68
1.98
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1.

MASSACHUSETTS ALTERNATIVE SEPTIC TEST CENTER

The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) has retained engineering services from Woodard & Curran to
complete a Feasibility Study to assess the physical condition (electrical, mechanical, structural, etc.) of three specific
water technology demonstration/testing sites and develop gross estimates of the capital costs needed for facility
rehabilitation to support industry research efforts. In addition to the physical assessment of each test site, an overall
business assessment including operating expenses and feasibility of the commercial operation and management
potential will be produced as part of the Feasibility Study. This report is a subtask of the Feasibility Study of Water
Technology Test Beds. The purpose of the Feasibility Study is to determine the steps necessary to develop the existing
facilities into a regional test bed facility that will serve to influence how water technologies, the state of Massachusetts,
engineers and end users can leverage innovation to maximize high-quality jobs and long-term economic growth for the
people of Massachusetts.
The Feasibility Study is broken into eight tasks as described below:
Task 1: Kickoff Meeting
Task 2: Stakeholder Engagement and Competitive Landscape
Task 3: Network Potential
Task 4: Site Survey and Condition Assessment
Task 5: Needs Assessment
Task 6: Cost Estimates
Task 7: Preliminary Retrofit Schedule
Task 8: Facility Business Models and Next Steps
This report will focus on the Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Testing Center (MASSTC) and will focus on
Task 4 which details the findings from the site survey and existing conditions assessment completed on June 2, 2017.
The site assessment was guided by the work completed during Task 2 and Task 3 which developed the value
proposition of the MASSTC. This report will define the basis of understanding of the current operations and site
conditions of the MASSTC and will provide critical background information that will lead to a justified needs assessment.
Items that were assessed include the existing site; control systems; electrical, mechanical and structural systems;
architectural aspects; condition of computing and lab space; treatment infrastructure; support systems (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC], plumbing, fire safety, and staff facilities); building and site code compliance;
meeting space; and communications. A similar assessment of the University of Massachusetts wastewater technology
testing laboratory will be presented as a separate report. A third assessment of the Deer Island pilot plant is also under
consideration at this time.

1.1

General Facility Description

MASSTC is an existing wastewater testing facility that is located in Barnstable, Massachusetts within the limits of Joint
Base Cape Cod, which includes Otis Air National Guard Base, Camp Edwards and other governmental facilities.
MASSTC was started when Barnstable County identified a need for consistent, reliable and safe septic system
technologies to treat wastewater to levels regulated by the Clean Water Act and to protect sources of drinking water.
The facility is uniquely designed to support the market testing and certification needs for Innovative Alternatives (I/A)
to septic systems. This is a niche market testing program specific to on-site wastewater technology. On-site wastewater
technology focuses on the improvement of “decentralized” wastewater treatment systems that return treated
wastewater back to the environment without the use of a regional wastewater treatment plant. On-site wastewater
systems typically involve the use of a septic tank that accepts wastewater from a home or business and returns clean
water to a leach field where it may migrate into the groundwater.
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The facility and its operations are owned by the Barnstable County Department of Health and Environment. Per the
Barnstable County Department of Health and Environment website (www.barnstablecountyhealth.org), MASSTC
functions to:
“provide performance information on various alternative onsite septic system technologies. Since its inception
in 1999, nearly every major manufacturer of onsite system technologies has been served by standardized
testing and validation or by using the facility as a test bed to research and further develop their products. The
Test Center has also been instrumental in assisting in the formation of standard protocols for the testing of
products. In addition to product testing, the Test Center has also conducted basic research on topics such as
virus transport beneath septic systems, the use of soils for the removal of Contaminants of Emerging Concern
(CEC), non-proprietary means for treating of nitrogen, the effects of fine material on aggregate in soil
absorption systems, means of removing phosphorus in onsite septic systems, the impacts of various
remediation strategies on leachfield operation and many other topics. MASSTC has been the recipient of a
number of grants under the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 319(b) competitive grant program.”
The test center utilizes civilian residential housing at the Massachusetts Military Reservation and the Barnstable County
House of Corrections for its source of raw wastewater. The raw wastewater is pumped from an influent manhole on an
easement located north of Kittridge Road and distributed to the facility’s 21 test beds where the performance of new
wastewater technology is evaluated. After treatment wastewater is collected via leaching trenches, it then flows by
gravity to the Joint Base Cape Cod Water Pollution Control Facility (WPCF) located to the east. The existing design of
the facility allows the influent and effluent flows to be measured by a magnetic flow meter and a Parshall flume
(respectively) and allows the operators to manually control process operations. As MASSTC is not creating wastewater
at the site, rather side streaming wastewater for use at its facility, it is not charged for wastewater use by the Joint Base
Cape Cod WPCF. Record drawings have been attached in Appendix A of this report that show locations of process
items, sizing, and specified items.
Figure 1-1 is a schematic representation of the facility that shows the existing flow diagram, process features, and site
boundary and Table 1-1 gives an overview of the existing features at MASSTC.
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Table 1-1: MASSTC Facility at a Glance
Item

Description

Facility Description
Number of Staff
Influent Streams
Discharge Location
Existing Equipment

Facility is located on 2.1 acres and can accommodate up to 21 distinct alternative septic test sites.
Facility focuses on performing NSF standards 40, 245, and 350 (described below).
1 Part Time Director
1 Full Time Operator
Provides raw (untreated) wastewater at a flow rate up to 37,500 gallons per day (gpd)
Discharges to the Joint Base Cape Cod WPCF.
Site utilizes temporary buildings to house all equipment and office space. Low maintenance
electrical and mechanical equipment.

Currently, MASSTC provides wastewater technology vendors with the ability to test their products using a number of
test protocols developed by agencies such as National Science Foundation (NSF), Environmental Technology
Verification (ETV), or by customer request. Systems undergoing testing or sampling as requested by the customer can
be directly measured by MASSTC staff for temperature, pH, and dissolved oxygen. Through the use of the Barnstable
County Department of Health and Environment Laboratory (BCDHEL) a number of wastewater constituents are
measured. BCDHEL is located on Route 6A in Barnstable, Massachusetts at the Superior Courthouse and is certified
by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) to sample alkalinity, ammonium,
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) or carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (CBOD), chemical oxygen demand
(COD), E.Coli, Fecal Coliform, Nitrate, Nitrite, Ortho-phosphate, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Total Phosphorous, Total
Suspended Solids.
MASSTC performs three standard NSF testing protocols that are described in Table 1-2. These tests require twentysix weeks of continuous testing with regularly scheduled sampling throughout. Per NSF’s website, “This lengthy testing
time with high sampling volume is designed to assess the reliability of the treatment system over time”. Therefore,
during the testing, minimal operational and maintenance of the vendor’s technology is needed because the tests are
designed to be rigorous enough to simulate in-situ environments where reduced service and maintenance is likely to
occur.
NSF protocols also require that vendor’s product meets minimum standards for structural integrity, leakage, noise,
electrical certifications, access ports, failure sensing and signaling equipment, flow design, data plate and service
labels. MASSTC is able to complete a number of these tests for their clients at the existing facility and provides clients
with preliminary performance data. However, ultimately MASSTC does not validate the acceptance of proprietary
alternative septic treatment systems, they only present the performance data.

Table 1-2: NSF Testing Protocols
Testing
Protocol
NSF 40
NSF 245

NSF 350

Description
NSF/ANSI 40 is a standard for residential wastewater treatment systems with rated capacities between 400
and 1,500 gallons (1,514 and 5,678 liters) per day.
NSF/ANSI 245 defines total nitrogen reduction requirements to meet the growing demand for nutrient
reduction in coastal areas and sensitive environments. NSF/ANSI 245 covers residential wastewater
treatment systems with rated capacities between 400 and 1,500 gallons (1,514 and 5,678 liters) per day.
NSF/ANSI 350 and 350-1 establish material, design, construction and performance requirements for onsite
residential and commercial water reuse treatment systems. They also set water quality requirements for the
reduction of chemical and microbiological contaminants for non-potable water use. Treated wastewater (i.e.
treated effluent) can be used for restricted indoor water use, such as toilet and urinal flushing, and outdoor
unrestricted water use, such as lawn irrigation.
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1.2

Project Site Location

The Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Center is located on 2.1 acres of land off Kittridge Road in Sandwich,
Massachusetts which is owned by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and leased to Joint Base Cape Cod. The
property is bordered to the north by the Otis Air National Guard Base and to the southeast by a wastewater treatment
facility that discharges to groundwater. Although the site is located on the Otis Air National Guard Base, access to the
site does not require special provisions from the Air Force.
The project site’s location in relation to areas which have notable environmental concerns as defined by MassDEP,
Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT), Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
Massachusetts Energy and Environmental Affairs (MassEEA), United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
and Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP). Table 1-3 – Summary of
Environmental and Permitting Conditions summarizes the environmentally sensitive areas analyzed for the project area
and their potential impact on the project. A discussion of the project’s impact to each environmentally sensitive area
and its associated estimated permitting and remediation is found in the subsections below.

Table 1-3: Summary of Environmental and Permitting Conditions
Item

Located
Near Site
Area?

Impact

EPA Superfund Program

Yes

Significant

MassDEP Ch. 21E Classified Sites

Yes

Minimal

Wellhead Protection Areas

Yes

Minimal

NHESP Priority Habitat of Rare
Species

Yes

Minimal

NHESP Estimated Habitats of Rare
Wildlife

Yes

Minimal

NHESP Natural Communities

Yes

Minimal

FEMA National Flood Hazard

Unknown

Minimal

Wetlands

No

None

MassDOT

No

None
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Notes
MASSTC is located above a contaminated aquifer
that is regulated under the Superfund program. It is
unlikely MASSTC could utilize groundwater in the
area as a testing stream.
Otis Air National Guard Base has had two reported
oil spills in the past (2000, 2011). Although these
spills did not occur at the MASSTC, spilled oil
travels to the Otis Air National Guard Base WPCF.
MASSTC is located inside of the MassDEP
Approved Zone II boundary. Utilizing appropriate
construction methods will limit impact to wellhead
protection area.
Potential site modifications are unlikely to go
beyond current site and therefore it is unlikely a
detailed review by NHESP will be required.
Potential site modifications are unlikely to go
beyond current site and therefore it is unlikely a
detailed review by NHESP will be required.
MASSTC’s influent wet well is located in a Pitch
Pine – Scrub Oak Community. Appropriate
construction methods will minimize impact to
community.
Site is located in FEMA Zone D which is defined by
possible but undetermined hazard area. No
flooding has been observed at the site previously.
Based on geographic information system (GIS)
desktop analysis, the closest wetlands are
approximately half a mile from the site.
None
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Item
MassDEP Oil and/or Hazardous
Material Sites with Activity and Use
Limitations

Located
Near Site
Area?
No

Impact

None

Surface Water Supply Protection
Areas

No

None

Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern

No

None

Certified / Potential Vernal Pools

No

None

Notes

None
Surface water supply protection areas are defined
as areas that contain surface water supply for
drinking water use. Based on GIS desktop
analysis, the site is not located near any defined
Surface Water Supply Protection Areas.
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern are places
in Massachusetts that receive special recognition
because of the quality, uniqueness and
significance of their natural or cultural resources.
Based on GIS desktop analysis, the site is not
located near any defined Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern.
Based on GIS desktop analysis, the closest vernal
pools are approximately half a mile from the site.

Although the site has multiple environmental and permitting special requirements – none of these pose a significant
threat to future capital improvements. Below is a summary of potential impacts due to the sites proximity to the
permitting conditions listed in Table 1-3. Figure 1-2 (at the end of this section) shows the location of the MASSTC
relative to these environmental and permitting items.

EPA Superfund Program
MASSTC is located on the southern end of Joint Base Cape Cod which has been designated by the EPA as a
Superfund Site. Joint Base Cape Cod is located over a sole source aquifer, Sagamore Lens, which was designated by
the EPA as a sole source aquifer under the Safe Drinking Water Act. The Aquifer provides drinking water for 200,000
year-round and 500,000 seasonal residents of Cape Cod. Parts of the aquifer have been contaminated by fuel spills,
training, disposal and other past activities. Currently there are ten groundwater plumes undergoing extraction and
treatment. Ongoing treatment will be operated and maintained until cleanup levels are met. The EPA has determined
that the site does not pose an immediate threat to the environment or public health. Although spills or contamination
have not been found on the MASSTC site specifically, there are site use restrictions which affect construction and
excavation. There are no Superfund cleanup components on the site and the current operation of the facility only uses
limited excavation thus construction and excavation restrictions are unlikely to affect MASSTC in the future.

Chapter 21E Classified Sites
Three recordable releases of oil and/or hazardous materials have occurred within the project area. These are
associated with the following release tracking numbers (RTNs): 4-0000037, 4-0015432, and 4-0023047. They are all
located on the Otis Air National Guard Base and one incident refers to the Munitions Response Program and two
incidents refer to the release of petroleum products into the environment. Although the munitions response RTN should
not have a negative effect on MASSTC, the release of petroleum products from the Otis Air National Guard Base has
been found to travel to the Joint Base Cape Cod WPCF. Therefore, it is possible that the release of petroleum products
may affect future service at the MASSTC, however unlikely.
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MassDEP Wellhead Protection Area
The project site intersects a Zone II Wellhead Protection Area. Wellhead Protection Areas are important for protecting
the recharge area around public water supply groundwater sources. As defined by MassDEP, a Zone II distinction is a
Wellhead Protection Area that has been determined by hydro-geologic modeling and approved by the MassDEP’s
Drinking Water Program. Referring to 310 CMR 22.21 (2), there are no zoning restrictions for sanitary sewer systems
within Zone II Wellhead Protection Areas. Construction within this area should be conducted in accordance with the
guidelines set forth by MassEEA.

NHESP Priority Habitat of Rare Species
The project site intersects state-listed rare species as defined by the NHESP and digitized by MassGIS. Per the
MassGIS website, “Priority Habitat polygons are the filing trigger for project proponents, municipalities, and all others
for determining whether a proposed project or activity must be reviewed by the NHESP for compliance with the
Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA) and its implementing regulations. Areas delineated as Priority
Habitats can include wetlands, uplands, and marine habitats—in fact, over half of the total acreage of Priority Habitat
is mapped for marine habitats of state-listed rare species.” The specific species located on the MASSTC site are the
Eastern Box Turtle and the Grasshopper Sparrow. Under MESA, construction on the site will likely need to undergo
NHESP review.

NHESP Estimated Habitats of Rare Wildlife
The project site intersects state-listed rare wildlife as defined by the NHESP and digitized by MassGIS. Per the
MassGIS Website, “The Estimated Habitats of Rare Wildlife datalayer contains polygons that are a subset of the Priority
Habitats of Rare Species. They are based on occurrences of rare wetland wildlife observed within the last 25 years
and documented in the NHESP database. They do not include those areas delineated for rare plants or for rare wildlife
with strictly upland habitat requirements.” The MASSTC site is in a Pitch Pine – Scrub Oak Community. Under the
MESA, construction on the site may require NHESP review.

FEMA National Flood Hazard
The project site is located in the FEMA Zone D based on the FEMA Q3 Flood Zones datalayer managed by MassGIS.
As detailed in the FEMA Fact Sheet for Stakeholders, a Zone D designation indicates “areas where there are possible
but undetermined flood hazards, as no analysis of flood hazards has been conducted”. The designation of Zone D is
also used when a community incorporates portions of another community’s area where no map has been prepared.
Flood insurance is available for Zone D and property owners should be encouraged to purchase it, however, insurance
is not required.
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1.3

Detailed Site Survey and Condition Assessment

To better understand how the MASSTC facility is currently functioning Woodard & Curran sent a team to tour the facility
with staff George Heufelder (Director), Brian Baumgartel (Assistant Director) and Keith Mroczka (Operator). This site
survey, completed on June 2, 2017, demonstrated typical conditions at the facility and the team was able complete an
assessment of the site, the activities of the existing staff, and the capital and operational challenges the facility meets
as part of current operations.
The site survey focused on the assessment of the following items that are summarized in Table 1-4 and described in
detail in the sections below:
•

Existing influent streams, processes, and mechanisms

•

Existing facility’s architectural, structural, mechanical, and electrical and controls components

Table 1-4: Summary of MASSTC Components
Item

Condition Assessment
Untreated surface water
Untreated groundwater
Treated (potable) drinking water

Availability of
Influent
Stream

Raw influent wastewater

Primary settled effluent wastewater
Secondary settled effluent
wastewater

Variability of influent streams

Availability of
Discharge
Locations

Location to discharge effluent
Location to discharge sludge and
other residuals

Architectural
Existing
Facility
Structural

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (0230204)
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Not Currently Available
Not Currently Available
Currently Available
A 2-inch potable water connection is utilized to provide flow to three
hydrants at the site.
Currently Available
Can provide 26 gallons per minute (gpm) (37,500 gpd) via 2-inch polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) force main.
Any of the 21 test sites can receive up to 700 gpd.
Raw influent meets NSF standards for total suspended solids (TSS) and
BOD. Occasionally sodium bicarbonate is added to raise pH to meet NSF.
Not Currently Available
Not Currently Available
Flow is constant throughout the year due to Otis Air National Guard Base.
Diurnal patterns, as required by specific testing protocols, can be delivered
to vendor’s systems via timed pumping. Although long-term flow data was
not provided by MASSTC, inflow and infiltration appears to be of minimal
concern.
Test bed effluent is transported to the Otis Air National Guard Base WPCF
via gravity by 6-inch PVC piping and measured at a dedicated effluent flow
metering station.
Sludge is not currently created on site.
There are no permanent buildings at the facility, however, a temporary
modular building serves as the staff's office/storage area. The temporary
modular building was manufactured in 1988 and is beginning to show wear
and tear typical of its age. The trailer has reached the end of its useful
service life. The site also utilizes wood sheds to house the mechanical
equipment for each test bed.
The staff's office is a temporary trailer on site. In general, the temporary
modular building is structurally stable. The temporary modular building was
manufactured in 1988 and is beginning to show failure in the floor, walls,
and roofing system. The building has reached the end of its useful service
life as it is almost 30 years old.
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Item

Condition Assessment
Much of the mechanical process is not structural equipment. There are two
items worth noting:
1. 8-foot x 8-foot square Influent Pump Station: The structure is constructed
of precast concrete and is original to 1997 and in good condition. No
significant upgrades are needed.
2. 3-foot x 2-foot x 65-foot Concrete Pump Channel: Original to 1997 and in
good condition. No significant upgrades are needed.

Mechanical

MASSTC utilizes a single 1/3 HP submersible non-clog sewage pump to
pump out of the influent wet well to the concrete pump channel. The current
pumping arrangement does not have redundancy as the second pump has
been removed. The pump clogs with rags weekly which causes regular
maintenance.
MASSTC utilizes 21 sump pumps to feed the 21 test bed sites from the
concrete pump channel. These pumps are “off the shelf” sump pumps
available at home improvement stores and are not designed for sewage
duty. These pumps generally fail every other year.

Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC)

Controls

Utility
Connections

Electrical
Natural Gas

1.3.1

The temporary modular building and other temporary structures utilize
passive means for HVAC. The staff simply use windows, air conditioners,
or heaters to control temperature inside of the structures.
The existing control system uses a human-machine-interface (HMI)
software (Intouch Wonderware) that runs on a laptop running WindowsXP
in the controls trailer located next to electrical circuits. The system has a
time schedule to pump wastewater for a set duration to vendor’s system.
400 Amp Service.
However, plans to upgrade to 600 Amp service in near future. Current
electrical service limits pumping ability and causes issues in the winter due
to electrical heating load.
Not Currently Available

Available Influent Streams

Currently MASSTC only accepts raw wastewater influent as no other types of wastewater are available. The test center
utilizes civilian residential housing at the Joint Base Cape Cod and the Barnstable County House of Corrections for its
source of raw wastewater. This wastewater is available year-round and is currently limited to the capacity of the influent
distribution box pumping system which is approximately 28 gpm (40,000 gpd). Characteristics of the raw wastewater
are measured by the staff and is loosely classified as low to medium strength. The flow rate of the raw wastewater was
originally measured by an influent magnetic flow meter located in a precast concrete manhole, however it is not
currently operating due to failure of the equipment.
Other forms of wastewater (as outlined in Table 1-4) are not currently accessible to MASSTC. Although, the Joint Base
Cape Cod WPCF, a wastewater treatment plant that provides secondary treatment, is located next-door to MASSTC,
the staff has indicated that cooperation and coordination with the wastewater treatment plant has been historically
difficult due to the lack of communication and willingness to work together by the Joint Base Cape Cod. Theoretically
upon successful coordination, design, and construction MASSTC could accept primary settled and secondary settled
effluent from the WPCF.
The closest available source of untreated surface water is Ashumet Pond, located approximately 0.5 miles from the
site. In order to get this source to the site would involve significant construction and permitting that would require
pumping, piping, and easement clearing. It may be possible for the site to capture and store surface water runoff,
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however a large storage container may be necessary to provide a reliable source of water. Otherwise, if MASSTC
incorporates wetlands technology testing, it is possible for use with natural rainwater and surface water runoff however;
because the site does not currently have the infrastructure and training to complete this type of testing a significant
investment may be necessary.
Groundwater is not currently available to MASSTC and would require a well pump and piping to the facility. MASSTC
is located on top of a sole source aquifer that has been defined by EPA as a Superfund site. It is likely that EPA would
restrict the pumping of groundwater to MASSTC due to its proximity to the Superfund site.
The facility does not currently utilize treated potable water as an influent stream, however does have access via an
existing 2-inch water line located along the center of the property. Access to the treated water is currently available via
three hydrants on the site.

1.3.2

Available Discharge Locations

MASSTC utilizes a 6-inch PVC underdrain collection system to transport effluent discharged from the 21 test beds to
the Otis Air National Guard Base WPCF located adjacent to the MASSTC property. The discharge is measured using
the Parshall flume originally installed in 1999. Although MASSTC does not currently produce sludge on site, it is
estimated by operations staff that Joint Base Cape Cod WPCF would not accept the sludge directly due to historical
lack of communication and willingness to work together. Trucking to the Barnstable County WPCF would be required.

1.3.3

Architectural

MASSTC is largely an open field with electrical/mechanical equipment housed in temporary sheds. The use of
temporary sheds and buildings has provided an economically operational benefit to the site, as the site is constantly
changing with the influx of clients, the temporary sheds allow for customizability of the site. The largest building on site,
is an original 1970’s trailer home that functions as a laboratory, office, storage area, and learning center. The building
was manufactured in 1988 and largely in its original form. Staff at MASSTC have completed modifications to the layout
of the building that enhance storage space and general openness of the interior. he following photos show the existing
exterior and interior of the office building.
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Office Trailer and Temporary Trailer
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Inside of Office Trailer – Floor System Failing

Office Trailer – Limited Space Remaining
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1.3.4

Structural

The site has limited permanent structural components. There are three significant items:
Temporary Office/Laboratory Building: This temporary modular building is structurally stable, however appears to be
near the end of its useful life as it is original to 1988 and therefore nearly 30 years old. The building’s roof, walls, and
floor system have not been significantly upgraded, rather modifications by staff have resulted in the removal of interior
non-structural walls. Staff spend time maintaining the building on a regular schedule, however significant upgrades are
not planned.
Influent Pump Station: The purpose of this structure is to distribute raw wastewater to upstream sources (Otis Air
National Guard Base, residential sources, county jail) to MASSTC. The influent pump station is constructed of an 8foot square precast concrete manhole. The concrete appears to be in fair condition with no signs of corrosion or sulfuric
acid attack. The influent pump station utilizes a 1/3 HP motor and a non-clog sewage pump designed specifically for
raw sewage applications. This structure is constructed around the wastewater pipe which leads to the existing Joint
Base Cape Cod WPCF. The influent piping has been modified by cutting an opening at the top and bottom of the
influent pipe. Flow drops out of the influent pipe into the structure, where the pump conveys a portion of the flow to the
MASSTC area. Flows which exceed the capacity of this pump drop back into the influent pipe and continue by gravity
to the Joint Base Cape Cod WPCF. Along the bottom of the influent pipe, three 2-foot 6-inch long stainless steel
channels have been installed to act as a screening device to attempt to keep rags and other large solids from entering
the structure. The internal piping and the bar rack appear to be in fair condition. A 4-foot x 4-foot hinged aluminum
cover provides access to the structure. This cover is generally in good condition. No major structural improvements
appear to be necessary to the distribution box. Preliminary improvements to the influent pump station, such as the
addition of a redundant pump or installing a mechanism to bring the pumps up to surface level may increase operational
efficiency, redundancy, and safety at MASSTC.
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View of the Influent Pump Station from the MASSTC Facility
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View of the Influent Pump Station and Access Hatch from Surface

View of the Influent Pump Station Wet Well and Piping
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Concrete Pump Channel: The purpose of this structure is to distribute raw wastewater flow to each of the 21 facility’s
existing test beds. The channel is constructed of a concrete trough that measures 3-feet x 2-feet x 65-feet and is in
generally good condition. The concrete does not appear to need significant upgrades, however, from a maintenance
perspective, if the slope of the trough was increased cleaning of the trough may be less frequent. The trough is covered
by fiberglass grating that simply “covers” the top of the trough and cannot be walked on. Based on discussion with
MASSTC staff the issues with this grating was due to a construction issue with the installing contractor.
View of Concrete Pump Channel and Grating
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View of the Inside of the Concrete Pump Channel

1.3.5

Mechanical

The existing operations uses only a few mechanical components that are described below:
Influent Pump Station Pumping System: This equipment pumps raw wastewater from the influent distribution box to
the concrete pump channel. The existing pump is an original installation (1999) 0.4 HP Barnes Model 2SE411 nonclog submersible raw wastewater pump. The pump was designed to pump approximately 26 gpm through a 2-inch
PVC force main. The pumping system was designed to have redundancy (1 duty and 1 stand-by), however only one
pump is in operation currently. The pump works well, however clogs on a weekly basis due to heavy ragging and is the
most frequent maintenance concern for the operations staff.
Concrete Channel Pumping System: This system is comprised of 21 individual sump pumps that utilize a 2-inch PVC
force main to distribute raw wastewater to each of the 21 test beds. These pumps are controlled in such a way as to
mimic typical residential diurnal patterns that would be encountered during field application. These pumps work
relatively well and the staff have noted that each pump lasts about two years and are simply replaced when they fail.

1.3.6

Controls and Electrical

The facility uses 400-amp electrical service that provides power to the facilities 21 test beds and temporary office
building. It was noted by staff on site that the electrical service will not meet their maximum demand required if all test
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beds are active. However, staff also noted that they have near-future plans to upgrade their existing electrical service
to 600 amps. The facilities existing electrical system is rated for 600 amps and would therefore not require significant
upgrades.
The facility utilizes a 4 kilowatt (kW) solar array to produce energy. The solar array is located next to the control center
and although it takes up a significant footprint, the staff indicates that they have seen offset electrical costs and
economic benefit from the installation of the solar array.
4 kW Solar Array
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Electric Meters Mounted to Wood Structure

The facility uses a system of electrical controls that communicates with the mechanical equipment on site. The control
system is largely focused on the control of the 21 0.4 HP sewage pumps that transport flow from the concrete trough
to each test bed. The system is a basic HMI software that run on a laptop located inside of a temporary trailer next to
the electrical panels. The system has a time schedule to pump the wastewater for a set duration to each of the test
beds to mimic a standard residential diurnal pattern.
The HMI software (Intouch Wonderware) runs on a laptop running WindowsXP. If the facility plans on expanding
operations (e.g. increasing the number of test beds) the HMI application would need to be upgraded as they do not
own the development license which prevents any changes on the version they own. The PLC is outdated. While
MASSTC may be able to find hardware online if they wish to expand the system it would be a good time to update the
PLC in the process.
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HMI Interface Inside of Temporary Trailer

Existing Control Panel
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Thermographic Image of the Electric Panel

1.3.7

Safety and Code Compliance

One of the strengths of MASSTC’s current operations is that the site and layout is customizable for its clients. The site
layout varies dramatically over time and modifications are performed using light machinery such as a backhoe. In
general, there are no “permanent” large structures (i.e. buildings with foundations) other than the influent pump station
and the concrete pump channel. The site’s office/laboratory/storage area is considered to be an outdated temporary
modular building.
The influent pump station is a confined space location that is approximately 11-feet deep. The pump station is
constructed of an 8-foot square precast concrete wet well that is generally in good condition with no obvious signs of
concrete corrosion. However, the pumps in the wet well require relatively frequent maintenance due to ragging of the
pumps – easier access to the pumps may reduce maintenance efforts and increase safety. A 4x4-foot aluminum hatch
allows access to the wet well and shows no signs of corrosion or other failure.
The concrete pump channel is not a confined space location because it is not substantially enclosed and is open to the
atmosphere allowing sewer gasses to dissipate. The concrete trough is in fair condition. Although the concrete trough
was not drained and inspected during the site visit, MASSTC cleans the trough weekly and did not note any structural
concerns during our site visit. That being said the sloping of the concrete trough is not adequate to keep solids
suspended and is a major source of maintenance for the staff. Decreasing the amount of cleaning maintenance
required by the trough would benefit the staff. The concrete trough could benefit from increased safety measures
including the presence of handrails along the outside of the trough as well as a true grate system that would allow for
the staff to stand on the top of the trough safely.
MASSTC handles only limited chemicals (sodium bicarbonate or baking soda). MASSTC is equipped with an eyewash
station, but does not have a safety shower that should be required if more dangerous chemicals enter the site. The
facility does not have a dedicated land line which may be used during cell service outages or during other emergency
scenarios.
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Due to the ever-changing nature of the site, staff are frequently customizing the site layout for specific vendor needs.
As a result, temporary electrical wires, piping, and other items are frequently laid across the surface around the site
and may introduce increased tripping hazards.
The office/storage area is a temporary modular building that is in fair to poor condition. The structure was donated by
the military who had slated it for surplus. In order to gain approval from the local fire officials, MASSTC renovated the
inside of the structure by covering the wood panel walls with sheetrock. The structure appears to be structurally stable,
however the floor system and wall system would benefit from upgrades. Due to the age and condition of these
structures, any significant renovation or improvements are not justified, and MASSTC would likely find more benefit
from replacement with a new building/laboratory rather than renovation.

1.4

Assessment of Facility Staff

The MassDEP considers MASSTC to be equivalent to a pre-treatment facility and therefore requires the responsible
staff to have a Massachusetts Wastewater Operator’s License of Grade 2 or higher. As part of standard operating
protocol MASSTC has required that all technical assistants complete an employee training checklist under the
supervision of senior staff.
MASSTC employs a total of 1-full time staff (Keith Mroczka) and 1-part time director (George Heufelder). MASSTC
also utilizes outside resources for data management and quality assurance and quality control from the MassDEP and
the Barnstable County Department of Health and the Environment. Figure 1-5 shows the organization summary chart.

Figure 1-5: Organization Summary Chart

George Heufelder received his Master of Science in Aquatic Biology and has also completed multiple licenses such
as, Registered Sanitarian, Certified Soil Evaluator, Certified Septic System Inspector, and is Grade 4 Municipal
Treatment Plant Operator.
The staff has a strong technical background and is generally well known in the field of alternative septic system
treatment. The staff help to develop and perform testing protocols for vendors that meet NSF compliance. This is a
unique service that allows clients to conduct research and development on the product without the use of a full-time
employee.
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1.5

Short and Long-Term Maintenance

The permanent staff at MASSTC perform a handful of duties of which maintenance of the site and equipment is the
most time consuming. The staff would benefit from automation of repeatable processes so that they can utilize their
time on other necessary items such as client relations and coordination. As previously noted, the majority of the
MASSTC facility is temporary in nature, based on the specific vendors present at any given time. The sections below
will describe the identified shortcomings of MASSTC’s operation and maintenance strategies for the short term and
long-term (after 5-10-years, programmatic improvements).
Short-Term Maintenance Needs
•

Ragging of the influent pump station wet well.

•

Cleaning of the concrete pump channel.

•

Vendor sampling and pumping.

•

Landscaping and site upkeep.

•

Influent wastewater sampling.

•

Maintenance tracking system.

•

Replace concrete pump channel safety grating and install safety handrail.

•

Complete safety audit to reduce hazards such as trips, falls, and confined space entry.

Long-Term Maintenance Needs
•

Replacement of the temporary modular building that serves as an office and storage area.

•

Replacement of the pumps at the influent pump station that should include a “chopper style” pump to help
eliminate ragging.

•

Fix influent flow meter.

•

Pumps in the pump trough are considered “consumable” items by the MASSTC staff and will be replaced and
upgraded as part of typical operations. The pump trough structure itself is in good condition and no upgrades
are recommended.

•

Upgrade electrical service to 600 Amps.

•

Install broadband connection to allow remote monitoring.

•

Upgrade controls to increase automation and operational efficiency.

•

Clean and inspect all underground piping at the facility.
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APPENDIX A:

1997 RECORD DRAWINGS
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1.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) has retained engineering services from Woodard & Curran to
complete a feasibility study in an effort to assess the physical condition (electrical, mechanical, structural, etc.) of three
specific water technology demonstration/testing sites and develop gross estimates of the capital costs needed for
facility rehabilitation to support industry research efforts. In addition to the physical assessment of each test site, an
overall business assessment including operating expenses as well as feasibility of the commercial operation and
management potential will be produced as part of the Feasibility Study. This report is a subtask of the Feasibility Study
of Water Technology Test Beds. The purpose of the Feasibility Study is to determine the steps necessary to develop
the existing facilities into a regional test bed facility that will serve to influence how water technologies, the state of
Massachusetts, engineers and end users can leverage innovation to maximize high-quality jobs and long-term
economic growth for the people of Massachusetts.
The Feasibility Study is broken into eight tasks as described below:
Task 1: Kickoff Meeting
Task 2: Stakeholder Engagement and Competitive Landscape
Task 3: Network Potential
Task 4: Site Survey and Condition Assessment
Task 5: Needs Assessment
Task 6: Cost Estimates
Task 7: Preliminary Retrofit Schedule
Task 8: Facility Business Models and Next Steps
This report will focus on the existing test bed facility at the University of Massachusetts Wastewater Pilot Plant (UMass
WWPP) and will focus on Task 4 which details the findings from the site survey and existing conditions assessment
completed on June 2, 2017. The site assessment was guided by the work completed during Task 2 and Task 3 which
developed the value proposition of the UMass WWPP. This report will define the basis of understanding of the current
operations and site conditions of the UMass WWPP and will provide critical background information that will lead to a
justified needs assessment. Items that were assessed include the existing site; control systems; electrical, mechanical
and structural systems; architectural aspects; condition of computing and lab space; treatment infrastructure; support
systems (heating, ventilating, and air conditioning [HVAC], plumbing, fire safety, and staff facilities); building and site
code compliance; meeting space; and communications. A similar assessment of the Massachusetts Alternative Septic
Testing Center technology testing laboratory and Deer Island Pilot Plant will be presented as separate reports.

1.1

General Facility Description

UMass WWPP is an existing facility that is located on an approximate 1-acre fence-enclosed property that is owned
by the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass Amherst). The facility is currently operated by UMass Amherst
who employ the services of 2-full time staff. The UMass WWPP utilizes a pre-engineered metal building manufactured
by Butler Manufacturing Company (Butler building) that hosts office and laboratory space as well as a restroom. The
UMass Amherst website (www.ecs.umass.edu), describes the history of the UMass WWPP:
“The UMass pilot plant was originally developed in 1970 through a grant from the MA Division of Water Pollution Control
and the MA DEQE (predecessors to MA DEP). It was originally intended for research and development in support of
the nation's new mandates for water pollution control… In 2015 work began on renovating the old Butler building. With
no real budget, it’s progress relied almost entirely on “sweat equity” and dual use in collaboration with the EPA Center
and WINSSS (Water Innovation Network for Sustainable Small Systems) ... Until 2016, it was used exclusively by
UMass researchers. In 2016, the facility was extensively refurbished and re-launched as a resource that can
accommodate outside researchers, including those from academia and industry… Finally, on February 24, 2017,
municipal wastewater from the Amherst plant began circulating throughout the facility, for the first time in 30 years.”
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The test center utilizes the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant as its source of wastewater. The raw wastewater is
delivered to the UMass WWPP Influent Pump House via underground ground gravity piping. The Influent Pump House
pumps the influent wastewater to a manifold in the Butler building and is ultimately distributed to the facility’s clients for
their use in developing and testing new wastewater technology. The facility also pumps untreated surface water from
the Mill River that can be used by water technology vendors. Waste from the UMass WWPP is collected from both
inside of the Butler building and the obsolete underground pump station and sent back to the headworks of the Amherst
Wastewater Treatment Plant. The Town of Amherst sees the UMass WWPP as a benefit through their research and
therefore does not charge the UMass WWPP for the use of their influent streams.
Figure 1-1 is a schematic representation of the facility that shows the existing flow diagram, process features, and site
boundary and Table 1-1 gives an overview of the existing features at the UMass WWPP.
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Table 1-1: UMass WWPP at a Glance
Item

Facility Description

Number of Staff

Description
Facility is located on 1-acre of previously developed land. Many of the structures on site were used
for testing purposes at one time but have since been abandoned. The existing testing facility is
original to the early 1970s. The facility was out of service for many years but was renewed in the
Spring of 2017 and offers influent streams and services to water technology vendors, and, also
serves as an academic facility.
1 full time research fellow, 1 full time post doctorate researcher
Various roles are filled by volunteer and paid UMass Amherst students.
Raw untreated wastewater, primary treated wastewater at a capacity of approximately 300 to 750
gallons per minute (gpm) and secondary treated effluent at a capacity of approximately 150 gpm
(Amherst WWTP).

Influent Streams

Local surface water is available at an existing capacity equal to the current pumping system, 10 gpm
(Mill River).
Locale Potable Water (Amherst public water supply)

Discharge Location

Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant

Existing Equipment

The site utilizes a Butler pre-fabricated steel frame structure that houses a laboratory, a storage
area, and office space. The most significant electrical and mechanical equipment are located in the
influent pump house.

Currently, the UMass WWPP is still creating a formal operational strategy and quality assurance/quality control
protocol. The facility began operation in February 2017 under the leadership team of Dr. David Reckhow who is a
Professor at the UMass Amherst. The UMASS WWPP primarily functions as a method for delivering wastewater,
drinking water, and surface water to water technology clients – and has not yet defined a niche in the testing market
due to its limited time in the marketplace. Facility staff perform limited testing services for their clients on a case-bycase basis which includes day-to-day operation, water quality testing, performance assessment, and report
preparation. However, it is not uncommon for vendors to send representatives to measure the performance of their
own systems. Facility staff do not write testing protocols for their vendors at this time, rather testing protocols and
discharge goals are set by individual vendors as they see fit for acceptance into the market place.
The pre-fabricated Butler building located on UMass WWPP site has a laboratory that can measure a variety of water
quality constituents using equipment that has been gifted to them by UMass Amherst. Through this laboratory vendors
have access to equipment such as; a pH meter and electrode, a Hach spectrophotometer that can measure nitrogen,
phosphorous, and chemical oxygen demand (COD); a drying oven, a muffle furnace, and refrigerator/freezer. The
facility’s location to the UMass Amherst campus allows access to the Civil and Environmental Engineering Laboratory
(Elab II Research Building), a 40,000-square foot (ft2) research laboratory that is staffed by graduate students and
research professors. The ELab II Research building has amenities such as large lab spaces, environmental chambers,
bioprocess bench testing, extensive on-line monitoring instruments, pollutant analysis, and analysis of trace metals.
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1.2

Project Site Location

The UMass WWPP is located on 1-acre of land off Mullins Way in Hadley, Massachusetts on the UMass Amherst
campus. The property is bordered to the north by the Mill River and UMass Amherst’s Central Heating Plant and to the
southeast by the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant. The site is owned and operated by UMass Amherst and is
subject to their review, specific design standards, and approval for modifications.
The project site’s location in relation to areas which have notable environmental concerns as defined by Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP), Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT),
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Massachusetts Energy and Environmental Affairs (MassEEA),
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species
Program (NHESP). Table 2-1 – Summary of Environmental and Permitting Conditions summarizes the environmentally
sensitive areas analyzed for the project area and their potential impact on the project. A discussion of the project’s
impact to each environmentally sensitive area and its associated estimated permitting and remediation is found in the
subsections below.

Table 1-2: Summary of Environmental and Permitting Conditions
Item

Located
Near Site
Area?

Impact

MassDEP Ch. 21E Classified Sites

Yes

Minimal

MassDEP Oil and/or Hazardous
Material Sites with Activity and Use
Limitations

Yes

Minimal

Wellhead Protection Areas

Yes

Minimal

Wetlands

Yes

Minimal

FEMA National Flood Hazard

Yes

Minimal

No

None

No

None

NHESP Natural Communities

No

None

EPA Superfund Program

No

None

MassDOT

No

None

NHESP Priority Habitat of Rare
Species
NHESP Estimated Habitats of Rare
Wildlife
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The UMass Amherst Sylvan Complex was the site
of a hazardous chemical spill. This spill was
localized to the complex and will not affect the
UMass WWPP.
The University of Massachusetts Physical Plant
Garage was the site of an oil spill. This spill has
since been abated and will not affect the UMass
WWPP.
UMass WWPP is located inside of the MassDEP
Approved Zone II boundary. Utilizing appropriate
construction methods will limit impact to the
wellhead protection area.
Based on geographic information system (GIS)
desktop analysis, the site borders wetlands.
Through permitting with local conservation
commission and utilizing appropriate construction
methods significant excavation impacts can be
minimalized.
Site is located in FEMA Zone A which is defined by
the 1-percent annual chance of a flood event.
There are no known priority habitat of rare species
near the site.
There are no estimated habitats of rare species
near the site.
UMass WWPP is not located in NHESP natural
community area.
The site is not located in or near a designated
Superfund Site.
None
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Located
Near Site
Area?

Item

Impact

Surface Water Supply Protection
Areas

No

None

Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern

No

None

Certified / Potential Vernal Pools

No

None

Notes
Surface water supply protection areas are defined
as areas that contain surface water supply for
drinking water use. Based on GIS desktop
analysis, the site is not located near any surface
water protection areas.
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern are places
in Massachusetts that receive special recognition
because of the quality, uniqueness and
significance of their natural or cultural resources.
Based on GIS desktop analysis, the site is not
located near any defined Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern.
Based on GIS desktop analysis, the closest vernal
pools are approximately half a mile from the site.

Although the site has multiple environmental and permitting special requirements – none of these pose a significant
threat to future capital improvements. Below is a summary of potential impacts due to the sites proximity to the
permitting conditions listed in Table 1-3. Figure 1-2 shows the location of the UMass WWPP relative to these
environmental and permitting items.

Chapter 21E Classified Sites
One recordable release of oil and/or hazardous materials has occurred near the project area. This is associated with
release tracking number (RTN): 1-0019533. It is located on the UMass Amherst Campus and the one incident refers
to the spill of a hazardous chemical, polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB). It is unlikely for PCBs to reach the UMass WWPP
as they are not water soluble and it is unlikely they would be transported via the sewer.

MassDEP Activity Use Limitations
There is one Activity Use Limitation near the project area. It is associated with RTN: 1-0000943. It is located on the
UMass Amherst Campus and the one incident refers to the spill of hydraulic fluid out of a leaking garage bay. The spill
has since been abated via a new oil/water separator. It is unlikely that the UMass WWPP would experience any service
disruptions do to this activity use limitation and should be considered negligible.

MassDEP Wellhead Protection Area
The project site intersects a Zone II Wellhead Protection Area. Wellhead protection areas are important for protecting
the recharge area around public water supply groundwater sources. As defined by MassDEP, a Zone II distinction is a
wellhead protection area that has been determined by hydro-geologic modeling and approved by the MassDEP’s
Drinking Water Program. Referring to 310 CMR 22.21 (2), there are no zoning restrictions for sanitary sewer systems
within Zone II Wellhead Protection Areas. Construction within this area should be conducted in accordance with the
guidelines set forth by MassEEA.

Wetlands
Wetlands were identified along the border of the UMass WWPP site using geographic information systems (GIS) based
on the data available from the Massachusetts Office of Geographic Information Systems. If construction in the wetlands
or wetlands buffer zone area was to be proposed, a Request for Determination of Applicability under the Massachusetts
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Wetlands Protection Act would be filed with the Hadley Conservation Commission to determine whether the
construction would require additional permitting. It appears that based on review of the site, permitting may be required
if a more permanent pumping station at the Mill River is recommended.

FEMA National Flood Hazard
The project site is located in the FEMA Zone A based on the FEMA Q3 Flood Zones datalayer managed by MassGIS.
As detailed in the FEMA Fact Sheet for Stakeholders, A Zone D designation indicates “areas subject to inundation by
the 1-percent-annual-chance flood event generally determined using approximate methodologies. Because detailed
hydraulic analyses have not been performed, no Base Flood Elevations (BFEs) or flood depths are shown. Mandatory
flood insurance purchase requirements and floodplain management standards apply”. Flood insurance is available for
Zone A and property owners are required to purchase it. Any new facilities should be designed such that the building
ground floor and any doors or other openings into the facility are located above the flood elevation.
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1.3

Detailed Site Survey and Condition Assessment

To better understand how the UMass WWPP is currently functioning Woodard & Curran sent a team to tour the facility
with staff Dr. David Reckhow (Director), Patrick Wittbold (Research Fellow). This site survey, completed on June 7,
2017, demonstrated typical conditions at the facility and the team was able to complete an assessment of the site, the
activities of the existing staff, and the capital and operational challenges the facility meets as part of current operations.
The site survey focused on the assessment of the following items that are summarized in Table 1-3 and described in
detail in the sections below:
•

Existing influent streams, processes, and mechanisms

•

Existing facility’s architectural, structural, mechanical, and electrical and controls components

Table 1-3: Summary of UMass WWPP Components
Item
Untreated surface water

Untreated groundwater

Treated (potable) drinking water

Raw influent wastewater
Availability of
Influent
Stream

Primary settled effluent wastewater

Secondary settled effluent
wastewater

Variability of influent streams

Availability of
Discharge
Locations
Existing
Facility

Location to discharge effluent

Condition Assessment
Currently Available
Untreated surface water is pumped via Everbilt Jet Pump that supplies
water at a rate of 10 gpm.
Not Currently Available
UMass WWPP staff are working with the university to have a groundwater
well and pump installed that will supply untreated groundwater at a rate up
to 25 gpm.
Currently Available
Potable water is supplied via the Amherst water distribution system at a
pressure of approximately 60 pounds per square inch (psi).
Currently Available
Raw wastewater (post grit removal) is supplied by the Amherst Wastewater
Treatment Plant via 4-inch polyvinyl chloride (PVC) gravity pipe at an
estimated flow rate from 300 to 750 gpm.
Currently Available
Primary settled effluent is supplied by the Amherst Wastewater Treatment
Plant via 4-inch PVC gravity pipe at an estimated flow rate from 300 to 750
gpm.
Not Currently Available
Secondary settled effluent is supplied by the Amherst Wastewater
Treatment Plant via 2-inch PVC pressure pipe at an estimated maximum
flow rate of 150 gpm.
It is estimated that untreated surface water and untreated groundwater can
be supplied to the UMass WWPP with no disruption to supply throughout
the year.
Wastewater flows to the UMass WWPP are dependent on the schedule of
UMass Amherst. Although flow data was not available for the Amherst
Wastewater Treatment Plant it is estimated that flows to the UMass WWPP
could be supplied throughout the year (including summer vacation) without
disruption to service.
Waste from the Amherst WWPP is conveyed back to the headworks of the
Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant using the original 1970s force main.

Location to discharge sludge and
other residuals

Sludge is not currently created on site.

Architectural

The site utilizes two permanent buildings to house much of the laboratory
space, mechanical/electrical equipment, and office space.
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Item

Condition Assessment
The office area/laboratory space is a pre-engineered/pre-fabricated metal
frame Butler (manufacturer) building original to 1971. The building has
recently been renovated for academic use and restored to its original
condition, however the building has not been modernized or updated to
meet current building codes.
The influent pump house is constructed of a reinforced concrete foundation
with the frame consisting of pre-engineered metal walls. The pump house
foundation is in generally good condition, however the finish on the interior
walls has failed and is pulling away from the metal construction.
The office area/laboratory is in stable structural condition, although it is over
35 years old. The Butler building appears to be in generally good structural
condition with no obvious need for roof, beam, column, or floor
improvements.

Structural
The influent pump house is constructed of reinforced concrete foundation
and metal walls. The foundation appears to be in good condition with no
spalling, visible aggregate or visible rebar. The metal walls are in adequate
condition; however, corrosion is beginning to show on the exterior walls.
In order to pump wastewater from the Amherst Wastewater Treatment
Plant, the influent pump house contains connections for raw, primary
settled, and secondary settled wastewater. Current operation of the
Amherst WWPP utilizes both primary and secondary settled wastewater
using pumps that lift wastewater to the distribution manifold in the Butler
building.

Mechanical

Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC)
Controls

Utility
connections

Electrical

Natural Gas

1.3.1

In order to pump untreated surface water from the Mill River a single 10
gpm Everbilt convertible jet pump is utilized. The pump and force main
system is temporary in nature with temporary housing and support. There
is no redundancy built into this system.
The facility is customizable and able to utilize multiple pump scenarios
depending on the demands required by their clients. Currently, The Amherst
WWPP has pumps in the range of 1-10 gpm, 10-40 gpm, 50-100 gpm, and
100-200 gpm. The current pump selections are Goulds, Hayward, and
Everbilt.
The Butler building was designed with limited heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning. Currently the temperature is cooled via passive methods such
as opening windows and doors and warmed using temporary space
heaters.
The facility has no automated control system and therefore utilizes manual
operation of all mechanical equipment.
200 Amp Service.
However, plans to upgrade to 400 Amp service in near future. Current
electrical service does not limit operations, however expansion or the
addition of an HVAC system may lead to necessity of upgrade. The facility
heats sufficiently using the existing 200-amp service.
Not currently available.

Available Influent Streams

Due to UMass WWPP’s proximity to the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant and their strong working relationship,
raw, primary settled, and secondary settled wastewater is available. Although only primary and secondary settled
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wastewater is being used currently on site, raw wastewater could be incorporated with the addition of a third pump and
force main. The raw and primary wastewater is piped from the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant via a buried 4inch polyvinyl chloride (PVC) gravity pipe that has been tested to provide up to 80 gallons per minute (gpm). Utilizing
standard hydraulic calculations, it is estimated that the potential capacity of the influent pipes from the Amherst
Wastewater Treatment Plant indicate that up to 750 gpm may be available. In order to upgrade the capacity of the raw
and primary treated influent lines, construction at the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant would need to be
undertaken and may involve increasing the diameter of the piping or installing a pumping system.
The secondary settled wastewater is piped via a 2-inch PVC force main and current capacity of the UMass WWPP has
been tested to provide up to 80 gpm, although capacity estimates of the influent pipes from the Amherst Wastewater
Treatment Plant indicate that under existing conditions up to 160 gpm may be available. In order to upgrade the
capacity of the secondary treated influent line, construction at the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant would need to
be undertaken and may involve increasing the diameter of the piping or installing a pumping system.
The Amherst WWPP is limited by the amount of flow at the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant, though maximum
withdrawal limits have not been set. Preliminary discussions with the Town of Amherst have indicated that necessary
operational changes at the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant would need to be implemented in order for the
Amherst WWPP to remove more than 15% of the total wastewater flow from the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant.
For example, this would mean that if the Amherst WWTP is operating at their minimum flow rate of approximately 2.3
million gallons per day (mgd), the Amherst WWPP would be able to remove a total flow rate of 350,000 gallons per day
(gpd) or approximately 240 gpm. It is likely that this scenario will be reached if the Amherst WWPP expands its client
base.

Figure 1-5: Influent Pump House Schematic (UMass Physical Plant Department, 1978)
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The closest available source of untreated surface water is the Mill River, located approximately 50-feet from the
northern fence of the UMass WWPP. Under the Massachusetts Water Management Act, withdrawal rates of less than
100,000 gallons are not required permitting through the MassDEP – and it is unlikely that the UMass WWPP facility
will ever require that much flow. Currently, the UMass WWPP uses a standard well pump that can be found at home
improvement stores to deliver approximately 10 gpm to the Butler building distribution manifold. It is likely that the flow
rate of this source could be increased via upgrading the force main size or the number of pumps. The river is subject
to changes in water elevation due to the change in seasons, with dry periods posing a threat to service at the Amherst
WWPP. Although this pumping system has functioned reliably in the past few months of operation, this system may
benefit from a more permanent pumping structure. If a more permanent pumping structure is required, wetlands
permitting and potentially Army Corps of Engineers permitting may be required.
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Temporary Surface Water Pump Housing

Pump Suction at Mill River
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Surface Water Pump Discharge – 2-inch PVC to Butler Building

Groundwater is not currently available to the UMass WWPP however, UMass Amherst is working to provide the pilot
plant with a well and pump that would provide up to 25 gpm of flow. Based on the desktop GIS analysis performed
above, it is not expected that permitting issues will hinder this development.
The facility has a connection to the Amherst potable water supply and can utilize this water for testing as well as general
use such as cleaning of equipment and plumbing.

1.3.2

Available Discharge Locations

All liquid waste created at the UMass WWPP is recycled back to the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant via two
separate routes. The first route collects lab waste via gravity piping and is sent to a sump inside of the Butler building.
This waste is then collected in the sump and sent to a small ejector pump station that pumps flow back to the headworks
of the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant. Although this sump is open to the atmosphere, it is considered a confined
space due to its restricted means of entry and exit as well as the potential presence of hazardous gasses.
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Waste Sump inside of Butler Building
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Ejector Station

The second discharge route recycles wastewater flow from the influent pump station back to the Amherst Wastewater
Treatment Plant through a 4-inch PVC force main that connects to the original 1971 force main. Although the original
pump station shown in the figure below does not operate, it provides a connection point to the original force main. This
force main has been recently cleaned and inspected and is estimated to be in relatively good condition.

Discharge Pump Station – Exterior
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Discharge Pump Station – Interior

1.3.3

Architectural

The UMass WWPP is largely an open field with electrical/mechanical equipment pre-engineered metal walled
structures. The Butler building is in generally good condition and does not need immediate architectural improvements.
The building was manufactured in 1971 and largely in its original form. Staff at UMass Amherst have completed
modifications to the layout of the building since its inception, however the general layout has not changed significantly.
Similarly, the recent renovations only restored the building to its original condition, it did not update the building to
current building code requirements such as insulation, HVAC, etc. The following photos show the existing exterior and
interior of the office building.
The other major architectural feature at the UMass WWPP is the influent pump station building. The building is of its
original construction with a metal frame in generally good condition. The exterior metal walls show signs of corrosion
and weather. Although the building has been recently activated, no major architectural improvements have been
completed.
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Butler Building – Exterior Building
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Butler Building – Interior Office/Storage Space
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Butler Building – Laboratory Space
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Influent Pump House

1.3.4

Structural

The site has limited permanent structural components. There are two significant items:
Butler Building: Office/Laboratory Building/Storage Area: This pre-engineered steel frame and metal wall building is
structurally stable and generally in good condition. The building is original to 1971 and no significant modifications have
been made to the building’s support system. It is estimated that this building will not need immediate structural
improvements. The building is beginning to become space limited due to increased vendor and student presence,
however improvements that increase the space and/or value of the building may not be recommended due to increased
building code/compliance.
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Figure 1-6: Butler Building Foundation Plan (UMass Physical Plant Department, 1971)

Figure 1-7: Butler Building Cross Section (UMass Physical Plant Department, 1971)
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Butler Building Interior View of Steel Frame and Partitioning

Influent Pump Station: The purpose of this structure is to distribute raw, primary, and secondary wastewater to the
manifold located in the Butler building. The influent pump station is constructed of an 10x20-foot concrete foundation
with a metal wall and roof system. The concrete foundation is generally in good shape. UMass WWPP staff found
ground water leaking in through the concrete joints, but have since parged them up and the pump station is now
considered to be watertight. No evidence of corrosion or sulfuric acid attack has been found at the concrete foundation.
The metal walls are in fair condition to poor condition and the roof was not inspected but is estimated to be in fair
condition. The exterior metal walls show signs of corrosion and also have gaps/cracks where adjacent greenery is
invading the structure. This makes the building prone to water intrusion. If the equipment within this structure were to
be upgraded, the enclosure should be rehabilitated or replaced to provide a weather-tight enclosure.
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Figure 1-8:

Influent Pump Station Footing and Foundation Plan (UMass Physical Plant
Department, 1978)

View of the Influent Pump Station – Interior
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View of the Influent Pump Station – Exterior

1.3.5

Mechanical

The majority of the mechanical equipment at the UMass WWPP is small (<5 horsepower) and temporary in nature.
The major pumping equipment is comprised of the influent wastewater pumps, the untreated surface water pump, and
the influent stream manifold. The mechanical equipment is described below:
Influent Pump Station Pumping System: The influent pump station accepts raw, primary settled, and secondary settled
wastewater via three separate sewer lines. One pump is required for each of the lines that lift the wastewater up into
the laboratory portion of the Butler building to a manifold. The manifold can then be manually operated to supply
wastewater to vendors located around the test site. The UMass WWPP currently has influent pumps that can supply
each type of influent stream wastewater to the manifold at a tested rate up to 80 gpm. Although access to raw
wastewater is available, it is not currently in use.
Ejector Pump: The facility currently uses an ejector pump that accepts waste from the Butler building plumbing system.
The ejector station sits to the west of the Butler building and is sized appropriately for the two bathrooms it currently
serves, but would likely be undersized if additional building space were constructed.
Surface Water Pumps: The facility currently uses a temporary pumping system that consists of a Everbillt jet pump
and garden hose to lift untreated surface water from the Mill River to the UMass WWPP. The temporary system consists
of non-permanent housing, piping, and electrical connections for the pump.
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Wastewater Influent Pumps

Wastewater Influent Manifold Inside of Butler Building
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Untreated Surface Water Pumping System
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1.3.6

Controls and Electrical

The facility uses 200-amp electrical service that provides sufficient power for current operations including winter
heating. In order to increase electrical capacity, it is estimated that the UMass WWPP could connect to the 400-amp
service located nearby. Per the 1971 record drawings of the Butler building the existing electrical system is sized to
handle 400-amp service. The facility’s existing electrical system is rated for 600 amps and would therefore not require
significant upgrades.

Figure 1-9: Butler Building Electrical Plan (UMass Physical Plant Department, 1971)
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Figure 1-10:

Butler Building Electrical Panel Schedule (UMass Physical Plant Department, 1971)

Although a system of alarms is in place to notify staff when mechanical or electrical disruptions occur, there is no
automated system with human-machine interface (HMI). Automation of the Amherst WWPP processes is a key next
step towards operational efficiency and growth.
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Image of the Electric Panel – Butler Building

Thermographic Image of the Electric Panel – Butler Building
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Image of the Electric Panel – Influent Pump Station

1.3.7

Safety and Code Compliance

The current layout and operation of the UMass WWPP is still in progress as construction and cleanup of the original
pilot plant components are being demolished and removed. During the site visit on June 7, 2017 Woodard & Curran
noted that improvements to the site organization, Butler building, influent pump station, and access to the untreated
surface water temporary pumps would increase safety on site and reduce potential for safety incidents.
The existing site contains piles of rebar, crushed concrete, and brush that pose tripping hazards. Removal of these
items would make the site safer as well increase visual available space. The site also contains numerous above ground
conduits (e.g. wastewater influent and waste piping) that pose tripping hazards. It may be beneficial to bury conduit
that could be considered permanent or otherwise provide trip protection for cords and hoses/piping that are laid across
the ground surface.
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Construction Debris to Be Removed – Rebar and Concrete

Construction Debris to Be Removed – Steel Beams
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Above Ground Piping Tripping Hazard

The Butler building is original to 1971 and if significant upgrades are required, compliance requirements such as with
the American Disabilities Act (ADA) or building codes will likely require additional improvements. The Massachusetts
Building Code 521 CMR 3.00 requires that during renovations that impact more than 30% of the building’s full and fair
cash value, a comprehensive code review must be performed. Jurisdiction that would determine additional scope of
upgrades are defined in 521 CMR 3.00. For reference, a subsection of this code as it refers to existing public building
or facilities is included below:

1.4

EXISTING BUILDINGS

All additions to, reconstruction, remodeling, and alterations or repairs of existing public buildings or facilities, which
require a building permit or which are so defined by a state or local inspector, shall be governed by all applicable
subsections in 521 CMR 3.00: Jurisdiction.
For specific applicability of 521 CMR to existing multiple dwellings undergoing renovations, see 521 CMR 9.2.1.
If the work being performed amounts to less than 30% of the full and fair cash value of the building and
A. if the work costs less than $100,000, then only the work being performed is required to comply with 521 CMR;
or
B. if the work costs $100,000 or more, then the work being performed is required to comply with 521 CMR. In
addition, an accessible public entrance and an accessible toilet room, telephone, drinking fountain (if toilets,
telephones and drinking fountains are provided) shall also be provided in compliance with 521 CMR.
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1. Exception: General maintenance and on-going upkeep of existing, underground transit facilities will
not trigger the requirement for an accessible entrance and toilet unless the cost of the work exceeds
$500,000 or unless work is being performed on the entrance or toilet.
2. Exception: Whether performed alone or in combination with each other, the following types of
alterations are not subject to 521 CMR 3.3.1, unless the cost of the work exceeds $500,000 or unless
work is being performed on the entrance or toilet. (When performing exempted work, a memo stating
the exempted work and its costs must be filed with the permit application or a separate building
permit must be obtained.)
C. Curb Cuts: The construction of curb cuts shall comply with 521 CMR 21.00: Curb Cuts.

1.5

JURISDICTION
A. Alteration work which is limited solely to electrical, mechanical, or plumbing systems; to abatement of
hazardous materials; or retrofit of automatic sprinklers and does not involve the alteration of any elements or
spaces required to be accessible under 521 CMR. Where electrical outlets and controls are altered, they must
comply with 521 CMR.
B. Roof repair or replacement, window repair or replacement, repointing and masonry repair work.
C. Work relating to septic system repairs, (including Title V, 310 CMR 15.00, improvements) site utilities and
landscaping.
D. If the work performed, including the exempted work, amounts to 30% or more of the full and fair cash value
(see 521 CMR 5.00) of the building the entire building is required to comply with 521 CMR.
a. Where the cost of constructing an addition to a building amounts to 30% or more of the full and fair cash
value of the existing building, both the addition and the existing building must be fully accessible.
E. Alterations by a tenant do not trigger the requirements of 521 CMR 3.3.1b and 3.3.2 for other tenants.
However, alterations, reconstruction, remodeling, repairs, construction, and changes in use falling within 521
CMR 3.3.1b and 3.3.2, will trigger compliance with 521 CMR in areas of public use, for the owner of the
building.
F. No alteration shall be undertaken which decreases or has the effect of decreasing accessibility or usability of
a building or facility below the requirements for new construction.
G. If alterations of single elements, when considered together, amount to an alteration of a room or space in a
building or facility, that space shall be made accessible.
H. No alteration of an existing element, space, or area of a building or facility shall impose a requirement for
greater accessibility than that which would be required for new construction.

The subsequent report and task will address what may be required if significant renovations occur and are likely to
include accessibility (ADA) improvements, review of building materials, insulation and other HVAC requirements, and
fire alarm compliance, among others. The extent of the retrofits required is typically determined by the local building
inspector’s judgement and discretion.
The sump located in the Butler building is protected with yellow handrails, however a more permanent exhaust system
may be necessary. Currently an electrical stationary floor fan is utilized for air exchange. A temporary ladder has been
installed for access. A more permanent solution should be installed.
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Fan Exhaust for Waste Sump
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Temporary Ladder Access for Waste Sump

The influent pump station utilizes below grade connections to the wastewater influent lines. However, the pump station
does not currently have stairs leading down to the finished floor which has temporary wood beams supporting discharge
piping that makes access to the pumps difficult.
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Influent Pump Station Access to Pumps

Access to the untreated surface water temporary pumps requires navigating through a natural path through the woods.
This path creates tripping hazards, specifically when carrying equipment or performing emergency repairs to the pumps
is necessary. Creating a more permanent pathway to the Mill River would benefit the UMass WWPP.
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Path to Untreated Surface Water Pumps

The facility has temporary eye wash and safety shower in the form of a garden hose. A dedicated landline and a phone
line for security camera is also functioning at the facility.

1.6

Assessment of Facility Staff

The UMass WWPP has two full time staff members, Patrick Wittbold and Celina Dozier, who are led by Dr. David
Reckhow. The UMass WWPP also employs a variety of summer interns, undergraduate and graduate volunteer
researchers, UMass Amherst academic year work study students, and graduate students completing research. The
facility also currently has four on-going projects that are led by faculty at UMass Amherst.
Dr. David Reckhow is a professor in the College of Engineering at UMass Amherst and completed his Ph.D at the
University of North Carolina in 1984. Dr. Reckhow has also served as the Director of The Environmental Institute at
UMass Amherst and is currently the Director of WINNS (Water Innovation Network for Small Sustainable Systems) at
UMass Amherst. He has produced various publications on water and wastewater treatment and disinfection. He
provides a strong relationship to the UMass facilities, serves as a technical resource, and provides leadership and
guidance to the UMass WWPP.
Patrick Wittbold is a research fellow and the WINSSS QC Manager for the UMass WWPP. Patrick received a B.S. in
Environmental Engineering from Manhattan College and an M.S. in Civil Engineering from UMass Amherst. Patrick is
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responsible for the day-to-day operations of the UMass WWPP as well as creating protocols and testing measures for
vendors.
Celina Dozier is a full-time post doctorate researcher from UMass Amherst. She received a B.S. degree in Chemical
Engineering from Florida A&M, an M.S. degree from the University of California, and a Ph.D in Environmental
Engineering from the University of Texas at Austin. Per the www.umass.edu Celina’s doctoral work has “focused on
the removal of pharmaceutically active compounds from drinking water and wastewater using advanced oxidation
processes.” She is currently serving as the Administrative Coordinator for WINSSS.
The staff has a strong technical background and is generally well known in the field of water technology.

1.7

Short and Long-Term Maintenance

The permanent staff at UMass Amherst perform a handful of duties of which maintenance of the site and equipment is
the most time consuming. The staff would benefit from automation of repeatable processes so that they can utilize their
time on other necessary items such as client relations and coordination. As previously noted, the UMass WWPP facility
began current operation in February 2017 and is still iterating operating procedures. The sections below will describe
the identified shortcomings of UMass WWPP’s operation and maintenance strategies for the short- and long-term (after
5-10-years, programmatic improvements).
Short-Term Maintenance Needs
•

Develop an Operations Manual and Best Practices

•

Complete a formal safety audit and develop safety manual

•

Automated Control System for Mechanical Equipment and Sampling

•

Landscaping and site upkeep, clear all area within fence line

•

Maintenance tracking system

•

Install stairway to Influent Pump Station

•

Install permanent ventilation for waste sump in the Butler building

•

Continue demolition and removal of abandoned testing equipment

Long-Term Maintenance Needs
•

Upgrade electrical service to 400 amps

•

Install redundant pumping systems for wastewater and surface water systems

•

Clean and inspect underground piping at the facility

•

Install broadband connection to allow remote monitoring
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1.

DEER ISLAND PILOT PLANT

The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) has retained engineering services from Woodard & Curran to
complete a Feasibility Study to assess the physical condition (electrical, mechanical, structural, etc.) of three specific
water technology demonstration/testing sites and develop gross estimates of the capital costs needed for facility
rehabilitation to support industry research efforts. In addition to the physical assessment of each test site, an overall
business assessment including operating expenses and feasibility of the commercial operation and management
potential will be produced as part of the Feasibility Study. This report is a subtask of the Feasibility Study of Water
Technology Test Beds. The purpose of the Feasibility Study is to determine the steps necessary to develop the existing
facilities into a regional test bed facility that will serve to influence how water technologies, the state of Massachusetts,
engineers and end users can leverage innovation to maximize high-quality jobs and long-term economic growth for the
people of Massachusetts.
The Feasibility Study is broken into eight tasks as described below:
Task 1: Kickoff Meeting
Task 2: Stakeholder Engagement and Competitive Landscape
Task 3: Network Potential
Task 4: Site Survey and Condition Assessments
Task 5: Needs Assessment
Task 6: Cost Estimates
Task 7: Preliminary Retrofit Schedule
Task 8: Facility Business Models and Next Steps
This report will focus on the Deer Island Pilot Plant (DIPP) located at the Deer Island Treatment Plant (DITP) operated
by the Massachusetts Water Resource Authority (MWRA) and located on Deer Island, one of the Boston Harbor Islands
in Boston, Massachusetts. This report details Task 4 which describes the findings from the site survey and existing
conditions assessment completed on August 9, 2017. The site assessment was guided by the work completed during
Task 2 and Task 3 which developed the value proposition of the DIPP. This report will define the basis of understanding
of the current operations and site conditions of the DIPP and will provide critical background information that will lead
to a justified needs assessment. Items that were assessed include the existing site; control systems; electrical,
mechanical and structural systems; architectural aspects; condition of computing and lab space; treatment
infrastructure; support systems (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC], plumbing, fire safety, and staff
facilities); building and site code compliance; meeting space; and communications. A similar assessment of the
University of Massachusetts wastewater technology testing laboratory and the Massachusetts Alternative Septic
Testing Center will be presented as separate reports.

1.1

General Facility Description

The DIPP is an existing, abandoned wastewater testing facility that is located on Deer Island in Boston, Massachusetts.
The DIPP went online in August, 1993 to serve as a testing facility for the full-scale development of the Deer Island
Wastewater Treatment Plant and after serving its original purpose was decommissioned in 2004. The pilot plant
consumes approximately 18,000 square feet of area in the middle of the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. It
is owned by the MWRA who is interested in the possibility of a renewed testing facility at the DIPP if there is no impact
on MWRA rate payers. MWRA’s legal department would need to review any agreement with MassCEC or private
vendors. Any work or testing involved at the DIPP would be required to have no cost impact to MWRA and no impact
on MWRA’s operation of the DITP.
Deer Island is a 210-acre peninsula located in Boston Harbor just east of Boston Logan International Airport and
southeasterly of Point Shirley in the Town of Winthrop, Massachusetts. Per the National Park Service, “Sixty acres of
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park land surrounding the treatment plant offer walking, jogging, sightseeing, picnicking, and fishing. There is a 2.6mile perimeter pathway and another 2 miles of trails on the hills of the island”.
Beside the park area is the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant, originally constructed in the late 1880s as a raw
sewerage discharge to Boston Harbor and expanded in the 1960s to include rudimentary treatment, which provides
wastewater treatment services for the Boston metro area. DITP received a comprehensive upgrade to the treatment
processes as part of the court-ordered Boston Harbor cleanup. The existing treatment processes were constructed in
the 1990s and construction was completed in 2000. The DITP has a capacity of approximately 1.2 billion gallons per
day, with average flows of approximately 380 million gallons per day. Consequently, the DITP utilizes over 200 staff to
maintain the treatment system’s integrity. The DIPP is located directly in the middle of the Deer Island Wastewater
Treatment Plant as shown in Figure 1-1.
The DIPP was designed to function as a testing location for the purpose of piloting treatment physical and biological
processes for the full-scale development of the larger Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. The DIPP building is
constructed of reinforced concrete and is generally in good condition. Although the DIPP does not operate currently, it
historically accepted raw wastewater from the North and South Pump Stations. The pilot plant was designed to treat
approximately 2 million gallons per day (MGD) using two 1 MGD treatment trains comprised of stacked primary
clarifiers, pure oxygen aeration, and stacked secondary clarifiers. Consequently, even though this is considered a “pilot
plant” it is larger than many treatment plants currently operating in Massachusetts. It is estimated that the pilot plant is
sized to serve a population of approximately 20,000 people (e.g. the pilot plant could service the entire Town of
Winthrop, population approximately 17,500 per the 2010 U.S Census). Based on stakeholder interviews which took
place earlier in this project, it is very unlikely that the pilot plant will ever need to provide that much flow to vendors and
therefore most of the original pumping and piping oversized for the purposes of pilot testing new wastewater
technology. The DIPP was built with the ability to test flow streams from anywhere in the process train and therefore
the building was constructed with a significant amount of mechanical and pumping equipment – which due to its age
and lack of operation is not operable. The DIPP at its current state is largely a well-constructed reinforced concrete
building that is located in the center of one of the nation’s largest wastewater treatment plants.
The DIPP has an existing connection to accept raw effluent after DITP grit processing. However, the DIPP does not
have existing connections for untreated surface water, primary effluent, or secondary effluent. Under previous
operations, these wastewater streams were generated within the pilot plant through the use of its stacked primary,
oxygen reactors, and secondary clarifiers. Review of the plans for the DIPP showed that at one point a connection was
planned which would allow primary effluent from the main process to be conveyed to the DIPP. However, during the
site visit it was determined that this connection was not made, although a piping connection (blind flange) exists if a
new pipe connection were to be provided.
Based on stakeholder interviews earlier in the project, many vendors noted that due the size and labor and capital
intensive process of running the DIPP’s treatment trains, it may not be financially feasible to run the pilot plant at 2
MGD for the purposes wastewater technology piloting. With this in mind, our site visit and assessment of the available
facilities also considered alternatives that might incorporate the use of the DITP wastewater streams and limited
commissioning of the DIPP that does not involve the full activation of the entire DIPP.
Figure 1-1 is a schematic representation of the DITP showing the location of the DIPP and other buildings at the site.
Figure 1-2 shows an excerpt of the pilot plant’s record drawing showing the locations of the influent and discharge lines
at the pilot plant. Table 1-1 gives an overview of the existing features at the DIPP. The pilot plant has an extensive
catalog of record drawings and select record drawings have been inserted into this report as well as attached in
Appendix A of this report that show locations of process items, sizing, and general sizing of the plant including sizes of
corridors and concrete wall locations.
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Figure 1-1: Existing Process Flow and Features
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Figure 1-2: DIPP Yard Piping Record Drawing

14-Inch Force Main Raw Influent Stream
24-inch Gravity Main Effluent Discharge

Figure 1-3: DIPP Existing Process Layout/Floor Plan
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Table 1-1: DIPP Facility at a Glance
Item
Facility Description
Number of Staff
Influent Streams
Discharge Location
Existing Equipment

Description
Facility is located within the DITP. The pilot plant is not currently active. Although testing bays are
not currently set up, the building is structurally stable and with building layout modification could
accommodate numerous vendors.
No Active Staff.
Provides raw (untreated, grit removed) wastewater at a flow rate up to 2 MGD.
Discharges to the South Pump Station of the DITP via 24-inch cement lined ductile iron (CLDI).
The facility has piping and mechanical equipment original to the pilot plants inception in the early
1990s. Much of the equipment has not been active for >10 years and likely cannot be salvaged.

The DIPP has not been active since decommissioning in 2004 and is currently used as additional storage space for
the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. The DIPP has a room for process control, a laboratory space, and a
conference room which are in satisfactory condition and are considered close to turn-key. Because the facility is not
currently active it does not have protocol for sampling influent or vendor equipment, however it is thought that the
laboratory inside of the pilot plant could serve as a sampling space.

1.2

Project Site Location

The DIPP is an existing building located on Deer Island in Boston, Massachusetts. The facility is an existing building
at the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant which is owned by the MWRA. The DIPP receives and discharges
wastewater directly from/to the DITP. The DIPP’s location within the DITP site is shown in Figure 1-1 and is considered
to be on prime real estate. The DIPP is situated adjacent to a parking area, the DITP Administration Building and
access to the DITP’s primary clarifier pipe gallery. Consequently, space outside of the DIPP is at a premium meaning
that any potential storage of testing equipment and/or vendor’s equipment in the immediate area outside of the DIPP
may impact the MWRA’s operations and therefore would not be allowed.
The pilot plant has limited access due its “island” location via “one way in, one way out” roads via Tafts Avenue in
Winthrop, Massachusetts. The Town of Winthrop is very sensitive to increasing traffic because traffic congestion is
prevalent. In order to get into the DIPP facility, access must be coordinated through the security gates operated by the
Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant, shown in Figure 1-1.
The project site’s location in relation to areas which have notable environmental concerns as defined by the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP), Massachusetts Department of Transportation
(MassDOT), Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Massachusetts Energy and Environmental Affairs
(MassEEA), United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and Massachusetts Natural Heritage and
Endangered Species Program (NHESP). Table 1-2 – Summary of Environmental and Permitting Conditions
summarizes the environmentally sensitive areas analyzed for the project area and their potential impact on the project.
A discussion of the project’s impact to each environmentally sensitive area and its associated estimated permitting and
remediation is found in the subsections below.
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Table 1-2: Summary of Environmental and Permitting Conditions
Item
MassDEP Oil and/or Hazardous
Material Sites with Activity and Use
Limitations (AULs)

Located
Near Site
Area?
Yes

Impact

Minimal

Two AULs have been confirmed in the project
area. These include RTN 3-0001283 and RTN 3-

0001283.

EPA Superfund Program

No

None

MassDEP Ch. 21E Classified Sites

No

None

Wellhead Protection Areas

No

None

No

None

No

None

NHESP Natural Communities

No

None

FEMA National Flood Hazard

No

None

Wetlands

No

None

MassDOT

No

None

Surface Water Supply Protection
Areas

No

None

Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern

No

None

Certified / Potential Vernal Pools

No

None

NHESP Priority Habitat of Rare
Species
NHESP Estimated Habitats of Rare
Wildlife

Notes

The project site is not located near a Superfund
Site.
There are no currently active Classified Sites near
the project area.
MASSTC is located inside of the MassDEP
Approved Zone II boundary. Utilizing appropriate
construction methods will limit impact to wellhead
protection area.
There are no NHESP Priority Habitats of Rare
Species located near the project area.
There are no Estimated Habitats of Rare Species
located near the project area.
There are no NHESP Natural Communities near
the project area.
The site is not located in a Flood Zone Designation.
However, access to the site via the Deer Island
Access Road and much of Winthrop is subject to
flooding.
Based on geographic information system (GIS)
desktop analysis, the closest wetlands are
approximately half a mile from the site.
None
Surface water supply protection areas are defined
as areas that contain surface water supply for
drinking water use. Based on GIS desktop
analysis, the site is not located near any defined
Surface Water Supply Protection Areas.
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern are places
in Massachusetts that receive special recognition
because of the quality, uniqueness and
significance of their natural or cultural resources.
Based on GIS desktop analysis, the site is not
located near any defined Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern.
Based on GIS desktop analysis, there are no
certified/potential vernal pools near the project
area.

Although the site has multiple environmental and permitting special requirements – none of these pose a significant
threat to future capital improvements. Below is a summary of potential impacts due to the sites proximity to the
permitting conditions listed in Table 1-3. Figure 1-3 through Figure 1-5 (at the end of this section) shows the location
of the DIPP relative to these environmental and permitting items.
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MassDEP Oil and/or Hazardous Material Sites with Activity and Use Limitations
Two Activity and Use Limitations (AULs) have been implemented inside the fence of the Deer Island Wastewater
Treatment Plant. An AUL is a legal document that describes potential human health threats and addresses oil and
hazardous materials in soils after a known incident. Although neither AUL pose a severe threat to the feasibility of the
operations of the DIPP they are described below.
The first AUL has a release tracking number of (RTN) 3-0001283 that was assigned in 1988 due to the concerns of
petroleum hydrocarbons, volatile organic compounds, and semi-volatile organic compounds. The result of the AUL
limits the use of Deer Island to non-residential and to impose soil management measures. It is likely that if excavation
is needed for rehabilitation of the yard piping or existing building, construction and excavation activities will be required
to sample and dispose of surplus soil accordingly. It should be noted that the AUL permits excavation associated with
emergency or short-term, subsurface utility repairs and other activities that in the Opinion of a Licensed Site
Professional will present no greater risk of harm to health, safety, public welfare, or the environment.
The second AUL has a release tracking number of RTN 3-0014710 and is related to the release of fuel oil in 1996 due
to piping associated with an oil underground storage tank at the Construction Support Building located at the Deer
Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. The spill was located approximately 700 feet from the pilot plant and per the
Construction Support Building, Deer Island Response Action Outcome (March 2001) Green International states that,
“there is no evidence that site conditions do or will pose a significant risk of harm to safety”.
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Figure 1-4: DIPP Nearby Hazardous Areas
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Figure 1-5: DIPP Ecological Resource Areas
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Figure 1-6: DIPP Water Resource Areas
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1.3

Detailed Site Survey and Condition Assessment

To better understand how the DIPP facility is currently functioning Woodard & Curran sent a team to tour the facility.
Woodard & Curran met with Timothy Beaulieu, a Project Manager in the Process Control group, who provided access
to the facility as well as a complete set of record drawings developed for the DIPP. This site survey, completed on
August 9, 2017, demonstrated typical conditions at the facility and the team was able complete an assessment of the
site. The DIPP does not have current staff members and has not operated since 2004.
The site survey focused on the assessment of the following items that are summarized in Table 1-4 and described in
detail in the sections below:
•

Existing influent streams, processes, and mechanisms

•

Existing facility’s architectural, structural, mechanical, and electrical and controls components

Table 1-3: Summary of DIPP Components
Item

Condition Assessment
Not Currently Available
Untreated surface water
Untreated groundwater
Treated (potable) drinking water

Raw influent wastewater

Availability of
Influent
Stream

Ocean water is nearby project site, however new piping and mechanical
equipment would be required.
Not Currently Available
Currently Available
A 4-inch potable water connection is available and located in the basement.
Currently Available
Can provide up to 2 MGD (1,388 gallons per minute [GPM]) via 14-inch
CLDI force main.
The pilot plant can accept flow from either the North Pump Station or South
Pump Station.
Not Currently Available

Primary settled effluent wastewater

The DIPP treatment process has not been in operation since 2004.
However, a 14-inch blind flange is installed next to the pipe penetration for
the raw influent wastewater for a future connection from the DITP.
Not Currently Available

Secondary settled effluent
wastewater

Availability of
Discharge
Locations

The DIPP treatment process has not been in operation since 2004.
However, a 14-inch blind flange is installed next to the pipe penetration for
the raw influent wastewater for a future connection from the DITP. The
secondary wastewater system is much further away.

Variability of influent streams

Flow can be provided at a constant flow rate due to the facilities connection
to the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant can provide flow year-round
at a flow rate of up to 2 MGD.

Location to discharge effluent

Test bed effluent is transported to the main treatment process via a 24-inch
CLDI.

Location to discharge sludge and
other residuals

Sludge is not currently created on site, however could be accepted at the
Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant.
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Item

Condition Assessment
Architectural

Structural

Existing
Facility

Mechanical

Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC)

Controls

Utility
Connections

Electrical
Natural Gas

1.3.1

The DIPP is a 3 floor (basement, main floor, roof access) reinforced
concrete building that is in good condition. The building’s exterior is brick.
The space has some natural lighting and multiple entry points. Although the
building’s laboratory and conference space have not been utilized for over
10 years they are in good condition.
The DIPP shows little to no sign of structural deterioration. The concrete
walls and tanks are in satisfactory condition. It is understood from MWRA
supplied Record Drawings that the walls to the DIPP’s primary and
secondary clarifiers are structural (support loading form the buildings
concrete floor system) and modification would require structural redesign.
The building’s roofing system is close to 30 years old and will likely need to
be replaced in the foreseeable future.
Much of the original mechanical equipment and piping has been left in place
since its decommissioning in 2004. Portions of the original equipment has
been salvaged for use at the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. In
addition, it is estimated that nearly all the original equipment and piping
inside the DIPP building is not salvageable due to its lack of maintenance
since decommissioning.
The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system is close to 30
years old and will likely need to be replaced due to age and lack of
maintenance. The DIPP air handlers appeared to be weathered due to their
location on top of the roof. In addition, if concrete walls were to be removed
to increase usable floor space, much of the HVAC equipment and piping
would require demolition.
The existing control system has not been used or tested for close to 10
years and it is thought that the system is not operable due to age. Much of
the equipment currently connected to the controls system will require
demolition as well.
1200 Amp service connection.
The building is estimated to have abundant power for any future operation
at the pilot plant.
Not Currently Available

Available Influent Streams

The DIPP is not in operation and therefore does not accept any wastewater or non-wastewater influent streams. Past
operation at the plant involved the acceptance of raw wastewater, post grit removal, from the North Pump Station and
South Pump Station via 14-inch CLDI force main.
Through a sophisticated sampling design, additional wastewater streams were generated on site by the pilot plant’s
two parallel treatment trains, each with a capacity of 1 MGD. These treatment trains consisted of primary clarifier aided
by a flocculation tank, pure oxygen aeration tanks, and secondary clarifiers that ultimately discharged to an effluent
wet well on the eastern side of the pilot plant. Table 1-5 summarizes the approximate dimensions of each treatment
unit. All treatment units were constructed of reinforced concrete with access points on the pilot plant roof. The reinforced
concrete tanks are largely in good condition and from a surface inspection showed minimal signs of disrepair. However,
if the DIPP was to be re-activated, new mechanical equipment and operations staff would be needed (approximately
three full-time operators and one half-time maintenance staff was used during prior operation).
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Table 1-4: Summary of Treatment Units
Item

Type

Floc Tank

Mechanically Mixed

Location
Roof/First Floor

Quantity

Length
(ft)

Width
(ft)

Height
(ft)

Volume
/Unit (cf)

8

6

6

17

612

Total
Volume
(cf)
4,896

Total
Volume
(gallons)
36,622

Primary

Stacked

Roof/First Floor

2

73

8

19

11,134

22,268

166,565

Aeration

Pure Oxygen

8

16

16

14

3,584

28,672

214,467

Secondary

Stacked

Roof/First Floor
Roof/First
Floor/Basement

2

99

8

29

23,195

46,391

347,001

A second option for the DIPP to receive influent wastewater streams is to have direct piped connections from the Deer
Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. This would involve extensive communication with the DITP staff and process
control and there is currently no existing piping dedicated to receiving wastewater influent at the pilot plant.
The DIPP has an existing treated potable water connection via 4-inch CLDI located in the basement. This connection
has existing piping throughout the building and is utilized for restrooms, drinking water, and laboratory uses. The water
supply utilizes a vertical water heater that needs replacement due to age and lack of maintenance. The potable water
system also flows through a backflow preventer and water pressure booster pump system in order to serve various
treatment processes that are currently offline such as seal water for pumps and grinders, polymer system, and chemical
systems. It is likely that the backflow preventers and water pressure booster pump system will need to be replaced.
There is also a 6-inch fire service connection that utilizes a diesel engine fire pump that needs to be replaced as well.
The DIPP does not have an existing connection for untreated surface water. There are no viable sources of fresh water
near the DIPP, however there is an abundant supply of salt water (Boston Harbor) surrounding the DIPP. Mechanical
equipment and piping does not currently exist at the DIPP for this application and installing piping would require
coordination with DITP existing infrastructure as well as additional permitting requirements for excavation through
wetlands, however salt water withdrawals from Massachusetts coastal regions is unlikely to cause additional permitting
under the Water Management Act.
MassDEP's Water Management Act Policy on Salt Water Withdrawals (OWM Policy 96-01) states:
“Withdrawals from a virtually unlimited water source (the ocean) have been determined to have little
potential for hydrologic impact on water management in the Commonwealth. MassDEP has determined
that regulation of these withdrawals is not within the spirit of the Water Management Act and should
not be regulated under the Act.”
The possibility of salt-water testing at DIPP would have to be discussed with MWRA to determine any possible impacts
of introducing salt water to the treatment processes and the potential increased corrosion that may be caused by these
testing activities.
The DIPP does not have an existing connection for untreated ground water. The DIPP does not have existing
equipment for groundwater withdrawal (i.e. source well, mechanical equipment, piping). The DIPP is generally space
constrained due to the operations of the DITP and a groundwater well that may provide up to 50 GPM is estimated to
have a 15-feet x 15-feet footprint.
Due to the pilot plant’s proximity to the DITP, biosolids process fluids, anaerobic digester solids, and retentate may
also be available for supply to technology vendors. These fluids are not available at either the Massachusetts
Alternative Septic System Testing Center (MASSTC) or the University of Massachusetts (UMass) Amherst Pilot Plant.
Mechanical equipment and piping would be required to supply the pilot plant with these fluids.
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Figure 1-7: Raw Wastewater Influent Piping (Southwestern Side of DIPP)

Figure 1-8: 14-inch CLDI Raw Wastewater Pipes (from North & South PS)
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Figure 1-9: Blind Flange Through Northwest Wall for Future Wastewater Connection

Figure 1-10:
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1.3.2

Available Discharge Locations

The DIPP has an existing 24-inch CLDI gravity pipe located in a reinforced concrete effluent chamber on the
southeastern side of the existing building that allows for the transport of waste created at the pilot plant back to the
headworks of the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. Although this pipe was not accessible at the time of our
site visit and has not been recently inspected, it is estimated that the chamber and pipe are in good condition based
on the condition of other similar piping at the facility. If the pilot plant is not recommended for startup (i.e. activating
treatment trains), this connection may be too large for flows generated by vendor testing bays and may need to be
downsized in order to maintain enough velocity to operate as self-flushing. Access to the effluent chamber is maintained
on the first floor of the building.
The DIPP has the ability to discharge sludge and other biosolids back to the Winthrop Terminal Facility with minimal
effort due to proximity to the treatment plant, however a transportation method needs to be developed. It is estimated
that this method could either be mechanical pumping or vehicular transportation.

Figure 1-11:

1.3.3

Effluent Discharge Chamber

Architectural

The DIPP is largely constructed of a reinforced concrete system with a brick exterior. The brick exterior matches the
rest of the DITP’s administrative buildings features. The building utilizes a combination of non-painted concrete walls
and flooring with painted concrete masonry unit interior walls. The building is designed to use three floors; a basement
where pumping and chemical equipment is stored, a ground floor where the laboratory, control center, and conference
room is located, and a roof where access to mechanical equipment is also provided. The roof is constructed of concrete
paver ballasts and neoprene flashing. It is likely that the roof system will require rehabilitation or replacement as it is
over 20 years old, however no major defects were observed during the inspection.
A main stairway, located adjacent to the main entrance, provides access to each floor and is well lit by natural light.
Although the basement provides no natural light, the first floor has ample natural light in the laboratory and conference
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room. In addition, although the roof is designed for process control, it also allows for views of Deer Island and Boston
Harbor. The DIPP is more modern than both MASSTC and the UMass Pilot Plant.

Figure 1-12:

Figure 1-13:
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Figure 1-14:

Figure 1-15:
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Figure 1-16:

Pilot Plant Through Corridor/Pipe Gallery Section

Figure 1-17:

Figure 1-18:
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Main Entrance to the DIPP

View from Roof Looking to East
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Figure 1-19:

Figure 1-20:
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1.3.4

Structural

The DIPP is a 3-story reinforced concrete building that was designed by Malcom-Pirnie, Inc. of White Plains, New York
and constructed by Peabody Construction Co. of Braintree, Massachusetts. Construction of the facility was completed
in 1993 and no major upgrades to the facilities structural system have been completed. The building’s reinforced
concrete system is estimated to be in good condition, with little corrosion or other defects based on visual surface
inspection. The interior walls of the flocculation tanks, clarifiers, and aeration tanks were not inspected due to lack of
access, but are estimated to be in good condition based on the conditions at areas that were accessible. Structural
design loads of 100 psf and 40 psf were developed for the first floor and roof system. It is likely that the first floor is
structural sufficient to carry the weight of vendor testing equipment, however this should be determined on a case-bycase basis. There are multiple hoists located within the DIPP and although none were tested during the site visit it is
estimated that they would require replacement, as corrosion was evident at these units.
As shown in Figure 1-19 and 1-20, the interior walls that were formed to create the flocculation tank, primary clarifier,
secondary clarifier, and pure oxygen aeration tanks also serve as structural elements for the pipe gallery on the
basement and first floor level. This design method was likely used to save horizontal space; however, it limits
constructability/demolition of many of the interior walls without structural design and improvements. For example, in
order to widen the pipe gallery on the first floor, the secondary clarifier and roof would need a new support system.

Figure 1-21:

Pilot Plant Northern Section Structural Design
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Figure 1-22:

Roof Slab and Secondary Clarifier Wall Detail

Figure 1-23:
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Figure 1-24:
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Roof Maximum Floor Load
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Figure 1-25:

1.3.5

Hoist Located on Roof

Mechanical

Operation of the 2 MGD pilot plant requires extensive mechanical process equipment. The DIPP began operations in
late 1993 and for the purposes of this report all mechanical equipment is assumed to be original to startup. The DIPP
was decommissioned in 2004 and it is estimated that all operation and maintenance of the mechanical process
equipment terminated. Although inspection of individual equipment was not part of the scope of this site investigation,
Woodard & Curran did note that as much as 10-25% of the mechanical equipment has been salvaged for parts to be
used at the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant and are for that reason considered unusable. In summary, the
age of all mechanical equipment is estimated to be approximately 23 years old and has not been operated or
maintained for approximately 13 years. Woodard & Curran estimates that all original mechanical process equipment
(listed in Tables 1-6 through Table 1-10) would require replacement. However, it is estimated that the original piping is
in good condition and could be rehabilitated (cleaned and flushed) and would not need to be replaced.
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Table 1-5: Process Pumping Equipment
Pump Equipment

Quantity

Capacity (gpm)

HP

Drain Pump

16

50

1

Sample Pump

10

6

1

Conduit Dewatering

2

175

15

Chemical Metering Pump

16

4-24

0.33-0.5

Return Sludge Pump

3

570

7.5

Waste Sludge Pump

2

UNK

5

Primary Sludge Pump and Grinder

2

UNK

7.5

Scum Pump

1

UNK

5

Submersible Effluent Wet Well Pump

1

UNK

10

Quantity

Capacity
(ACFM)

HP

Mixed Liquor Channel Mixing Blower

2

100

5

Purge Blower

2

250

3

Table 1-6: Process Blower Equipment
Blower Equipment

Table 1-7: Process Mixing Equipment
Quantity

Volume (gal)

Depth
(ft)

HP

Influent D-Box Mixer

2

1680

14

1

Flocculation Tank Mixer

8

3500

13

1

Secondary D-Box Mixer

2

570

8.5

1

Selector Basin Mixer

8

4715

8

1

Oxygen Reactor Surface Aerator Mixer

8

UNK

UNK

UNK

Scum Box Mixer

1

270

4

0.5

Chemical Feed Mixer

3

UNK

UNK

UNK

Mixing Equipment
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Table 1-8: Process Gate Equipment
Gate Equipment

Quantity

Size (in)

Influent D-Box Sluice Gate

1

12x12

Flocculation Tank Sluice Gate

6

24x24

Secondary D-Box Sluice Gate

1

12x12

Selector Basins Sluice Gate

8

8x8

Selector Basins Sluice Gate

8

30x30

Oxygen Reactor Sluice Gate

9

8x8

Oxygen Reactor Sluice Gate

2

14x14

Oxygen Reactor Sluice Gate

6

36x36

Mixed Liquor Channel Sluice Gate

2

12x24

Mixed Liquor Channel Sluice Gate

2

8x8

Table 1-9: Process Valve List
System

Valve Type

Size (in)

Quantity

Chemical Feed

Ball Valve

2

69

Chemical Feed

Butterfly Valve

2

16

Liquid Oxygen

Ball Valve

6

13

Influent Distribution Box

Plug Valve

14

10

Flocculation Tank

Plug Valve

12

12

Primary Clarifier

Plug Valve

8

22

Secondary Distribution Box

Plug Valve

14

8

Oxygen Reactor

Plug Valve

14

6

Secondary Clarifier

Plug Valve

10

4

Secondary Clarifier

Plug Valve

8

10

Effluent Piping

Plug Valve

8

8

Primary Sludge

Plug Valve

3

15

Waste Sludge

Plug Valve

3

17

Return Sludge

Plug Valve

6

14

Return Sludge

Butterfly Valve

6

8

Return Sludge

Ball Valve

6

4

Return Sludge

Check Valve

6

3

Scum Pump

Plug Valve

2

4

Purge Blower

Butterfly Valve

4

3

Mixed Liquor Channel Blower

Butterfly Valve

3

4

Mixed Liquor Channel Blower

Check Valve

3

2

If the alternative scenario is recommended where full-scale DIPP operations are not brought back online and
wastewater influent streams are piped directly from the DITP, then renewal of all this equipment may not be necessary.
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Figure 1-26:
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Chemical Pumps and Piping
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Figure 1-27:

Primary Sludge Pump and Sludge Grinder
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Figure 1-28:
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Figure 1-29:

1.3.6

Oxygen Reactor Dewatering Sluice Gate & Mixed Liquor Sluice Gate

Controls and Electrical

The DIPP is connected to the DITP electrical system via 1200 amp, 3 phase, 4 wire service. An outdoor transformer
located at the southern edge of the building converts medium voltage (13.8KV to 480V) to low voltage used inside of
the facility to power mechanical equipment and other electrical needs. It is estimated that the electrical requirements
for the facility will not exceed 1200 amps and therefore no electrical upgrades would be expected. All electrical power
enters the building through a 480-volt switchgear which controls the DIPP’s two motor control centers that, during
operation, powered all electrical/mechanical equipment. Although, mechanical equipment and controls was not tested
during the site visit, it is assumed that the motor control center would require renewal due to age and lack of
maintenance. The equipment has been turned on for at least 13 years.
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The equipment control panels are part of the original DIPP equipment and would likely need to be replaced along
with the equipment as part of any re-activation of the DIPP.

Figure 1-30:
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Figure 1-31:

1.3.7

Floc Tank Control Panel

Safety and Code Compliance

Although the pilot plant has not been in operation since 2004, Woodard & Curran did not observe any major code
compliance deficiencies. Per visual observation it appeared that the building was designed with code compliance in
mind and doorways, railings, stairways, and the American Disabilities Act appeared to meet code. The pilot plant was
designed by Professional Engineers at Malcom-Pirnie and construction was estimated to cost over $10M and is
therefore thought to be safeguarded against hazard. The condition and degradation of mothballed equipment will have
to be assessed during plant start up if the DIPP is to operate at full capacity.
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1.4

Assessment of Facility Staff

The DIPP is not currently operating and therefore does not require staffing. It should be noted that previous staffing at
the pilot plant was approximately three full-time operators and one half-time maintenance staff and it is estimated that
current staffing requirements would be similar for full-scale operation. As discussed during the Feasibility Study kick
off meeting held at the DITP on March 2, 2017, it is estimated that full-scale operation of the DIPP cost is approximately
$1M annually.
It should be noted that the MWRA is not interested in the management or operations of the DIPP and removal of risk
and liability from MWRA will be required. It is estimated that this will be similar structure to that of the Wind Blade
Testing Facility.

1.5

Short and Long-Term Maintenance

The facility is not currently under operation and does not require short or long-term maintenance for wastewater
technology testing purposes.
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APPENDIX A:

SELECT RECORD DRAWINGS
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Patricia Burke, Michael Murphy

FROM:

Jason Jancaitis, Miles Walker

DATE:

September 14, 2017

RE:

MASSTC Needs Assessment

This memorandum will present recommendations for improvements at the Massachusetts Alternative
Septic System Testing Center (MASSTC) site to support continued and expanded wastewater testing
activities. Our recommendations are based upon the work previously performed as part of this project,
including the kickoff meeting with the stakeholders at Barnstable County, the findings of the stakeholder
engagement and network analysis tasks, and the observations made during our site visit and existing
conditions assessment of the facility.
Due to the conceptual nature of this study, we have presented our recommendations for improvements
in three “tiers”, which represent increasing levels of investment in the facility. Given that many parameters
of the overall project are still to be discussed among the project stakeholders, we have taken this
approach because it gives several different options for the site for consideration. The level of investment
required for each of the recommendations is based on engineering judgement at this time, a formal cost
estimate will be prepared for each of the upgrades described below in future phases of this project.

Level 1 Upgrades
The upgrades included as Level 1 upgrades represent lower-cost, short term improvements to the
MASSTC which would address needs observed during the site visit, as well as provide improvements to
the current testing activities.

TABLE 1: LEVEL 1 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID
B1-1
B1-2

B1-3

Description

Upgrades to Facility Alarms and
Controls with Local Area Network
and control panels.
Site Safety Improvements – new
grating, handrails, trip hazards, etc.
Improve electrical service to
minimize extension cords.
Replace Office Trailer with Updated
Unit

TBD = To Be Determined

Cost
TBD
TBD

TBD

Benefit

Site will improve capabilities to
collect data and potentially
minimize labor requirements.
Improve site safety to minimize
potential site issues.
Allows continued use of the
site, accessibility
improvements.

Upgrades to Facility Alarms & Controls
MASSTC staff have indicated that the existing alarms and controls present at the site are outdated and
in need of improvement. These conditions were confirmed during our site visit. The existing control panel
and components were installed as part of the original construction of the facility in the late 1990s. There
have been many advancements in electronics and monitoring software since this installation, and as a
result both the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and the controls software (“Human Machine

Interface” or HMI) are obsolete. The PLC manufacturer no longer manufactures spare parts for the PLC,
and the HMI software is not compatible with modern computer operating systems. This limits the flexibility
of the alarm and control system at MASSTC. MASSTC staff also indicated that the facility currently does
not have a high-speed internet connection, which limits the ability of staff to monitor operations and
respond to alarms remotely.
Proposed upgrades to the facility controls would include replacement of the obsolete components of the
existing alarm panel. These modifications will allow certain set-points (such as alarm levels) to be
adjusted by the staff based on operational experience. A weather-proof touch screen could be provided
on the exterior of the cabinet for local monitoring to replace the existing panel which is mounted above
eye-level and requires the cabinet to be opened in order to access the screen. The new control panel
could be tied into a local area network using fiber-optic cable between the new control panel and the
office locations. With a broadband connection to the site, the controls data could also be made remotely
via a password-protected account. Multiple levels of password protection could be provided, which would
allow overall oversight by MASSTC staff, while also allowing individual vendors to monitor aspects of
their testing activities only, and hiding information about the overall site and other vendors.

Site Safety Improvements
During our site visit we noted some safety issues which should be addressed as part of any upgrades.
This included replacement of the fiberglass grating over the influent wastewater trough. According to the
operators, there was an issue with the fabrication of this grating during construction and does not support
a foot traffic load. This grating should be replaced with new grating and/or a handrail to increase the
safety of the site.
Many of the remote testing locations received power via extension cords which were laid across the
ground. We recommend that these cords be replaced with buried power wiring in accordance with the
National Electric Code, which will also reduce the chances of a tripping incident.
Other safety concerns were noted at the site, however many of these would be addressed by other
recommendations in this section. A comprehensive safety audit of the site should be performed as part
of any site improvements.
As part of the overall upgrades, security improvements such as motion sensors and/or video monitors
could be provided to improve the site security.

Replace Office Trailer
The existing office/storage trailer used by the operations staff is at the end of its useful life and should be
replaced rather than rehabilitated due to the age of the equipment. Based on the usage of the existing
trailer, it appears to be sufficient size to support the current level of operations. Because this trailer
includes the restroom facilities for the site, the replacement trailer should include an Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA)-compliant restroom and access ramp. We recommend replacement of the existing
office trailer with a new 12’ X 56’ office, which can be purchased and installed with partitions for a
bathroom and two offices. This trailer would be connected to the existing trailer’s utility connections.
Construction of a permanent building was considered, however given the County’s stated concerns about
potential costs of “mothballing” the MASSTC facility at the end of its use, we feel that a modular-type
building is more appropriate for this site.
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Level 2 Upgrades
The upgrades presented above represent relatively low-cost solutions to issues noted during our site
inspection. Each represents an improvement as compared to existing conditions, however these would
not significantly change the capabilities of MASSTC. The recommendations presented below represent
a higher level of investment, but ones that would result in an expansion of the facility’s capabilities and/or
a long-term solution to an existing operational problem.
For MASSTC, these recommendations should be considered progressive – if the Level 2 upgrades are
implemented, then the Level 1 upgrades should also be implemented, either prior to the Level 2 upgrades
or in conjunction with the Level 2 upgrades.

TABLE 2: LEVEL 2 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID

Description

B2-1

New Classroom/Vendor Office
Facility

TBD

B2-2

Electrical Service Upgrade

TBD

B2-3

Replace Influent Pumps

TBD

Cost

TBD = To Be Determined

Benefit

Increase training opportunities
at the site. Increase on-site
facilities for vendors.
Address existing operational
issues and allow for additional
future use.
Address operational issues and
improve reliability of the system.

New Classroom/Vendor Office Facility (Modular Style)
An area of need identified during the site visit was a lack of on-site meeting spaces. MASSTC noted that
several times per year they will have on site training sessions which must be conducted outdoors due to
lack of a suitable interior space. It was also noted that similar training sessions are held at the University
of Rhode Island due to the available classroom space for training sessions.
Based on these observations and discussions with vendors, addition of a classroom and/or modular office
space for use by the vendors would make the facility more attractive as a testing and training site. In
keeping with the nature of the other facilities on site, and in order to address Barnstable County’s
concerns about possible future costs to mothball the facility, we propose to place a new modular
classroom building on the site. Typical commercially available modular buildings would be partitioned into
two large rooms – one is proposed to serve as a classroom/meeting room, and the other as rental office
space for the on-site vendors. Bathroom facilities are also included as part of the structure.
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FIGURE 1: FLOOR PLAN OF MODULAR CLASSROOM FACILITY

This building would require minimal site preparation to support the new building. Utility connections could
be extended from the existing on-site utilities.

Electrical Service Upgrade
As noted in the Existing Conditions Assessment, the existing 400-amp incoming electrical service is
under-sized for the existing equipment, which results in breakers tripping during cold weather. Due to the
fact that these Level 2 recommendations will impact the electrical demand of the facility, we recommend
that this service upgrade take place in conjunction with these other upgrades, to provide necessary power
to the new classroom building as well as the existing electrical uses.

Replace Influent Pumps
MASSTC staff indicated that clogging of the influent pump which conveys wastewater to the facility is a
frequent operational challenge. As discussed, the Existing Conditions Assessment, the existing pump
chamber includes a slotted influent pipe which prevents many larger solids from clogging the pumps,
however operational issues with ragging remain. One strategy used in municipal applications is to replace
conventional “solids handling” pumps (which passes solids and rags through the discharge pipe) with
pumps that use a “grinder” impeller. The purpose of this impeller is to macerate any solids which would
typically clog a pump into smaller particles which pass through the pipe instead of causing a clog. We
feel that replacement of the existing pumps with a grinder-type pump would likely reduce operational
issues related to clogging. As part of the pump upgrades, new pump and level controls could be added
at the influent pump chamber, and connected to the new alarm monitoring system.
This change in pumping technology would have to be approved by MASSTC and the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to confirm that the solids particles as a result of using grinder technology would not
impact the applicability of testing results.
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FIGURE 2: SITE PLAN WITH LEVEL 1 & 2 UPGRADES
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Level 3 Upgrades
The upgrades discussed in this section of the report represent the most significant capital costs, but also
provide the MASSTC facility with the most future capabilities of any of the options. Each of the
improvements listed below would require significant permitting and legal coordination before any design
or construction of the improvements could begin. Stakeholders to these improvements include the Joint
Base Cape Cod and the associated military branches located there; Barnstable County, the Town of
Sandwich, as well as the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
These improvements would allow the MASSTC site to test technologies beyond the on-site technologies
currently tested there. This site is attractive for expanded testing activities due to the available space and
the history of testing activities performed there. Although some stakeholders expressed concerns about
traffic and seasonal concerns with lodging due to summer tourism, there may be demand for additional
testing capabilities at MASSTC, dependent on the level of investment at other nearby testing facilities.

TABLE 3: LEVEL 3 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID

Description

B3-1

Expansion of Facility Footprint

TBD

B3-2

Provide new Wastewater Streams

TBD

B3-3

Resiliency Measures & Solar
Power

TBD

TBD = To Be Determined

Cost

Benefit

Expand space available for
testing activities. This will
allow for additional activities to
take place without disturbing
the existing testing.
Expand the number and types
of vendors which could use the
facility.
Offset operational costs,
expand the types of testing
possible at the facility.

Expansion of Facility Footprint
The first step required to provide additional testing streams is to begin negotiations to expand the footprint
of the existing MASSTC testing facility. This is expected to be a lengthy process, involving several state
and federal agencies. However, based on the available adjacent land, and restrictions on its future use
due to the location on the military reservation, and permitting concerns (Superfund), the demand for this
land for other uses is low.
The area to the south of the existing MASSTC facility provides ample nearby space to perform many
kinds of testing at the site. This could include any number of testing activities, including constructed
wetlands, solar, or stormwater runoff testing.

Provide New Wastewater Streams
As the focus of this scope of work is related to wastewater testing, we have concentrated our plan for
improvements on expanding the wastewater testing possibilities at the site. The facility’s location adjacent
to the Joint Base’s wastewater treatment facility (WWTF) offers a potential source of wastewater sources
including primary effluent, secondary effluent and sludge. Given that the area to the south of the MASSTC
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is generally down-gradient of the Joint Base WWTF, flows could be conveyed by gravity to the new
wastewater testing area.
Due to the fact that testing of additional wastewater streams would be new to this location, we recommend
that any facility at this location be modular and start with a small facility with four testing locations. For
the purposes of developing a cost estimate and estimated footprint of this facility, the basis of this
expanded facility would include:
•

Gravity pipe connections to the Joint Base WWTF, with automated control valves

•

New modular office building and storage area for vendor use. For this facility, we have assumed
another 12’ X 56’ modular office building similar to the one recommended to replace the existing
building under the Level 1 improvements.

•

Piped connections to four outdoor testing bays with piping connections to convey flow to the
testing areas. Electrical connections would be provided at each testing bay.

•

Each testing bay would be provided with a drain connection. This drain would connect to a
common pump station which would convey flows back to the influent of the Joint Base WWTF.
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FIGURE 3: SITE PLAN WITH ALL UPGRADES
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On-site Resiliency Measures/Solar
In an effort to reduce ongoing operating costs and improve resiliency, a small solar array could be
installed in a portion of the site. An array could be installed to offset a percentage of the site load. This
solar could also possibly include a battery that could mitigate peak load and serve critical site loads. By
installing this array, ongoing site costs would be minimized and be a potential revenue stream for
MASSTC when they bill for electricity. This could also complement the electrical upgrade identified as a
potential site improvement if the battery solar and site upgrades were all completed as one project.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Patricia Burke, Michael Murphy

FROM:

Jason Jancaitis, Miles Walker

DATE:

September 19, 2017

RE:

UMass Pilot Plant Needs Assessment

This memorandum presents recommendations for improvements at the University of Massachusetts
(UMass) Amherst Wastewater Pilot Plant to support continued and expanded wastewater testing
activities. Our recommendations are based upon the work previously performed as part of this project,
including the kickoff meeting with the stakeholders at UMass, the findings of the stakeholder engagement
and network analysis tasks, and the observations made during our site visit and existing conditions
assessment of the facility.
Due to the conceptual nature of this study, we have presented our recommendations for improvements
in three “tiers”, which represent increasing levels of investment in the facility. Given that many parameters
of the overall project are still to be discussed among the project stakeholders, we have taken this
approach because it gives several different options for the site for consideration. The level of investment
required for each of the recommendations is based on engineering judgement. A formal cost estimate
will be prepared for each of the upgrades described below in future phases of this project after compiling
input from the project team.

Level 1 Upgrades
The upgrades included as Level 1 upgrades represent lower-cost, short term improvements to the UMass
Pilot Plant which would address needs observed during the site visit, and incrementally increase the
capability of the site to perform testing activities similar to those already performed at the site.

TABLE 1: LEVEL 1 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID

Description

Cost

Benefit

A1-1

Site Work improvements, including
clearing of unused space and
relocation of utilities below ground.
Influent
Pump
House
improvements, including additional
pumps, distribution piping, and
control valves.
Power and Controls Upgrades

TBD

Create additional space
available for test activities

TBD

Improve the capacity and
reliability of wastewater testing
streams.

TBD

Upgrade
system

TBD

Improve the reliability of
service and expand electrical
capacity.
Enhance
the
existing
temporary pump system.

A1-2

A1-3
A1-4

TBD = To Be Determined

surface

water

pump

Site Work Improvements
The site of the UMass Pilot Plant was originally developed in the 1970s and was used for educational
purposes at that time. In addition to the wastewater equipment at the site, a truss system was erected for
structural engineering use, which was still present at the time of our site visit. The site was dormant for
many years, and much of the abandoned equipment remains on site. Although the area around the
laboratory “Butler Building” has been cleared and is now maintained, a significant portion of the site is
overgrown with brush and/or demolition debris.
In order to support expanded testing activities, additional clearing and general clean-up of the site will be
required. Space for three new container-based testing areas could be easily cleared in the vicinity of the
single vendor container which was present during our site visit.
Presently, wastewater streams and utility (electrical, process drain) hookups are provided to the vendor
containers by running hoses/cords along the ground surface. While this type of setup is typical for
temporary facilities, we believe that relocating these hoses and cords below grade would improve site
safety. This would also reduce the likelihood of an interruption in service which could occur if a cord or
hose were ruptured or cut by vehicles or equipment on the site. We propose a system of shallow concrete
troughs, with a grating at grade to be installed between the pump house, laboratory building, and
container testing area to be used for these temporary utilities. This would allow the utilities to be relocated
below grade while still offering more flexibility in the routing and connections as compared to permanently
buried piping and conduit.
We understand that UMass is considering paving the access drive near the facility entrance. Any paving
work should consider possible future underground utilities prior to placement of pavement. As a shortterm solution, compacted process gravel can provide a level surface that can be easily restored after
potential future excavation activities.

Influent Pump House Improvements
All wastewater used for testing at the UMass Pilot Plant enters the facility at the influent pump house. At
this location, three pipes from the adjacent Amherst Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) convey raw
influent, primary effluent, and secondary effluent to the Pilot Plant. Similar to the remainder of the Pilot
Plant, the influent pump house was dormant for many years before being recently re-activated. Currently
a pump and temporary hoses are used to convey primary effluent to the remainder of the facility for
testing. No pumps or piping are in place to convey raw influent or secondary effluent to the remainder of
the facility.
We recommend that the pump house be rehabilitated to provide the capability to deliver the three
available wastewater streams to the test locations throughout the site. We recommend installation of a
four-pump system to convey the three wastewater streams to the remainder of the facility. Suction and
discharge piping will be arranged with isolation and control valves to allow the fourth pump to serve as a
backup pump for the three primary pumps in the event of a failure or maintenance of a pump. We
recommend a pump size of 200 gallons per minute (GPM). Based on the research performed during the
Stakeholder Engagement phase of this project, vendors indicated that testing need would likely be 50
GPM or less. The vendor testing on site at the UMass Pilot Plant during our site visit was using 22 GPM.
A pump size of 100 GPM would provide sufficient flow for two vendors to test each of the available
wastewater streams at the stated maximum rate of 50 GPM, or more vendors if lower feed rates are used.
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As part of the upgrades to the pump house, we recommend that the building systems also be upgraded
to protect the new pumps. The roof should be inspected to confirm that it is weather-tight as part of the
upgrades. No leakage was evident during our site visit. The exterior walls should be re-painted to reduce
corrosion of the metal building siding.
Wastewater pump stations are governed by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard
820. The pump house would be considered a “Below grade or Partially below grade wastewater pumping
station dry well” according to this standard. This requires any electrical equipment to be suitable for
installation in a Class I, Division 2 area, due to the risk of buildup of vapors from flammable or combustible
liquids. This requirement can be waived if the building is continuously ventilated at six air changes per
hour. Typically, it is more cost-effective (and less energy intensive) to provide equipment suitable for the
Class I Division 2 atmosphere rather than ventilating continuously and increasing the winter heating load
of the building. We recommend that any equipment, controls and electrical fixtures that are installed be
rated suitable for a Class I Division 2 environment.
NFPA 820 also requires that the materials of construction of a pump station building be non-combustible,
low-combustible or low flame spread. The existing pump station interior wall was covered by an insulation
material whose fire characteristics are not known. As part of the upgrades we recommend that the interior
of the building walls and ceiling have a low combustible material such as gypsum installed to meet this
requirement. The final NFPA 820 requirement calls for fire extinguishers to be present at the pump station
site. Any upgrades to this area should include new fire extinguishers.
The pump house’s ventilation and heating systems should be upgraded to replace the temporary
ventilation fan above the existing window with a permanent unit. Although ventilation is not required, it is
good practice to provide ventilation to the building when occupied. This ventilation fan could be controlled
via a timer or interlocked with the building’s light switch to activate when the building is occupied.
The building’s lighting should be upgraded to provide sufficient illumination for operators to service the
pumps and access the area. High efficiency lighting fixtures are typically provided for new installations or
comprehensive rehabilitations such as this.
The access ladder to the below-grade pump area should be replaced with a new stair or Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)-compliant access ladder to improve safety.

Upgrade Electrical and Controls
The existing electrical feed to the UMass pilot plant is a 200-amp service. Based on interviews with the
facility staff, they recognize that this service is undersized and wish to increase the incoming service to a
400-amp service. This increase would be sufficient for the Level 1 upgrades presented in this report,
however if additional upgrades were planned or even remotely possible in the near-term planning horizon,
the incremental cost of further increasing the capacity of the incoming service should be evaluated. As
part of any electrical upgrades, it is recommended that power monitors be provided on the connections
to the vendor areas. This will enable the site to determine the power usage by the individual vendors and
provide an incentive for energy efficiency to the vendors.
There are very few controls or remotely monitored alarms currently at the UMass Pilot Plant. As part of
the upgrades, we recommend installation of a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) based master
control panel, connected to a broadband internet connection. This would allow monitoring of any general
facility alarms (e.g. alarms from the new pump system in the pump house, flow and pressure alarms,
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building security, etc.). Alarms could be set up to notify personnel of the alarm condition during unstaffed
hours, and prioritized based on the severity of the alarm.
Alarm inputs to the master control panel could potentially be made available to the vendors as well.
Multiple levels of password protection could be provided, which would allow overall oversight by UMass
staff, while also allowing individual vendors to monitor aspects of their testing activities only, and hiding
information about the overall site and other vendors.

Surface Water Pump Station Upgrades
Currently, surface water from the Mill River is pumped to the UMass Pilot Plant using a temporary pump
setup. For continued long-term usage, a permanent pump and utility connections should be installed. We
recommend that the electrical supply from the Pilot Plant Butler Building to the fence line of the property
be installed in a conduit below grade, in accordance with the National Electric Code. The piping to convey
the surface water should be installed below grade along the same route. The power should terminate at
a receptacle or junction box at the fence line, installed at a location above the 100-year flood plain and
protected by a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) circuit. The pump should be replaced with a new
submersible pump (or waterproof pump) suitable for outdoor installation. The pump electrical connection
should be watertight and the cord length should be sufficient to extend to the newly installed receptacle
or junction box.

Level 2 Upgrades
The upgrades presented above represent relatively low-cost enhancements to address conditions noted
during our site visit, and expand the existing testing capabilities of the facility in a manner similar to its
current use. The recommendations presented below represent a higher level of investment, but ones that
would result in a significant expansion of the facility’s capabilities including a permanent structure
dedicated to vendor use.
In general, these recommendations should be considered progressive – if the Level 2 upgrades are
implemented, then the Level 1 upgrades should also be implemented, either prior to the Level 2 upgrades
or in conjunction with the Level 2 upgrades. For the UMass Pilot Plant, the sizing of some of the Level 1
upgrades will be impacted depending on whether or not the Level 2 upgrades are undertaken. For
example, the incoming electrical feed upgrade would likely be sized differently for just Level 1 upgrades
as compared to Levels 1 and 2. Nevertheless, in general the Level 2 upgrades would require almost all
of the Level 1 upgrades to be in place prior to undertaking the Level 2 upgrades.

TABLE 2: LEVEL 2 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID
A2-1
A2-2

Description

Cost

Provide new test bed building
with indoor testing space, lab
area & office space.
Replace effluent pump station

TBD
TBD

Benefit
Provide indoor testing facilities
for vendors, including office &
lab space.
Improve the capacity and
reliability of the facility’s
wastewater pumping system.

TBD = To Be Determined
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New Test Bed Building
A central component to previous studies related to use of the UMass Pilot Plant as a test bed facility has
been construction of a new building to house vendor space for on-site testing. A conceptual design for
the test bed building has been previously prepared by AECOM, and is based on an existing facility in
Guelph, Ontario Canada. The conceptual design of this facility includes six indoor testing bays with utility
connections for electrical power and various wastewater streams. Office space for vendors, and a “stateof-the-art” analytical laboratory are also included in the conceptual plan, along with restrooms and other
building support such as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC).
Based upon our review of the site and the information gathered during the stakeholder engagement
portion of this project, we believe that this approach is appropriate for the site in order to expand
wastewater testing capabilities. The site already has the capability to test container-based pilot systems,
a building would provide additional capabilities for year-round testing of equipment from vendors that is
not containerized.
One recommended modification to the previous conceptual design is related to the laboratory facilities.
UMass Amherst completed their “ELab II” facility in 2006, located nearby on the UMass Amherst campus.
We agree including laboratory space for vendor usage, however with the presence of an advanced
laboratory already on the UMass campus, we feel that the new on-site lab would only need to offer
standard laboratory equipment for diagnostic testing.
As part of this project, we reviewed the possibility of utilizing the existing Butler Building as part of the
test bed facility. A new building is recommended due to the fact that UMass already utilizes the existing
building for its academic purposes, and there is very little space available for additional activities. Based
on the age and size of the existing building, any expansion of the building would likely require a major
renovation of the building’s mechanical and electrical systems, and require a full building code compliance
review. Finally, during the stakeholder engagement research, some vendors specifically noted that
separation from the ongoing academic activities at the site would be beneficial from the vendor’s point of
view.
The proposed building would receive wastewater streams from the upgraded influent pump house
described in the Level 1 upgrades. The building construction would likely be a steel framed, metal clad
building with metal roof for economic reasons, although a masonry construction could also be evaluated
during final design. Due to the proximity of the Mill River, the floor elevation of the new building should
be set at least to the elevation of the 100-year flood, based on the most recent Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) maps. Recent guidance from the New England Interstate Water Pollution
Control Commission recommends that critical components of new treatment facilities be constructed 3feet higher than the 100-year flood elevation due to climate change concerns. Although this test facility
is not critical infrastructure like a municipal facility, additional protection from flooding may be justified for
the new building. Any reduction in flood storage volume from the new facility would likely require
earthwork to compensate for the loss in volume elsewhere on the site. This can be accomplished through
re-grading of the project site.
A rendering of the Pilot Plant site, with the Level 1 and 2 improvements constructed, is shown in Figure
1.
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Replacement Pump Station
To support the new building and likely increase in wastewater flows generated by the increased activity
on site, a replacement wastewater pump station should be constructed as part of the Level 2 upgrades.
The existing site pump station is not functioning, and temporary piping modifications have been made to
connect site drainage to the force main from this station. Wastewater flows from the laboratory/Butler
Building are pumped by a small grinder pump which serves this building only.
With the increase in wastewater flows due to increased testing activity, a new pump station is
recommended to allow all flows generated from the site to flow by gravity to the replacement pump station.
This pump station would then pump flows to the influent of the Amherst WWTF for treatment.
Based on the proposed pump sizes discussed above, the new pump station would be sized with pumps
capable of conveying approximately 350 GPM to the Amherst WWTF. This pump station would be a
duplex, submersible type housed in a new precast concrete wetwell. A power and control panel will be
located at grade adjacent to the station. Alarms from the pump station will be connected to the new facility
Master Control Panel to alert on high wetwell level or pump failure.
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New Test Bed facility with indoor
testing area, vendor facilities.

Expanded outdoor, container-based
testing area.

Level 3 Upgrades
The proposed upgrades presented below consist of improvements which would significantly expand both
the footprint and capabilities of the Pilot Plant to perform testing activities. Some of the improvements
listed below would require permitting and ownership negotiations and agreements prior to
implementation. As such, these improvements could be considered a “long term” improvements plan,
given the timeframe for the improvements and the level of investment required. Both the schedule and
cost components will be further estimated in future phases of this project.

TABLE 3: LEVEL 3 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID
A3-1
A3-2
A3-3

Description
Expand footprint of the site to
include the former dog pound
area.
Provide
additional
testing
streams: Groundwater and
Sludge
Develop green energy testing
area – solar, steam cogeneration, battery storage, etc.

Cost
TBD
TBD
TBD

Benefit
Additional
facilities
could
provide additional revenue
streams.
Could create more revenue
generating activities.
Providing
on-site
energy
production provides resiliency
and serves as a model for
potential clients, students and
industry personal that visit the
site.

TBD = To Be Determined

Expand Site Footprint
The first step required to provide additional testing streams is to begin negotiations to expand the footprint
of the existing UMass Pilot Plant. There appears to be available land to the north of the Pilot Plant which
was being used by a University archery club. Adjacent to the Pilot Plant is the former dog pound facility
for the Town of Amherst. Based on discussions during our site visit, the dog pound is believed to be used
infrequently. This parcel and building could potentially be a location for expanded test bed activities.

Provide Additional Testing Streams
As testing activities on the site continue to expand, it may be desirable to provide additional testing
streams for vendor testing. We have identified two potential streams which are available nearby and could
be provided at the Pilot Plant facility: sludge and groundwater.
Sludge (primary and/or secondary) is available at the adjacent Amherst WWTF. A new piping connection
could be installed from the Amherst WWTF to a new sludge testing area at the Pilot Plant. Ideally, there
would be sufficient elevation difference between the sludge source and the Pilot Plant to allow flow by
gravity. However, due to the high solids content of sludge and the possibility of clogs in the line, a pumped
connection from the Amherst WWTF may be required. This would require feed pumps for the Pilot Plant
to be located at the Amherst WWTF property, which will likely require additional agreements regarding
access and maintenance of these new pumps.
A new sludge testing location is recommended to be physically separated from the remainder of the
testing activities. Sludge handling and digestion activities at a wastewater treatment plant require
additional safety and fire prevention precautions, based on NFPA 820 requirements. This is due to the
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concentrated nature of sludges, and potential for generation of hazardous gases such as hydrogen sulfide
and methane. A rendering of the facility layout with a new sludge testing area in the location of the existing
dog pound in shown in Figure 2.
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New Test Bed facility with indoor
testing area, vendor facilities.

New Test Bed facility with indoor
testing area, vendor facilities.

Expanded outdoor, container-based
testing area.

Groundwater is another potential stream which could be provided to vendors. Groundwater is used as a
potable drinking water source by many Massachusetts communities. Treatment methods for groundwater
sources are different than those for surface water sources, and typically are designed to reduce
concentrations of minerals such as iron and manganese. A groundwater well could be constructed on or
adjacent to the Pilot Plant property to provide an additional testing source. Additional geotechnical testing
would be required to determine the characteristics of the well, however it is likely that a well could be
provided nearby to provide the relatively low flows required for testing activities.

Green Energy Testing Area
Although the scope of study for this project is specific to wastewater testing activities, we understand that
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center and UMass are collaborating on an energy storage testing area. It
would be possible to coordinate testing activities and facilities between the two projects. Any collaboration
would likely increase the cost-effectiveness of both projects, and may also see benefits related
collaboration between the vendors. There are several examples of benefits seen from having multiple,
seemingly unrelated types of testing being performed simultaneously in an “incubator” type facility similar
to Greentown Labs in Somerville, Massachusetts. This type of cross-collaboration can yield additional
benefits to the vendors as well as increase the “payback” on the initial capital investment to construct a
new facility.

Operator Requirements
The UMass Pilot Plant is currently staffed by one full-time operator. We believe that this staffing level
would be appropriate to continue with the Level 1 improvements. If the Level 2 or 3 improvements were
to be implemented, we believe an additional full-time staff member may be required to assist with the
additional equipment and maintenance. The cost for the operator will be included in our analysis of the
economics for the proposed improvements.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Patricia Burke, Michael Murphy

FROM:

Jason Jancaitis, Miles Walker

DATE:

September 19, 2017

RE:

Deer Island Test Bed Needs Assessment

This memorandum presents recommendations for improvements at the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority’s (MWRA) Deer Island Treatment Plant (DITP) to support potential wastewater testing activities.
Our recommendations are based upon the work previously performed as part of this project, including
the kickoff meeting with personnel at MWRA, the findings of the stakeholder engagement and network
analysis tasks, and the observations made during our site visit and existing conditions assessment of the
facility.
Due to the conceptual nature of this study, we have presented our recommendations for improvements
in three “tiers”, which represent increasing levels of investment in the facility. Given that many parameters
of the overall project are still to be discussed among the project stakeholders, we have taken this
approach because it gives several different options for the site for consideration. The level of investment
required for each of the recommendations is based on engineering judgement at this time. A formal cost
estimate will be prepared for each of the upgrades described below in future phases of this project.
Deer Island is unique among the three facilities reviewed as part of this study in that there are currently
no vendor testing activities being performed on the site. MWRA submitted an Expression of Interest to
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center related to the possibility of using the “Pilot Plant” located at the DITP
for vendor testing. The Pilot Plant is a smaller scale version of the full DITP treatment process, sized to
treat 2-million gallons per day (MGD) of wastewater. The Pilot Plant was originally constructed in order
to verify performance of the DITP treatment process, as well as to test any adjustments to the full-scale
treatment process. The Pilot Plant has been inactive for several years.
A major consideration during the evaluation of DITP and the Pilot Plant is the size and flow capacity of
the Pilot Plant facility. Research performed as part of the stakeholder engagement task indicated that
vendors are seeking influent flows of 50 gallons per minute (GPM) or less for testing purposes. There
was some interest expressed in the possibility of a 2-MGD facility, however we feel it is likely that the
capital and operating costs associated with activating a facility of this size will be significant and may not
be supported by the market. With this in mind during our evaluation, we considered alternative methods
of utilizing the DITP Pilot Plant to allow vendor testing of smaller scale flows.

Level 1 Upgrades
The upgrades included as Level 1 represent lower-cost improvements which could be implemented at
DITP to support vendor testing activities. The physical construction work associated with these
improvements could likely be performed in a matter of months. However, prior to any construction
occurring, agreements with MWRA would need to be in place to ensure that MWRA’s legal requirements
(including procurement concerns, insurance and liability) were addressed. Based on our discussions with
MWRA, vendor and academic testing activities have occurred at the DITP in the past, on a case-by-case
basis. The legal framework for any kind of continuous testing activities at DITP would likely be a more
significant effort than the physical improvements discussed below.

TABLE 1: LEVEL 1 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID

Description

Cost

Benefit

D1-1

Rehabilitate Pilot Plant Building
ground floor, including laboratory
and conference room.

TBD

Create additional on-site
space available for vendors

TBD = To Be Determined

Pilot Plant Building Renovations
Our proposed concept for the Level 1 upgrades at Deer Island is to rehabilitate the ground floor of the
Pilot Plant. This area includes a conference room, restrooms and laboratory facilities, as well as space in
the existing pipe gallery which could be used for equipment storage. In this concept, the Pilot Plant would
be used as on-site office and storage space for vendors, while the testing would be performed throughout
the site at temporary setups, similar to testing activities that are performed currently by selected vendors
and universities. As previously stated, agreements would need to be in place with MWRA regarding the
parameters of any on-site testing prior to any of these improvements taking place.
Rehabilitation of the first-floor area would require minimal efforts, as the building remains in good
condition. The conference room could be overhauled to provide several office workstations for vendors,
with phone and internet access. The existing laboratory is approximately 340 square feet, which could
support supplemental testing by several vendors. The existing pipe gallery is approximately 15-feet wide
by 130-feet long and could be used by vendors for storage, maintenance of equipment, or assembly of
testing materials. As part of this building rehabilitation, the Pilot Plant building support systems (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC], fire alarm, fire suppression) would need to be rehabilitated or
replaced prior to occupancy of the building.
Under this scenario, the actual testing activities would take place throughout the DITP facilities, using
temporary setups similar to those historically used at DITP. Coordination with MWRA operations staff
would be required prior to setup of any testing equipment, and vendors would be responsible for restoring
any testing area to its original condition at the conclusion of testing.
The benefits of this approach are that it offers vendors on-site storage, office and laboratory spaces.
Negotiation of a formal agreement between the Test Bed administration and MWRA would provide the
framework for any testing to be performed at DITP, and would likely reduce the administrative burden on
vendors to negotiate their own agreements. We feel that once these parameters are in place, the
proximity of DITP to Greater Boston and Boston Harbor as well as the “brand name” of Deer Island would
make this an attractive location for vendors. That said, it may be more cost effective to simply co-locate
elsewhere at Deer Island in a space that is currently maintained by MWRA.

Level 2 Upgrades
For Deer Island, our concept for Level 2 Upgrades is a similar approach to the Level 1 Upgrades, however
in this concept the test locations would include permanent utility connections for the test stream,
discharge, and electrical feeds. Deer Island offers many different types of streams for potential testing,
some of which are not typically available at municipal wastewater facilities, due to the size and treatment
processes used at Deer Island. In our concept for the Level 2 Upgrades, testing streams of typical pilot
testing size (50 GPM and below) could be provided at several fixed locations at DITP. For some streams,
this could be at the existing Pilot Plant location, using available space in the pipe gallery and existing
piping connections. Other streams available on Deer Island are not connected to the Pilot Plant, but may
generate interest from vendors if an agreement could be reached with MWRA to allow a permanent
testing location at these various locations throughout the facility.
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For each proposed testing location, we proposed to provide a permanently piped testing stream source,
and waste discharge location. A metered electrical connection will be provided, and vendors would be
responsible for any electrical costs. Control wiring and communication network would be available at each
site to communicate with the vendor testing headquarters at the Pilot Plant. The remote sites would be
provided with a chain link security fence to serve as a partition between normal plant operations and the
testing area.

TABLE 2: LEVEL 2 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID

Description

Cost

Benefit

D2-1

Provide Raw
Location

Testing

TBD

D2-2

Provide Primary Effluent Testing
Location

TBD

D2-3

Provide Secondary Effluent Testing
Location

TBD

D2-4

Provide Sludge Testing Location

TBD

D2-5

Provide Odor
Location

TBD

D2-6

Provide Gas Testing Location

Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at Pilot Plant or Influent
Pump Station
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at Pilot Plant or Primary
Galleries
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at Pilot Plant or
Secondary Clarifiers
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at Residuals Area
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at odor control facilities
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at residuals area or
cryogenic facility

Influent

Control Testing

TBD

TBD = To Be Determined

An overall site plan showing the general locations of the proposed test areas is included as Figure 1.

Raw Influent Testing Location
The Deer Island Pilot plant has an existing piping connection from the MWRA’s north and south collection
systems. This connection could be used to provide a source of raw influent for testing at the Pilot Plant
location. There is sufficient space in the ground level, and lower level pipe galleries to provide several
15-feet X 20-feet testing areas for vendors to test equipment using a 3-inch to 4-inch connection to
provide flows of the magnitude typical for equipment testing. The Pilot Plant building also has sufficient
electrical power to provide a vendor hookup, as well as an effluent discharge location which would convey
flows back to the main DITP process for treatment.
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Secondary Clarifiers

Cryogenic Facility
North System Pump Station

Primary Clarifiers & Galleries

Pilot Plant Location

South System Pump Station

Odor Control Facility

Residuals Area

One consideration for this approach is the size of the influent wastewater and effluent discharge piping.
Because these pipes were sized for the full pilot plant flow of 2-MGD, flow velocity would be extremely
low if only 50-100 GPM were flowing through these pipes. Low velocities in pipes can cause settling of
solids and eventually plugging of lines. If this approach were taken, consideration for low velocities would
need to be taken, either by “sliplining” a smaller diameter pipe into the existing pipe, or through routine
maintenance (flushing/cleaning) of the lines. Any costs associated with this maintenance would be the
responsibility of the Test Bed operations, rather than MWRA.
Alternative locations for raw influent testing at DITP include the South System Pump Station (after grit
removal), North Main Pump Station, or the Grit Cross Gallery.

Primary Effluent Testing Location
A similar testing setup could be constructed for testing of primary effluent. The Pilot Plant was designed
with the capability to receive primary effluent from the main DITP process, however during our site visit it
was unclear if this connection had ever been made. The testing location for primary effluent could be
located at the Pilot Plant if this connection to the primary effluent source is made, or a testing location
could be established elsewhere on Deer Island, such as the Primary Treatment Galleries.

Secondary Effluent Testing Location
There is no source of secondary effluent at the Pilot Plant currently, unless the entire process were reactivated to treat raw influent and create secondary effluent. It may be feasible to provide a location for
secondary effluent testing at the Pilot Plant site, via a new piped connection from the main DITP process.
However due to the distance between the source of this secondary effluent and the Pilot Plant location,
it may be more cost effective to provide a testing location near the existing secondary clarifiers on the
northern end of Deer Island.

Sludge Testing Location
Deer Island processes primary sludge, secondary sludge, thickened secondary sludge, and digested
sludge in its residuals area on the southern end of Deer Island. None of these sludges are available at
the Pilot Plant, unless the Pilot Plant process were re-activated to generate primary and secondary sludge
from the treatment process. Due to the concentrated nature of sludge and the additional safety and
electrical code concerns associated with handling sludge, it is recommended that any sludge testing take
place in the existing Deer Island residuals area rather than introducing sludge to a new area of the facility.

Odor Control Testing Location
The treatment process at Deer Island includes a significant odor control facility to mitigate impacts to the
abutting community. These odor streams could be used to set up an odor control test location for vendors.
An odor control stream is not available at the pilot plant location. Of the three facilities evaluated in this
study, this potential odor control test area would only be feasible at Deer Island.
We have identified three potential streams for odor control testing: The first is from the primary treatment
area, which consists primarily of hydrogen sulfide. This type of odorous air is typical for large wastewater
treatment facilities with large collection systems that have long detention times. A second potential odor
control stream is generated at the residuals treatment area. This stream contains both ammonia and
hydrogen sulfide and is typical for facilities which digest sludge. The final potential odor control test stream
is from the pure oxygen aeration tanks. This odor control stream has low levels of hydrogen sulfide but
high concentrations of volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
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Gas Testing Location
The final potential testing streams we have identified are gaseous streams which are generated as byproducts of the DITP treatment process. Deer Island uses sludge digesters to treat the sludge generated
at the facility. As sludge digests, gases are released from the process. This stream is primarily methane,
which can be captured and used as part of a facility’s energy recovery processes. Currently, methane
from the digesters is collected and used in Deer Island’s on-site power plant to create steam that supplies
hot water and heat for the facility. According to MWRA’s website, this co-generation facility saves MWRA
approximately $15M in fuel oil costs and $2.8M in electricity savings annually. As wastewater facilities
look to recover energy and lower operating costs, a vendor location to test technologies related to digester
gas could be attractive.
Deer Island also generates a nitrogen gas waste stream from the on-site cryogenic facility which is used
to create pure oxygen for the facility’s aeration process. There may be interest in using this waste stream,
in conjunction with the digester gas waste stream to manufacture urea, a commodity used for fertilizer
worldwide.

Level 3 Upgrades
As previously stated, the Level 1 and 2 upgrades presented above would include activities throughout
Deer Island, not just at the Pilot Plant. The conceptual plans presented above may not be feasible from
a legal perspective, or attractive to MWRA from an operations perspective. If that is the case, testing
activities could be performed at the Pilot Plant as proposed in the MWRA’s original Expression of Interest.
This would include re-activation of the Pilot Plant’s treatment processes, including the primary clarifiers,
pure oxygen aeration system, chemical feed, and secondary clarifiers. Vendors would be able to
experiment with recycle streams, aeration tank configuration, dosing setpoints, and other treatment
parameters. Vendors would be allowed to substitute their proposed process equipment for the Pilot Plant
equipment to judge performance in this application.

TABLE 3: LEVEL 3 UPGRADE SUMMARY
Upgrade ID

Description

Cost

Benefit

D3-1

Re-activate Pilot Plant treatment
processes.

TBD

Provide active treatment
facility for vendor use.

Re-activate Pilot Plant Treatment Processes
The Deer Island Pilot Plant consists of a full wastewater treatment facility capable of treating up to 2MGD. This facility is larger than many municipally owned facilities in Massachusetts. The design of the
Pilot Plant mimics the full-scale treatment process at Deer Island. Both the Pilot Plant process (when
operational) and full-scale DITP treatment process are effective in treating domestic wastewater collected
in the MWRA system. As such, we do not propose any significant changes to the overall process, other
than those that may be proposed by vendors as part of their research.
One consideration for any testing to take place at the Pilot Plant is the use of pure oxygen in the treatment
process as opposed to air. The majority of wastewater treatment facilities in the United States use air
(21% oxygen) rather than pure oxygen (90% + oxygen). Pure oxygen allows sufficient aeration of
wastewater flows in a smaller footprint than air-based aeration. Any use of air aeration at the Pilot Plant
would require significant modifications to the aeration tank layout. Due to the location of the Pilot Plant
on the Deer Island site and potential cost associated with significant concrete work we did not consider
conversion of the Pilot Plant to a conventional aeration system.
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (0230204)
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To rehabilitate the Pilot Plant and re-activate the treatment process, it is anticipated that essentially all of
the process equipment (pumps, mixers, etc.) would need to be replaced. This equipment was installed in
the 1990s and is near the end of its anticipated life, even though the operating hours on the equipment
show only 5-6 years of use. Some of the equipment motors have been taken from the Pilot Plant,
presumably for use in the main process at the DITP. If the Pilot Plant were to be re-started, testing could
be performed on specific pieces of equipment to verify if they are still operable and could provide reliable
service.
It is assumed that the clarifier drives and sluice gates could be re-used, as these types of equipment
typically have longer service life than pumps. We will assume that some rehabilitation and service will be
needed to re-activate this equipment. The existing process valves should be tested to confirm that they
will hold a pressure. For estimating purposes, we will assume that 50% of valves need to be replaced.
The piping, concrete walls, and chemical tanks all appeared to be in average condition for a facility of
that age, and these items are not anticipated to need significant upgrades in order to re-use the facility.
The Pilot Plant electrical system appeared to be in good condition. Testing and inspection of the motor
control center and wiring should take place as part of any rehabilitation, but based on our site inspection
we do not feel that significant upgrades will be required for the electrical system.
After the Pilot Plant is rehabilitated and the equipment is operational, the facility should undergo a “clear
water test” of the equipment to verify operation. This is typical for startup of a new facility, and allows
testing of equipment in operational condition, without introducing actual wastewater. Due to the size of
the Pilot Plant facility, provisions should be made to allow secondary effluent from the DITP process to
serve as the clear water source. After the clear water test, the Pilot Plant will be ready to have raw
wastewater influent introduced to the process. Activated sludge processes like the Pilot Plant treatment
process typically take several weeks upon startup to generate a consistent mixed liquor in the secondary
treatment system. This process can be accelerated by “seeding” the aeration tanks with sludge from the
DITP main process.

Operator Requirements
MWRA has stated that any testing operations which take place at Deer Island must have no financial
impacts on the MWRA. Therefore, any operational staff would need to be provided by the Test Bed
administration. We estimate that one full-time operator would be required for the Level 1 improvements
discussed in this report. If the Level 2 improvements were fully implemented (test locations for each
stream identified) it would likely require two full-time operators, however if only some of the streams were
made available for testing a single operator may be sufficient. The Test Bed operations staff would need
to work in conjunction with MWRA operations staff to minimize the impacts of the testing operations on
DITP operations.
Historically, the Pilot Plant was staffed by three full-time operators and one half-time maintenance person.
This level of staffing is appropriate for the re-activated Pilot Plant.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Michael Murphy, Massachusetts Clean Energy Center

FROM:

Jason D. Jancaitis, PE

DATE:

November 6, 2017

RE:

Estimated Construction Cost and Schedule
MASSTC (Barnstable)

Woodard & Curran, in conjunction with the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC), is
evaluating the feasibility of creating one or more “test bed” locations for the purposes of facilitating water
technology research and demonstration of new technologies. In previous phases of this project, Woodard
& Curran evaluated the existing conditions at each of the three facilities. In September 2017, Woodard &
Curran prepared a “Needs Assessment” for each of the three locations as part of Task 5 of this scope of
work. This Needs Assessment identified three levels of recommendations of improvements to facilitate
wastewater technology testing at each location. Additional information can be found in the “Task 5” Memo
for the MASSTC site.
In order to assist MassCEC in evaluating the economic viability and potential business plan for each
facility, Woodard & Curran has developed cost estimates for each of the recommendations discussed in
the Needs Assessment memos. This memo will summarize the assumptions used to develop the capital
and operating cost estimates, as well as the overall project schedule.

Capital Cost Estimate
Woodard & Curran has developed a capital cost estimate for each of the improvements discussed in our
Needs Assessment memo for the MASSTC site. Our estimates for labor and equipment costs have been
developed by using Interactive Cost Estimating (ICE) by cost estimating software by Management
Computer Controls (MC^2).
Based on the scenarios created as part of earlier tasks. A take off was created to develop a list of
materials with quantities and types that are required for these upgrades item. This list can be found in
Attachment 2 of this Memo.
This program calculates estimated costs using typical construction production rates for the type of work
(excavation, building, etc.) being performed for each work activity to develop the overall estimate.
Woodard & Curran is involved in the design and construction of several projects which include
components similar to those proposed at the sites. These include pump station upgrades, remote
monitoring control panels, site improvements, and other components. For items with similar, recent cost
data, these actual project costs have been applied to the cost estimate for the test bed site construction.
For other project components, we have contacted vendors for pricing information and used this cost
information in the overall estimate. The proposed office and classroom trailers are based on price quotes
from ModSpace, a local supplier of similar trailers. Catalog information for the proposed trailers is included
as an attachment to this memo.

The cost estimates also include the administrative costs associated with construction projects, which
have been included in each of the line items in the attached cost estimate. These costs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fringe benefits (labor burden) for personnel involved in the project (35% of labor costs)
Contractor Insurance
Escalation for an assumed start of construction in mid-2019 (6.1% increase as compared to
October 2017 costs)
Contractor’s Overhead and General Conditions (includes Contractor’s office, management
personnel, support vehicles, small tools, etc.)
Contractor’s profit (assumed to be 8%)
Performance and Payment Bond
Contractor Warranty and Site Safety costs
Budget for engineering during design and construction (25% of construction cost)
Design Contingency (30% of overall project cost)

The results of the cost estimate for each of the recommended improvements presented in the Needs
Assessment is included below. For additional details, refer to the Needs Assessment report for the
MASSTC facility, dated September 2017.

TABLE 1: RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS
Upgrade ID

Description

Cost

Benefit

B1-1

Upgrades to Facility Alarms and
Controls with Local Area Network
and control panels.
Site Safety Improvements – new
grating, handrails, trip hazards, etc.
Improve electrical service to
minimize extension cords.
Replace Office Trailer with Updated
Unit

$287,000

Site will improve capabilities to
collect data and potentially
minimize labor requirements.
Improve site safety to
minimize potential site issues.

B2-1

New Classroom/Vendor Office
Facility

$435,000

B2-2

Electrical Service Upgrade

$142,000

B2-3

Replace Influent Pumps

$464,000

B3-1

Expansion of Facility Footprint

$74,000

B3-2

Provide new Wastewater Streams

$1,680,000

B3-3

Resiliency Measures & Solar
Power

$1,973,000

B1-2

B1-3
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$39,000

$173,000

Allows continued use of the
site, accessibility
improvements.
Increase training opportunities
at the site. Increase on-site
facilities for vendors.
Address existing operational
issues and allow for additional
future use.
Address operational issues
and improve reliability of the
system.
Expand space available for
testing activities. This will
allow for additional activities to
take place without disturbing
the existing testing.
Expand the number and types
of vendors which could use the
facility.
Offset operational costs,
expand the types of testing
possible at the facility.
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November 6, 2017

For the MASSTC site, the three levels were sequential, meaning that the “Level 3” improvements also
included all of the Level 1 & 2 improvements. The full construction cost estimate is attached to this
memo. A summary of the total cost of the improvements recommended in the Needs Assessment by
Level is also included below.

TABLE 2: CAPITAL COST SUMMARY
Item
Level 1 Upgrades: Upgraded Alarms/Controls,
Site Safety Improvements, New Office Trailer
Level 2 Upgrades: Level 1 Upgrades, plus New
Classroom Facility, Upgraded Electrical Service,
Replacement of Facility Influent Pumps
Level 3 Upgrades: Level 1 & 2 Upgrades, plus
expansion of the facility to include additional
wastewater test streams

Estimated Capital Cost
$500,000
$1,540,000
$5,270,000

The cost estimate shows that the proposed improvements at the MASSTC site are relatively low cost as
compared to some of the proposed improvements at other facilities. This is largely due to the fact that
the Level 1 and 2 upgrades all would take place within the footprint of the existing testing site. The
proposed improvements included in Levels 1 & 2 would not significantly alter or expand the existing
capabilities of the MASSTC site. Instead these improvements would replace aging components of the
existing test infrastructure, and facilitate on-site training activities by providing upgrades to the facility
offices as well as providing a new classroom facility.
The Level 3 upgrades are more significant, in that they consist of a significant expansion of the facility’s
footprint and testing capabilities. As noted in the Needs Assessment report, the feasibility of the permitting
and legal agreements for these potential upgrades is questionable regardless of cost. This proposed
capital cost can be evaluated along with these administrative requirements to determine the overall
feasibility of the project.

Operating Cost Estimate
In order to evaluate the financial viability of these potential scenarios, an annual operating cost estimate
was developed for each of the scenarios. The estimated operating cost includes the labor, equipment,
materials and small parts, and utility costs associated with each level of improvements. The estimated
annual operating cost is presented below for each of the scenarios:

TABLE 3: OPERATING COST SUMMARY
Item
Level 1 Upgrades: Upgraded Alarms/Controls,
Site Safety Improvements, New Office Trailer
Level 2 Upgrades: Level 1 Upgrades, plus New
Classroom Facility, Upgraded Electrical Service,
Replacement of Facility Influent Pumps
Level 3 Upgrades: Level 1 & 2 Upgrades, plus
expansion of the facility to include additional
wastewater test streams

Estimated Annual Operating Cost
$90,000
$113,000
$454,400

For the Level 1 and 2 upgrades, the estimated annual operating cost is fairly low due to the fact that there
is very little expansion in facility activities due to these improvements. These estimated annual operating
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (0230204)
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costs do not reflect the total overall operating cost of the MASSTC facility, instead they represent the
incremental annual cost to maintain the improvements and an additional half-time administrative
assistant. Because the Level 1 & 2 recommendations are primarily improvements and updates to existing
facility equipment, rather than an expansion of the facility, this results in a relatively low annual operating
cost for these improvements. The majority of the facility operating costs would continue to be the
responsibility of Barnstable County, to support the ongoing testing activities at the site.
The Level 3 upgrades include a significant expansion of the facility, both in terms of physical footprint and
the types of services provided. As a result, it is estimated that a second full-time operator would be
required to maintain the new equipment and piping associated with the new wastewater streams. A total
of one full-time plant manager, one full-time operator, and one half-time administrative assistant is
estimated for required labor. This proposed testing would support advanced wastewater treatment rather
than the on-site systems which are the primary focus of the existing facility. Because advanced
wastewater treatment is not necessarily a focus area for Barnstable County, we have assumed that the
annual operating costs associated with this facility expansion would not be funded by Barnstable County.
Instead, these costs would need to be provided through an outside source or through expanded facility
user fees.

Proposed Schedule
For each level of improvements presented in the Needs Assessment, we have developed a preliminary
project schedule which estimates the total time required to design, construct, and start-up the facility. For
each schedule we have assumed that the project will receive the “greenlight” in January 2018. This
assumes that the funding is in place and available to make the proposed improvements, and the project
stakeholders have agreed on a commitment to move the project forward.
The first activity in each schedule following the “greenlight” is a negotiation phase, to set up agreements
between MassCEC and the stakeholders at each site. The estimated time for the negotiation phase is an
estimate based on the number of parties involved and level of complexity of the agreements. This
schedule assumes that a resolution can be agreed to by all parties. In reality, the likelihood of developing
a mutually beneficial agreement is unknown, especially for some of the more complex scenarios involving
several stakeholders.
We have estimated the efforts for permitting of the improvements, if permitting activities are estimated to
be significant. For MASSTC, the Level 1 & 2 upgrades consist of improvements to operations within the
existing facility footprint, and will likely only require a general building permit which is easily obtainable.
For the Level 3 upgrades, we have included a significant permitting step due to the site’s designation as
a Superfund site by EPA. Any excavation or new construction will likely need to be coordinated with the
overall remediation efforts. While the exact extent of these efforts is not known at this time, we have
included a conservative estimate of the time required for this coordination based on our experience with
developments at other Superfund sites.
An estimate of the design duration has been estimated based on the complexity and overall size of the
proposed improvements. We have included a time period for reviews by MassCEC and the various
stakeholders in the overall design efforts.
Following design, we have assumed the project will be publicly bid prior to moving into construction. The
construction schedules begin with a submittal review period for the major items of each upgrade. Once
submittals are approved, there is typically a schedule lag while the vendor manufactures the component,
prior to shipping to the site. This “lead time” for the major components has been estimated based on
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similar recent projects and discussions with the vendors. Finally, the estimated duration for on-site
construction and start-up of the facilities has been estimated based on recent similar projects.
The estimated construction schedule for the three levels of improvements for MASSTC is attached. The
overall estimated duration is estimated below. As previously noted, all schedules assume a “greenlight”
at the beginning of 2018.

TABLE 4: ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY
Item
Negotiations with
Stakeholders
Design/Permitting
Construction
Date of Start-up

Level 1 Duration

Level 2 Duration

Level 3 Duration

4 months

4 months

18 months

5 months
6 months
April 2019

8 months
7 months
September 2019

16 months
13 months
September 2021

Similar to the cost estimate, the construction schedule for the Level 1 & 2 upgrades is significantly shorter
than the Level 3 upgrades. The Level 1 & 2 upgrades do not significantly change the existing operations
of the facility and therefore these improvements could be constructed and permitted relatively quickly.
The Level 3 upgrades include significant efforts to negotiate agreements with the various stakeholders,
including state and federal agencies, as well as permitting efforts related to the Superfund designation.
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Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

MA Alt. Septic Sys. Test Center - Level 1
Labor

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/23/2017
11:55 AM
230204

Material

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$10,870
$3,804
$6,619
283

$65,966

$94

$123,750

$0

$0

$0

$4,123

6.25%

$4,123
$3

$3

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$0

6.25%
0.00%

$21,293
0.85%
0.15%

$70,089
$2,613
$461

$98

$200,680
$3,804
$6,619

$123,750

$0

$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$215,229
$2,613
$461

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond
Warranty
Site Safety

Project Total

8.00%

$1,703

$8,251
2.00%
1.00%

Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

26.10%

$5,557

30%

8.00%

$5,853

26.10%

$26
8.00%

$8

26.10%

$32,299
8.00%

$9,900

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$0
$0

$8,251

$106,363

$56,977

8.00%

$17,464
$8,251
$4,305
$2,152

$4,305
$2,152
$35,010

25%

26.10%

$19,096

$131

$165,949

$0

$0

$0

$307,453
$76,863
$115,295

$499,611

Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

MA Alt. Septic Sys. Test Center - Level 1+2
Labor

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/23/2017
11:57 AM
230204

Material

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$28,741
$10,059
$17,487
740

$266,918

$94

$323,750

$0

$0

$0

$16,682

6.25%

$16,682
$3

$3

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$0

6.25%
0.00%

$56,288
0.85%
0.15%

$283,601
$8,059
$1,422

$98

$619,504
$10,059
$17,487

$323,750

$0

$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$663,736
$8,059
$1,422

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond
Warranty
Site Safety

Project Total

8.00%

$4,503

$25,444
2.00%
1.00%

Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

26.10%

$14,691

30%

8.00%

$23,447

26.10%

$26
8.00%

$8

26.10%

$84,499
8.00%

$25,900

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$0
$0

$25,444

$418,467

$175,710

8.00%

$53,857
$25,444
$13,275
$6,637

$13,275
$6,637
$95,394

25%

26.10%

$76,494

$131

$434,149

$0

$0

$0

$948,140
$237,035
$355,553

$1,540,728

Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

MA Alt. Septic Sys. Test Center - Level 1+2+3
Labor

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/23/2017
11:59 AM
230204

Material

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$86,756
$30,364
$52,520
2,215

$445,473

$9,493

$1,552,150

$0

$60,000

$0

$27,842

6.25%

$27,842
$332

$332

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$3,750

6.25%
0.00%

$169,640
0.85%
0.15%

$473,315
$27,547
$4,861

$9,825

$2,153,871
$30,364
$52,520

$1,552,150

$0

$63,750

$0
$0

$0
$3,750
$0
$2,268,680
$27,547
$4,861

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond
Warranty
Site Safety

Project Total

8.00%

$13,571

$86,968
2.00%
1.00%

Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

26.10%

$44,276

30%

8.00%

$40,458

26.10%

$2,564
8.00%

$786

26.10%

$405,111
8.00%

$124,172

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$16,639
8.00%

$5,100

26.10%

$0
$0

$86,968

$765,141

$600,584

8.00%

$184,087
$86,968
$45,374
$22,687

$45,374
$22,687
$295,548

25%

26.10%

$131,994

$13,175

$2,081,433

$0

$85,489

$0

$3,240,787
$810,197
$1,215,295

$5,266,279

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Recap - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner

Description

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

MA Alternative Septic System Testing Center
Upgrade Alarms/Controls
Site Safety
New Office Trailer
New Classroom/Office
Electrical Service Upgrade
Replace Influent Pumps
Expansion of Facility
Provide New Wastewater Streams
Resiliency & Solar Power
* Total MA Alternative Septic System Testing

...\230204 MA Clean Energy Center Projects OCT2017.est

287,260.43
31,810.32
17,616.45
56,085.60
25,147.96

7,236.35
155,460.70
378,530.39
117,093.49

23,342.82
239,782.56

15,985.37
424,397.03

393,785.70

1,098,703.33

226.80

464,259.28
14,856.30
863,522.26
1,973,101.93
3,603,000.19

Page 1

20,222.39
2,357.73

147,982.64

22,806.93

147,982.64

287,260
39,047
173,304
434,616
142,241
464,259
74,407
1,678,042
1,973,102
5,266,279

10/23/2017 11:47 AM

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner

Description

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

MA Alternative Septic System Testing Center
Upgrade Alarms/Controls
Upgrade Facility Alarms & Controls
** Total Upgrade Alarms/Controls

1 LS

287,260.43
287,260.43

287,260.43

287,260
287,260

Site Safety
Fix Grating / Grating Supports
Extension Cord Replacement (wire) #10
THHW
Extension Cord Replacement (conduit) sched
40 (3/4")
Receptacles, fixtures, misc., splicing
** Total Site Safety

1 LS
1,200 LF

8,594.68
1,619.94

3,699.57
606.73

12,294.24
1.86

12,294
2,227

400 LF

18,896.24

463.68

48.40

19,360

1 LS

2,699.46
31,810.32

2,466.38
7,236.35

5,165.84

5,166
39,047

1 LS
1 EACH
1 EACH

2,631.08
14,985.36

78.92
7,399.13
147,982.64
155,460.70

2,936.81
22,384.49
147,982.64

2,937
22,384
147,983
173,304

New Office Trailer
Demo/Remove Existing Office Trailer
Prepare New Office Trailer
Purchase New Modular Office Trailer (12'x56')
** Total New Office Trailer

17,616.45

226.80

226.80

New Classroom/Office
Prepare New Classroom/Vendor Office
Purchase New Classroom/Vendor Office
(28'x64')
230' run to new classroom trailer, 3 wire 3/0
cabling
230' run to new classroom trailer, 3 wire 3/0
single phase. 4" sched 80. Conduit Cost
Trenching Costs
PVC PIPE
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG2" (Water)
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG6" (Sewer)
EXCAVATION BY BACKHOE
BACKFILL BY BACKHOE
** Total New Classroom/Office

1 EACH
1 EACH

37,463.40

18,497.83
308,297.18

55,961.23
308,297.18

55,961
308,297

960 LF

5,182.76

8,050.26

13.78

13,233

240 LF

7,207.62

5,741.73

53.96

12,949

35,515.83

147.98

35,516

1,724.98
2,287.93
1,757.97
460.94
56,085.60

308.30
1,356.51
449.03
313.73
378,530.39

20.33
36.44
37.24
13.25

2,033
3,644
2,207
775
434,616

1,349.73

739.91
49,327.55

2,089.64
49,327.55

2,090
49,328

1,349.73
1,501.59
202.45
674.87
674.87
498.48
6,748.66

2,145.75
1,479.83
255.27
616.59
986.55
375.88
29,596.53
2,466.38
4,439.48
7,399.13
2,466.38

17.48
59.63
6.10
322.87
415.35
3.64
36,345.19
2,466.38
3,569.47
147.98
5,165.84

3,495
2,981
458
1,291
1,661
874
36,345
2,466
7,139
7,399
5,166

240 LF
****
100 LNFT
100 LNFT
59 CUYD
58 CUYD

Electrical Service Upgrade
Demolition of Existing 400A Panelboard
Utility Fees Associated with New 800A service
and Meter for 120/240 Service
50' cabling for 800A SWBD
50' of 4"C Sched. 80 for 500kCMIL, 1 conduit
#2 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
Panel Grounding Wire #6
800A SWBD 480/277 3PH
BackBoard
100A Fused Disconnect NEMA 3R
Trenching Costs
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing

1 LS
1 LS
200
50
75
4
4
240
1
1
2
50
1
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LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
LS

2,699.46
2,699.46
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Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner
Project Size : 0 SQFT
Description

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

2 EA

6,748.66
25,147.96

14,798.26
117,093.49

45 KVA transformers for subpanels
** Total Electrical Service Upgrade

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

10,773.46

21,547
142,241

464,259.28

464,259
464,259

0.44
1.04
33.52
4.45
37.14

4,365
10,885
39,112
5,189
14,856
74,407

21.29
6,866.23

1,277
1,602

Replace Influent Pumps
Packaged Grinder Pump (in existing wet well)
** Total Replace Influent Pumps

1 EA

464,259.28
464,259.28

Expansion of Facility
Clearing and grubbing
Grading For Gravel Road
8" compacted local gravel
Stabilization Fabric - Medium Duty
Chainlink fence
** Total Expansion of Facility

10,000
10,500
1,167
1,167
400

SF
SF
SQYD
SQYD
LNFT

2,917.64
5,676.74
13,802.90
945.55

591.93
1,794.66
9,817.83
3,780.96

855.30
3,413.17
15,491.15
462.77

23,342.82

15,985.37

1,221.52
911.54

55.76
690.59

260.31

987.92

5.37

322.36

1,254

463.03
24.28
154.36
29,970.72

12.63
2.45
13.12
12,331.89

221.42
11.61
73.81

697
38
241
42,303
812,454
121,474
72,267
44,105
147,983
6,964
9,925

14,856.30
14,856.30

20,222.39

Provide New Wastewater Streams
Floor edge forms
SOG rebar
**Concrete in slab on grade**
4000 psi direct
* SOG area *
Hand trowel finish
Protect and cure vertical surfaces
Protect and cure horizontal surfaces
Prepare New Office Trailer
Packaged Effluent Pump Station
Pumps (100 GPM)
Flow Meters for Pumps (4")
Prefabricated Building (10x20) - Pump Building
Purchase New Modular Office Trailer (12'x56')
HVAC - Pump House
230' run to new office trailer, 3 wire 3/0 single
phase cabling
230' run to new office trailer, 3 wire 3/0 kCMIL
single phase. 4" sched 80 Conduit Cost
300' run to new water testing modular building,
4 wire 500kCMIL single phase cabling
300' run to new water testing modular building,
4 wire 500kCMIL phase. 4" sched 80. Conduit
Cost
Container Based vendor test unit feeds
120VAC (200' Carried) #10 THHW
Container Based vendor test unit feeds
120VAC Conduit sched 40 (3/4")
feed to pump for sending flow to influent of joint
base WWTF 120VAC (80' Carried) #10 THHW
feed to pump for sending flow to influent of joint
base WWTF 120VAC Conduit sched 40 (3/4")
Panel Grounding Wire #6
Panel Grounding Wire #6
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"

60 LNFT
Tons
****
4 CUYD
200 SQFT
200 SQFT
30 SQFT
200 SQFT
1 EACH
1 EA
6 EA
6 EA
200 SF
1 EACH
200 SF
720 LF

3,887.07

6,037.69

3.49
1.28
1.21
42,302.61
812,453.74
20,245.66
12,044.47
220.52
147,982.64
34.82
13.78

240 LF

7,207.62

5,741.73

53.96

12,949

1,200 LF

8,098.39

12,874.49

17.48

20,973

300 LF

9,009.52

7,177.16

53.96

16,187

600 LF

809.97

303.36

1.86

1,113

200 LF

9,448.12

231.84

48.40

9,680

240 LF

323.99

121.35

1.86

445

80 LF

3,779.25

92.74

48.40

3,872

240 LF
300 LF
4 EA

498.48
623.10
674.87

375.88
469.84
986.55

3.64
3.64
415.35

874
1,093
1,661
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812,453.74
32,684.39
13,073.75

88,789.59
59,193.06
44,104.63
147,982.64
6,963.89
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Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner
Project Size : 0 SQFT
Description

Quantity UM

#4 Bare CU Grounding Cable
50 LF
Connections (EXOTHERMIC/CRIMP)
6 EA
New 200A Panelboard in new Office Trailer
1 EA
120/240
New 200A Panelboard 480/277 3PH
1 EA
200A CB In 480V SWBD
1 EA
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
1 EA
Trenching Costs
340 LF
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
1 LS
Trenching Costs
580 LF
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
1 LS
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
1 EA
Fine grade floor by hand
200 SQFT
Crushed stone slab fill
5 CUYD
6' diameter precast manhole
8 VLF
* No. of manholes and catchbasins *
1 Each
30" 620# std MH cvr/frm
1 EACH
PVC PIPE
****
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG4"
300 LNFT
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG4"
1,700 LNFT
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG6"
350 LNFT
PVC FITTINGS
****
90 ELL
****
4" SCH40 SJ
12 EACH
45 ELL
****
4" SCH40 SJ
6 EACH
TEE
****
4" SCH40 SJ
6 EACH
PLASTIC VALVES
****
BALL, NRS 4"
****
PVC
SW LEVER
18 EACH
PIPE HANGERS
****
CLEVIS, 4"
60 EACH
BEAM CLAMP, 5/8"
60 EACH
HANGER RODS
****
5/8" DIAMETER, 4' LONG
60 EACH
EXCAVATION BY BACKHOE
607 CUYD
BACKFILL BY BACKHOE
599 CUYD
VALVE TAGS
18 EACH
** Total Provide New Wastewater Streams

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

84.36
506.15
3,374.33

107.90
739.91
5,426.03

3.85
207.68
8,800.36

192
1,246
8,800

3,374.33
1,012.30
1,012.30

7,399.13
2,466.38
1,973.10
50,314.10
2,466.38
85,829.93
2,466.38
1,973.10

10,773
3,479
2,985
50,314
5,166
85,830
5,166
2,985
476
895
15,464

399.64
9,470.89

1,818.24

10,773.46
3,478.68
2,985.40
147.98
5,165.84
147.98
5,165.84
2,985.40
2.38
193.42
1,933.00

521.86

1,384.84

227.28

2,133.98

2,134

5,992.14
35,807.93
8,007.75

2,589.70
12,578.52
4,747.78

28.61
28.46
36.44

8,582
48,386
12,756

4,445.08

503.14

412.35

4,948

2,211.64

221.97

405.60

2,434

3,301.12

295.97

599.51

3,597

5,556.35

24,417.14

1,665.19

29,973

1,743.17
2,723.70

628.93
608.09

39.53
55.53

2,372
3,332

2,614.75
18,019.21
4,726.52
65.37
239,782.56

1,007.81
4,602.60
3,217.00
71.04
424,397.03

60.38
37.24
13.25
7.58
863,522.26

3,623
22,622
7,944
136
1,678,042

1,973,101.93

1,098,703.33

1,973,101.93
1,973,101.93
3,603,000.19

1,973,102
1,973,102
5,266,279

2,699.46
2,699.46
1,012.30
476.00
495.83
4,174.87

2,357.73

147,982.64

Resiliency & Solar Power
Solar Array (incl. battery)
** Total Resiliency & Solar Power
* Total MA Alternative Septic System Testing
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1 LS
393,785.70
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ATTACHMENT 2 – OPERATING COST ESTIMATE

MASSTC Level 1 Operating Cost
Items
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe/Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Utilities
Chemicals
Instrumentation Material & Supplies
Subcontractor Maintenance - Electrical &
Fire Alarm
Mechanical Maintenance
Maintenance & Repair
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

Annual Operating
Cost
$26,000
$3,445
$14,723
$13,250
$57,418
$0
$0
$4,800
$4,800
$0
$1,000
$3,000
$0
$4,000
$0
$0
$1,025
$3,310
$11,145
$8,170
$57,418
$24,280
$89,868

Notes
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Subtotal

Subtotal
No Chemicals Needed

30% of Total Power Cost
Subtotal
No Sludge Handling
No Laboratory Work Recommended
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Industry Memberships, Health & Safety Training, and Travel
10% Profit

MASSTC Level 2 Operating Cost
Items
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Utilities
Chemicals
HVAC Material & Supplies
Building & Grounds Material & Supplies
Electrical Material & Supplies
Lift Station Repairs
Hand Tools
Lubricants
Lubricants
Mechanical Maintenance
Subcontractor Maintenance - Electrical & Fire
Alarm
Subcontractor Janitorial
Maintenance & Repair
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

Annual
Operating
Cost
$26,000
$3,445
$14,723
$13,250
$57,418
$7,211
$2,000
$4,800
$14,611
$0
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$2,500
$250
$1,200
$250
$2,163
$3,000
$1,200
$13,563
$0
$0
$1,025
$5,140
$11,145
$10,290
$57,418
$45,484
$113,192

Notes
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Half-Time Administrative Assistant, Includes Benefits
Estimated at 4,511 KWH/Month @ $0.16/KWH
Estimated at 13M BTU/Month @ $13/MBTU
Electric, Telephone, Internet, Gas
No Chemicals Needed

30% of Total Power Cost

Allowance
No Sludge Handling
No Laboratory Work Recommended
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Includes Diesel, Gasoline, Uniform Service, Trash Disposal
Includes Operation's Software
10% Profit

MASSTC Level 3 Operating Cost
Items
Full-Time Plant Manager
Full-Time Operator
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Utilities
Chemicals
HVAC Material & Supplies
Building & Grounds Material & Supplies
Electrical Material & Supplies
Lift Station Repairs
Hand Tools
Instrumentation Material & Supplies
Valve Replacement
Lubricants
Mechanical Maintenance
Subcontractor Maintenance - Electrical & Fire Alarm
Subcontractor Janitorial
Mechanical Maintenance
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

Annual
Operating
Cost
$83,200
$45,760
$26,000
$17,953
$86,457
$77,811
$337,180
$24,563
$2,500
$4,800
$31,863
$0
$1,200
$1,200
$1,200
$2,500
$250
$1,750
$500
$250
$7,369
$3,000
$1,500
$20,719
$0
$0
$1,025
$10,723
$11,585
$41,310
$337,180
$75,915
$454,405

Notes
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Subtotal
Estimated at 15,752 KWH/Month @ $0.16/KWH
Estimated at 16M BTU/Month @ $13/MBTU
Subtotal
No Chemicals Needed

30% of Total Power Cost

Subtotal
No Sludge Handling
No Laboratory Work Recommended
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Industry Memberships, Health & Safety Training, Uniform Service, Trash Disposal, and
Travel
Includes Operation's Software - CMMS and Remote Access
10% Profit

ATTACHMENT 3 – ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

ID

Task
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Task Name

Duration

Barnstable - Level 1 Upgrades
Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with Barnstable County
Preliminary Design of Level 1 Upgrades
Client, County Review of Preliminary Design
Final Design of Level 1 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Project Award/Contract Execution
Submittals
Controls Upgrades
Site Safety Improvements
Lead Time for Trailer
Site Work for Trailer
Install new Trailer
Startup

Project: Barnstable Schedule 10
Date: Tue 11/7/17

325 days
0 days
4 mons
2 mons
1 mon
2 mons
3 wks
120 days
6 wks
6 wks
3 mons
1 mon
12 wks
2 mons
2 wks
2 wks

Start

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 4/24/18
Tue 6/19/18
Tue 7/17/18
Tue 9/11/18
Tue 10/2/18
Tue 10/2/18
Tue 11/13/18
Tue 12/25/18
Tue 12/25/18
Tue 12/25/18
Tue 12/25/18
Tue 2/19/19
Tue 3/19/19

Finish

Mon 4/1/19
Tue 1/2/18
Mon 4/23/18
Mon 6/18/18
Mon 7/16/18
Mon 9/10/18
Mon 10/1/18
Mon 3/18/19
Mon 11/12/18
Mon 12/24/18
Mon 3/18/19
Mon 1/21/19
Mon 3/18/19
Mon 2/18/19
Mon 3/4/19
Mon 4/1/19

2017
H1

H2

2018
H1

H2

2019
H1

2020
H2

1/2

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone

Page 1

H1

H2

2021
H1

H2

2022
H1

ID

Task
Mode
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish

Barnstable - Level 2 Upgrades
Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with Barnstable County

440 days
0 days
4 mons

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18

Mon 9/9/19
Tue 1/2/18
Mon 4/23/18

Preliminary Design of Level 2 Upgrades
Client, County Review of Preliminary Design
Final Design of Level 2 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Project Award/Contract Execution
Submittals
Lead Time for Utility Coordination for new Service

3 mons
2 mons
3 mons
5 wks
165 days
6 wks
8 wks
3 mons

Tue 4/24/18
Tue 7/17/18
Tue 9/11/18
Tue 12/4/18
Tue 1/8/19
Tue 1/8/19
Tue 2/19/19
Tue 4/16/19

Mon 7/16/18
Mon 9/10/18
Mon 12/3/18
Mon 1/7/19
Mon 8/26/19
Mon 2/18/19
Mon 4/15/19
Mon 7/8/19

Lead Time for Pump Package
Lead Time for Trailer
Site Work for Trailer
Install Pumps
Install new Trailer
Install new Electric Service
Startup

16 wks
12 wks
2 mons
3 wks
2 wks
1 wk
2 wks

Tue 4/16/19
Tue 4/16/19
Tue 6/11/19
Tue 8/6/19
Tue 8/6/19
Tue 7/9/19
Tue 8/27/19

Mon 8/5/19
Mon 7/8/19
Tue 8/6/19
Mon 8/26/19
Mon 8/19/19
Mon 7/15/19
Mon 9/9/19

Project: Barnstable Schedule 10
Date: Tue 11/7/17

2017
H1

H2

2018
H1

H2

2019
H1

2020
H2

1/2

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone
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H1

H2

2021
H1

H2

2022
H1

ID

Task
Mode
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish

Barnstable - Level 3 Upgrades
Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with Barnstable County

965 days
0 days
6 mons

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18

Mon 9/13/21
Tue 1/2/18
Mon 6/18/18

Negotiate Agreement with State/Federal Agencies
Preliminary Design of Level 3 Upgrades
Client, County Review of Preliminary Design
Permitting of new Facility
Final Design of Level 3 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Project Award/Contract Execution
Submittals
Lead Time for Utility Coordination for new Service

12 mons
4 mons
2 mons
12 mons
4 mons
5 wks
240 days
6 wks
8 wks
3 mons

Tue 6/19/18
Tue 5/21/19
Tue 9/10/19
Tue 9/10/19
Tue 4/21/20
Tue 8/11/20
Tue 9/15/20
Tue 9/15/20
Tue 10/27/20
Tue 12/22/20

Mon 5/20/19
Mon 9/9/19
Mon 11/4/19
Mon 8/10/20
Mon 8/10/20
Mon 9/14/20
Mon 8/16/21
Mon 10/26/20
Mon 12/21/20
Mon 3/15/21

Lead Time for Effluent Pump Package
Lead Time for Distribution Pumps
Lead Time for Trailer
Mobilization
Install New Electric Service
Site Work
Install Piping connections at Joint Base WWTF
Install new Effluent Pump Station
Install new Distribution Pump Trailer
Install new Distribution Pumps
Install Solar Array
Install new Office Trailer
Startup

16 wks
16 wks
12 wks
2 wks
1 wk
3 mons
2 mons
4 wks
2 wks
6 wks
4 mons
2 wks
4 wks

Tue 12/22/20
Tue 12/22/20
Tue 12/22/20
Tue 1/5/21
Tue 3/16/21
Tue 1/19/21
Tue 4/13/21
Tue 4/13/21
Tue 4/13/21
Tue 5/11/21
Tue 4/13/21
Tue 8/3/21
Tue 8/17/21

Mon 4/12/21
Mon 4/12/21
Mon 3/15/21
Tue 1/19/21
Mon 3/22/21
Mon 4/12/21
Mon 6/7/21
Mon 5/10/21
Mon 4/26/21
Mon 6/21/21
Mon 8/2/21
Mon 8/16/21
Mon 9/13/21

Project: Barnstable Schedule 10
Date: Tue 11/7/17

2017
H1

H2

2018
H1

H2

2019
H1

2020
H2

1/2

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone
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H1

H2

2021
H1

H2

2022
H1

ATTACHMENT 4 – CATALOG INFORMATION FOR OFFICE TRAILER

12’ x 56’ Office Trailer
Perfect for space, comfort and productivity.
SPECIFICATIONS
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

12’ x 56’ building size
12’ x 60’ with towing hitch
(2) 12’ x 12’ private offices
(1) 12’ x 32’ main office
2 entrances
8’ ceiling height
Restroom optional

FEATURES
»»
»»
»»
»»

Ask us about...

Central HVAC
Fluorescent lighting
Electrical outlets
1/8” vinyl floor

Shown with optional
ADA restroom.

STORAGE CONTAINERS

Secure portable storage units in
8’ x 20’ and 8’ x 40’ sizes.

FURNITURE

Floor plans may vary. Other sizes, floor plans,
configurations and specifications are available.

Various prices and styles
to fit any budget.

INSURANCE

Optional commercial general liability
and damage waiver option.

PORTABLE SANITATION

Hand wash stations, holding tanks,
and Porta-Johns.

ACCESSIBILITY

Steps, decks and ramps.

Experienced H Local H Proven
World-class service you can count on, with guaranteed on-time delivery,
and competitive pricing from 80-plus locations across North America.

Call today or visit us online: 800-523-7918 www.ModSpace.com
© 2015 Modular Space Corporation. All rights reserved.
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28' x 64' Portable Modular Classrooms | ModSpace

CHAT NOW

(/)

Modular Classrooms for Rent
(/~/media/Modspace/Product-Images/leaseproduct-images/1-us_28x64classroom-front.ashx?
mw=1000&mh=1000&)

SELECT SIZE:

28' x 64' Modular Classroom

28' x 64' Modular
Classroom
One of our most popular models for adding
space quickly, our 2-classroom trailers can
be setup and ready for teaching in days.

(/~/media/Mo (/~/media/Mo (/~/media/Mo (/~/media/
Images/leas Images/leas Images/leas Images/le
productproductproductproduct
images/1images/2images/3images/4

GET A QUOTE NOW
(HTTPS://NAVIGATOR.MODSPACE.COM/QUOTE/INSTANTQUOTE?
ASSETTYPE=CLASS)

Or call: (866) 772-0112

About this product

SPECIFICATIONS

1,792 sq. ft.

28' x 64'

Classroom Space

With 4' removable tow hitch

2

8'

Classrooms

Ceiling

DESCRIPTION
Our 24' x 64' porable classrooms fit 2 comfortably sized rooms into 1,792 square feet of space.

FEATURES
EPDM Rubber Roof
Smart panel wood exterior siding
Low-E double-insulated glass windows
Steel exterior doors with deadbolts & 10" x 10" vision window
Central HVAC with programmable thermostats
Acoustic or finished gypsum ceiling with fluorescent lighting
Vinyl covered gypsum walls
Commercial interior doors with steel jambs
Commercial grade tile or carpet with base cove molding
J-boxes & data closet
ADA restrooms

All features noted are ModSpace standards. Specifications and floor plans may vary. All furniture shown is optional with the exception of built-ins as indicated in the
individual specs. Wood, vinyl and metal exteriors, skirting and other custom features, options and finishes are available upon request.

Contact your local ModSpace representative for details on units available in your area.

https://www.modspace.com/en/modular-classrooms/modular-classrooms/28x64-modular-classrom.aspx
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COMMITMENT & INTEGRITY
DRIVE RESULTS

40 Shattuck Road | Suite 110
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
www.woodardcurran.com

T 866.702.6371
T 978.557.8150
F 978.557.7948

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Michael Murphy, Massachusetts Clean Energy Center

FROM:

Jason D. Jancaitis, PE

DATE:

November 6, 2017

RE:

Estimated Construction Cost and Schedule
UMass Amherst Test Location

Woodard & Curran, in conjunction with the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC), is
evaluating the feasibility of creating one or more “test bed” locations for the purposes of facilitating water
technology research and demonstration of new technologies. In previous phases of this project, Woodard
& Curran evaluated the existing conditions at each of the three facilities. In September 2017, Woodard &
Curran prepared a “Needs Assessment” for each of the three locations. This Needs Assessment identified
three levels of recommendations of improvements to facilitate wastewater technology testing at each
location.
In order to assist MassCEC in evaluating the economic viability and potential business plan for each
facility, Woodard & Curran has developed cost estimates for each of the recommendations discussed in
the Needs Assessment memos. This memo will summarize the assumptions used to develop the capital
and operating cost estimates, as well as the overall project schedule.

Capital Cost Estimate
Woodard & Curran has developed a capital cost estimate for each of the improvements discussed in our
Needs Assessment memo for the UMass site. Our estimates for labor and equipment costs have been
developed by using Interactive Cost Estimating (ICE) cost estimating software by Management Computer
Controls (MC^2). This program calculates estimated costs using typical construction production rates for
the type of work (excavation, building, etc.) being performed for each work activity to develop the overall
estimate.
Woodard & Curran is involved in the design and construction of several projects which include
components similar to those proposed at the sites. These include pump station upgrades, remote
monitoring control panels, site improvements, and other components. For items with similar, recent cost
data, these actual project costs have been applied to the cost estimate for the test bed site construction.
For other project components, we have contacted vendors for pricing information and used this cost
information in the overall estimate.
The cost estimates also include the administrative costs associated with construction projects, which
have been included in each of the line items in the attached cost estimate. These costs include:







Fringe benefits (labor burden) for personnel involved in the project (35% of labor costs)
Contractor Insurance
Escalation for an assumed start of construction in mid-2019 (6.1% increase as compared to
October 2017 costs)
Contractor’s Overhead and General Conditions (includes Contractor’s office, management
personnel, support vehicles, small tools, etc.)
Contractor’s profit (assumed to be 8%)
Performance and Payment Bond





Contractor Warranty and Site Safety costs
Budget for engineering during design and construction (25% of construction cost)
Design Contingency (30% of overall project cost)

The results of the cost estimate for each of the recommended improvements presented in the Needs
Assessment is included below. For additional details, refer to the Needs Assessment report for the UMass
facility, dated September 2017.

TABLE 1: RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS
Upgrade ID

Description

Cost

Benefit

A1-1

Site Work improvements, including
clearing of unused space and
relocation of utilities below ground.
Influent
Pump
House
improvements, including additional
pumps, distribution piping, and
control valves.
Power and Controls Upgrades

$172,000

Create additional space
available for test activities

$519,000

Improve the capacity and
reliability of wastewater testing
streams.

$444,000

Upgrade surface water pump
system
Provide new test bed building with
indoor testing space, lab area &
office space.
Replace effluent pump station

$101,000

Improve the reliability of
service and expand electrical
capacity.
Enhance
the
existing
temporary pump system.
Provide indoor testing facilities
for vendors, including office &
lab space.
Improve the capacity and
reliability of the facility’s
wastewater pumping system.
Additional facilities could
provide additional revenue
streams.
Could create more revenue
generating activities.
Providing on-site energy
production provides resiliency
and serves as a model for
potential clients, students and
industry personal that visit the
site.

A1-2

A1-3
A1-4
A2-1
A2-2

$1,860,000
$834,000

A3-1

Expand footprint of the site to
include the former dog pound area.

$25,000

A3-2

Provide additional testing streams:
Groundwater and Sludge
Develop green energy testing area
– solar, steam co-generation,
battery storage, etc.

$975,000

A3-3
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For the UMass site, the three levels were sequential, meaning that the “Level 3” improvements also
included all of the Level 1 & 2 improvements. A summary of the total cost of the improvements
recommended in the Needs Assessment by Level is also included below. The full construction cost
estimate is attached to this memo.

TABLE 2: CAPITAL COST SUMMARY
Item
Level 1 Upgrades: Site Work Improvements,
Influent Pump House Improvements, Power and
Controls Upgrades, Surface Water Pump Station
Upgrades
Level 2 Upgrades: Level 1 Upgrades, plus new
Testing Facility with laboratory, replace effluent
pump station
Level 3 Upgrades: Level 1 & 2 Upgrades, plus
expansion of the facility to include additional
footprint and wastewater test streams, and green
energy testing area

Estimated Capital Cost
$1,240,000

$3,930,000

$6,900,000

For the proposed upgrades at UMass, the three levels of improvements represent three increasing levels
of investment as a result of this project. The Level 1 upgrades include a number of improvements to
existing processes which would allowed expanded use of the site by container-based vendor setups. The
most significant cost increase in Level 2 is the new building which would potentially house vendor setups
and also contain a laboratory area for the use of the on-site vendors. The cost to construct this building
is estimated at just under $2M.
The Level 3 upgrades represent an even larger scope of work, with installation of new pump facilities in
order to convey sludges to the test site. This scenario also includes a significant cost to construct a solar
power array and battery facility which could be used in conjunction with the wastewater testing performed
on site. The estimated cost of the solar array and battery facility is based on a recently constructed
project in Massachusetts.
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Operating Cost Estimate
In order to evaluate the financial viability of these potential scenarios, an annual operating cost estimate
was developed for each of the scenarios. The estimated operating cost includes the labor, equipment,
materials and small parts, and utility costs associated with each level of improvements. The estimated
annual operating cost is presented below for each of the scenarios:

TABLE 3: OPERATING COST SUMMARY
Item
Level 1 Upgrades: Site Work Improvements,
Influent Pump House Improvements, Power and
Controls Upgrades, Surface Water Pump Station
Upgrades
Level 2 Upgrades: Level 1 Upgrades, plus new
Testing Facility with laboratory, replace effluent
pump station
Level 3 Upgrades: Level 1 & 2 Upgrades, plus
expansion of the facility to include additional
footprint and wastewater test streams, and green
energy testing area

Estimated Annual Operating Cost
$123,000

$370,000

$520,000

For the Level 1 upgrades, the estimated annual operating cost is fairly low as these improvements
represent only an incremental expansion in the facility’s operations. The new pumps and controls
provided as part of the capital project should reduce the time commitment of the on-site operator provided
by UMass, which would be offset by the increase in testing activities at the site. For the purposes of this
estimate, we have assumed that UMass would continue to provide this full-time operator as part of their
contribution to the test facility. However, a half-time administrative assistant is budgeted. Any cost-sharing
arrangement with UMass would need to be better defined during the negotiations of the working
agreement prior to construction of the improvements.
The Level 2 and 3 upgrades include a more significant expansion of the facility, including construction of
a new building with laboratory space. As a result, it is estimated that a second full-time operator would
be required to maintain the new equipment and piping associated with the new building. For Level 2
improvements a full-time plant manager is estimated to be required. For Level 3 improvements a fulltime plant manager and a full-time operator is budgeted.

Proposed Schedule
For each level of improvements presented in the Needs Assessment, we have developed a preliminary
project schedule which estimates the total time required to design, construct, and start-up the facility. For
each schedule, we have assumed that the project will receive the “greenlight” in January 2018. This
assumes that the funding is in place and available to make the proposed improvements, and the project
stakeholders have agreed on a commitment to move the project forward.
The first activity in each schedule following the “greenlight” is a negotiation phase, to set up agreements
between MassCEC and the stakeholders at each site. The estimated time for the negotiation phase is an
estimate based on the number of parties involved and level of complexity of the agreements. This
schedule assumes that a resolution can be agreed to by all parties. In reality, the likelihood of developing
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (0230204)
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a mutually beneficial agreement is unknown, especially for some of the more complex scenarios involving
several stakeholders. For the UMass site, we have estimated a relatively short (4 month) window for
negotiations involving the existing test bed site. UMass continues to support on-site testing activities
already being performed at the site, and the proposed Level 1 and 2 improvements do not impact other
stakeholders. We have estimated slightly more time for the negotiations associated with the Level 3
improvements, as this would involve discussions with the Town of Hadley as well as increased
interactions with the Town of Amherst Wastewater Treatment Facility.
We have estimated the efforts for permitting of the improvements, if permitting activities are estimated to
be significant. For any of the improvements proposed at UMass, we do not anticipate permitting costs to
significantly impact the design effort or schedule. A general building permit will be required, as well as
Conservation Commission permitting due to the proximity of the site to the riverfront area.
An estimate of the design duration has been estimated based on the complexity and overall size of the
proposed improvements. We have included a time period for reviews by MassCEC and the various
stakeholders in the overall design efforts.
Following design, we have assumed the project will be publicly bid prior to moving into construction. The
construction schedules begin with a submittal review period for the major items of each upgrade. Once
submittals are approved, there is typically a schedule lag while the vendor manufactures the component,
prior to shipping to the site. This “lead time” for the major components has been estimated based on
similar recent projects and discussions with the vendors. Finally, the estimated duration for on-site
construction and start-up of the facilities has been estimated based on recent similar projects.
The estimated construction schedule for the three levels of improvements for UMass is attached. The
overall estimated duration is estimated below. As previously noted, all schedules assume a “greenlight”
at the beginning of 2018.

TABLE 4: ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY
Item
Negotiations with
Stakeholders
Design/Permitting
Construction
Date of Start-up

Level 1 Duration

Level 2 Duration

Level 3 Duration

4 months

4 months

6 months

7 months
12 months
November 2019

10 months
15 months
May 2020

14 months
21 months
May 2021

Similar to the cost estimate, the construction schedule for the shows incremental increases in the overall
project schedule as the complexity of the improvements increases. The Level 3 upgrades includes efforts
to negotiate agreements with the Town of Amherst and Town of Hadley related to expansion of the facility
footprint, which is reflected in the increased negotiation phase of the project.
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ATTACHMENT 1 – CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE

Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

UMASS Amherst WW Pilot Plant - Level 1
Labor

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/20/2017
10:20 AM
230204

Material

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$43,596
$15,259
$26,034
1,143

$202,747

$4,153

$140,825

$0

$82,000

$0

$12,672

6.25%

$12,672
$145

$145

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$5,125

6.25%
0.00%

$84,889
0.85%
0.15%

$215,419
$6,466
$1,141

$4,298

$473,322
$15,259
$26,034

$140,825

$0

$87,125

$0
$0

$0
$5,125
$0
$532,557
$6,466
$1,141

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond
Warranty
Site Safety

Project Total

8.00%

$6,791

$20,415
2.00%
1.00%

Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

26.10%

$22,156

30%

8.00%

$17,842

26.10%

$1,122
8.00%

$344

26.10%

$36,755
8.00%

$11,266

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$22,740
8.00%

$6,970

26.10%

$0
$0

$20,415

$319,494

$140,983

8.00%

$43,213
$20,415
$10,651
$5,326

$10,651
$5,326
$129,813

25%

26.10%

$58,210

$5,764

$188,846

$0

$116,835

$0

$760,752
$190,188
$285,282

$1,236,222

Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/20/2017
10:25 AM
230204

UMASS Amherst WW Pilot Plant - Level 1+2
Labor

Material

$162,266
$56,793
$106,066
4,265

$321,211

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$32,838

$906,175

$0

$82,000

$0

$20,076

6.25%

$20,076
$1,149

$1,149

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$5,125

6.25%
0.00%

$325,125
0.85%
0.15%

$341,287
$20,565
$3,629

$33,988

$1,504,490
$56,793
$106,066

$906,175

$0

$87,125

$0
$0

$0
$5,125
$0
$1,693,699
$20,565
$3,629

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond
Warranty
Site Safety

Project Total

8.00%

$26,010

$64,926
2.00%
1.00%

Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

26.10%

$84,858

30%

8.00%

$29,238

26.10%

$8,871
8.00%

$2,719

26.10%

$236,512
8.00%

$72,494

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$22,740
8.00%

$6,970

26.10%

$0
$0

$64,926

$555,036

$448,370

8.00%

$137,431
$64,926
$33,874
$16,937

$33,874
$16,937
$486,804

25%

26.10%

$95,391

$45,577

$1,215,180

$0

$116,835

$0

$2,419,432
$604,858
$907,287

$3,931,577

Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/20/2017
10:28 AM
230204

UMASS Amherst WW Pilot Plant - Level 1+2+3
Labor

Material

$178,161
$62,356
$116,451
5,078

$430,582

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$33,568

$2,018,125

$0

$100,750

$0

$26,911

6.25%

$26,911
$1,175

$1,175

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$6,297

6.25%
0.00%

$356,969
0.85%
0.15%

$457,494
$36,115
$6,373

$34,742

$2,761,186
$62,356
$116,451

$2,018,125

$0

$107,047

$0
$0

$0
$6,297
$0
$2,974,377
$36,115
$6,373

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond $114,020
Warranty
2.00%
Site Safety
1.00%
Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

Project Total

26.10%

$93,169
8.00%

$28,558

30%

8.00%

$39,999

26.10%

$9,068
8.00%

$2,779

26.10%

$526,731
8.00%

$161,450

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$27,939
8.00%

$8,564

26.10%

$0
$0

$114,020

$784,496

$787,402

8.00%

$241,349
$114,020
$59,488
$29,744

$59,488
$29,744
$567,927

25%

26.10%

$130,495

$46,590

$2,706,305

$0

$143,550

$0

$4,248,868
$1,062,217
$1,593,325

$6,904,410

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Recap - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner

Description

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

UMASS Amherst Wastewater Pilot Plant
Site Work Improvements
Influent Pump House Improvements
Power & Controls Upgrades
Surface Water Pump Upgrades
New Test Bed Building
Replace Wastewater Pump Station
Expand Site
Provide Add'l Testing Streams (Groundwater
Develop Green Energy Testing Area
* Total UMASS Amherst Wastewater Pilot Plan

...\230204 MA Clean Energy Center Projects OCT2017.est

37,973.65
81,574.41
50,255.77
27,249.38
551,005.30
6,653.41

124,367.79
236,259.65
90,313.81
49,110.55
277,535.40
14,640.42

73,918.73

269,751.07

828,630.64

1,061,978.70

23,677.22
303,219.34

9,951.76
25.95

177,579.17
24,663.77

964,149.53
812,453.74
25,070.00
582,993.59
1,973,101.93
4,684,665.35

Page 1

68,917.41

1,752.50

46,244.58

80,647.61

248,487.52

172,293
519,116
443,789
101,024
1,861,608
833,748
25,070
974,660
1,973,102
6,904,410

10/20/2017 10:13 AM

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner

Description

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

10,211.73
2,399.37
8,675.03
12,524.60
4,162.91
37,973.65

2,071.76
142.18

2,993.57
1,503.46

67,458.88
54,694.98
124,367.79

5,454.73

2,774.46

7,939.76

TotalCost

UMASS Amherst Wastewater Pilot Plant
Site Work Improvements
Clearing and grubbing
Excavate utility trench w/backhoe
Hand backfill utility trench
24" x 24" deep concrete trench
Heavy duty grating @ utility trench
** Total Site Work Improvements

35,000
59
49
200
466

SF
CUYD
CUYD
LNFT
SQFT

0.44
68.26
178.50
427.19
126.30

15,277
4,045
8,675
85,438
58,858
172,293

1,342.52
27.86
8.42

10,740
16,713
5,054

197,310.19

25,178.42
12,044.47
34.82
197,310.19

151,071
72,267
6,964
197,310

5,992.14

2,589.70

28.61

8,582

4,445.08

503.14

412.35

4,948

2,211.64

221.97

405.60

2,434

3,301.12

295.97

599.51

3,597

5,556.35

24,417.14

1,665.19

29,973

1,743.17
2,723.70

628.93
608.09

39.53
55.53

2,372
3,332

2,614.75
65.37
81,574.41

1,007.81
71.04
236,259.65

60.38
7.58

3,623
136
519,116

303,219.34

303,219

9,951.76

Influent Pump House Improvements
Aluminum Stair w/ Treads & Handrail
Interior Finishes
Paint masonry/concrete - Low Flamespread,
corrosion resistant
Pumps (200 GPM)
Flow Meters for Pumps (4")
HVAC - Pump House
Influent Pump Station Improvements ( includes
lighting fixtures EXP, new pump feeders, etc)
PVC PIPE
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG4"
PVC FITTINGS
90 ELL
4" SCH40 SJ
45 ELL
4" SCH40 SJ
TEE
4" SCH40 SJ
PLASTIC VALVES
BALL, NRS 4"
PVC
SW LEVER
PIPE HANGERS
CLEVIS, 4"
BEAM CLAMP, 5/8"
HANGER RODS
5/8" DIAMETER, 4' LONG
VALVE TAGS
** Total Influent Pump House Improvements

8 TRD
600 SQFT
600 SQFT
6
6
200
1

EA
EA
SF
LS

****
300 LNFT
****
****
12 EACH
****
6 EACH
****
6 EACH
****
****
18 EACH
****
60 EACH
60 EACH
****
60 EACH
18 EACH

25.95
16,713.33

4,388.49

665.92

32,684.39
13,073.75

118,386.12
59,193.06
6,963.89

23,677.22

25.95

177,579.17

Power & Controls Upgrades
New Master Control Panel with PLC & Remote
Monitoring Software
Demolition of existing 200A Panelboard
Utility Fees Associated with new service ( New
transformer, potentially padmounted 350KVA)
4/0 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
New 400A Panelboard 480/277 3PH

1 LS
1 LS
1 LS
75
4
4
1

...\230204 MA Clean Energy Center Projects OCT2017.est

LF
EA
EA
EA

303,219.34
10,122.99
13,497.32

24,663.77

10,122.99
38,161.09

10,123
38,161

379.61
674.87
674.87
10,122.99

284.87
616.59
986.55
11,098.70

8.86
322.87
415.35
21,221.69

664
1,291
1,661
21,222

Page 1

10/20/2017 10:15 AM

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner
Project Size : 0 SQFT
Description
Incoming service Cabling 4/0 2 sets, full sized
ground 250' run conduit 2" Sched 80
Incoming Service Cabling 4/0 2 sets, full sized
ground 250' run
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
Trenching Costs
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
** Total Power & Controls Upgrades

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

250 LF

3,374.33

2,497.21

23.49

5,872

2,000 LF

8,709.34

9,717.53

9.21

18,427

1 EA
250 LF
1 LS

1,012.30

1,973.10
36,995.66
1,479.83
90,313.81

2,985.40
147.98
3,166.99

2,985
36,996
3,167
443,789

19,595.08
6,165.94
2.51

39,190
6,166
2,513

1,687.16
50,255.77

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

303,219.34

TotalCost

Surface Water Pump Upgrades
Surface Water Pump (25 GPM)
Surface Water Pump Enclosure Allowance
Surface Water Pump Station 480VAC 250' run
#8s THHN
Surface Water Pump Station 480VAC 250' run
conduit 1"C SCHED 80
Trenching Costs
Junction Box at Surface Water PS (Outdoor
Rated)
PVC PIPE
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG4"
EXCAVATION BY BACKHOE
BACKFILL BY BACKHOE
** Total Surface Water Pump Upgrades

2 EA
1 EA
1,000 LF

14,526.39
1,687.16

6,165.94
826.24

250 LF

2,319.85

1,085.21

13.62

3,405

250 LF
1 EA

674.87

36,995.66
1,233.19

147.98
1,908.05

36,996
1,908

5,265.87
2,197.46
577.76
27,249.38

1,849.78
561.29
393.24
49,110.55

28.46
37.24
13.25

7,116
2,759
971
101,024

9,456.95
34,641.05
4,316.50
1,008.58
684.06
3,656.23
1,217.51
37,433.73
18,031.07
11,602.55

613.29
3,209.67
104.36
32.36
393.37
81.10
150.72
1,215.63
28,360.05
13,412.09
8,949.99

17.48
18.87
60.15
29.74
0.38
13.66
1.45
9.97
6,866.23
6,938.58
6,796.47

10,070
37,851
4,421
1,041
393
765
3,807
2,433
65,794
31,443
20,553

2,998.77

11,380.85

61.89

322.36

14,442

10,690.07

40,570.63

220.62

322.36

51,481

4,257.32

12,117.94

87.87

345.13

16,463

638.06
1,588.40
11,409.03
2,132.18
4,963.15

17.33
108.62
311.15
215.03
421.87

305.00
759.46
5,455.75
1,019.49
2,373.04

0.83
1.19
3.49
1.28
1.21

960
2,456
17,176
3,367
7,758

****
250 LNFT
74 CUYD
73 CUYD

24,663.77

24,663.77

New Test Bed Building
Continuous footing edge forms
Wall form 2' to 4' high
Pilaster edge @ wall
Wall bulkheads
Wall form hardware (includes wall ties)
Construction joints
Form releasing agent
Bituminous fiber expansion joint, 1"x12"
SOG rebar
Wall rebar
Continuous footing rebar
**Concrete in continuous footing**
4000 psi direct
**Concrete in slab on grade**
4000 psi direct
**Concrete in walls**
4000 psi direct
* Continuous footing length *
* SOG area *
* Concrete wall area *
Finish footing concrete top surface
Point and patch
Hand trowel finish
Protect and cure vertical surfaces
Protect and cure horizontal surfaces

576
2,006
74
35
1,029
56
2,634
244
10
5
3
45
160
48
288
4,928
1,008
1,152
2,058
4,928
2,634
6,430
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SQFT
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Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner
Project Size : 0 SQFT
Description
Vapor barrier, subgrade, 10 mil polyethylene
* No. of specialty doors *
* Glass items *
12x8 elect opr rolling door
Windows
Interior doors/partitions/finishes
Interior furnishings (lab/office equipment)
Clearspan interior frames
Double sloped high profile with tapered side
columns (RF)
50' to 65' span, 10' to 20' eave height
Clearspan endwall frames
Double sloped high profile with tapered side
columns (RF)
50' to 65' span, 10' to 20' eave height
Portal frame bracing
16" open web purlins
Eave struts 8" and trim
Rake angles 8" and trim
Girts 8" 14ga
Base angle
Soldier columns
H columns 15' eave
24ga architectural steel panel
26ga flat steel panel
3" vinyl backed insulation
Standing seam metal roof 24ga
Overhead door opening
4x4 window
Plumbing/HVAC
Controls Upgrades
Demolition of existing 200A Panelboard
Utility Fees Associated with new potential need
for new service
4/0 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
New 100A Panelboard 480/277 3PH
New 200A Panelboard 120/208 3PH
Feed to the 100A 480VAC Main Panelboard
1/0
Conduit to the 100A 480VAC Main Panelboard
2" SCHED 80
Feed to the 200A Panelboard 120/208 3PH 3/0
Conduit for 200A Panelboard 2" EMT
Feeds to New Test Bed Facilities #10
Conduit for Feeds to new test bed facilities 3/4"
Sched 80
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
Trenching Costs

Quantity UM
54
4
6
4
6
4,928
4,928

SQS
Each
Each
EACH
EACH
SF
SF
****
****

1 Each
****
****
2
2
1,100
160
118
2,176
272

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

2,103.49

940.56

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost
43.41

37,140.74
4,874.72
291,131.42
102,954.14

TotalCost

56.96

3,087

9,285.19
812.45
59.08
20.89

37,141
4,875
291,131
102,954

11,107.88

252.56

902.59

12,263.03

12,263

22,578.74
4,272.26
18,298.98
7,166.37
5,556.14
35,544.90
60,914.23

513.37
97.14
416.08
162.94
126.33
808.25
1,384.98

1,834.67
347.15
1,486.94
582.30
451.48
2,888.43
4,949.67

12,463.39
2,358.27
18.36
49.45
51.96
18.03
247.24

24,927
4,717
20,202
7,912
6,134
39,242
67,249

1,983.55
15,342.09
9,599.30
6,091.65
28,683.76
4,829.51
3,332.36

45.10
348.46
218.09
138.59
652.17
109.81
75.77

161.18
1,246.11
780.14
494.62
2,331.29
392.43
270.78

2,190
16,937
10,598
6,725
31,667
5,332
3,679
400,377
127,671
10,123
33,228

2
4,602
2,928
4,722
4,722
4
6
4,928
1
1
1

Each
Bays
Lnft
Lnft
Lnft
Lnft
Lnft
****
Each
Sqft
Sqft
Sqft
Sqft
Each
Each
SF
EACH
LS
LS

10,122.99
13,497.32

19,731.02

1,094.91
3.68
3.62
1.42
6.71
1,332.94
613.15
81.25
127,671.30
10,122.99
33,228.34

75
4
4
1
1
1,000

LF
EA
EA
EA
EA
LF

379.61
674.87
674.87
10,122.99
6,748.66
4,089.66

284.87
616.59
986.55
7,399.13
3,699.57
5,352.04

8.86
322.87
415.35
17,522.12
10,448.22
9.44

664
1,291
1,661
17,522
10,448
9,442

250 LF

3,374.33

2,497.21

23.49

5,872

400
100
600
300

LF
LF
LF
LF

2,159.48
1,687.16
809.97
2,227.09

3,354.27
1,035.88
303.36
917.49

13.78
27.23
1.86
10.48

5,514
2,723
1,113
3,145

1 EA
500 LF

1,012.30

1,973.10
73,991.32

2,985.40
147.98

2,985
73,991
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Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner
Project Size : 0 SQFT
Description
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
75KVA transformer 480/277 to 120/240
Re-Grading of Area
Fine grade floor by hand
Crushed stone slab fill
Mach excav continuous footing
Fine grade continuous footing
Mach backfill continuous footing
Excess continuous footing soil
** Total New Test Bed Building

Quantity UM
1
1
12,500
4,928
114
273
1,152
260
80

LS
EA
SF
SQFT
CUYD
CUYD
SQFT
CUYD
CUYD

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

1,687.16
4,555.34
6,758.02
11,728.71
12,217.22
25,125.19
3,628.85
29,293.60
299.47
551,005.30

1,479.83
10,667.08
2,136.50

4,063.30

9,847.24
1,488.85

15,743.59

1,735.85
81.40
277,535.40

18,355.50
1,308.73
68,917.41

1,018.32
2,260.76
3,374.33

863.23
1,445.30
12,331.89

6,653.41

14,640.42

964,149.53

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

3,166.99
15,222.43
1.04
2.38
193.42
155.14
3.15
189.61
21.09

3,167
15,222
12,958
11,729
22,064
42,358
3,629
49,385
1,690
1,861,608

812,453.74
4.70
18.53
15,706.22

812,454
1,882
3,706
15,706

Replace Wastewater Pump Station
Packaged Effluent Pump Station
Feed to PS #4 THHN
Conduit to PS 1-1/2" schedule 80
Power and Control Panel Located at PS, pump
included
** Total Replace Wastewater Pump Station

1
400
200
1

EA
LF
LF
LS

812,453.74

812,453.74

833,748

Expand Site
Demo wood frame bldg
** Total Expand Site

1,800 SQFT

25,070.00
25,070.00

13.93

25,070
25,070

21.29
6,866.23

3,832
17,623

Provide Add'l Testing Streams (Groundwater/Sludge)
Floor edge forms
SOG rebar
**Concrete in slab on grade**
4000 psi direct
* SOG area *
Hand trowel finish
Protect and cure vertical surfaces
Protect and cure horizontal surfaces
Packaged Groundwater Pump Station (50
GPM)
Sludge Pumps (50 GPM)
Prefabricated Building (10x10) - Sludge Pump
Station
Canopy Roof & Structure for Test Facility
DEMO
Panel Grounding Wire #6
#4 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
New 200A Panelboard 120/240 1ph
100A Panel at Sludge Pump Station 120/240
30 ckt
Electrical Feed to Sludge Pump Station, 750' of
#4 at 35 amps to a transformer to step
Conduit for feed to sludge pump station 1-1/2"
sched 80
Electrical feed 200A 240V 350kCMIL 3 wire

180 LNFT
3 Tons
****
43 CUYD
1,100 SQFT
1,100 SQFT
180 SQFT
1,100 SQFT
1 EA
2 EA
100 SF
1,000
1
200
50
4
4
1
1

3,664.57
10,026.89

167.28
7,596.44

2,863.41

10,867.13

59.10

322.36

13,790

2,546.66
145.71
849.00

69.45
14.69
72.17

1,217.80
69.67
405.93

3.49
1.28
1.21
406,226.87

3,834
230
1,327
406,227

22,052.32

30,385.49
220.52

60,771
22,052

150,884.27

150.88

150,884

406,226.87
14,526.39

46,244.58

SF
LS
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
EA

313.23
107.90
616.59
986.55
3,699.57
3,699.57

1.57
2.16
154.15
246.64
3,699.57
3,699.57

313
108
617
987
3,700
3,700

3,000 LF

6,474.24

2.16

6,474

750 LF

5,419.86

7.23

5,420

600 LF

12,874.49

21.46

12,874
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Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner
Project Size : 0 SQFT
Description

Quantity UM

Conduit for 240V electrical Service 3" Sched 80
200
Adding NEMA 7 Lights and receptacles to
1
sludge test facility, as well as outlets
35kVA transformer 277 to 120/240 for long run
1
of cabling to the sludge pump station
Trenching Costs
950
75KVA Transformer 480/277 to 120/240
1
Fine grade floor by hand
1,100
Crushed stone slab fill
25
Groundwater Well (assume 30' deep)
30
PVC PIPE
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG4"
950
SCH40 ---- BELL&SPG6"
100
EXCAVATION BY BACKHOE
311
BACKFILL BY BACKHOE
307
** Total Provide Add'l Testing Streams (Groun

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

LF
LF

4,069.52
36,995.66

20.35
36,995.66

4,070
36,996

EA

9,865.51

9,865.51

9,866

140,583.51
10,667.08

147.98
10,667.08
2.38
193.42
127.67

140,584
10,667
2,618
4,925
3,830

28.46
36.44
37.24
13.25

27,039
3,644
11,587
4,073
974,660

1,973,101.93

1,973,102
1,973,102
6,904,410

LF
EA
SQFT
CUYD
VLF
****
LNFT
LNFT
CUYD
CUYD

2,618.01
2,727.06

2,198.04
3,830.14

20,010.32
2,287.93
9,229.35
2,423.42
73,918.73

7,029.18
1,356.51
2,357.43
1,649.45
269,751.07

582,993.59

1,061,978.70

1,973,101.93
1,973,101.93
4,684,665.35

1,752.50

46,244.58

Develop Green Energy Testing Area
Solar Array (incl. battery)
1 LS
** Total Develop Green Energy Testing Area
* Total UMASS Amherst Wastewater Pilot Plan
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ATTACHMENT 2 – OPERATING COST ESTIMATE

UMass Level 1 Operating Cost
Items
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe/Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Total Utilities
Chemicals
Instrumentation Material & Supplies
Subcontractor Maintenance Electrical & Fire Alarm
Mechanical Maintenance
Total Maintenance & Repair
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

Annual
Operating
Cost
$26,000
$3,445
$14,723
$13,250
$57,418
$14,429
$0
$4,440
$18,869
$0
$1,000

Notes
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Subtotal
Estimated at 7,367 KWH/Month @ $0.16/KWH
No Heating Required
Subtotal
No Chemicals Needed

$3,000
$4,329
$8,329
$0
$0
$1,025
$9,324
$16,775
$11,174
$57,418
$54,321
$122,913

30% of Total Power Cost
Subtotal
No Sludge Handling
No Laboratory Work Recommended
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Industry Memberships, Health & Safety Training, Uniform Service, Trash Disposal, and Travel
Includes Operation's Software - CMMS and Remote Access
10% Profit

UMass Level 2 Operating Cost
Items
Full-Time Plant Manager
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Total Utilities
Chemicals
HVAC Material & Supplies
Building & Grounds Material & Supplies
Electrical Material & Supplies
Lift Station Repairs
Hand Tools
Lubricants
Mechanical Maintenance
Subcontractor Maintenance - Electrical
& Fire Alarm
Subcontractor Janitorial
Total Maintenance & Repair
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

Annual
Operating
Cost
$83,200
$26,000
$12,805
$61,003
$54,902
$237,910
$23,877
$2,000
$4,440
$30,317
$0
$4,000
$3,600
$2,500
$2,500
$250
$500
$7,163
$3,000
$1,200
$26,913
$0
$10,080
$1,025
$10,343
$19,625
$33,621
$237,910
$98,303
$369,834

Notes
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Subtotal
Estimated at 11,960 KWH/Month @ $0.16/KWH
Estimated at 13M BTU/Month @ $13/MBTU
Subtotal
No Chemicals Needed

30% of Total Power Cost

Subtotal
No Sludge Handling
Includes Laboratory Apparatus, Chemicals, and Supplies
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Industry Memberships, Health & Safety Training, Uniform Service, Trash Disposal, and Travel
Includes Operation's Software - CMMS and Remote Access
10% Profit

UMass Level 3 Operating Cost
Items
Full-Time Plant Manager
Full-Time Operator
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Total Utilities
Chemicals
HVAC Material & Supplies
Building & Grounds Material & Supplies
Electrical Material & Supplies
Lift Station Repairs
Hand Tools
Instrumentation Material & Supplies
Valve Replacement
Lubricants
Mechanical Maintenance
Subcontractor Maintenance - Electrical &
Fire Alarm
Subcontractor Janitorial
Total Mechanical Maintenance
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

Annual
Operating
Cost
$83,200
$45,760
$26,000
$17,433
$86,197
$77,577
$337,180
$45,214
$2,500
$4,800
$52,514
$0
$4,000
$3,600
$2,500
$2,500
$250
$1,000
$1,200
$500
$13,564
$3,000
$1,200
$33,314
$0
$10,080
$1,025
$13,620
$24,375
$47,211
$337,180
$134,929
$519,320

Notes
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Subtotal
Estimated at 23,087 KWH/Month @ $0.16/KWH
Estimated at 16M BTU/Month @ $13/MBTU
Subtotal
No Chemicals Needed

30% of Total Power Cost

Subtotal
No Sludge Handling
Includes Laboratory Apparatus, Chemicals, and Supplies
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Industry Memberships, Health & Safety Training, Uniform Service, Trash Disposal, and Travel
Includes Operation's Software - CMMS and Remote Access
10% Profit

ATTACHMENT 3 – ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

ID

Task
Mode
1

Task Name

Duration

Umass - Level 1 Upgrades

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Project: UMass Schedule
Date: Tue 11/7/17

Start

Finish

2017

495 days

Tue 1/2/18

Mon 11/25/19

Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with Umass
Preliminary Design of Level 1 Upgrades
ConComm Permitting (River pump station)

0 days
4 mons
3 mons
3 mons

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 4/24/18
Tue 5/22/18

Tue 1/2/18
Mon 4/23/18
Mon 7/16/18
Mon 8/13/18

Client, Umass review of Preliminary Design
Final Design of Level 1 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Project Award/Contract Execution
Submittals
Lead Time for Utility Coordination for new Service

1 mon
3 mons
5 wks
230 days
6 wks
8 wks
3 mons

Tue 7/17/18
Tue 8/14/18
Tue 11/6/18
Tue 12/11/18
Tue 12/11/18
Tue 1/22/19
Tue 3/19/19

Mon 8/13/18
Mon 11/5/18
Mon 12/10/18
Mon 10/28/19
Mon 1/21/19
Mon 3/18/19
Mon 6/10/19

Lead Time for Distribution Pumps
Lead Time for River Pump Station
Site Work & Utilities
Install new Utility Service
Controls Upgrades
Pump House Improvements
Install River Pump Station
Startup

16 wks
16 wks
2 mons
1 wk
1 mon
3 mons
1 mon
4 wks

Tue 3/19/19
Tue 3/19/19
Tue 5/14/19
Tue 6/11/19
Tue 6/18/19
Tue 7/9/19
Tue 10/1/19
Tue 10/29/19

Mon 7/8/19
Mon 7/8/19
Mon 7/8/19
Mon 6/17/19
Mon 7/15/19
Mon 9/30/19
Mon 10/28/19
Mon 11/25/19

2018
H1

H2

2019
H1

H2

2020
H1

H2

1/2

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone

Page 1

2021
H1

H2

H1

H2

ID

Task
Mode
21

Task Name

Duration

Umass - Level 2 Upgrades

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Project: UMass Schedule
Date: Tue 11/7/17

Start

Finish

2017

625 days

Tue 1/2/18

Mon 5/25/20

Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with Umass
Preliminary Design of Level 2 Upgrades
ConComm Permitting (River pump station)

0 days
4 mons
4 mons
3 mons

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 4/24/18
Tue 12/4/18

Tue 1/2/18
Mon 4/23/18
Mon 8/13/18
Mon 2/25/19

Client, Umass review of Preliminary Design
Final Design of Level 2 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Project Award/Contract Execution
Submittals
Lead Time for Utility Coordination for new Service

1 mon
6 mons
5 wks
270 days
6 wks
8 wks
3 mons

Tue 8/14/18
Tue 9/11/18
Tue 2/26/19
Tue 4/2/19
Tue 4/2/19
Tue 5/14/19
Tue 7/9/19

Mon 9/10/18
Mon 2/25/19
Mon 4/1/19
Mon 4/13/20
Mon 5/13/19
Mon 7/8/19
Mon 9/30/19

Lead Time for Distribution Pumps
Lead Time for River Pump Station
Lead Time for Effluent Pumps
Site Work & Utilities
Building Slab-on-grade
Erect Building
Building Interior Systems
Install new Utility Service
Controls Upgrades
Pump House Improvements
Install River Pump Station
Startup

16 wks
16 wks
16 wks
2 mons
1 mon
2 mons
3 mons
1 wk
1 mon
3 mons
1 mon
6 wks

Tue 7/9/19
Tue 7/9/19
Tue 7/9/19
Tue 9/3/19
Tue 10/29/19
Tue 11/26/19
Tue 1/21/20
Tue 10/1/19
Tue 10/8/19
Tue 10/29/19
Tue 1/21/20
Tue 4/14/20

Mon 10/28/19
Mon 10/28/19
Mon 10/28/19
Mon 10/28/19
Mon 11/25/19
Mon 1/20/20
Mon 4/13/20
Mon 10/7/19
Mon 11/4/19
Mon 1/20/20
Mon 2/17/20
Mon 5/25/20

2018
H1

H2

2019
H1

H2

2020
H1

H2

1/2

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone
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2021
H1

H2

H1

H2

ID

Task
Mode
45
46
47
48
49

Task Name

Duration

Umass - Level 3 Upgrades
Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with Umass, Amherst
WWTF, Town of Hadley
Preliminary Design of Level 3 Upgrades
ConComm Permitting

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Project: UMass Schedule
Date: Tue 11/7/17

Client, Umass review of Preliminary Design
Final Design of Level 3 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Project Award/Contract Execution
Submittals
Lead Time for Utility Coordination for new Service
Lead Time for Distribution Pumps
Lead Time for River Pump Station
Lead Time for Effluent Pumps
Lead Time for Sludge Pumps
Site Work & Utilities
Building Slab-on-grade
Erect Building
Building Interior Systems & Finishes
Slab-on-grade for Sludge Testing Area
Construct Sludge Testing Shelter
Sludge Testing Area Finishes
Slab-on-grade for Green Energy Center
Construct Building Shell - Green Energy Center
Building Finishes - Green Energy Center
Install new Utility Service
Controls Upgrades
Pump House Improvements
Install River Pump Station
Install Sludge Pumps at Amherst WWTF
Startup

Start

Finish

2017

875 days
0 days
6 mons

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18

Mon 5/10/21
Tue 1/2/18
Mon 6/18/18

6 mons
3 mons

Tue 6/19/18
Tue 12/4/18

Mon 12/3/18
Mon 2/25/19

3 mons
6 mons
5 wks
390 days
6 wks
8 wks
3 mons

Tue 12/4/18
Tue 2/26/19
Tue 8/13/19
Tue 9/17/19
Tue 9/17/19
Tue 10/29/19
Tue 12/24/19

Mon 2/25/19
Mon 8/12/19
Mon 9/16/19
Mon 3/15/21
Mon 10/28/19
Mon 12/23/19
Mon 3/16/20

16 wks
16 wks
16 wks
24 wks
3 mons
1 mon
2 mons
3 mons
1 mon
1 mon
1 mon
1 mon
2 mons

Tue 12/24/19
Tue 12/24/19
Tue 12/24/19
Tue 12/24/19
Tue 3/17/20
Tue 6/9/20
Tue 7/7/20
Tue 9/1/20
Tue 7/7/20
Tue 9/1/20
Tue 11/24/20
Tue 8/4/20
Tue 9/29/20

Mon 4/13/20
Mon 4/13/20
Mon 4/13/20
Mon 6/8/20
Mon 6/8/20
Mon 7/6/20
Mon 8/31/20
Mon 11/23/20
Mon 8/3/20
Mon 9/28/20
Mon 12/21/20
Mon 8/31/20
Mon 11/23/20

3 mons
1 wk
1 mon
3 mons
1 mon
2 mons
8 wks

Tue 12/22/20
Tue 3/17/20
Tue 3/24/20
Tue 4/14/20
Tue 7/7/20
Tue 8/4/20
Tue 3/16/21

Mon 3/15/21
Mon 3/23/20
Mon 4/20/20
Mon 7/6/20
Mon 8/3/20
Mon 9/28/20
Mon 5/10/21

2018
H1

H2

2019
H1

H2

2020
H1

H2

1/2

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone
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2021
H1

H2
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COMMITMENT & INTEGRITY
DRIVE RESULTS

40 Shattuck Road | Suite 110
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
www.woodardcurran.com

T 866.702.6371
T 978.557.8150
F 978.557.7948

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Michael Murphy, Massachusetts Clean Energy Center

FROM:

Jason D. Jancaitis, PE

DATE:

November 6, 2017

RE:

Estimated Construction Cost and Schedule
Deer Island Treatment Plant

Woodard & Curran, in conjunction with the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC), is
evaluating the feasibility of creating one or more “test bed” locations for the purposes of facilitating water
technology research and demonstration of new technologies. In previous phases of this project, Woodard
& Curran evaluated the existing conditions at each of the three facilities. In September 2017, Woodard &
Curran prepared a “Needs Assessment” for each of the three locations. This Needs Assessment identified
three levels of recommendations of improvements to facilitate wastewater technology testing at each
location.
In order to assist MassCEC in evaluating the economic viability and potential business plan for each
facility, Woodard & Curran has developed cost estimates for each of the recommendations discussed in
the Needs Assessment memos. This memo will summarize the assumptions used to develop the capital
and operating cost estimates, as well as the overall project schedule.

Capital Cost Estimate
Woodard & Curran has developed a capital cost estimate for each of the improvements discussed in our
Needs Assessment memo for the Deer Island Pilot Plant site. Our estimates for labor and equipment
costs have been developed by using Interactive Cost Estimating (ICE) cost estimating software by
Management Computer Controls (MC^2). This program calculates estimated costs using typical
construction production rates for the type of work (excavation, building, etc.) being performed for each
work activity to develop the overall estimate.
Woodard & Curran is involved in the design and construction of several projects which include
components similar to those proposed at the sites. These include pump station upgrades, remote
monitoring control panels, site improvements, and other components. For items with similar, recent cost
data, these actual project costs have been applied to the cost estimate for the test bed site construction.
For other project components, we have contacted vendors for pricing information and used this cost
information in the overall estimate.
The cost estimates also include the administrative costs associated with construction projects, which
have been included in each of the line items in the attached cost estimate. These costs include:







Fringe benefits (labor burden) for personnel involved in the project (35% of labor costs)
Contractor Insurance
Escalation for an assumed start of construction in mid-2019 (6.1% increase as compared to
October 2017 costs)
Contractor’s Overhead and General Conditions (includes Contractor’s office, management
personnel, support vehicles, small tools, etc.)
Contractor’s profit (assumed to be 8%)
Performance and Payment Bond





Contractor Warranty and Site Safety costs
Budget for engineering during design and construction (25% of construction cost)
Design Contingency (30% of overall project cost)

The results of the cost estimate for each Level of improvements presented in the Needs Assessment is
included below. For additional details, refer to the Needs Assessment report for the Deer Island facility,
dated September 2017.

TABLE 1: RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS
Upgrade ID

Description

Cost

Benefit

D1-1

Rehabilitate Pilot Plant Building
ground floor, including laboratory
and conference room.
Provide Raw Influent Testing
Location

$668,000

Create additional on-site
space available for vendors

$713,000

D2-2

Provide Primary Effluent Testing
Location

$689,000

D2-3

Provide Secondary Effluent Testing
Location

$689,000

D2-4

Provide Sludge Testing Location

$689,000

D2-5

Provide Odor
Location

$782,000

D2-6

Provide Gas Testing Location

$689,000

D3-1

Re-activate Pilot Plant treatment
processes.

$3,890,000

Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at Pilot Plant or Influent
Pump Station
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at Pilot Plant or Primary
Galleries
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at Pilot Plant or
Secondary Clarifiers
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at Residuals Area
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at odor control facilities
Provide available stream and
utility connections for vendor
testing at residuals area or
cryogenic facility
Provide active treatment
facility for vendor use.

D2-1

Control Testing

For the Deer Island site, the three levels consist of different scenarios for on-site testing by vendors. Our
proposed Level 1 improvements included renovations to the main level of the Pilot Plant to allow vendors
to use the space for on-site testing. Level 2 improvements included these renovations, plus the
construction of several permanent testing locations throughout Deer Island, which would allow vendor
access to several different wastewater streams. Our Level 3 improvements included a full rehabilitation
of the Deer Island Pilot Plant, which would return to operation and could potentially be used by vendors
to test new equipment or treatment strategies. This approach varies from the approach used at the other
two potential sites, which is a result of our efforts to identify an approach which reflects the desires of the
potential customers with the approach submitted by MWRA in their original Expression of Interest for this
project
The full construction cost estimate is attached to this memo.
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TABLE 2: CAPITAL COST SUMMARY
Item
Level 1 Upgrades: Renovation of
Office/Laboratory areas of Pilot Plant for vendor
use. All testing would be performed via
temporary connections
Level 2 Upgrades: Level 1 Upgrades, plus new
permanent testing locations throughout the plant
for various wastewater streams (total of 6)
Level 3 Upgrades: Level 1 Upgrades, plus reactivation of the Deer Island Pilot Plant for
vendor testing purposes

Estimated Capital Cost
$670,000

$5,300,000
$4,180,000

The estimated capital cost associated with Level 1 renovations of the main level of the Pilot Plant
represent a low level of capital investment to provide support for potential testing activities at Deer Island.
However these improvements would depend on the continued use of temporary piping and power
connections for vendor testing activities, rather than the construction of more permanent facilities. It is
also unknown if this arrangement would be amenable to MWRA as it could potentially have more impacts
on the operations of the overall facility.
The proposed Level 2 Upgrades include the construction of a total of six testing locations throughout
Deer Island. As described in the Needs Assessment report, the potential streams identified are: Raw
Influent; Primary Effluent; Secondary Effluent; Sludges (primary, secondary, thickened sludges); odor
control streams; and process gases. These testing stations would provide streams typical for pilot testing
of technologies (approximately 10-25 gallons per minute). Under this approach, new piping and valved
connections would be supplied at each of the six locations. Although this scenario includes the highest
cost, it should be noted that this would provide the highest level of testing capabilities of any of the
scenarios. Deer Island is the only potential location among the three being evaluated as part of this study
to potentially test odor control and gas streams. Availability of these streams may increase vendor interest
in the facility.
The proposed Level 3 Upgrades include the re-activation of the Pilot Plant. We have assumed that all
motorized equipment will need to be replaced as part of the upgrade, due to the age of the equipment
and the lack of maintenance since the Pilot Plant was shut down. We have assumed that existing piping
and chemical tanks can be re-used. These items would have to be further tested during design of any
improvements. We have assumed that some of the valves will need to be replaced and others may be
rehabilitated. To account for this unknown, we have assumed an allowance for valve refurbishment equal
to 50% of the cost of replacement. This cost estimate also includes electrical and controls upgrades, as
well as costs for a “clear water” test of the rehabilitated Pilot Plant at startup.
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Operating Cost Estimate
In order to evaluate the financial viability of these potential scenarios, an annual operating cost estimate
was developed for each of the scenarios. The estimated operating cost includes the labor, equipment,
materials and small parts, and utility costs associated with each level of improvements. The estimated
annual operating cost is presented below for each of the scenarios:

TABLE 3: OPERATING COST SUMMARY
Item
Level 1 Upgrades: Renovation of
Office/Laboratory areas of Pilot Plant for vendor
use. All testing would be performed via
temporary connections
Level 2 Upgrades: Level 1 Upgrades, plus new
permanent testing locations throughout the plant
for various wastewater streams (total of 6)
Level 3 Upgrades: Level 1 Upgrades, plus reactivation of the Deer Island Pilot Plant for
vendor testing purposes

Estimated Annual Operating Cost
$372,000

$569,000
$1,125,000

The operating costs presented above include the estimated labor and utility (primarily electrical) costs for
the Level 1 & 2 Upgrades. Based on previous discussions with MWRA and the MWRA’s submitted
Expression of Interest, any operations support would need to be provided by the testing center rather
than MWRA.
The operating costs for the Level 3 Upgrades include all costs associated with operating the Pilot Plant
facility. This includes labor for one plant manager, one assistant plant manager, one operator, and one
half-time administrative assistant, utility costs, chemical costs, and spare parts. We have developed the
estimated staffing levels based on the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission
(NEIWPCC) guidance on staffing for wastewater treatment facilities. This level of staffing is also
consistent with historical staffing levels of the Pilot Plant when it was operational.

Proposed Schedule
For each level of improvements presented in the Needs Assessment, we have developed a preliminary
project schedule which estimates the total time required to design, construct, and start-up the facility. For
each schedule, we have assumed that the project will receive the “greenlight” in January 2018. This
assumes that the funding is in place and available to make the proposed improvements, and the project
stakeholders have agreed on a commitment to move the project forward.
The first activity in each schedule following the “greenlight” is a negotiation phase, to set up agreements
between MassCEC and the stakeholders at each site. The estimated time for the negotiation phase is an
estimate based on the number of parties involved and level of complexity of the agreements. This
schedule assumes that a resolution can be agreed to by all parties. In reality, the likelihood of developing
a mutually beneficial agreement is unknown, especially for some of the more complex scenarios involving
several stakeholders.
For potential facilities at Deer Island, we have estimated a longer window for negotiations involving the
potential test bed site. During previous discussions with MWRA, it was noted that several stakeholders
within MWRA, including their operations staff and legal/procurement department would need to support
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (0230204)
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any agreement for on-site testing. We have extended the negotiation period further for the Level 1 & 2
upgrades, as these scenarios involve expanded testing in the general process area. The MWRA’s
Expression of Interest for this project only included activities at the Pilot Plant.
Beyond the negotiations with the MWRA stakeholders, we do not anticipate significant permitting efforts
associated with this site. All of the scenarios include construction in existing buildings and structures,
therefore only general building permits would likely be required.
An estimate of the design duration has been estimated based on the complexity and overall size of the
proposed improvements. We have included a time period for reviews by MassCEC and the various
stakeholders in the overall design efforts. For Deer Island we have included an extended review period,
to allow MWRA’s operations staff sufficient review time.
Following design, we have assumed the project will be publicly bid prior to moving into construction. The
construction schedules begin with a submittal review period for the major items of each upgrade. Once
submittals are approved, there is typically a schedule lag while the vendor manufactures the component,
prior to shipping to the site. This “lead time” for the major components has been estimated based on
similar recent projects and discussions with the vendors. Finally, the estimated duration for on-site
construction and start-up of the facilities has been estimated based on recent similar projects.
The estimated construction schedule for the three levels of improvements for Deer Island is attached.
The overall estimated duration is estimated below. As previously noted, all schedules assume a
“greenlight” at the beginning of 2018.

TABLE 4: ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY
Item
Negotiations with
Stakeholders
Design/Permitting
Construction
Date of Start-up

Level 1 Duration

Level 2 Duration

Level 3 Duration

9 months

9 months

6 months

9 months
6 months
January 2020

15 months
12 months
November 2020

11 months
14 months
June 2020

The Level 1 Upgrades for Deer Island can be implemented relatively quickly once all agreements are in
place and all stakeholders are amenable to the final design. The Level 2 Upgrades are estimated to have
the longest pre-construction time, as this scenario would impact several different areas of the facility and
require coordination with several different existing systems. As noted above, the re-activation of the Pilot
Plant is most consistent with the original intent of this study. However due to the amount and complexity
of the equipment required to operate the Pilot Plant, this scenario has the longest construction period.
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ATTACHMENT 1 – CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE

Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

Deer Island Treatment Plant - Level 1
Labor

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/23/2017
12:19 PM
230204

Material

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$3,812
$1,334
$2,122
100

$0

$0

$280,710

$0

$0

$0

$0

6.25%

$0
$0

$0

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$0

6.25%
0.00%

$7,268
0.85%
0.15%

$0
$3,497
$617

$0

$284,522
$1,334
$2,122

$280,710

$0

$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$287,978
$3,497
$617

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond
Warranty
Site Safety

Project Total

8.00%

$581

$11,039
2.00%
1.00%

Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

26.10%

$1,897

30%

8.00%

$329

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$73,265
8.00%

$22,457

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$0
$0

$11,039

$16,556

$76,236

8.00%

$23,367
$11,039
$5,760
$2,880

$5,760
$2,880
$18,386

25%

26.10%

$1,074

$0

$376,432

$0

$0

$0

$411,374
$102,844
$154,265

$668,483

Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/23/2017
12:22 PM
230204

Deer Island Treatment Plant - Level 1+2
Labor

Material

$259,590
$90,857
$146,379
6,775

$499,897

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$2,207

$1,254,460

$0

$0

$0

$31,244

6.25%

$31,244
$77

$77

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$0

6.25%
0.00%

$496,825
0.85%
0.15%

$531,141
$27,741
$4,896

$2,285

$2,016,155
$90,857
$146,379

$1,254,460

$0

$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,284,711
$27,741
$4,896

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond
Warranty
Site Safety

Project Total

8.00%

$39,746

$87,582
2.00%
1.00%

Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

26.10%

$129,671

30%

8.00%

$45,102

26.10%

$596
8.00%

$183

26.10%

$327,414
8.00%

$100,357

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$0
$0

$87,582

$843,608

$604,828

8.00%

$185,388
$87,582
$45,694
$22,847

$45,694
$22,847
$734,784

25%

26.10%

$147,146

$3,064

$1,682,231

$0

$0

$0

$3,263,686
$815,922
$1,223,882

$5,303,490

Budget Estimate Summary

Date:
Time:
Project No.:

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102

Direct Construction Cost
Base labor
Labor burden
Labor fringes
Labor manhours
Material sales tax
Equipment shipping
Temporary material markup
Sales tax on Proc. Equip.
Other markup
Gross Construction Cost
General liability insurance
Builder's risk insurance

10/23/2017
12:26 PM
230204

Deer Island Treatment Plant - Level 1+3
Labor

Material

$233,185
$81,615
$140,324
5,848

$277,900

Const. Equip.

Subcontract

Temp Matl

Proces Equip.

Other

Totals

%
35.00%

$0

$330,710

$0

$676,000

$0

$17,369

6.25%

$17,369
$0

$0

3.50%

$0

0.00%

$42,250

6.25%
0.00%

$455,124
0.85%
0.15%

$295,269
$21,848
$3,856

$0

$1,517,795
$81,615
$140,324

$330,710

$0

$718,250

$0
$0

$0
$42,250
$0
$1,799,352
$21,848
$3,856

Overall
Contr. OH & Gen. Cond.+Escalation

0.00%

$0
Contractor Profit

0.00%

$0
P&P Bond
Warranty
Site Safety

Project Total

8.00%

$36,410

$68,976
2.00%
1.00%

Total Construction Cost
Engineering
Contingency

26.10%

$118,787

30%

8.00%

$25,678

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$86,315
8.00%

$26,457

26.10%

$0
8.00%

$0

26.10%

$187,463
8.00%

$57,460

26.10%

$0
$0

$68,976

$499,400

$476,340

8.00%

$146,004
$68,976
$35,987
$17,994

$35,987
$17,994
$664,301

25%

26.10%

$83,774

$0

$443,482

$0

$963,173

$0

$2,570,357
$642,589
$963,884

$4,176,830

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Recap - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner

Description

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

Deer Island Treatment Plant
Rehab of Pilot Plant Building
Raw Influent Testing
Primary Effluent
Secondary Effluent
Sludge Testing
Odor Control Testing
Gas Testing
Re-Activate Pilot Plant
* Total Deer Island Treatment Plant

...\230204 MA Clean Energy Center Projects OCT2017.est

16,871.65
192,458.85
180,282.13
180,282.13
180,282.13
222,819.59
180,282.13
1,039,605.12
2,192,883.73

200,144.41
194,092.80
194,092.80
194,092.80
256,419.31
194,092.80
685,406.28
1,918,341.21

651,611.11
314,825.82
314,825.82
314,825.82
314,825.82
303,219.34
314,825.82
499,078.72
3,028,038.29

Page 1

5,303.24

5,303.24

1,667,271.13
1,667,271.13

668,483
712,732
689,201
689,201
689,201
782,458
689,201
3,891,361
8,811,838

10/23/2017 12:28 PM

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner

Description

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

TotalCost

Deer Island Treatment Plant
Rehab of Pilot Plant Building
Membrane roofing
Renovate Interior - Laboratory
Renovate Interior - Office
Renovate Interior - Warehouse
HVAC Upgrades
Demolition For Rennovations
Electrical Rennovations
** Total Rehab of Pilot Plant Building

2,740
340
400
2,000
2,740
1
2,740

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
LS
SF

41,342.29
118,386.12
83,566.67
185,703.71
95,405.28
16,871.65
127,207.04
651,611.11

16,871.65

15.09
348.19
208.92
92.85
34.82
16,871.65
46.43

41,342
118,386
83,567
185,704
95,405
16,872
127,207
668,483

11,606.48
303,219.34

11,606
303,219

Raw Influent Testing
Paint Piping
New Master Control Panel with PLC & Remote
Monitoring Software
Assume all utilities fed thru existing Deer Island
service
4/0 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
200A 480/277 Panelboard 30 ckt
1000 LF surface mounted conduit 4" RGS
1000 LF of CAT6 Ethernet Cable
1000 LF of 480VAC 200A service 350kCMIL
XHHW
1000 LF of conduit for Ethernet 3/4"C RGS
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
HDPE class 8600 pipe butt jnts
6" 110 psi pipe
DI Pipe, 4",
DI 90 Ell - 250#, 4"
MJxMJ, CMTLND
Weight, Ductile Iron Pipe
Weight, Ductile Fittings
,4IN,PLUG,250#,DI,LEVER,CMT
GLAND & T BOLT SET, 4"
** Total Raw Influent Testing

1 LS
1 LS

11,606.48
303,219.34

****
75
4
4
1
1,000
1,000
4,000

LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
LF
LF

3,000 LF
2 EA
1 LS
****
350 LNFT
200 LNFT
12 EACH
2,920 LBS
660 LBS
8 EACH
63 EACH

379.61
674.87
674.87
6,748.66
67,486.59
1,928.29
21,594.83

284.87
616.59
986.55
7,399.13
56,726.68
628.93
33,542.73

8.86
322.87
415.35
14,147.79
124.21
2.56
13.78

664
1,291
1,661
14,148
124,213
2,557
55,138

57,701.36
2,024.60
1,687.16

55,493.49
3,946.20
1,479.83

37.73
2,985.40
3,166.99

113,195
5,971
3,167

12,176.72
8,352.68
6,340.77

6,051.60
9,002.28
4,883.43

67.23
86.77
935.35

23,532
17,355
11,224

581.06
4,106.80
192,458.85

16,771.37
2,330.73
200,144.41

2,169.05
102.18

17,352
6,438
712,732

11,606.48
303,219.34

11,606
303,219

8.86
322.87
415.35
14,147.79
124.21
2.56

664
1,291
1,661
14,148
124,213
2,557

5,303.24

314,825.82

5,303.24

Primary Effluent
Paint Piping
New Master Control Panel with PLC & Remote
Monitoring Software
Assume all utilities fed thru existing Deer Island
service
4/0 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
200A 480/277 Panelboard 30 ckt
1000 LF surface mounted conduit 4" RGS
1000 LF of CAT6 Ethernet Cable

1 LS
1 LS

11,606.48
303,219.34

****
75
4
4
1
1,000
1,000

...\230204 MA Clean Energy Center Projects OCT2017.est

LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
LF

379.61
674.87
674.87
6,748.66
67,486.59
1,928.29

284.87
616.59
986.55
7,399.13
56,726.68
628.93
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10/23/2017 12:29 PM

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Partial Report

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Estimator : K. Rosner

Description
1000 LF of 480VAC 200A service 350kCMIL
XHHW
1000 LF of conduit for Ethernet 3/4"C RGS
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
DI Pipe, 4",
DI 90 Ell - 250#, 4"
MJxMJ, CMTLND
Weight, Ductile Iron Pipe
Weight, Ductile Fittings
,4IN,PLUG,250#,DI,LEVER,CMT
GLAND & T BOLT SET, 4"
** Total Primary Effluent

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

4,000 LF

21,594.83

33,542.73

13.78

55,138

3,000
2
1
200
12
2,920
660
8
63

57,701.36
2,024.60
1,687.16
8,352.68
6,340.77

55,493.49
3,946.20
1,479.83
9,002.28
4,883.43

37.73
2,985.40
3,166.99
86.77
935.35

113,195
5,971
3,167
17,355
11,224

581.06
4,106.80
180,282.13

16,771.37
2,330.73
194,092.80

2,169.05
102.18

17,352
6,438
689,201

11,606.48
303,219.34

11,606
303,219

LF
EA
LS
LNFT
EACH
LBS
LBS
EACH
EACH

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

314,825.82

TotalCost

Secondary Effluent
Paint Piping
New Master Control Panel with PLC & Remote
Monitoring Software
Assume all utilities fed thru existing Deer Island
service
4/0 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
200A 480/277 Panelboard 30 ckt
1000 LF surface mounted conduit 4" RGS
1000 LF of CAT6 Ethernet Cable
1000 LF of 480VAC 200A service 350kCMIL
XHHW
1000 LF of conduit for Ethernet 3/4"C RGS
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
DI Pipe, 4",
DI 90 Ell - 250#, 4"
MJxMJ, CMTLND
Weight, Ductile Iron Pipe
Weight, Ductile Fittings
,4IN,PLUG,250#,DI,LEVER,CMT
GLAND & T BOLT SET, 4"
** Total Secondary Effluent

1 LS
1 LS

11,606.48
303,219.34

****
75
4
4
1
1,000
1,000
4,000

LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
LF
LF

379.61
674.87
674.87
6,748.66
67,486.59
1,928.29
21,594.83

284.87
616.59
986.55
7,399.13
56,726.68
628.93
33,542.73

8.86
322.87
415.35
14,147.79
124.21
2.56
13.78

664
1,291
1,661
14,148
124,213
2,557
55,138

3,000
2
1
200
12
2,920
660
8
63

LF
EA
LS
LNFT
EACH
LBS
LBS
EACH
EACH

57,701.36
2,024.60
1,687.16
8,352.68
6,340.77

55,493.49
3,946.20
1,479.83
9,002.28
4,883.43

37.73
2,985.40
3,166.99
86.77
935.35

113,195
5,971
3,167
17,355
11,224

581.06
4,106.80
180,282.13

16,771.37
2,330.73
194,092.80

2,169.05
102.18

17,352
6,438
689,201

11,606.48
303,219.34

11,606
303,219

8.86
322.87
415.35
14,147.79
124.21
2.56

664
1,291
1,661
14,148
124,213
2,557

314,825.82

Sludge Testing
Paint Piping
New Master Control Panel with PLC & Remote
Monitoring Software
Assume all utilities fed thru existing Deer Island
service
4/0 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
200A 480/277 Panelboard 30 ckt
1000 LF surface mounted conduit 4" RGS
1000 LF of CAT6 Ethernet Cable

1 LS
1 LS

11,606.48
303,219.34

****
75
4
4
1
1,000
1,000

...\230204 MA Clean Energy Center Projects OCT2017.est

LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
LF

379.61
674.87
674.87
6,748.66
67,486.59
1,928.29

284.87
616.59
986.55
7,399.13
56,726.68
628.93
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10/23/2017 12:29 PM

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Partial Report

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Estimator : K. Rosner

Description
1000 LF of 480VAC 200A service 350kCMIL
XHHW
1000 LF of conduit for Ethernet 3/4"C RGS
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
DI Pipe, 4",
DI 90 Ell - 250#, 4"
MJxMJ, CMTLND
Weight, Ductile Iron Pipe
Weight, Ductile Fittings
,4IN,PLUG,250#,DI,LEVER,CMT
GLAND & T BOLT SET, 4"
** Total Sludge Testing

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

4,000 LF

21,594.83

33,542.73

13.78

55,138

3,000
2
1
200
12
2,920
660
8
63

57,701.36
2,024.60
1,687.16
8,352.68
6,340.77

55,493.49
3,946.20
1,479.83
9,002.28
4,883.43

37.73
2,985.40
3,166.99
86.77
935.35

113,195
5,971
3,167
17,355
11,224

581.06
4,106.80
180,282.13

16,771.37
2,330.73
194,092.80

2,169.05
102.18

17,352
6,438
689,201

303,219.34

303,219

LF
EA
LS
LNFT
EACH
LBS
LBS
EACH
EACH

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

314,825.82

TotalCost

Odor Control Testing
New Master Control Panel with PLC & Remote
Monitoring Software
Assume all utilities fed thru existing Deer Island
service
4/0 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
200A 480/277 Panelboard 30 ckt
1000 LF surface mounted conduit 4" RGS
1000 LF of CAT6 Ethernet Cable
1000 LF of 480VAC 200A service 350kCMIL
XHHW
1000 LF of conduit for Ethernet 3/4"C RGS
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
FIBERGLASS, POLY-THREAD
PIPE, 100LB FLANGED,12"
FIBERGLASS FITTINGS
90 ELL, SHORT RADIUS
12" FLG POLY THREAD
CARBON STEEL VALVES
BUTTERFLY 12"
CS,
FL
WHEEL
NUT & BOLT SET
FLANGE PACK, 12"
GASKET, 12"
PIPE HANGERS
CLEVIS, 12"
BEAM CLAMP, 7/8"
HANGER RODS
7/8" DIAMETER, 4' LONG
VALVE TAGS
** Total Odor Control Testing

1 LS

303,219.34

****
75
4
4
1
1,000
1,000
4,000

LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
LF
LF

3,000 LF
2 EA
1 LS
****
200 LNFT
****
****
8 EACH
****
****
8 EACH
****
34 EACH
34 EACH
****
18 EACH
18 EACH
****
18 EACH
8 EACH

379.61
674.87
674.87
6,748.66
67,486.59
1,928.29
21,594.83

284.87
616.59
986.55
7,399.13
56,726.68
628.93
33,542.73

8.86
322.87
415.35
14,147.79
124.21
2.56
13.78

664
1,291
1,661
14,148
124,213
2,557
55,138

57,701.36
2,024.60
1,687.16

55,493.49
3,946.20
1,479.83

37.73
2,985.40
3,166.99

113,195
5,971
3,167

15,252.71

14,798.26

150.25

30,051

17,083.04

2,959.65

2,505.34

20,043

6,246.35

72,215.53

9,807.74

78,462

10,186.63
10,865.74

2,107.23
702.05

361.58
340.23

12,294
11,568

653.69
817.11

1,049.67
788.82

94.63
89.22

1,703
1,606

784.43
29.05
222,819.59

661.51
31.57
256,419.31

80.33
7.58

1,446
61
782,458

11,606.48

11,606

303,219.34

Gas Testing
Paint Piping

...\230204 MA Clean Energy Center Projects OCT2017.est

1 LS

11,606.48
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Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner
Project Size : 0 SQFT
Description
New Master Control Panel with PLC & Remote
Monitoring Software
Assume all utilities fed thru existing Deer Island
service
4/0 Bare CU
Exothermic welds
Grounding Rods 10' by 3/4"
200A 480/277 Panelboard 30 ckt
1000 LF surface mounted conduit 4" RGS
1000 LF of CAT6 Ethernet Cable
1000 LF of 480VAC 200A service 350kCMIL
XHHW
1000 LF of conduit for Ethernet 3/4"C RGS
handholes, low traffic areas, fiberglass
Encl, fittings, misc., splicing
DI Pipe, 4",
DI 90 Ell - 250#, 4"
MJxMJ, CMTLND
Weight, Ductile Iron Pipe
Weight, Ductile Fittings
,4IN,PLUG,250#,DI,LEVER,CMT
GLAND & T BOLT SET, 4"
** Total Gas Testing

Quantity UM

Lab.Total

Mat.Total

1 LS

Sub.Total

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost

303,219.34

TotalCost

303,219.34

303,219

****
75
4
4
1
1,000
1,000
4,000

LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
LF
LF

379.61
674.87
674.87
6,748.66
67,486.59
1,928.29
21,594.83

284.87
616.59
986.55
7,399.13
56,726.68
628.93
33,542.73

8.86
322.87
415.35
14,147.79
124.21
2.56
13.78

664
1,291
1,661
14,148
124,213
2,557
55,138

3,000
2
1
200
12
2,920
660
8
63

LF
EA
LS
LNFT
EACH
LBS
LBS
EACH
EACH

57,701.36
2,024.60
1,687.16
8,352.68
6,340.77

55,493.49
3,946.20
1,479.83
9,002.28
4,883.43

37.73
2,985.40
3,166.99
86.77
935.35

113,195
5,971
3,167
17,355
11,224

581.06
4,106.80
180,282.13

16,771.37
2,330.73
194,092.80

2,169.05
102.18

17,352
6,438
689,201

374,889.37
295,965.29
41,928.42
236,772.23
173,879.61
115,919.74
115,919.74
41,928.42
23,430.59

4,357.92
123,318.87
116,064.82
28,877.98
32,501.81
23,869.49
17,703.54
66,675.71
66,675.71
66,675.71
47,375.81
28,877.98

653,688
123,319
116,065
462,048
325,018
47,739
283,257
200,027
133,351
133,351
47,376
28,878

246,637.74

246,637.74

246,638

383,013.90

383,014

314,825.82

Re-Activate Pilot Plant
Start-up/Test/Check Pilot Plant
Start-up Equipment Rental
Paint existing piping (allowance)
Remove & Replace Drain Pumps
Remove & Replace Sample Pumps
Remove & Replace Dewatering Pumps
Remove & Replace Chemical Metering Pumps
Remove & Replace RAS Pumps
Remove & Replace WAS Pumps
Remove & Replace Primary Sludge Pumps
Remove & Replace Scum Pump
Remove & Replace Submersible Effluent Wet
Well Pump
Mechanical Rehab of Clarifiers/Gates
(allowance)
PLC-based Control Panel with Remote
Monitoring Software
Demolition General
Power Monitoring (assumed ten stations need
this)
Rehabilitation of Clarifiers: Electrical Allowance
Rehab of Valves: Electrical Allowance
Replacement of all Pumps: Electrical
Allowance
Replace Process Piping Valves (assume 50%
replace)
** Total Re-Activate Pilot Plant

150
1
1
16
10
2
16
3
2
2
1
1

MANDAYS
653,687.74
LS
LS
EA
87,158.37
EA
29,052.79
EA
5,810.56
EA
46,484.46
EA
26,147.51
EA
17,431.67
EA
17,431.67
EA
5,447.40
EA
5,447.40

123,318.87
116,064.82

1 LS
1 LS

383,013.90

1 LS
10 EA

16,871.65
16,871.65

123,318.87

16,871.65
14,019.05

16,872
140,191

1 LS
1 LS
1 LS

6,748.66
6,748.66
6,748.66

24,663.77
19,731.02
36,995.66

31,412.43
26,479.68
43,744.32

31,412
26,480
43,744

126 EA

91,516.28

357,378.09

3,562.65

448,894

1,039,605.12

685,406.28
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499,078.72
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1,667,271.13

3,891,361
10/23/2017 12:29 PM

Estimate Detail - Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Projects
Detail - With Taxes and Insurance ,Indirect Costs are Spread

Group 1: Site
Group 2: Upgrade ID

Partial Report

Estimator : K. Rosner
Project Size : 0 SQFT
Description

Quantity UM

* Total Deer Island Treatment Plant

...\230204 MA Clean Energy Center Projects OCT2017.est

Lab.Total
2,192,883.73

Mat.Total
1,918,341.21

Sub.Total
3,028,038.29

Page 5

Const. Eqp. Process Eqp. Tmp.Mat.TotOtherTotalTot.UnitCost
5,303.24

1,667,271.13

TotalCost
8,811,838

10/23/2017 12:29 PM

ATTACHMENT 2 – OPERATING COST ESTIMATE

Items
Full-Time Plant Manager
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe/Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Utilities
Chemicals
HVAC Material & Supplies
Building & Grounds Material & Supplies
Electrical Material & Supplies
Hand Tools
Mechanical Maintenance
Subcontractor Maintenance - Electrical & Fire Alarm
Subcontractor Janitorial
Maintenance & Repair
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

DIPP LEVEL 1
Annual Operating Cost
$83,200
$26,000
$12,805
$61,003
$54,902
$237,910
$37,521
$5,000
$4,440
$46,961
$0
$4,000
$3,600
$2,500
$250
$11,256
$3,000
$1,200
$25,806
$0
$10,080
$1,025

Notes
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Subtotal
Estimated at 40,856 KWH/Month @ $0.16/KWH
Estimated at 32M BTU/Month @ $13/MBTU
Subtotal
No Chemicals Needed

30% of Total Power Cost

Subtotal
No Sludge Handling
Includes Laboratory Apparatus, Chemicals, and Supplies
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Industry Memberships, Health & Safety Training, Uniform Service, Trash
Disposal, and Travel
$16,122
$0
Not Technology Improvements Recommended
$33,790
10% Profit
$237,910
$99,994
$371,694

Items
Full-Time Plant Manager
Full-Time Operator
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Utilities
Chemicals
HVAC Material & Supplies
Building & Grounds Material & Supplies
Electrical Material & Supplies
Lift Station Repairs
Hand Tools
Lubricants
Mechanical Maintenance
Subcontractor Maintenance - Electrical & Fire Alarm
Subcontractor Janitorial
Maintenance & Repair
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

DIPP Level 2
Annual Operating Cost
$83,200
$45,760
$26,000
$17,953
$86,457
$77,811
$337,180
$79,209
$5,000
$4,440
$88,649
$0
$4,000
$3,600
$2,500
$2,500
$500
$500
$23,763
$3,000
$1,200
$41,563
$0
$10,080
$1,025

Notes
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Subtotal
Estimated at 19,173 KWH/Month @ $0.16/KWH
Estimated at 32M BTU/Month @ $13/MBTU
Subtotal
No Chemicals Needed

30% of Total Power Cost

Subtotal
No Sludge Handling
Includes Laboratory Apparatus, Chemicals, and Supplies
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Industry Memberships, Health & Safety Training, Uniform Service, Trash
Disposal, and Travel
$18,878
$19,625
Not Recommended
$51,700
10% Profit
$337,180
$179,820
$568,700

Items
Full-Time Plant Manager
Full-Time Assistant Plant Manager
Full-Time Operator
Half-Time Mecahnic
Half-Time Administrative Assistant
On-Site Overtime
Fringe Benefits
G&A Operations
Total Labor
Total Power
Natural Gas
Telemetering & Internet
Utilities
Flocculant - Aluminium Chloride
Liquid Oxygen
Coagulant - Sodium Aluminate
Sodium Hydroxide
Chemicals
HVAC Material & Supplies
Building & Grounds Material & Supplies
Electrical Material & Supplies
Lift Station Repairs
Hand Tools
Instrumentation Material & Supplies
Valve Replacement
Lubricants
Mechanical Maintenance
Subcontractor Maintenance - Electrical & Fire Alarm
Subcontractor Janitorial
Maintenance & Repair
Sludge Handling
Lab Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies & Equipment
Miscellaneous Expenses
Technology
Operation's Contractor Profit
Total Labor
Total Expenses
Total Cost

DIPP Level 3
Annual Operating Cost
$83,200
$56,160
$45,760
$22,880
$26,000
$27,303
$130,651
$117,586
$509,540
$138,324
$5,000
$4,440
$147,764
$14,069
$200,270
$10,133
$4,500
$228,972
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$2,500
$1,000
$5,000
$4,000
$2,000
$41,497
$3,000
$2,000
$75,997
$0
$12,360
$1,025

Notes
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
Annual Salary
7.5% of Annual Salary + On-Site Premium
50% of Above Salaries
45% of Above Salaries
Subtotal
Estimated at 70,775 KWH/Month @ $0.16/KWH
Estimated at 32M BTU/Month @ $13/MBTU
Subtotal
6,000 lbs/year @ $2.31 per gallon
550 gallons required per day @ $1.00 per gallon
3000 gallons per year @ $3.38 per gallon
3000 gallons per year @ $1.50 per gallon
Subtotal

30% of Total Power Cost

Subtotal
No Sludge Handling
Includes Laboratory Apparatus, Chemicals, and Supplies
Includes Office Supplies, Computer Supplies, and Postage
Industry Memberships, Health & Safety Training, Uniform Service, Trash
Disposal, and Travel
$27,500
$18,965
Includes Operation's Software - CMMS and Remote Access
$102,212
10% Profit
$509,540
$512,583
$1,124,335

ATTACHMENT 3 – ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

ID

Task
Mode

Task Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Project: DITP Schedule
Date: Tue 11/7/17

Deer Island - Level 1 Upgrades
Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with MWRA
Preliminary Design of Level 1 Upgrades
Client, MWRA review of Preliminary Design
Final Design of Level 1 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Submittals
Lead Time for Renovation Materials
Pilot Plant Renovation

Duration

Start

Finish

530 days

Tue 1/2/18

Mon 1/13/20

0 days
9 mons
3 mons
3 mons
3 mons
6 wks
140 days
8 wks
4 wks
4 mons

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 9/11/18
Tue 12/4/18
Tue 2/26/19
Tue 5/21/19
Tue 7/2/19
Tue 7/2/19
Tue 8/27/19
Tue 9/24/19

Tue 1/2/18
Mon 9/10/18
Mon 12/3/18
Mon 2/25/19
Mon 5/20/19
Mon 7/1/19
Mon 1/13/20
Mon 8/26/19
Mon 9/23/19
Mon 1/13/20

Half 2, 2017
Half 1, 2018
Half 2, 2018
Half 1, 2019
Half 2, 2019
Half 1, 2020
Half 2, 2020
Half 1, 2021
S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

1/2

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone

Page 1

ID

Task
Mode

Task Name

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Project: DITP Schedule
Date: Tue 11/7/17

Deer Island - Level 2 Upgrades
Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with MWRA
Preliminary Design of Level 2 Upgrades
Client, MWRA review of Preliminary Design
Final Design of Level 2 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Submittals
Lead Time for Piping/Electrical Materials
Slip-Lining of Existing 24" Influent
Electrical/Controls - Raw Effluent Location
Piping Connections - Primary Effluent Location
Electrical/Controls - Primary Effluent Location
Piping Connections - Secondary Effluent Location
Electrical/Controls - Secondary Effluent Locations
Piping Connections - Sludge Testing Location
Electrical/Controls - Sludge Testing Location
Piping Connections - Odor Control Testing Location
Electrical/Controls - Odor Control Testing Location
Piping Connections - Gas Testing Location
Electrical Controls - Gas Testing Location
Overall Facility Startup

Duration

Start

Finish

740 days
0 days
9 mons
6 mons
3 mons
6 mons
6 wks
210 days
8 wks
4 wks
6 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks
4 wks

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 9/11/18
Tue 2/26/19
Tue 5/21/19
Tue 11/5/19
Tue 12/17/19
Tue 12/17/19
Tue 2/11/20
Tue 3/10/20
Tue 4/21/20
Tue 4/21/20
Tue 5/19/20
Tue 5/19/20
Tue 6/16/20
Tue 6/16/20
Tue 7/14/20
Tue 7/14/20
Tue 8/11/20
Tue 8/11/20
Tue 9/8/20
Tue 10/6/20

Mon 11/2/20
Tue 1/2/18
Mon 9/10/18
Mon 2/25/19
Mon 5/20/19
Mon 11/4/19
Mon 12/16/19
Mon 10/5/20
Mon 2/10/20
Mon 3/9/20
Mon 4/20/20
Mon 5/18/20
Mon 5/18/20
Mon 6/15/20
Mon 6/15/20
Mon 7/13/20
Mon 7/13/20
Mon 8/10/20
Mon 8/10/20
Mon 9/7/20
Mon 9/7/20
Mon 10/5/20
Mon 11/2/20

Half 2, 2017
Half 1, 2018
Half 2, 2018
Half 1, 2019
Half 2, 2019
Half 1, 2020
Half 2, 2020
Half 1, 2021
S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

1/2

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone

Page 2

ID

Task
Mode

Task Name

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Project: DITP Schedule
Date: Tue 11/7/17

Deer Island - Level 3 Upgrades
Project Greenlight
Negotiate Agreement Terms with MWRA
Preliminary Design of Level 3 Upgrades
Client, MWRA review of Preliminary Design
Final Design of Level 3 Upgrades
Bidding
Construction
Submittals
Lead Time for Pumps
Lead Time for Mixers
Lead Time for Chemical Pumps
Lead Time for Renovation Materials
Pilot Plant Renovation
Rehabilitate Clarifiers
Install Replacement Pumps
Install Replacement Chemical Pumps
Update Facility Controls
Startup of Pilot Plant
Clear Water Test

Duration

Start

Finish

631 days
0 days
6 mons
4 mons
3 mons
4 mons
6 wks
261 days
8 wks
16 wks
12 wks
12 wks
4 wks
4 mons
2 mons
3 mons
1 mon
2 mons
2 mons
1 day

Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 1/2/18
Tue 6/19/18
Tue 10/9/18
Tue 1/1/19
Tue 4/23/19
Tue 6/4/19
Tue 6/4/19
Tue 7/30/19
Tue 7/30/19
Tue 7/30/19
Tue 7/30/19
Tue 8/27/19
Tue 8/27/19
Tue 11/19/19
Tue 10/22/19
Tue 2/11/20
Tue 4/7/20
Tue 6/2/20

Tue 6/2/20
Tue 1/2/18
Mon 6/18/18
Mon 10/8/18
Mon 12/31/18
Mon 4/22/19
Mon 6/3/19
Tue 6/2/20
Mon 7/29/19
Mon 11/18/19
Mon 10/21/19
Mon 10/21/19
Mon 8/26/19
Mon 12/16/19
Mon 10/21/19
Mon 2/10/20
Mon 11/18/19
Mon 4/6/20
Mon 6/1/20
Tue 6/2/20

Half 2, 2017
Half 1, 2018
Half 2, 2018
Half 1, 2019
Half 2, 2019
Half 1, 2020
Half 2, 2020
Half 1, 2021
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1. MASSTC EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Test Center (MASSTC) is an existing
test center which provides opportunities for technology vendors to test on-site
wastewater treatment systems in a controlled environment. Barnstable County has
operated the facility since 1999. MASSTC applied to be a part of this feasibility study,
funded through the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC), which evaluated
the potential of expanded operations at MASSTC to support industry research efforts,
workforce development and public health protection programs.
MASSTC has successfully provided a controlled location for testing of on-site systems
for almost twenty years. The facility validates systems against regulatory
requirements and benchmarks against metrics like energy consumption. Fees
charged to vendors for rental of testing locations, National Sanitation Foundation
(NSF) testing, and contract services such as laboratory services and report writing
generate sufficient revenue for the center to cover all operating expenses, as well as
accumulate a “Reserve Fund” to decommission the facility in the future if the facility
is no longer needed or supported. The main purpose of this study was to identify any
physical improvements which could be made at the facility to expand and/or enhance
testing operations, identify the capital and operating costs associated with the
proposed improvements, and estimate the amount of new revenue which could
potentially be generated because of the improvements.
As a part of this study, Woodard & Curran visited the MASSTC site and held several
meetings with the Barnstable County staff, as well as other project stakeholders.
Based on this work, Woodard & Curran developed several recommendations for
improvements at the MASSTC site which could support expanded wastewater testing
activities. This business plan reviews the proposed capital costs, operating costs, and
total economic impact and compares these with estimated incremental revenues and
other non-financial drivers for the project.
Based on the summation of this study, it is estimated that if the following
improvements are made at MASSTC, sufficient incremental revenue would be
generated to cover the additional operating costs associated with the expanded
facility:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrades to Facility Alarms, Controls, and Local Area Network
Site Safety Improvements
Replacement of the MASSTC Office Trailer
Installation of a new Classroom Facility
Electrical Service Upgrade
Replacement of Influent Pumps
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The operating costs associated with these improvements is estimated to be
approximately $115,000 per year. This does not include the current operational
expenses associated with the existing facility. These improvements, that represent a
medium level investment, would allow additional revenues to be generated which are
estimated to meet or exceed the incremental operating costs.
These improvements would allow the expansion of the testing center to include five
new rental sites, due to the upgrades to the facility alarms and controls. Currently
MASSTC is limited to twenty-one test locations because the antiquated dosing pump
control system is not capable of supporting additional locations. We also believe that
upgrades to the MASSTC Local Area Network and other facilities may allow for an
increase in the rental fees charged to companies, as these improvements would add
value to the tenants.
The improvements listed above would also allow MASSTC to host industry events and
on-site training sessions at the facility, which would generate revenue via class fees
and provide a location for operator training. These sessions could include training for
aspiring wastewater operators, continuing education courses for professional
engineers, Title 5 inspectors and installers, as well as educational sessions for
residents and realtors interested in on-site wastewater systems. Many of these types
of courses exist currently at different locations, these improvements would allow
MASSTC to host courses at the upgraded facility.
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In addition to these new revenue streams, the proposed improvements at MASSTC
would offer significant non-financial benefits as well. First and foremost, the initial
driver for the MASSTC facility was to aid environmental protection through the
development of more effective on-site wastewater treatment systems. Advanced and
alternative onsite septic systems is a valuable addition to the tool set for
municipalities in addressing wastewater management needs. As repairs to existing
onsite systems become necessary and newly identified environmental concerns with
existing and future development arise, it is paramount that the Commonwealth have
a robust understanding of the capabilities and limitations of onsite treatment
systems. This investment would enable these improvements to continue and enhance
their effectiveness. Furthermore, many improvements in wastewater treatment in
general, and on-site systems specifically are driven by a desire to increase the energy
efficiency of systems. Improvements at MASSTC would likely continue this trend,
resulting in decreased system operation costs to the homeowners and overall
reductions in energy usage. Finally, these investments would provide additional
workforce development opportunities for Barnstable County specifically, as well as
the wastewater industry as a whole.
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2. BUSINESS MODEL SUMMARY
The Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Test Center (MASSTC) is a division of
the Barnstable County Department of Health and Environment founded in 1999.
MASSTC was originally established to provide performance information on various
alternative onsite septic system technologies. Since MASSTC’s founding, nearly every
major manufacturer of onsite system technologies has been served by standardized
testing and validation or by using MASSTC as a test bed to research and further
develop their products.
The larger market need for small systems is significant in the United States. According
to EPA, more than 60 million people in the nation are served by septic systems. About
one-third of all new development is served by septic or other decentralized treatment
systems.1 With an increasing need for functioning and effective small decentralized
systems the MASSTC was formed to address a market need initially in Cape Cod but
now serves into larger geographic market.
MASSTC has been run as a non-profit and currently generates revenue from several
sources:
1) NSF testing, where the center hosts onsite system technologies for a fee, and
completes rigorous testing according to NSF standards;
2) research & development for hosted onsite system technologies for a fee, on an
“as-needed” basis;
3) test space rental for testing companies; and
4) receiving funding for various research programs.
This business model is intended to evaluate the possible levels of investment for
sustainable operations and benefit to the Commonwealth. For the purposes of this
evaluation, test center revenue is broken in to four major categories:
•

Test bed rental

•

Sponsored Research

•

Events

•

Platform services

Each of these revenue sources are outlined below as part of the business model
narrative. In some cases, the center currently operates with these revenue streams

1

https://www.epa.gov/septic/septic-systems-overview
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or some combination of revenue streams while in others these would be new revenue
sources.

2.1 BUSINESS MODEL NARRATIVE
2.1.1 Current Business Model Revenue
The current revenue streams for MASSTC are from testing and basic research. The
Test Center can host up to twenty-one different technologies at a time and has
performed various standardized protocols for the National Sanitation Foundation
International including Standard 245 (a nutrient standard), Standard 40 (a secondary
treatment standard), and various water reuse and disinfection standards. The Test
Center has hosted products in all phases of development from initial prototype to
market-ready tests that position vendors for state or regulatory approvals.
The Test Center has also conducted basic research on topics such as virus transport
beneath septic systems, the use of soils for the removal of Contaminants of Emerging
Concern (CEC), non-proprietary means for treating of nitrogen, the effects of fine
material on aggregate in soil absorption systems, means of removing phosphorus in
onsite septic systems, the impacts of various remediation strategies on leachfield
operation and many other topics. MASSTC has been the recipient of a number of
grants under the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 319(b) competitive grant
program.
Through operations at MASSTC and the associated generated revenue, MASSTC
serves as a valuable asset to state regulatory officials in the assessment of various
technologies and the identification of emerging issues relating to onsite wastewater
disposal.
Test Bed Rental
Test bed rental revenue is essentially a tenant landlord relationship. Where MASSTC
provides the tenant/lessee access to the facilitates at MASSTC. The revenues from
the site are estimated to be approximately $900 per month per test bed unit, based
on discussions with MASSTC’s operations staff. With 21 test bed sites available the
center’s current revenue is in the range of $200,000 to $250,000 dollars per year
assuming some vacancy and a range in prices charged per site. Other revenues from
add on services are less regular but are important to keeping the foundation
financially sustainable and outlined below.
Sponsored Research
In some cases, the center may choose to conduct research where the staff of MASSTC
are principle investigators (PI) or co-PIs on work. In these cases, the center and
center staff would be funded from grant funding directly covering some part of the
center costs. In conversations with MASSTC staff, this work currently is billed at the
same rate as rental facilities
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Events
MASSTC currently does not receive significant revenue from events. Events could be
industry meetings, trainings or other stakeholder activities that paid a fee to use the
MASSTC facilities. Currently the MASSTC primarily serves as a testing center and has
limited resources, space or accommodations to host groups. Some training is
conducted on-site but indoor facilities are limited to the modular building. It is
estimated the current building can host no more than 5 people in the facility. The
existing facility is at the end of its useful service life and cannot accommodate the
needs of larger groups and does not contain bathroom facilities or handicap access
which meet current building codes.
Platform Services
In some instances, additional services such as data collection, report development or
sampling is also provided in addition to test bed services. Under the category of
platform services, the center provides services that allow researchers to use the
facility to pursue funding opportunities and essentially serve as an extension of the
research team or groups renting space at MASSTC. The center utilizes their expertise
in the alternative septic testing field to provide consulting services and research and
development. In these cases, grant funding would go to another organization, but
the work would be completed at MASSTC and funding from the grant would be
allocated to MASSTC. The fee charged by MASSTC for this work (sampling, data
analysis, consulting, etc.) is commensurate with the level of effort requested by the
client and is typically in addition to the test bed rental fee.
Total Revenue
The revenues from the site are estimated to be approximately $200,000 to $250,000
dollars per year primarily based on test bed rentals. For the purposes of evaluating
the existing operations, we did not evaluate the contributions from other sources of
revenue such as sponsored research or platform services since the facility charges
the same amount for test bed rental (net any additional services of sampling data
analysis, consulting, etc.), platform services and sponsored research. Under current
operations, it is anticipated that another $10,000-15,000 dollars of costs are
recovered on isolated engagements. Events are currently not conducted on-site so
no revenue is generated from for this use of MASSTC.
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Table 2-1: Estimated Current Annual Revenue
Revenue

Description

Estimated Annual
Revenue

Test Bed Rental

21 sites @ $900 per site

$200,000-$250,000

Sponsored Research

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Platform Services2

Report support, research
and development, data
analysis or other work

$10,000-$15,0000

Events

Events are not currently
held due to lack of
infrastructure

Not Applicable

Total

$200,000-$250,000

1

The current business model is to charge the same rate for units on site
independent of the type of services.
2
Assumes 1-2 assignments per year or app. 50-150 hours

2.1.2 Current Business Model Expenses
MASSTC appears to be run with a balanced operating budget. The center is well
managed and appears to have grown organically and aligned expenses with
revenues. The current site leadership understands the need to minimize expenditures
and align with the incoming revenue from clients.
The site has a robust operating strategy in place that aligns expense with revenue.
Given that the largest single expense will be labor, it is important that the center can
be run by a small team. The graphic below shows MASSTC’s operating strategy.
Center Director

County Oversight

Grounds
Maintence

Site Supervisor

Contract
Maintence

Contract
Sampling/Support
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Other expenditures on utilities, chemicals, etc. are relatively minimal in comparison
to the labor costs. With that in mind, future activities should use activity-based
costing approaches when appropriate. This might include sampling or non-routine
site activities that would be part of sponsored research. Test bed rental covers much
of the overhead but given the intermittent nature of the sponsored research this
approach of contracting and aligning project revenues with project costs will be vital
to long term financial viability.
Labor
This is based on the current staffing level that amounts to 2.5 FTE staff. Obtaining
the exact costs for staff salaries was not part of this effort but it can reasonably be
assumed given job responsibilities that these costs are somewhere in the $100,000
to $250,000 dollars per year, including overtime and fringe/benefits.
Barnstable County is at the epicenter of efforts to stem the effects of nitrogen inputs
to the marine environment from septic systems. Accordingly, Barnstable County,
though its Department of Health and Environment has allocated the equivalent of one
FTE to manage the Test Center from County Funds. This level of support is anticipated
into the foreseeable future and represents one of the 2.5 FTE represented here. This
one FTE is often used as a match for grant funds obtained from various state and
federal grants.
Expenses
Expenses for operations include power, internet, instrumentation, material and
supplies, electrical and fire, mechanical maintenance, lab supplies and equipment,
other technology and other miscellaneous expenses. In many cases a significant
portion of these expenses are borne by the groups using MASSTC and renting/leasing
sites. For assessment of potential investments, we have evaluated incremental
expenses as part of Section 6, the potential investments focus on MASSTC’s ability
to recover incremental expenses.
Reserve Funds
It is important to note that the current operations have allowed the facility to
accumulate funds that would allow decommissioning of the site. According to the
MASSTC management team, this account has a balance of approximately $200,000.
The center’s ability to accumulate these funds is a strong indicator that the center is
financially viable and managed responsibly.
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3. SALES PLAN
Sales will be generated from a pipeline of opportunities identified in the marketing
plan. Given the center will require relatively modest revenue streams, the center
director and staff will be responsible for sales. This will be one of the key functions
the center director will address. The sales plan below provides an overview of the
MASSTC product offerings, pricing, sales cycle and proforma management.

3.1 MASSTC PRODUCTS
To evaluate the potential for the center and to create a sales plan, the services that
could be provided by the center have been considered below. Each of these products
will make up a component of revenue. A good sales plan balances the services
provided and manages sales activity to align with available resources and desired
ratio of sales results. The sales plan should match the facility’s ability to host 21-26
technologies or customers at a time with activity to bring in new customers to keep
the center as fully utilized as possible. The primary goal of the sales plan will be to
keep the center’s test beds fully utilized.

3.1.1 Test Bed Rental
The most fundamental service MASSTC provides is rental of test space. This service
is very much like a landlord and tenant relationship where MASSTC essentially leases
or rents space to host sites. These agreements are typically structured in the 6 to
12-month range. This service should remain a key focus of test bed staff since it
represents predictable and reliable revenue. The sales approach for test bed rental is
generally a business as usual approach. The center has successfully maintained a
relatively steady business with limited outreach based on the Director’s work and the
word of mouth approach. Due to the center’s existing success in keeping vacancies
at the center low, a formal marketing campaign is not recommended.

3.1.2 Platform Services (Grant Based and Research and
Development)
In terms of sponsored research, the centers should continue to focus on providing
platform services that allow technology developers to use the facility to pursue
funding opportunities and to develop emerging technologies. MASSTC currently
utilizes this revenue stream to develop in the formation of new on-site wastewater
systems that have increased manufacturing of products in the commonwealth. For
example, MASSTC provided consulting services to CES Clean Water Solutions, which
through an existing MASSCEC grant has expanded local manufacturing of their
proprietary tanks.
In the Platform Services Model, grant funding may go to another organization, but
the work would be completed at MASSTC and portions of the funding from the grant
would be allocated to MASSTC. Sales for platform services would be generated by
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working with current clients via test bed rentals and providing add on services and
fees that utilize the center’s expertise in wastewater.

3.1.3 Sponsored Research
In some cases, MASSTC may choose to conduct research where the staff of MASSTC
are principle investigators (PI) or co-PIs on work. MASSTC also regularly provides
support to MassDEP for sponsored work and general support on policy and technical
issues.
In sponsored research, the center and center staff would be funded from grant
funding directly covering some part of the center costs. Sales for these services would
be generated in largely in the same way as test bed rentals or platform services
through networking, working with existing customers and through groups outlined in
the marketing plan.

3.1.4 Events
A key element in mobilizing new technologies and facilitating their use is a strategy
to introduce users and stakeholders to the technologies in settings that place the
product and services in context. Through the facilities existing business and if
potential investment scenarios are utilized, MASSTC could become a location where
products, manufactures, users, and designers can meet and facilitate the introduction
of onsite wastewater technologies into the market place. In some cases, there would
be opportunities to conduct trainings and industry events at MASSTC with the benefit
of the access to equipment and the ability to include field-based activities in training
or professional development activities. Events are the most impacted by the levels of
investments in the center. If investments in new facilities are added that can
accommodate larger groups, sales of these spaces would be generated through
existing customers, marketing to groups such as real estate agents, building
inspectors, etc.

Table 3-1: List of Clients
Client / Company
Name

Product

Location

Adelante Consulting

PUGO

New Mexico

Aeration Systems LLC
Aero-Stream (Various
Products)

Aeration System

Falmouth, ME

Aero-Stream

Hartland, WI

Aquapoint

Bioclere trickling filter

New Bedford, MA

Aquapoint

LOTUS

New Bedford, MA

Bioconcepts

ReCip

Oriental, NC

Bio-Microbics

Biomicrobics BioBarrier

Shawnee, KS

Bio-Microbics

BioMicrobics FAST

Shawnee, KS
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Client / Company
Name
Busse Green
Technologies Inc.
Cromaglass Corp.
CULTEC, Inc.
Plant Care Inc.
EcoRuck
Eljen Corporation
F.R. Mahony and
Associates, Inc.
Geoflow
Geoflow
Geomatrix Systems,
LLC.
HOOT Systems, LLC
Infiltrator Water
Technologies
Knight Treatment
Systems
Lombardo Associates,
Inc.
Lombardo Associates,
Inc.
MicroSepTec
Norweco
Plant Care Inc.
Presby Environmental
Quanics
SeptiTech
SludgeHammer
Tricel
Wastewater Alternatives,
Inc.
Waterloo
Waterloo

Product

Location

BusseGT Membrane Bioreactor
Cromaglass
Cultec Chamber
Eco-Pur Peat Filter
EcoRUCK
Eljen In-Drain

Oak Park, IL
Williamsport, PA
Brookfield, CT
Pulaski, VA
Buzzards Bay, MA
East Hartford, CT

Amphidrome
GeoFlow Drip Dispersal
Geo-flow pipe (ADS)

Rockland, MA
Corte Madera, CA
Hilliard, OH

Soil-Air
HOOT
EzFlow synthetic aggregate
system

Rhode Island
Lake Charles, LA
Old Saybrook, CT

White-Knight

Oswego, NY

Nitrex

Newton, MA

Phos-Rid
MicroSepTec
Norweco Singulair
Eco-Pure 300 Peat Moss
Biofilter
Enviro-Septic
Quanics AeroCell
SeptiTech
SludgeHammer
PuraFlow peat system
Wastewater Alternatives
Treatment System
Phosphex
Waterloo Biofilter (2 products)

Newton, MA
Mission Viejo, CA
Norwalk, OH
Pulaski, VA
Whitefield, NH
Crestwood, KY
Shawnee, KS
Michigan
Ireland
Concord, NH
Ontario, Canada
Ontario, Canada

3.1.5 Price
Important to any business plan is establishing competitive market pricing. Pricing of
services for this sector is challenging because of the uniqueness of the products,
there are limited facilities that can be compared to the services offered at MASSTC.
Pricing for each service has been aided by the facility’s historical operations. For each
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of the services outlined above an assessment of price was considered to help develop
a complete business model.
Test Best Rental
Currently the test center charges $900 per month for the rental of a test location.
This is based on what is publicly available for the center and from conversations with
MASSTC staff. Given the relatively limited market size for services that are provided
by MASSTC it is difficult to develop a market price for the test center services. Based
on conversations with MASSTC staff, the center has established pricing that keeps
the center full while covering expenses and generating reserve funds.
The area that appears to create the most opportunity is improved controls and site
connectivity. Some customers that require remote access or full automation may not
find the center suitable for their work due to the current infrastructure. As discussed
below, investments could improve MASSTC’s ability to increases prices, this would
likely be $100 to $200 per month based on conversations with the Director. Increases
in pricing will be explored more in Section 6 with the various levels of investment.
Platform Services
For platform services a normal test bed rental would be applied to the cost to the
tenant/lessee, but other services would be provided to the customer. Additional sales
could include services such as sampling, data collection or maintenance. In cases
where these services are provided, it is best to use market pricing for services such
as testing.
For other work that is labor related such report writing and or sample collection the
center should establish an overhead rate that aligns with reasonable cost recovery.
It would be reasonable to assume pricing of two to three times the direct cost on
labor to cover items such as fringe benefits, vacation, management, etc. This would
mean that sampling efforts are charged at somewhere between $75-125 per hour
which would cover the center costs and be less expensive than a for profit consulting
firm. Other services should be marked up somewhere between 10-15% to reflect
administration and expenses associated with management and procurement.
Sponsored Research
Pricing for sponsored research should developed using the test bed rental cost and
the costs of platform services. In the case of sponsored research, attempts should be
made to build up the costs to include full cost recover for the center activities. This
would mean developing budgets with a test bed rental cost and a buildup of labor
hours assuming full cost recovery including center overhead factor of two to three
times per hour.
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Events
In some of the investment scenarios, additional investment included space for small
group events. Based on conversations with center staff, a center use fee of $25-100
per person per day may be a reasonable charge to host events at the center. A local
reference to pricing may be from URI that charges $200 per class for continuing
education courses for Title 5 system inspectors and soil evaluators.1 This fee may
include other expenses but serves as a basis for reasonable facility charges. There
are other cases of small system training that there are conducted at Community
Colleges and Universities, but pricing was not immediately available. These classes
are often conducted without the benefit of access to wastewater systems, while
courses at MASSTC would have the benefit of having several types of functioning
alternative septic systems in one area.

1

https://web.uri.edu/owt/neowt-course-schedule/
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4. MARKETING PLAN
Under current operations, MASSTC has relied on word of mouth and introductions to
technology providers interested in deploying technology in the Cape Cod region to
grow business. MASSTC has a robust website that provides a gateway to the center
and allows prospective clients to quickly assess the sites capabilities.
The site http://www.masstc.org/ has a framework and information that would enable
an interested party to review the site and understand what types of infrastructure is
available. The website highlights past studies and research, studies in progress, types
of tests conducted and provides a virtual tour as well as contact information.
This website, activities, and marketing plan reasonably support the facility’s current
activity and revenue demands. For the current level of revenue requirements MASSTC
has a robust approach. As discussed in Section 6, additional investment may require
changes to the marketing plan and or following up with opportunities outlined below.

4.1 MARKET DRIVERS
In the cases of septic systems there are clear drivers under the permitting
requirements that drive standards and performance validation. Permitting
requirements for septic systems include the local Board of Health as well as the local
Building Department. In some cases, MassDEP has to approve the septic systems in
addition to the Board of Health. Typically testing will require a proposed system to
meet NSF Standard 245. This testing protocol and approval can be achieved at
MASSTC.

4.1.1 Cape Cod Market
In the case of Cape Cod there is a large market driver that stems from the nutrient
problems in the saltwater bays and freshwater resources of Cape Cod. These
problems are largely caused by excessive nitrogen entering the resources and
causing physical, chemical, and biological changes to the environment. Nitrogen
moves from the Cape’s septic systems through its porous soil to water bodies. Algae
and bacteria proliferate by feeding on the nitrogen, lowering dissolved oxygen in the
waterways and causing strain on other biological systems, such as shellfish beds. The
region is in the process of addressing these water quality problems and one of the
promising solutions are advanced septic systems. This was the primary driver for the
origin of the center and will be important to the future of the center and Cape Cod’s
natural resources.

4.1.2 Cold Weather System Focus
With a clear regulatory market driver in the geography and standards that required
performance validation, MASSTC offers testing space where technologies are exposed
to colder climates, which differentiates the facility from a competitor located in Waco,
Texas. MASSTC has clients that are naturally directed to them to support deployment
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to Cape Cod. There are other centers that could provide testing but MASSTCs
proximity to a region in need and weather are a key differentiator. The benefit of this
clear regional driver is that other geographies can look to the work that has been
done under a clear regulatory framework but cannot necessarily match the conditions
in the region.

4.1.3 Workforce Development
Another potential benefit to an investment at the MASSTC site is the potential to
provide training sites to develop the skilled labor necessary to become a licensed
wastewater operator. The wastewater operations industry is projected to see a
significant reduction in workforce in the coming years as many operators near
retirement age. The New England Water Environment Association has recently
developed a program to assist veterans of the armed services to enter the wastewater
operations field. This program includes stipends of up to $2,000/month for training
classes. Improvements at the MASSTC facility, combined with the proximity to the
Joint Base Cape Cod infrastructure could allow MASSTC to develop additional revenue
sources while addressing a larger-scale industry need for qualified operators.

4.2 SPONSORED RESEARCH/GRANTS
Sponsored research appears to be a broad opportunity to support the water
technology ecosystem. Funding that could support the use of the test center ranges
from testing small systems or developing small scale proof of concept work for new
technologies in various aspects of waste water technology. A marketing initiative that
could provide useful would be to make the center capabilities known to potential
funding sources. Some of these funding sources are described below. Each of these
funding areas could be targeted with marketing and or outreach.

4.2.1 Small Business Innovation Research Grants (SBIR)
According to EPA between 2012 and 2014, approximately 244 water related SBIR
grants were awarded with values of approximately $90 million dollars1. Although
approximately $30 million dollars per year in water related funding is not a large
number, this funding came from a wide range of agencies (e.g. Department of
Energy, National Science Foundation, United States Department of Agriculture,
National Institute of Health, Department of Defense, Environmental Protection
Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) which provides sustainability of founding and
demonstrates market need.
As part of SBIR, the Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) is another program
that expands funding opportunities in the federal innovation research and
development (R&D) arena. The STTR program is the requirement for the small

1

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/sbir_data_overview_-_maggie_theroux.pdf
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business to formally collaborate with a research institution in Phase I and Phase II
which may last up to three years and is part of a 3-phase program.
Given this is diverse set of agencies and the relatively modest operations
requirements of MASSTC this type of funding could provide a valuable source of
funding for small technologies that are looking to bring systems to the center. It is
recommended the center formally explore the opportunities with the SBIR program
administrators.

4.2.2 319 Grants
The Clean Water Act (CWA) established the Section 319 Nonpoint Source
Management Program Section 319 addresses the need for greater federal leadership
to help focus state and local nonpoint source efforts. The center receives grants under
Section 319, from Massachusetts. These funds can support a wide variety of activities
including technical assistance, financial assistance, education, training, technology
transfer, demonstration projects and monitoring to assess the success of specific
implementation projects.

4.2.3 MassCEC AccelerateMass
MassCEC has launched a program called AccelerateMass. It is a two-stage investment
program that provides up to $150,000 in convertible notes to clean energy graduates
of approved accelerator programs. The program is only for Massachusetts-based
applicants whose primary business fits the MassCEC definition of “clean energy”. The
program exists to support companies as they advance and commercialize clean
energy technologies and business models. AccelerateMass was launched in 2015.
Four investments were made in both 2015 and 2016.

4.3 POTENTIAL TARGET MEMBERSHIP/PARTICIPATION
ORGANIZATIONS
A number of regional and local organizations are outlined below. Depending on the
level of investment, MASSTC may want to get involved with each of the organizations.
It is recommended that for any of the organizations MASSTC determines appropriate
a clear scope of services and offering is provided to the organizations. The current
website would appear to serve in this function.

4.3.1 Local/Regional Organizations
Massachusetts Water Pollution Control Association (MWPCA)
Membership organization founded by treatment plant operators to provide training
and networking opportunities. Membership includes many engineers/consultants as
well. Hosts quarterly meetings and an annual trade show. Publishes a member
newsletter with articles on issues relevant to wastewater operators.
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New England Water Environment Association (NEWEA)
Membership organization for the wastewater industry in New England; local chapter
of the Water Environment Federation (see below). Hosts several professional
development conferences each year, including focused specialty conferences on
wastewater topics. Also conducts advocacy at the state and national level and issues
policy statements on issues of significance to the wastewater treatment profession.
Conducts outreach and publishes its own journal.
New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission (NEIWPCC)
Overseen by a board appointed by the governors of the New England States and New
York. The commission coordinates the operator certification program and Title 5
training for Massachusetts, and operator certification in Maine. Publishes guides and
resources for various water resources and wastewater topics. Additional work
includes research and monitoring; outreach and education; and training, support,
and advocacy.

4.3.2 National/International Organizations
NSF International (National Sanitation Foundation)
An independent, accredited organization that has developed standards, tests, and
certifications for on-site wastewater technology. The foundation is dedicated to being
the leading global provider of public health and safety-based risk management
solutions.
George Heufelder, MASSTC’s Co-Director, is on NSF’s Joint Committee for
Wastewater.
Water Environment Federation (WEF)
National membership organization for wastewater treatment professionals. Offers
several events with a focus on technical professional development. Publishes a
journal and a magazine, conducts extensive advocacy and outreach programs.
WaterReuse (watereuse.org)
National membership organization focused on water recycling and reuse. Has active
chapters only in some regions, primarily the West and Southwest. Hosts training and
education events/conferences, publishes newsletters, and conducts significant
advocacy and outreach at the state, regional, and national level.
Water Environment & Reuse Foundation (WERF)
Nonprofit (501c3) organization officially formed as the result of the merger of Water
Environment Research Foundation and the Water Research Foundation. Conducts
research to treat and recover beneficial materials from wastewater, stormwater, and
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seawater including water, nutrients, energy, and biosolids. Provides funding for
research both through an RFP process and unsolicited applications.
AWWA
National membership organization for drinking water professionals. Generally, less
interested in wastewater except as it overlaps or impacts water supply. Offers
conferences and resources similar to WEF, and coordinates on specialty conferences
in areas of common interest (primarily utility management). Has a New England
Chapter, which is narrowly focused on drinking water.
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5. POTENTIAL INVESTMENT SCENARIOS
This section presents recommendations for improvements at MASSTC to support
continued operations and expand existing wastewater testing activities. The
recommendations are based upon the work previously performed as part of this
project, including the kickoff meeting with the stakeholders at MASSTC, the findings
of the stakeholder engagement and network analysis tasks, and the observations
made during our site visit and existing conditions assessment of the facility.
Due to the conceptual nature of this study, the recommendations for improvements
in three “tiers”, which represent increasing and sequential levels of investment in the
facility. Given that the exact logistics of the overall project responsibilities (between
Barnstable County & MassCEC) are still to be discussed among the project
stakeholders, we have taken this approach because it gives several different options
for the site for consideration. The level of investment required for each of the
recommendations is based on engineering judgement. A formal cost estimate of
these improvements was included in earlier tasks of this project. The section below
summarizes the three-tiers of investment by detailing the following:
•

Types of improvements recommended

•

Estimated capital investment to purchase and install the improvements

•

Estimated expenses required to operate the improvements (including 3%
annual inflation)

An important clarification to note is that MASSTC is currently operating as an
alternative septic system technology testing center and therefore has existing
revenue and expenses. Their financial strategy is for revenue to cover their expenses
and also create profits to fund improvements and a “decommissioning fund”.
Although detailed financial statements were not reviewed during this feasibility study,
the facility staff has estimated that their current operating expenses are
approximately $225,000 annually, with the most significant cost comprised of labor
wages for the facility’s director and site operator.
As MASSTC continues growth of the facility it is important that the center can be run
by a small team. Other expenditures on utilities, chemicals, etc. are relatively minimal
in comparison to the labor costs. With that in mind, future activities should use
activity-based costing approaches when appropriate to cover the full operating costs
of the work. This might include sampling or non-routine site activities that would be
part of sponsored research that would generate both labor and materials costs. Test
bed rentals should cover much of the existing overhead and given the intermittent
nature of the technology research, an approach aligning project costs with project
revenues will be vital to long term financial health.
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Level 1 Investment
Level 1 upgrades represent lower-cost, short-term improvements that address
operational reliability, safety, and site aesthetics. The upgrades include site alarms
and controls, site improvements, and the addition of a new office trailer. These capital
investments are estimated to cost $500,000.

Table 5-1: Level 1 Capital Investment
Upgrade
ID

Description

Benefit

B1-1

Upgrades to Facility Alarms
and Controls with Local
Area Network and control
panels.

Site will improve
capabilities to collect
data and potentially
minimize labor
requirements.

$287,000

B1-2

Site Safety Improvements
– new grating, handrails,
trip hazards, etc. Improve
electrical service to
minimize extension cords.

Improve site safety
to minimize
potential site issues.

$39,000

Replace Office Trailer with
Updated Unit

Allows continued
use of the site,
accessibility
improvements.

B1-3

Total Capital Investment

Cost

$173,000

$499,000

In order to operate the new infrastructure, operating expenses were developed that
include additional labor, including benefits and other expenses as described below
and detailed in the Task 6 Memorandum. These expenses incurred for the Level 1 are
considered to be conservative and are a function of the occupancy of the technology
testing center. The purpose of these upgrades is to increase the redundancy and the
reliability of the equipment and therefore it is plausible that operating expenses are
actually not increased significantly from current operations. The estimated annual
operating cost is fairly low as these improvements represent only an incremental
expansion in the facility’s operations. The new site alarms and controls as well as site
safety improvements provided as part of the capital project should reduce the time
commitment of the on-site operators by Barnstable County. For the purposes of this
estimate, we have assumed that Barnstable County Department of Health would
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continue to provide a full-time director and operator as part of their contribution to
the test facility. However, a half-time administrative assistant is budgeted. Any costsharing arrangement with Barnstable County would need to be better defined during
the negotiations of the working agreement prior to construction of the improvements.
It should be noted that in the event that facility activities (and therefore revenues)
are lower than forecasted, there may not be a need for administrative assistance,
which would reduce the operating costs.

Table 5-2: Level 1 Annual Operating Expenses
Operating
Costs

Description

Estimated
Value

Total Labor

(1) Half-Time Administrative Assistant

$57,000

Total Other
Expenses

Telemetering & Internet, Maintenance & Repair,
Office Supplies, Technology

$24,000

Total Cost

Includes 10% Operation’s Contractor Profit

$90,000
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Figure 5-1:

Estimated Annual Operating Expenses

MASSTC LEVEL 1 - ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Total Labor

Total Utilities

Maintenance

Supplies & Technology

Contractor Profit

$140,000

$120,000

$100,000

Dollars

$80,000

$60,000

$40,000

$20,000

$YR1

YR2

YR3

YR4

YR5

YR6

YR7

YR8

YR9

YR10

Level 2 Investment
The upgrades presented as Level 1 represent relatively low-cost enhancements to
address conditions noted during our site visit and expand the existing testing
capabilities of the facility in a manner similar to its current use. The recommendations
presented in Level 2 represent a higher level of investment, but ones that would
result in a significant expansion of the facility’s capabilities including a new modular
building to hold classes and industry events, electrical upgrades, and mechanical
reliability improvements.
In general, these recommendations should be considered progressive – if the Level
2 upgrades are implemented, then the Level 1 upgrades should also be implemented,
either prior to the Level 2 upgrades or in conjunction with the Level 2 upgrades. For
MASSTC, the sizing of some of the Level 1 upgrades will be impacted depending on
whether or not the Level 2 upgrades are undertaken. For example, the incoming
electrical feed upgrade would likely be sized differently for just Level 1 upgrades as
compared to Levels 1 and 2. Nevertheless, in general the Level 2 upgrades would
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require almost all of the Level 1 upgrades to be in place prior to undertaking the Level
2 upgrades.
Level 2 upgrades includes all the upgrades in Level 1 in addition to a classroom
facility, upgraded electrical service and replacement of facility influent pumps. These
investments are estimated to cost $1,540,000.

Figure 5-2:

Proposed Layout of Level 1 & 2 Investments
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Figure 5-3:

Example Classroom Trailer

Table 5-3: Level 2 Capital Investment
Upgrade
ID
B2-1

Description

Benefit

Cost

New
Increase training opportunities at
Classroom/Vendor the site. Increase on-site facilities
Office Facility
for vendors.

$435,000

B2-2

Electrical Service
Upgrade

Address existing operational issues
and allow for additional future use.

$142,000

B2-3

Replace Influent
Pumps

Address operational issues and
improve reliability of the system.

$464,000

Total Level 2 Capital Investment

$1,041,000
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The Level 2 investment include a more significant expansion of the facility, including
installation of a new modular building. However, it is estimated that existing staff
levels are appropriate for this level of investment. The operating expenses associated
with these upgrades are outlined below:

Table 5-4: Level 2 Annual Operating Expenses
Operating
Costs

Estimated
Value

Description

Total Labor

(1) Half-Time Administrative Assistant

$57,000

Total Other
Expenses

Power, Natural Gas, Telemetering & Internet,
Maintenance & Repair, Office Supplies, Janitorial,
Technology

$46,000

Total Cost

Includes 10% Operation’s Contractor Profit

Figure 5-4:

$113,000

Level 2 Estimated Annual Operating Expenses

MASSTC LEVEL 2 - ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Total Labor

Total Utilities

Maintenance

Supplies & Technology

Contractor Profit

$160,000
$140,000
$120,000

Dollars

$100,000
$80,000
$60,000
$40,000
$20,000
$YR1

YR2

YR3

YR4

YR5

YR6

YR7

YR8

YR9

YR10
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Level 3 Investment
The level 3 upgrades consist of improvements which would significantly expand both
the footprint and capabilities of the Pilot Plant to perform testing activities. Some of
the improvements listed below would require permitting and ownership negotiations
and agreements prior to implementation. As such, these improvements could be
considered a “long-term” improvements plan, given the timeframe for the
improvements and the level of investment required.
Level 3 upgrades includes all the upgrades in Level 1 and 2 in addition to significant
facility upgrades that would enable the site to host additional customers with new
wastewater streams and larger flows. These investments are estimated to cost
$5,270,000. The operating expenses associated with these upgrades are outlined
below and detailed in the Task 6 Memorandum:

Figure 5-5:

Proposed Layout of Level 1, 2, & 3 Investments
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Table 5-5: Level 3 Capital Investment
Upgrade
ID

Description

Benefit

Cost

B3-1

Expansion of
Facility
Footprint

Expand space available for testing
activities. This will allow for
additional activities to take place
without disturbing the existing
testing.

B3-2

Provide new
Wastewater
Streams

Expand the number and types of
vendors which could use the
facility.

$1,680,000

B3-3

Resiliency
Measures &
Solar Power

Offset operational costs, expand
the types of testing possible at the
facility.

$1,973,000

Total Capital Investment

$74,000

$3,727,000

The Level 3 upgrades include a more significant expansion of the facility, including
an additional modular office building, an agreement with the next-door wastewater
treatment plant to provide new wastewater streams, and resiliency measures. Due
to the increased activity at the site an additional full-time plant manager and fulltime operator is budgeted.
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Table 5-6: Level 3 Operating Expenses
Operating
Costs

Estimated
Value

Description
(1) Full-Time Plant Manager
(1) Full-Time Operator

Total Labor

$337,000

(1) Half-Time Administrative Assistant
Total Other
Expenses

Power, Natural Gas, Telemetering & Internet,
Maintenance & Repair, Office Supplies, Janitorial,
Technology

Total Cost

Includes 10% Operation’s Contractor Profit

Figure 5-6:

$76,000

$454,000

Level 3 Annual Operating Expenses

MASSTC LEVEL 3 - ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Total Labor

Total Utilities

Maintenance

Supplies & Technology

Contractor Profit

$700,000
$600,000

Dollars

$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000
$YR1

YR2

YR3

YR4

YR5

YR6

YR7

YR8

YR9

YR10

Summary of the three-tier investment sequence is described in the table
below. Section 6 will describe projected revenue targets for each investment
level, the feasibility of these revenue targets, and the economic impact of the
recommended investment level.
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Table 5-7: Financial Summary of Three-Tier Investment Levels
Total
Investment
Capital
Level
Investment
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

$499,000
$1,041,000
$3,727,000

Annual
Estimated
Operating
Current
Expenses
Operational
Due to
Expenses
Investment
$90,000
$200,000
$113,000
$200,000
$454,000
$200,000

MASSTC Operating
Expenses (Includes
Estimated Current
Expense)
$290,000
$313,000
$654,000
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
MASSTC is an existing facility that has gained national recognition in innovation of
on-site treatment of wastewater. Investment in the center would expand the growth
by increasing functionality and reliability of MASSTC that would further legitimize the
technology testing center. Through these investments MASSTC will continue to solve
technical wastewater challenges for the Commonwealth as well as provide
opportunities for operator training and education – a significant need for the
Commonwealth.
Below the three-tier investment levels are discussed in terms of estimated revenue
targets and the approximate pricing necessary to meet these targets. Finally, the
recommended investment level is selected and economic impacts are described.

6.1 ESTIMATED REVENUE TARGETS
Estimated revenue targets are projected for each level of investment based on
matching revenue with operational expenses. This will allow UMA to be financially
healthy. Revenue in this section is described as a function of the number of test beds
and the required pricing and occupancy levels to match estimated operating
expenses. As mentioned in Section 3, pricing of services for this sector is challenging
because of the uniqueness of the products, there are limited facilities that can be
compared to the services offered at UMA. The table below summarizes the estimated
revenue targets to the total operating expenses at each investment of the three-tier
investment level, considering the current operating expenses of the facility.

Table 6-1: Financial Summary of Three-Tier Investment Levels
Annual Operating
Investment
Expenses Due to
Level
Investment
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

$90,000
$113,000
$454,000

Estimated
Current
Operational
Expenses
$200,000
$200,000
$200,000

MASSTC Operating
Expenses (Includes
Estimated Current
Expense)
$290,000
$313,000
$654,000

Level 1 Incremental Revenue
To achieve an incremental revenue of $90,000 dollars per year MASSTC could see an
increase in revenue from the ability to add 5 new test spaces and potentially increase
the fees charged 10-20% or approximately $100 per month. Revenue from the new
test sites would be approximately 5 X $1,000/month for 12 or $60,000 dollars per
year. The increase revenue would approximately $100 per month X 12 X 21 or
approximately $25,000 per year. If these two projections are realized the center
could reasonably support the increased expenses that may come along with the
increased investment involved in the Level 1 upgrades.
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Level 2 Incremental Revenues
The primary additional investment involved with the Level 2 upgrades involves the
additional of a modular classroom the associated expenses are approximately
$25,000 per year. To achieve this level of revenue increases approximately 2 classes
per month could be offered with each one paying the center $1,000 per class.
Assuming each class has approximately 25 students a fee of $40 per class could be
charged and meet this level of operational expense obligation.
Level 3 Incremental Revenues
Level three investments involve a substantial commitment to additional site
operations and capital. This level would require approximately $454,000 per year of
incremental operating revenue. This would mean that each new space created to
demonstrate larger scale systems including new wastewater streams would be
required to generate approximately $400 per day. Based on work conducted in prior
tasks there is a limited market need for this type of evaluation. Work conducted as
part of this effort but not specifically for MASSTC indicate there is somewhere around
30 potential test bed customers that could use the facility. Based on past experiences
it appears that somewhere from 5-10% of these potential customers need this type
of facility and have needs that normally require academic support and lab space. With
limited infrastructure in terms of academic support and lab space in addition to limited
accommodations around the site it is unlikely that enough of these clients would
chose to work at the MASSTC to support this type of investment. For each of the
scenarios outlined above, a matrix was developed to consolidate the incremental
opportunities of investment.
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Table 6-2: Summary of Revenue Targets
Item
Level 1
Upgrades:
Upgraded
Alarms/Controls,
Site Safety
Improvements,
New Office
Trailer
Level 2
Upgrades:
Level 1
Upgrades, plus
New Classroom
Facility,
Upgraded
Electrical
Service,
Replacement of
Facility Influent
Pumps
Level 3
Upgrades:
Level 1 & 2
Upgrades, plus
expansion of the
facility to
include
additional
wastewater test
streams

Capital
Investment

$500,000

$1,540,000

$5,270,000

Incremental
Revenue
Target

Incremental
Required

Add 5 more sites

Current
center
revenue
supports
investment

$25,000

Would need to
offer app. 24
classes per year
25 people per
class with a use
fee of $400 per
class or more
classes with lower
fees.

Currently
these
training
sessions are
offered at
academic
centers and
town
facilities.

$454,000

With four vendor
spots the center
would have to
charge app.
$400/day per
spot.

Significant
investment
with limited
visibility to
achieve
incremental
revenue.

$90,000

Additional
revenue from
higher fees.

Notes

6.2 RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT LEVEL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
The MASSTC site has effectively created a sustainable business that serves a market
need and helps solve important water quality challenge for small systems. The
current Test bed rental appears to be predictable and has successfully sustained
operations. MASSTC has done this by winning competitive solicitations attracting
companies that need MASSTC services and building support from water quality and
environmental protection agencies. MASSTC’s consistent operations has made the
center successful, managing costs and effectively servicing customers.
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Assuming the center is used to meet the business model goals of the Level 2
Investments approximately 600 people would be trained in serving small system
operations, helping manage and protect water quality and maintain aging
infrastructure. It is questionable whether investment in the Level 3 improvements
would generate sufficient new revenue to cover the increased operating costs, based
on the limited potential customers for larger scale testing systems that would utilize
the test space. As outlined in the market research, customers for those level of
services that could test larger flow are more likely more appropriate in a setting with
more infrastructure for lodging, academic community and lab serves. These upgrades
could be considered if other public benefits or other economic drivers were to be
considered in the evaluation of these investments.
Economic Impact Summary
These expenses result in a total impact to the Barnstable County of $1.9 million, a
multiplier effect of 1.59, and approximately fourteen total jobs. Additionally, the total
contribution of this scenario to state and local taxes is $72,137 and to federal taxes
is $157,145. More information on the economic impact can be found in the economic
impact report.

Table 6-3: Total Economic Impact of the Barnstable Construction
Level 2
Impact Type
Direct Effect
Indirect
Effect
Induced
Effect
Total Effect

Labor Income
Employment ($)
8.08
$452,325
3.22
$127,779

Value Added
($)
$507,995
$178,047

Output ($)
$1,195,623
$342,865

3.00

$122,232

$203,290

$360,422

14.30

$702,336

$889,332

$1,898,910

Other public benefits of having a test center allows new small systems to be tested,
demonstrated and aid in ultimate deployment to the commonwealth. MASSTC would
also serve as facility where training is provided.

Sustainable Business Investment
The business of MASSTC with Level 2 investments would need to generate
approximately $115,000 dollars per year in revenue. This would require 5 new test
sites with relatively full utilization and approximately 2 training or classes with 25
attendees per month.
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Table 6-4: Business Summary

Item
Level 1 Upgrades:
Upgraded
Alarms/Controls, Site
Safety
Improvements, New
Office Trailer
Level 2 Upgrades:
Level 1 Upgrades,
plus New Classroom
Facility, Upgraded
Electrical Service,
Replacement of
Facility Influent
Pumps

Capital
Incremental
Investment
Revenue
Target

$500,000

$90,000/year

Incremental Required

Additional revenue from
higher fees.
Add 5 more sites

$1,540,000

$25,000/year

Would need to offer
app. 24 classes per year
25 people per class with
a use fee of $400 per
class or more classes
with lower fees.

As outlined above and based on the market assessment investments in the center
could be made up to Level 2 ($1,5400,000) with reasonable confidence that
additional operating costs would be matched to new revenues for the center. This
revenue is in addition to other benefits to the Commonwealth that include economic
benefits outlined in the economic impact evaluation that should be further evaluated
relative to other public polices involving clean water, public health and energy goals.
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1. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS TEST BED CENTER
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The University of Massachusetts Amherst Test Bed Center (UMA) is an existing water
and wastewater technology testing center that is located at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst campus. The facility employs the services of 1-full time staff
member and also utilizes resources from the University. This facility was originally
developed in the 1970s through a grant by the predecessors of the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection, however the area was dormant for several
years prior to the recent re-activation of test activities. Testing of water and
wastewater technologies has taken place at the site since 2016. Through this testing
activity and the academic connections of the university, the facility has developed a
relationship with numerous vendors of water and wastewater technology.
The facility’s main source of revenue is rental fees charged to clients, which can range
from $3,500-$4,000 per month (although a lower rate is charged for internal clients)
with the option for add-on support or consulting services that can double the monthly
revenue per client. The facility negotiates the rates based on the amount of effort
required to host the technology and the length of the time commitment from the
client. The facility also generates revenue through platform services such as report
preparation and grant assistance on an as-needed basis for existing and potential
future clients. As part of the facility’s academic mission, graduate and undergraduate
students can take part in these efforts to supplement the full-time operator as
needed.
The staff who operate the UMA test bed center, including Professor David Reckhow,
are engaged in the activities of the facility and motivated to grow the amount and
types of testing which can occur. Professor Reckhow has noted that his connections
with the Water Research Foundation (WRF), the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and private water companies in the area will benefit the center in maintaining
an active list of potential clients for the test bed center.
As a part of this study, Woodard & Curran visited the UMA site and held several
meetings with the staff, as well as other project stakeholders. Based on this work,
Woodard & Curran developed several recommendations for improvements at the UMA
site which could support expanded wastewater testing activities. This business plan
reviews the proposed capital costs, operating costs, and total economic impact and
compares these with estimated incremental revenues and other non-financial drivers
for the project.
Based on the summation of this study, it is estimated that if the following
improvements are made at UMA, sufficient incremental revenue would be generated
to cover the additional operating costs associated with the expanded facility:
•
•
•

Construction of an indoor testing center for vendor use, including office and
laboratory space
Site Work Improvements
Influent Pump House Improvements
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•
•
•

Power & Controls Upgrades
Surface Water Pump Station Upgrades
Upgrades to the Effluent Pump Station serving the facility

The incremental operating costs associated with these improvements is estimated to
be approximately $370,000 per year. These improvements, that represent a medium
level investment, would allow additional revenues to be generated which are
estimated to meet or exceed the incremental operating costs. This does not include
the current operational expenses associated with the existing facility, including the
pilot plant engineer. As discussed with University of Massachusetts staff, the position
of a pilot plant engineer is intended to be a University of Massachusetts staff member.
This provides the benefit of an efficient liaison between technology vendors and the
university’s academic and research-oriented resources. Current operational expenses
are estimated at $125,000 per year and are thought to be covered by annual
revenue.
An Economic Impact Analysis was completed by BW Research for each investment
level. The analysis details project direct, indirect, and induced economic impacts from
construction of the improvements and the additional operations and maintenance.
The results of this study show that any level of investment produces additional impact
to the Amherst area. Details of the analysis can be found in Appendix A.
These improvements would allow the expansion of the testing center to include a
total of ten rental sites (six indoor and four outdoor), as well as expanded support
facilities. This expansion is projected to increase both the availability of rental space
as well as the rental fee charged, due to the provision for improved on-site facilities
for vendor use. Based on a $5,250/month rental fee, the facility is estimated to cover
the incremental operational costs if the facility remains at least 60% occupied
throughout the year. The increase in rental activity will likely increase the amount of
platform services performed by test bed staff as well, generating additional revenue.
Finally, the improved facilities will allow for some event rental fees to be generated,
for academic or professional organizations holding events at the site. In order for the
facility to cover all operating expenses (including estimated University of
Massachusetts expenses), a fee of $7,000/month could be charged if the facility
remains at least 60% occupied throughout the year. An average fee of approximately
$8,000/month has been charged in 2018, which includes both the rental fee and fees
for services performed by facility staff.
In addition to these new revenue streams, the proposed improvements at UMA would
offer significant non-financial benefits as well. Massachusetts is seen as a leader in
technology, and this investment at the state’s flagship university would enhance this
reputation and could lead to additional private investments in the state. Furthermore,
many improvements in wastewater treatment in general are driven by a desire to
increase the energy efficiency of systems. Improvements at UMA would likely
continue this trend, resulting in decreased system operation costs to the homeowners
and overall reductions in energy usage. Finally, these investments would likely
provide additional workforce development opportunities for Massachusetts, as well
as the wastewater industry as a whole.
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2. BUSINESS MODEL SUMMARY
The University of Massachusetts Test Bed Center (UMA) is an existing water and
wastewater technology testing center that is located on approximately 1-acre, fence
enclosed, property that is owned by the University of Massachusetts. The facility is
currently operated by UMass Amherst who employ the services of 1-full time staff
member and also utilizes resources from the University. UMA conducts much of its
research in a pre-engineered metal building manufactured by Butler Manufacturing
Company (Butler building) that hosts office and laboratory space as well as a
restroom. UMA was originally developed in the 1970s through a grant by the
predecessors of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection, however
the area was dormant for several years prior to the recent re-activation of test
activities. The current team operating since 2016, through the help of the University,
has made significant advances on both the infrastructure and the business side of
the facility.
UMA utilizes the adjacent Amherst Wastewater Treatment Plant as its source of a
variety of wastewater streams to be delivered to clients. The existing facility also
pumps untreated surface water from the adjacent Mill River for client testing.
UMA has been run as a non-profit and currently generates revenue from two primary
sources:
1) test bed rental where the center hosts onsite system technologies for a fee; and
2) receiving grant funding for various research programs.
This business model report is intended to be semi-quantitative and serve to evaluate
the appropriate levels of investment for sustainable operations and benefit to the
Commonwealth. For the purposes of this evaluation, test center revenue is broken in
to four major categories:
•
•
•
•

Test bed rental
Sponsored Research
Events
Platform services

Each of these revenue sources are outlined below as part of the business model
narrative. In some cases, the center currently operates with these revenue streams
or some combination of revenue streams while in others these would be new revenue
sources.
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2.1 BUSINESS MODEL NARRATIVE
2.1.1 Current Business Model Revenue
The current revenue streams for UMA are from testing and research of new water
and wastewater technologies. The physical testing site is flexible in operation and can
currently host one to four different technologies at a time and has successfully
performed multiple trials for water treatment technology providers.
UMA has hosted various clients testing process equipment for the use of advanced
electrochemical oxidation, UV analysis, destruction of perfluorinated compounds,
non-potable water reuse, electro-septic piloting, variety of organic compound
measurement, and membrane filtration.
Test Bed Rental
Test bed rental revenue is essentially a tenant-landlord relationship, where UMA
provides the tenant/lessee access to the facilitates at UMA. The revenues from the
site vary client to client and are estimated to range from $3,500-$4,000 per month
per test bed unit. With 3 test bed sites available the center’s current revenue has
been limited to match expenses. Other revenues from add on services are less regular
but are important to keeping the facility financially sustainable and are outlined
below.
Sponsored Research
In some cases, the center may choose to conduct research where the staff of UMA
staff are principal investigators (PI) or co-PIs on work. In these cases, the center and
center staff would be funded from grant funding directly covering some part of the
center costs. In conversations with UMA staff, the center is in the process of
developing new fee structures that could support center additional center operations
and expenses.
Events
UMA currently does not receive significant revenue from events. Events could be
industry meetings, trainings or other stakeholder activities that paid a fee to use the
UMA facilities. Currently the UMA primarily serves as a testing center and has limited
resources, space or accommodations to host groups. Some training is conducted on
site, but indoor facilities are limited to the building and other UMA facilities. It is
estimated the current building can host up to 10-15 people comfortably but cannot
accommodate the needs of larger groups for training/presentation purposes. The
existing building does not have handicap access which would be required to meet
current building codes.
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Platform Services
In some instances, additional services such as data collection, product evaluation,
analytical laboratory support, report development or sampling can be provided in
addition to test bed rental. Under the category of platform services, the center
provides services that allow researchers to use the facility to pursue funding
opportunities and essentially serve as an extension of the research team or groups
renting space at UMA. In these cases, grant funding would go to another organization
but the work would be completed at UMA and funding from the grant would be
allocated to UMA.
Total Revenue
The revenues from the site are estimated to be approximately $100,000-150,000
dollars per year primarily based on test bed rentals. For the purposes of evaluating
the existing operations, we did not evaluate the contributions from other sources of
revenue such as sponsored research or platform services since the facility charges
the same amount for test bed rental, platform services and sponsored research.
Although limited events attended by University of Massachusetts students are held
at the facility, revenue is not currently generated from these events.

Table 2-1: Estimated Current Annual Revenue
Revenue

Description

Estimated Annual
Revenue

Test Bed Rental

Rental, site and support
fees

$100,000-150,0001

Sponsored Research

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Platform Services2

Not Applicable

$10,000-50,0003

Events

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Total

$100,000-200,000

1Current

operations limited revenue to match expenses.

2

Services include activities such as testing, sampling and consulting.

3

Estimate based on conversation with UMA personal

2.1.2 Current Business Model Expenses
UMA appears to be run with a balanced operating budget. The center has a strong
leadership team, appears to have grown organically, and attempts to align expenses
with revenues. Because the existing operation of the center is not fully burdened with
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full University overhead current expenses are lower than what would be accounted
for if the University utilized full overhead rates. The current operations are also
limited by an administrative guidance policy that the University can only collect
revenue that matches expenses. With both of these factors in mind, the center will
need to continue to collaborate with the University to ensure alignment of
expectations. If the limited overhead charges or revenue constraints change, the site
expenses or revenues may change dramatically. The current site leadership
understands the need to minimize expenditures and align with the incoming revenue
from clients.
Labor
This is based on the current staffing level that amounts to 1 FTE staff. Obtaining the
exact costs for staff salaries was not part of this effort but it can reasonably be
assumed given job responsibilities that these costs are somewhere in the $75,000 to
$125,000 dollars per year, including overtime and fringe/benefits.
Other Expenses
Expenses for operations include power, gas, internet, instrumentation material and
supplies, electrical and fire, mechanical maintenance, sludge handling, lab supplies
and equipment, other technology and other miscellaneous expenses. In many cases
a significant portion of these expenses are borne by the groups using and
renting/leasing sites and do not appear to have a material impact on the UMA
operations. Additionally, the center receives some amount of in kind services from
University Facilities that are not significant under current operations but if the center
were to grow of increases expenses the University may no longer cover these costs.
Section 6 describes possible investment scenarios as justified by the incremental
expenses incurred by expansion of the facilities operations.
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3. SALES PLAN
Sales will be generated from a pipeline of opportunities identified in the marketing
plan. Given the center will require relatively modest revenue streams, the center
engineer, other center affiliates, and University Faculty will be responsible for sales.
This will be one of the key functions of the center staff will address. The sales plan
below provides an overview of the UMA service offerings, pricing, sales cycle and
proforma management. A proforma for the site, as provided by UMA and developed
by Woodard & Curran, has been included in Appendix A.

3.1 UMA SERVICES
To evaluate the potential for the center and to create a sales plan, the services that
could be provided by the center have been considered below. Each of these services
will make up a component of revenue. Each of these products will make up a
component of revenue. A good sales plan balances the services provided and
manages sales activity to align with available resources and desired ratio of sales
results. The sales plan should match the facility’s ability to host technologies that
align with site capacity and available resources to bring in new customers with a
primary goal of keeping the center fully utilized.

3.1.1 Test Bed Rental
The majority of revenue generated by the facility is via rental of test space. This
service is very much like a landlord and tenant relationship where UMA essentially
leases or rents space to host sites. These agreements are typically structured in the
3 to 12-month range. This service should remain a key focus of test bed staff since
it represents predictable and reliable revenue, as well as an avenue to platform
services. The sales approach for test bed rental is currently passive, UMA does not
have a formal marketing program and is largely word of mouth. As UMA is new to
the water and wastewater technology testing market, it is likely that a formal
marketing program would benefit the facility.

3.1.2 Platform Services (Grant Based and Consulting)
In terms of sponsored research, the centers should focus on providing platform
services that allow technology developers to use the facility to pursue funding
opportunities and to utilize the staff’s expertise in water technology to complete
research and development. The staff’s expertise in water technology (wastewater,
drinking water, and energy mainly through thermo-electric water supply) as well as
the facilities location to available testing streams is a market differentiator for UMA.
In addition to conventional water streams indicated throughout this report, UMA is
located adjacent to the University of Massachusetts Central Heating Plant which could
provide testing streams for water to be used during thermoelectric power generation.
In the Platform Services Model, grant funding would go to another organization but
the work would be completed at UMA, typically by the UMA staff. Funding from the
grant would be allocated to UMA in order to cover labor and reporting. Sales for
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platform services would be generated by working with current clients and providing
add on services that utilize the center’s expertise in water technology.

3.1.3 Sponsored Research
In some cases, UMA may choose to conduct research where the staff of UMA are
principal investigators (PI) or co-PIs on work. In these cases, the center and center
staff would work to receive grant funding directly covering some part of the center
costs. Sales for these services would be generated in largely in the same way as test
bed rentals or platform services through networking, working with existing customers
and through groups outlined in the marketing plan.

3.1.4 Events
UMA staff identified that there are opportunities to bring water, wastewater, and
energy professionals together for networking events or training opportunities. The
events services at UMA is likely a differentiator in the market place because of the
access to campus facilities, equipment, field-based activities that exist in close
proximity to the technological resources at the University of Massachusetts. Events
are likely to be a source of revenue if significant investment is incorporated at the
site, which could construct new facilities that can accommodate larger groups. Sales
of these spaces would be generated through existing customers, marketing to groups
such as policy makers, technology providers, regulators, and incubators such as
GreenTown Labs, or through other industry training as provided by groups like
NEWWA, Institute for Drinking Water Treatment (which is headed by Professor David
Reckhow of UMass), or MassDEP.

3.1.5 Price
Important to any business plan is establishing competitive market pricing. Pricing of
services for this sector is challenging because of the uniqueness of the products,
there are limited facilities that can be compared to the services offered at UMA.
Pricing for each service has been aided by UMA’s publicly available information. For
each of the services outlined above an assessment of price was considered to help
develop a complete business model.
Test Best Rental
Currently the test center charges $3,500-4,000 per month for the rental of a test
location. This is based on what is publicly available for the center and from
conversations with UMA staff. This is also constrained by the University’s
administrative guidance policy to balance revenue with expenses. At this rate, the
center functions and covers expenses to the satisfaction of the University
Administration and Finance Staff. Given the relatively limited market size for services
that are provided by UMA it is difficult to develop a market price for the test center
services. Based on conversations with UMA staff, the center has established pricing
that is aligned with their client’s expectations.
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The area that appears to create the most opportunity for improvement is improved
facilities including the outdoor test bed locations and addition of indoor testing space.
Given the sites limited infrastructure and limited indoor testing space, some
customers find the center unsuitable for their work. As discussed below, investments
could improve UMA’s ability to increases prices to $5,000-10,000 per month based
on conversations with the UMA. Increases in pricing will be explored more in Section
6 with the various levels of investment.
Platform Services
Platform services are intended to be priced as test bed rental with the addition of
technical services provided to the client. Additional sales could include services such
as sampling or data collection. In cases where these services are provided, it is best
to use market pricing for services such as laboratory sampling, testing, or consulting.
For additional sales that are labor related such as research and development, grant
writing or locating funding opportunities, system maintenance, report writing and/or
sample collection the center should establish an overhead rate that aligns with
reasonable cost recovery and meets University requirements. It would be reasonable
to assume pricing of two to three times the direct cost on labor to cover items such
as fringe benefits, vacation, management, etc. This would mean that sampling efforts
are charged at somewhere between $75-125 per hour which would cover the center
costs and be less expensive than a for profit consulting firm. Other services should
be marked up somewhere between 10-15% to reflect administration and expenses
associated with management and procurement.
Sponsored Research
Pricing for sponsored research should be developed using the test bed rental cost and
the cost of associated platform services. In the case of sponsored research, attempts
should be made to build up the costs to include full cost recovery for the center
activities. This would mean developing budgets with a test bed rental cost and a
buildup of labor hours assuming full cost recovery including center overhead factor
of two to three times per hour.
Events
In some of the investment scenarios, additional investment included space for small
group events. Based on conversations with center staff, a use fee of $25-100 per
person per day may be a reasonable charge to host events at the center. In the cases
of larger events, the broader set of University resources could be leveraged included
classrooms, the hotel, and lab space. A local reference to pricing may be from URI
that charges $200 per class for continuing education courses.1 Potential events
opportunities are based on the classes conducted at Community Colleges and
Universities. One significant potential for revenue is a large annual event that grosses
approximately $50,000 that is run by center affiliates and it is thought that the event

1

https://web.uri.edu/owt/neowt-course-schedule/
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could immediately be relocated to UMA. The exact impact of improving the facilities
to attract events is challenging to predict, but these classes and events are often
conducted without the benefit of access to water resources and technology which
would make the UMA facility an attractive venue to host events.
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4. MARKETING PLAN
The goal of the UMA Marketing Plan is to broadcast the facilities services, market
differentiators, and relationship with the University of Massachusetts to prospective
technology vendors. UMA does not have an existing formalized marketing plan.
Utilizing this marketing plan, the facility would increase revenue by increasing test
bed occupancy rates and the utilization of other services.
Under current operations, UMA has relied on word of mouth and introductions to
technology providers interested in deploying technology to grow business. UMA has
a limited website that provides a basic gateway to the center, provides center history,
and contact information. The existing website would benefit from an updated design
that highlights the facility’s current services and highlights successfully completed
projects.
The existing website is located under the UMass Amherst College of Engineering site,
http://www.ecs.umass.edu/eve/facilities/PP.html#.
The website could be expanded in such a way that an interested party can review
UMAs basic services and testing abilities. The primary function of the website is to
link potential clients to UMAs key staff so that services can be sold.
Given the center’s start up nature and relatively recent conception, the existing
website is reasonable for current operations. Additional revenue requirements may
justify a more informative website.

4.1 MARKET DRIVERS
There are clear market drivers in the water treatment technologies arena that
generally fall into the categories of cost, regulatory requirements, or performance
validation. Demonstration requirements by customers and agencies often require
validation data from systems larger than bench scale but smaller than full
implementation. In the case of UMA, testing can be done on a wide range of test
streams under realistic conditions that are not easily created. Location matters with
water technologies since it is impractical and unsustainable to move significant
amounts of water on a regular basis. In Woodard & Curran’s experience trucking
water, which for testing is typically limited to 5,000 gallons per truck, costs anywhere
from $500-1,000 per truck. This means larger scale testing needs to be completed
close to actual sources like the Amherst Treatment Plant, the University CHP and/or
the Mill River. The location of the UMA facility is attractive for the market from a
source water prospective.

4.1.1 Municipal Market
The desire for clean water has created regulatory market drivers in the New England
geography. Regulations have pushed for higher standards of treatment that regularly
require performance validation. Performance validation is also critical for municipal
market acceptance. UMA can attract clients who are both required to prove
performance validation as well as looking to achieve acceptance in the municipal
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market. There are other centers that could provide water testing and validation, but
UMA’s proximity to sophisticated technology and expert staff located at the University
of Massachusetts as well as its location adjacent to the Amherst Wastewater
Treatment Facility is a key differentiator. Other facilities generally do not have access
to the level of expertise and consulting services that can be provided at UMA.

4.1.2 Water Reuse
In New England, water is a relatively abundant resource. National and global issues
of water supply, scarcity, and costs are driving water reuse. Several leading
universities in New England including UMass and UConn have already implemented
water reuse for campus energy needs and as pressure for clean water continues the
market will drive water reuse solutions. According to a recent report by BCC Research
water recycling and reuse global markets will double from almost $12.2 billion in
2016 to about $22.3 billion in 20211. There are several possible end markets for
recycled water, including energy production, agricultural, municipal non-potable and
industrial non-potable reuse for process needs.

4.1.3 Industrial Market
Industrial wastewater makes up a smaller portion of the water market with typical
industrial flows that are smaller than typical municipal systems. That said, the
industrial wastewater market has challenges that need solutions and new
technologies. Industrial wastewater is a focus in communities that need pretreatment
for relatively concentrated wastes like food processing, beverage making or other
industrial processes. The center is unlikely to target industrial treatment but can
support industrial deployments in cases such as water reuse, targeted treatment, or
monitoring.

4.1.4 Workforce Development
UMA has the potential to provide training sites that develop skills necessary to
become a licensed water or wastewater operator. The water and wastewater industry
is projected to see a significant reduction in workforce in the coming years as many
operators near retirement age. The New England Water Environment Association has
recently developed a program to assist veterans of the armed services to enter the
wastewater operations field. This program includes stipends of up to $2,000/month
for training classes. Improvements at the UMA facility could allow UMA to develop
additional revenue sources while addressing a larger-scale industry need for qualified
operators. UMA could also provide on-site demonstrations and hands-on training for
continuing education and professional development credits.

https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2017/08/16/1086488/0/en/Water-Recycling-and-Reuse-Markets-to-Nearly-Double-on13-1-CAGR.html
1
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4.2 SPONSORED RESEARCH/GRANTS
Sponsored research is a broad opportunity to support the water technology
ecosystem. Funding that could support the use of the test center ranges from testing
small systems or developing small scale proof of concept work for new technologies
in various aspects of waste water technology. A marketing initiative that could prove
useful would be to make the center capabilities known to potential funding sources.
Some of these funding sources are described below. Each of these funding areas
could be targeted with marketing and or outreach.

4.2.1 Small Business Innovation Research Grants (SBIR)
According to EPA between 2012 and 2014, approximately 244 water related SBIR
grants were awarded with values of approximately $90 million dollars1. Although
approximately $30 million dollars per year in water related funding is not a large
number, this funding came from a wide range of agencies (e.g. Department of
Energy, National Science Foundation, United States Department of Agriculture,
National Institute of Health, Department of Defense, Environmental Protection
Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) which provides sustainability of founding and
demonstrates market need.
As part of SBIR, the Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) is another program
that expands funding opportunities in the federal innovation research and
development (R&D) arena. The STTR program is the requirement for the small
business to formally collaborate with a research institution in Phase I and Phase II
which may last up to three years and is part of a 3-phase program.
Given this is diverse set of agencies and the relatively modest operations
requirements of UMA this type of funding could provide a valuable source of funding
for small technologies that are looking to bring systems to the center. It is
recommended the center formally explore the opportunities with the SBIR program
administrators.

4.2.2 ARPA-E
Per the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) website, the goal of
ARPA-E is to advance high-potential, high-impact energy technologies that are too
early for private-sector investment. ARPA-E awardees are unique because they are
developing entirely new ways to generate, store, and use energy. The University of
Massachusetts has a submitted a proposal for an ARPA-E grant to be secured in 2018
that would utilize UMA facilities. As part of ARPA-E’s 2018 grant, they have released
a water supply category that may be particularly advantageous for UMA.

1

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/sbir_data_overview_-_maggie_theroux.pdf
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4.2.3 AmplifyMass
AmplifyMass funds projects pursuing cost share or adders for a federal/non-federal
prime award (such as awards from ARPA-E, NSF, DOE, and USABC) and other
projects that further promote energy efficiency, renewable and alternative energy
and water innovation. Awards can range between $5,000 and $500,000 and increase
the funding Massachusetts companies receive as part of federal programs. This
program complements and amplifies the other federal programs outlined about
including ARPA-E, SBIR an STTR.

4.2.4 MassCEC AccelerateMass
MassCEC has launched a program called AccelerateMass. It is a two-stage investment
program that provides up to $150,000 in convertible notes to clean energy graduates
of approved accelerator programs. The program is only for Massachusetts-based
applicants whose primary business fits the MassCEC definition of “clean energy”. The
program exists to support companies as they advance and commercialize clean
energy technologies and business models. AccelerateMass was launched in 2015.
Four investments were made in both 2015 and 2016.

4.3 POTENTIAL TARGET MEMBERSHIP/PARTICIPATION
ORGANIZATIONS
A number of regional and local organizations are outlined below. Depending on the
level of investment, UMA may want to get involved with each of the centers. It is
recommended that for any of the organizations UMA determines appropriate a clear
scope of services and offering is provided to the organizations. The current website
would appear to serve in this function.

4.3.1 Local/Regional Organizations
Massachusetts Water Pollution Control Association (MWPCA)
Membership organization founded by treatment plant operators to provide training
and networking opportunities. Membership includes many engineers/consultants as
well. Hosts quarterly meetings and an annual trade show. Publishes a member
newsletter with articles on issues relevant to wastewater operators.
New England Water Environment Association (NEWEA)
Membership organization for the wastewater industry in New England; local chapter
of the Water Environment Federation (see below). Hosts several professional
development conferences each year, including focused specialty conferences on
wastewater topics. Also conducts advocacy at the state and national level and issues
policy statements on issues of significance to the wastewater treatment profession.
Conducts outreach and publishes its own journal.
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New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission (NEIWPCC)
Overseen by a board appointed by the governors of the New England States and New
York. The commission coordinates the operator certification program and Title 5
training for Massachusetts, and operator certification in Maine. Publishes guides and
resources for various water resources and wastewater topics. Additional work
includes research and monitoring; outreach and education; and training, support,
and advocacy.

4.3.2 National/International
Water Environment Federation (WEF)
National membership organization for wastewater treatment professionals. Offers
several events with a focus on technical professional development. Publishes a
journal and a magazine, conducts extensive advocacy and outreach programs.
WaterReuse (watereuse.org)
National membership organization focused on water recycling and reuse. Has active
chapters only in some regions, primarily the West and Southwest. Hosts training and
education events/conferences, publishes newsletters, and conducts significant
advocacy and outreach at the state, regional, and national level.
Water Environment & Reuse Foundation (WERF)
Nonprofit (501c3) organization officially formed as the result of the merger of Water
Environment Research Foundation and the Water Research Foundation. Conducts
research to treat and recover beneficial materials from wastewater, stormwater, and
seawater including water, nutrients, energy, and biosolids. Provides funding for
research both through an RFP process and unsolicited applications.
AWWA
National membership organization for drinking water professionals. Generally, less
interested in wastewater except as it overlaps or impacts water supply. Offers
conferences and resources similar to WEF, and coordinates on specialty conferences
in areas of common interest (primarily utility management). Has a New England
Chapter, which is focused on drinking water.
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5. POTENTIAL INVESTMENT SCENARIOS
This section presents recommendations for improvements at the University of
Massachusetts (UMass) Amherst Wastewater Pilot Plant to support continued and
expanded wastewater testing activities. The recommendations are based upon the
work previously performed as part of this project, including the kickoff meeting with
the stakeholders at UMass, the findings of the stakeholder engagement and network
analysis tasks, and the observations made during our site visit and existing conditions
assessment of the facility.
Due to the conceptual nature of this study, the recommendations for improvements
in three “tiers”, which represent increasing and sequential levels of investment in the
facility. Given that the exact logistics of the overall project responsibilities (between
UMA & MassCEC) are still to be discussed among the project stakeholders, we have
taken this approach because it gives several different options for the site for
consideration. The level of investment required for each of the recommendations is
based on engineering judgement. A formal cost estimate of these improvements was
included in earlier tasks of this project. The section below summarizes the three-tiers
of investment by detailing the following:
•

Types of improvements recommended

•

Estimated capital investment to purchase and install the improvements

•

Estimated expenses required to operate the improvements (including 3%
annual inflation)

An important clarification to note is that UMA is currently operating as a water and
wastewater technology testing center and therefore has existing revenue and
expenses. Their financial strategy is for revenue to cover their expenses. Although
detailed financial statements were not reviewed during this feasibility study, the
facility staff has estimated that their current operating expenses are approximately
$125,000 annually, with the most significant cost comprising their on-site engineer.
As UMA continues growth of the facility it is important that the center can be run by
a small team. Other expenditures on utilities, chemicals, etc. are relatively minimal
in comparison to the labor costs. With that in mind, future activities should use
activity-based costing approaches when appropriate in order to cover the full
operating costs of the work. This might include sampling or non-routine site activities
that would be part of sponsored research that would generate both labor and
materials costs. Test bed rentals should cover much of the existing overhead and
given the intermittent nature of the technology research, an approach aligning
project costs with project revenues will be vital to long term financial health.
Level 1 Investment
The upgrades included in Level 1 represent lower-cost, short term improvements to
the UMA which would address needs observed during the site visit, and incrementally
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increase the capability of the site to perform testing activities similar to those already
performed at the site.
Level 1 upgrades include site work improvements, influent pump house
improvements, power and control upgrades, and surface water pump station
upgrades. These investments are estimated to cost $1,240,000.

Table 5-1: Level 1 Capital Investment
Item

A1-1

A1-2

A1-3

A1-4

Description
Site Work improvements,
including clearing of
unused space and
relocation of utilities
below ground.
Influent Pump House
improvements, including
additional pumps,
distribution piping, and
control valves.

Benefit
Create additional
space available for
test activities

Improve the
capacity and
reliability of
wastewater testing
streams.
Improve the
Power and Controls
reliability of service
and expand
Upgrades
electrical capacity.
Enhance the
Upgrade surface water
existing temporary
pump system
pump system.
Total Capital Investment

Cost

$172,000

$519,000

$444,000

$101,000
$1,236,000

In order to operate the new infrastructure, operating expenses were developed that
include additional labor, including benefits and other expenses as described below
and detailed in the Task 6 Memorandum. These expenses incurred for the Level 1 are
considered to be conservative and are a function of the occupancy of the technology
testing center. The purpose of these upgrades is to increase the redundancy and the
reliability of the equipment and therefore it is plausible that operating expenses are
actually not increased significantly from current operations. The estimated annual
operating cost is fairly low as these improvements represent only an incremental
expansion in the facility’s operations. The new pumps and controls provided as part
of the capital project should reduce the time commitment of the on-site engineer
provided by UMA, which would be offset by the increase in testing activities at the
site. For the purposes of this estimate, we have assumed that UMass would continue
to provide this full-time engineer as part of their contribution to the test facility.
However, a half-time administrative assistant is budgeted. Any cost-sharing
arrangement with UMass would need to be better defined during the negotiations of
the working agreement prior to construction of the improvements. It should be noted
that in the event that facility activities (and therefore revenues) are lower than
forecasted, there may not be a need for administrative assistance, which would
reduce the operating costs.
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Table 5-2: Level 1 Annual Operating Expenses
Operating
Costs

Estimated
Value

Description

Total Labor

(1) Half-Time Administrative Assistant

$57,000

Total Other
Expenses

Power, Telemetering & Internet, Maintenance &
Repair, Office Supplies, Technology

$54,000

Total Cost

Includes 10% Operation’s Contractor Profit

Figure 5-1:

$123,000

UMASS Level 1 – Estimated Annual Operating Expenses

UMA LEVEL 1 - ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Total Labor

Total Utilities

Maintenance

Supplies & Technology

Contractor Profit

$180,000
$160,000
$140,000

Dollars

$120,000
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000
$40,000
$20,000
$YR 1

YR 2

YR 3

YR 4

YR 5

YR 6

YR 7

YR 8

YR 9

YR 10

Level 2 Investment
The upgrades presented as Level 1 represent relatively low-cost enhancements to
address conditions noted during our site visit and expand the existing testing
capabilities of the facility in a manner similar to its current use. The recommendations
presented in Level 2 represent a higher level of investment, but ones that would
result in a significant expansion of the facility’s capabilities including a permanent
structure dedicated to vendor use.
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In general, these recommendations should be considered progressive – if the Level
2 upgrades are implemented, then the Level 1 upgrades should also be implemented,
either prior to the Level 2 upgrades or in conjunction with the Level 2 upgrades. For
UMA, the sizing of some of the Level 1 upgrades will be impacted depending on
whether or not the Level 2 upgrades are undertaken. For example, the incoming
electrical feed upgrade would likely be sized differently for just Level 1 upgrades as
compared to Levels 1 and 2. Nevertheless, in general the Level 2 upgrades would
require almost all of the Level 1 upgrades to be in place prior to undertaking the Level
2 upgrades.
Level 2 upgrades includes all the upgrades in Level 1 and the addition of a new testing
facility with a laboratory as well as replacement of the effluent pump station. These
investments are estimated to cost $3,930,000 and a visualization of the level 2 layout
of the technology testing center is shown in the figure below.

Figure 5-2:

Proposed Layout of Level 2 Investment
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Table 5-3: Level 2 Capital Investment
Item

Description

Benefit

Cost

A2-1

Provide new test bed
building with indoor
testing space, lab
area & office space.

Provide indoor
testing facilities for
vendors, including
office & lab space.

$1,860,000

Replace effluent
pump station

Improve the
capacity and
reliability of the
facility’s
wastewater
pumping system.

A2-2

Total Capital Investment

$834,000

$2,694,000

The Level 2 investment include a more significant expansion of the facility, including
construction of a new building with laboratory space. As a result, it is estimated that
a full-time plant manager would be required to maintain the new equipment and
piping associated with the new building. The operating expenses associated with
these upgrades are outlined below:

Table 5-4: Level 2 Annual Operating Expenses
Operating
Costs

Description

Estimated Value

(1) Full-Time Plant Manager
Total Labor

(1) Half-Time Administrative
Assistant

Total Other
Expenses

Power, Natural Gas, Telemetering
& Internet, Maintenance & Repair,
Janitorial, Lab Supplies, Office
Supplies, Technology

Total Cost

Includes 10% Operation’s
Contractor Profit

$238,000

$98,000

$370,000
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Figure 5-3:

UMASS Level 2 – Estimated Annual Operating Expenses

UMA LEVEL 2 - ESTIIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Total Labor

Total Utilities

Maintenance

Supplies & Technology

Contractor Profit

$600,000

$500,000

Dollars

$400,000

$300,000

$200,000

$100,000

$YR 1

YR 2

YR 3

YR 4

YR 5

YR 6

YR 7

YR 8

YR 9

YR 10

Level 3 Investment Operating Expenses
The level 3 upgrades consist of improvements which would significantly expand both
the footprint and capabilities of the Pilot Plant to perform testing activities. Some of
the improvements listed below would require permitting and ownership negotiations
and agreements prior to implementation. As such, these improvements could be
considered a “long-term” improvements plan, given the timeframe for the
improvements and the level of investment required.
Level 3 upgrades includes all the upgrades in Level 1 and 2, in addition to expansion
of the facilities physical footprint and wastewater test streams as well as a green
energy testing area. These investments are estimated to cost $6,900,000. The
operating expenses associated with these upgrades are outlined below and a
visualization of the level 3 layout of the technology testing center is shown in the
figure below:
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Figure 5-4:

Proposed Layout of Level 3 Investment
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Table 5-5: Level 3 Capital Investment
Item

A3-1

A3-2

A3-3

Description
Expand footprint of the
site to include the former
dog pound area. Includes
estimated value of the
land at $25,000.
Provide additional testing
streams: Groundwater
and Sludge
Develop green energy
testing area – solar,
steam co-generation,
battery storage, etc.

Benefit

Cost

Additional facilities could
provide additional revenue
streams.

$50,000

Could create more
revenue generating
activities.
Providing on-site energy
production provides
resiliency and serves as a
model for potential clients,
students and industry
personal that visit the site.

Total Capital Investment

$975,000

$1,973,000

$2,998,000

The Level 3 upgrades include a more significant expansion of the facility, including
construction of a new building with laboratory space. Due to the increased activity at
the site due to the additional test beds and green energy testing are a full-time plant
manager and a full-time operator is budgeted.

Table 5-6: Level 3 Annual Incremental Operating Expenses
Operating
Costs

Description

Estimated Value

(1) Full-Time Plant Manager
Total Labor

(1) Full-Time Operator

$337,000

(1) Half-Time Administrative Assistant
Total Other
Expenses

Power, Natural Gas, Telemetering & Internet,
Maintenance & Repair, Janitorial, Lab Supplies,
Office Supplies, Technology

$135,000

Total Cost

Includes 10% Operation’s Contractor Profit

$519,000
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Figure 5-5:

UMASS Level 3 – Estimated Annual Operating Expenses

UMA LEVEL 3 - ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Total Labor

Total Utilities

Maintenance

Supplies & Technology

Contractor Profit

$800,000
$700,000
$600,000

Dollars

$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000
$YR 1

YR 2

YR 3

YR 4

YR 5

YR 6

YR 7

YR 8

YR 9

YR 10

Summary of the three-tier investment sequence is described in the table
below. Section 6 will describe projected revenue targets for each investment
level, the feasibility of these revenue targets, and the economic impact of the
recommended investment level.
Table 5-7: Financial Summary of Three-Tier Investment Levels
Total
Investment
Capital
Level
Investment
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

$1,240,000
$3,930,000
$6,950,000

Annual
Estimated
Operating
Current
Expenses
Operational
Due to
Expenses
Investment
$123,000
$125,000
$370,000
$125,000
$520,000
$125,000

UMA Annual
Operating Expenses
(Includes Estimated
Current Expense)
$248,000
$495,000
$645,000
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The UMA is developing a facility that serves a market need and helps solve public
water quality challenges. Investment in the center would expand the growth by
increasing functionality of UMA to further legitimize the technology testing center.
Until recently UMA has run the center only to collect revenues that match the
relatively modest expenses of the center. It is thought that through increased
marketing, improving the function and aesthetics of the site, and continuing to build
a list of successful projects, UMA can accomplish financial health as well as solve
problems for the Commonwealth such as operator training and becoming a leading
state in water technology.
Below the three-tier investment levels are discussed in terms of estimated revenue
targets and the approximate pricing necessary to meet these targets. Finally, the
recommended investment level is selected, and economic impacts are described.

6.1 ESTIMATED REVENUE TARGETS
Estimated revenue targets are projected for each level of investment based on
matching revenue with operational expenses. This will allow UMA be financially
healthy. Revenue in this section is described as a function of the number of test beds
and the required pricing and occupancy levels to match estimated operating
expenses. As mentioned in Section 3, pricing of services for this sector is challenging
because of the uniqueness of the products, there are limited facilities that can be
compared to the services offered at UMA. The table below summarizes the estimated
revenue targets to the total operating expenses at each investment of the three-tier
investment level, considering the current operating expenses of the facility.

Table 6-1: Revenue Targets
Investment
Level

Current
Operational
Expenses

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

$125,000
$125,000
$125,000

Revenue Target to
Cover Investment
Level Operational
Expenses
$123,000
$370,000
$520,000

Revenue Target to
Cover Total UMA
Operational
Expenses
$248,000
$495,000
$645,000

Pricing is based on 80% annual average occupancy, and the number of possible test
bed locations. Therefore, revenue generated through test bed rentals is the only
consideration in this model. Test bed rentals could be completed either through
outside technology vendor rentals or though UMA sponsored research via selfsecured grants. Revenue generated through hosting events and platform services is
not directly accounted due to its intermittent nature – this is a conservative approach
as revenue generated from these services should be considered as a bonus stream.
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Level 1 Revenue Target and Pricing
The Level 1 upgrades include site improvements as well as electrical and mechanical
upgrades. These upgrades aim to achieve greater redundancy and reliability at the
technology testing center and would facilitate operations when multiple vendors are
on site. Increased operational expenses are largely due to the addition of a half-time
administrative assistant and larger budget for maintenance. To cover these additional
operational expenses the facility will be required to raise revenue by $123,000, for a
total of $248,000 annually. If the facility holds an 80% annual occupancy rate from
the four viable testing locations, a charge of $3,250 per unit/month would be required
to cover current operating expenses. If the facility holds an 80% occupancy rate from
the four viable testing locations, a charge of $6,500 per unit/month would be required
to cover the total operating expenses. Notably, the increased operating expenses
considered in the Level 1 improvements are highly conservative, it is plausible that
after implementation of the improvements and based on how UMA chooses to operate
the technology center, operating expenses may not be significantly higher than
current operating expenses. If these projections are realized the center could
reasonably support the increased expenses that may come along with the increased
investment involved in the Level 1 upgrades.
Level 2 Revenue Targets
The Level 2 upgrades include the addition of a new building to house 6 additional
testing bays and laboratory space as well as mechanical improvements of existing
equipment. These upgrades aim to improve the aesthetics of the site and increase
testing capacity, specifically adding indoor testing space. Increased operational
expenses are largely due to the addition of a full-time plant manager and increased
expenses with the operations of the new building and equipment. To cover these
additional operational expenses the facility will be required to raise revenue by
$370,000 for a total of $495,000 annually in order to cover operating expenses. This
requires a significant increase in revenue that would be generated from the six
additional testing spaces. If the facility holds an 80% annual occupancy rate from the
ten viable testing locations, a charge of $3,900 per unit/month would be required to
cover additional operating expenses from the Level 2 improvements. In order to cover
the total UMA operating expenses a fee of $5,250 per unit/month if 80% annual
occupancy is achieved. Under this scenario, with the new testing building it is likely
that revenue through events could be significant depending on the success of the
event planning.
Level 3 Revenue Targets
The Level 3 upgrades include the expansion of the facilities footprint (via purchase of
the adjacent of the dog pound owned by the Town of Amherst) and the addition of a
clean energy testing area. Increased operational expenses are due to the addition of
a full-time plant manager and operator as well as increased expenses from operation
of the new building and clean energy testing area. Revenue created from the clean
energy testing area was not developed as part of this feasibility study. To cover these
additional operational expenses the facility will be required to raise revenue by
$520,000 for a total of $645,000 annually. This requires a significant increase in
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revenue that would be generated from the four additional testing spaces. If the facility
holds an 80% annual occupancy rate from the 14 viable testing locations, a charge
of $3,900 per unit/month would be required to cover additional operating expenses
from the Level 3 improvements. In order to cover the total UMA operating expenses
a fee of $4,900 per unit/month if 80% occupancy is achieved.

Table 6-2: Summary of Revenue Targets
Investment
Level
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Revenue Target
to Cover Total
UMA Operational
Expenses
$248,000
$495,000
$645,000

Available
Annual
Testing Occupancy
Bays
Rate
4
10
14

80%
80%
80%

Estimated
Monthly Price
Target
$6,500
$5,250
$4,900

6.2 RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT LEVEL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
Investments in the center could be made up to Level 2 ($3,930,000) with reasonable
confidence that additional operating costs would be matched to new revenues for the
center. This revenue is in addition to other benefits to the Commonwealth that include
economic benefits outlined in the economic impact evaluation. Public It is particularly
advantageous for water technology companies to develop and test their products at
a center that allows for collaboration by working in the same proximity to one
another. UMA’s location and relationships with technological resources at the
University of Massachusetts and the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Facility is a
significant market differentiator that will provide benefit to each party.
Business Model Summary
As the center looks forward, the primary challenge will be to cover increasing
expenses by increasing revenues. Considering the expected annual operating
expenses associated with the Level 2 investments, with the center will have a revenue
target of approximately $360,000 per year. If the center can hold an 60% occupancy
rate of the 10 testing locations, prospective clients would need to convert to
customers that pay approximately $5,250 per month for the use of the center. With
a list of approximately 35 prospective clients it is reasonable to assume that 6 could
convert to clients and generate significant revenues for the center. That said, until
relatively recently the center has not charged clients enough to support this level of
revenue, so the exact revenue projections are challenging.
Other revenue sources could contribute to the revenue, notably events run by UMA
staff. Assuming the center is used to meet the business model goals it is likely that
hundreds of people would be trained in variety of fields that support water quality
goals in the state of Massachusetts. Investments beyond the Level 2 have
questionable direct revenue opportunities due to limited market size and these
upgrades could be considered if demand for testing UMA during the Level 2
investments outweighs the center’s approximately 10 available sites.
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Based on the market research and the work conducted in prior tasks, it is reasonable
to foresee the revenue in Level 2 operations supporting expenses. UMA would also
serve as facility where training is provided for students, operators, engineers, town
officials, and others. Additional benefits beyond direct center operations and
economic benefits identified in the economic evaluation should be further evaluated
by policy makers that support clean water, protect public health, and energy
conservation goals beyond the center’s direct operations.
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APPENDIX A: UMA PROFORMA
The UMA proforma is based on the testing center’s existing list of business leads, the
probability of performing work for these business leads, and the current pricing
model, Business leads that are considered to have a low win probability utilize a 5%
factored revenue high win probability leads utilize a 25% factored revenue. Typical
low probability business leads include clients that have shown interest in the facility
but have not submitted a proposal or given a specific start date. Typical high
probability business leads include clients that have submitted a proposal and expect
to receive funding for a specific year. The graph below shows that UMA has completed
approximately 10 projects to date and although the factored number of projects for
2018 and 2019 are less than in previous years, factored revenue is on course, with
a projected revenue of $227,000 for 2018.
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$200,000
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UMA Proforma
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1. DEER ISLAND PILOT PLANT TEST BED CENTER
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Deer Island Pilot Plant (DIPP) is an existing wastewater treatment facility that is
located on Deer Island in Boston, Massachusetts. The DIPP went online in 1993 but
has been mothballed since 2004. The pilot plant consists of a three-story building
which includes the tankage and equipment necessary to provide primary treatment
followed by secondary treatment via a pure oxygen process, similar to the full-scale
process at Deer Island. The facility is owned by the Massachusetts Water Resource
Authority (MWRA). MWRA staff interviewed as part of this work have an interest in
the renewal of the DIPP, however it was noted that any testing operations cannot
impact the treatment process or rely on MWRA resources, including staff. MWRA’s
legal department would need to review any agreement with MassCEC or private
vendors using the site for testing purposes.
As part of this study, Woodard & Curran developed three potential scenarios for a
test bed center at Deer Island:
•

Refurbishment of the Pilot Plant laboratory and office space for use as a test
center by vendors

•

Creation of a network of test sites around Deer Island; and

•

Full renovation of the Deer Island Pilot Plant to treat up to 2 million gallons per
day

Cost estimates for the capital and operational costs associated with each of these
alternatives are presented in this report. In addition to the financial considerations of
each alternative, significant legal and administrative hurdles exist, especially for the
alternatives which include potential for impacts to the operations at the full-scale
treatment plant.
Operational costs for proposed test bed centers at Deer Island would be significant,
primarily due to the cost of labor. As noted above, MWRA staff would not be available
to assist in testing activities or setup due to constraints included in MWRA’s enabling
act. Furthermore, due to the lack of existing fee-based testing at the site, revenue
projections for this facility carry a high level of uncertainty.
Our analysis shows that in order to generate sufficient revenue to offset the operating
costs, DIPP would have to charge rental fees which are significantly higher than those
charged at similar test bed facilities. Based on these financial concerns, as well as
the legal/administrative concerns, it does not appear feasible to use DIPP as a test
bed center at this time.
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2. BUSINESS MODEL SUMMARY
The Deer Island Pilot Plant (DIPP) is an existing, non-operational, wastewater
treatment facility that is located on Deer Island in Boston, Massachusetts. The DIPP
went online in 1993 to serve as a piloting facility for the full-scale development of the
Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant.
After serving its original purpose
operations within the building were decommissioned in 2004. The building is currently
used as a storage facility for the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. The pilot
plant consumes approximately 18,000 square feet of area in the middle of the Deer
Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. It is owned by the Massachusetts Water
Resource Authority (MWRA), who have interest in the renewal of the DIPP, however
only if there is alignment with the MWRA’s mission and rate payers or operations at
the treatment plant. Due to the complex nature and significant environmental
responsibilities of the MWRA, MWRA’s legal department would need to review any
agreement with MassCEC or private vendors. These operational and legal impacts to
the MWRA’s existing operations, create hurdles for the commissioning of the DIPP
which are believed to be significant.
Looking past the legal hurdles to commissioning the DIPP, it is possible to see the
pilot plant’s location to the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant as technological
advantage to other test bed centers. The Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant
could provide a variety of wastewater streams to be delivered to clients.
DIPP has never functioned as a test bed facility and for this reason data for the market
demand is not existent. Although piloting activities have occurred at the Deer Island
Wastewater Treatment Plant, usually through academic research or vendor testing of
a specific product for MWRA use, the DIPP has not been involved in this work due to
its current inactive state.
Understanding that DIPP has never functioned as a test bed business, this business
model report is intended to be semi-quantitative and serve to evaluate the
appropriate levels of investment for sustainable operations and benefit to MWRA and
to the Commonwealth. For the purposes of this evaluation, test center revenue is
broken into four major categories:
•

Test bed rental

•

Sponsored Research

•

Events

•

Platform services

Each of these revenue sources are outlined below as part of the business model
narrative.
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2.1 BUSINESS MODEL NARRATIVE
2.1.1 Current and Anticipated Business Model Revenue
There are no current revenue streams for DIPP. The facility is not currently
operational and does not currently accept any type of wastewater stream.
Commissioning of the facility could theoretically produce two separate models:
•

Use of the existing building as a testing space, without startup of the facility’s
existing treatment processes (i.e. startup of piping, electrical and mechanical
equipment, chemical and biological processes).

•

Use of the building as a fully-functional 2MGD wastewater treatment facility
that operates as originally designed (i.e. accepting raw wastewater from
MWRA, treating the wastewater through designed operations, and discharging
the wastewater back to the MRWA).

Each scenario would create revenue in each of the four categories outlined below.
Test Bed Rental
Test bed rental revenue would essentially be a tenant-landlord relationship, where
DIPP provides the tenant/lessee access to the facilitates at DIPP. The revenues from
the site are estimated to be approximately $3,000-$5,000 per month per test bed
unit, based on fees charged at similar testing facilities. Other revenues from add on
services are less regular but are important to keeping the facility financially
sustainable and are outlined below.
Sponsored Research
In some cases, other functioning test bed centers sometimes choose to conduct
research where the staff of the test bed are principal investigators (PI) or co-PIs on
work. In these cases, the center and center staff would be funded from grant funding
directly covering some part of the center costs. Based on our discussions with MWRA,
their staff and other resources would remain dedicated to the normal Deer Island
Treatment Plant functions and would not be available for any sponsored research.
Due to these legal restrictions and the lack of previous grant-based work at Deer
Island, there appear to be limited opportunities for sponsored research at this
location.
Events
DIPP does not currently hold industry events for a fee, although the Deer Island
Wastewater Treatment Plant has regular touring events for universities and
professional organizations. If DIPP was to be commissioned events could be industry
meetings, trainings or other stakeholder activities that paid a fee to use the DIPP
facilities. The location next to the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant is an
attractive market differentiator. For example, tours of the Deer Island Wastewater
Treatment Plant are provided on a weekly basis for a variety of interest groups
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including academics, professionals, vendors, and others. The existing building is likely
to hold events that may cater up to 10-20 people comfortably within the first-floor
laboratory building. There is additional conference room space and function space in
the MWRA Administration Building and historic pump house adjacent to the Pilot
Plant. The existing Pilot Plant building has limited handicap access and the building
would be required to meet current building codes. Finally, if regular or large-scale
industry events were to be planned, the impacts on traffic through Winthrop and
impacts to Deer Island security would have to be further vetted to confirm that such
events are feasible.
Platform Services
In some instances, additional services such as data collection, report development or
sampling can be provided at test bed centers in addition to rental services. Under the
category of platform services, the center could provide services that allow
researchers to use the facility to pursue funding opportunities and essentially serve
as an extension of the DIPP team. DIPP has a large existing laboratory that is
expected to become fully operational with minimal investment. Access to this
laboratory is anticipated to be the second most significant driver of revenue. In these
cases, grant funding would go to another organization, but the work would be
completed at DIPP and funding from the grant would be allocated to DIPP. As
previously stated, MWRA has indicated that their operations staff would not be
available to assist these testing activities. Therefore, any on-site operations
assistance would either have to come from the vendors or from a third party such as
MassCEC. Given the variable nature of this type of work, a contract operator would
likely be necessary to complete these types of services.
Total Revenue
The revenues from the site are estimated to be approximately $100,000-$150,000
dollars per year primarily based on known test bed rentals when accounting for
revenue per space and vacancies. After rehabilitation of the building it is likely that
5 test bed units could be provided inside the existing building. It is estimated that
the lab has 4 available bench top units that could be rented by users. For the purposes
of evaluating the existing operations, we did not evaluate the contributions from
other sources of revenue such as sponsored research or platform services due to the
concerns raised by MWRA regarding the availability of their operations staff. Events
attended by students or industry professionals are not expected to generate
significant revenue and would likely be an additional feature to the existing Deer
Island Wastewater Treatment Plant tours.
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Table 2-1: Estimated Future Annual Revenue
Revenue

Description

Estimated Annual
Revenue

Test Bed Rental

Rental, site and support
fees

$100,000-150,0001

Sponsored Research

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Platform Services2

Laboratory Services

$10,000-30,0000

Events

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Total

$100,000-180,000

1Based

on monthly pricing described at UMA.

2Services

include activities such as testing, sampling and consulting. Third party operations required to

perform such work at this site.

2.1.2 Anticipated Business Model Expenses
DIPP is not currently operational and therefore does not have business expenses.
This assessment utilizes the work completed by Woodard & Curran during task 5 to
estimate expenses which are described in the categories below. Based on discussions
with MWRA, expenses for the test bed center were generated assuming a new
operation (no assistance from MWRA staff) and are expected to be significant.
Labor
This is based on the staffing levels for each investment scenario. Obtaining the exact
costs for staff salaries was not part of this effort but it can reasonably be assumed
given job responsibilities that a single FTE to start site operations are somewhere in
the $75,000 to $125,000 dollars per year, including overtime and fringe/benefits.
Expenses
Expenses for operations include power, gas, internet, instrumentation material and
supplies, electrical and fire, mechanical maintenance, sludge handling, lab supplies
and equipment, other technology and other miscellaneous expenses. In many cases
a significant portion of these expenses would be borne by the groups using and
renting/leasing sites and don’t appear to have a material impact on the DIPP
operations. For the purposes of this report, we have evaluated incremental expenses
as part of Section 6 the potential investments.
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3. SALES PLAN
Sales will be generated from a pipeline of opportunities identified in the marketing
plan. Given that DIPP will require significant revenue streams, the ability to drive
sales will be critical to the viability of this test location. Because of concerns raised
by MWRA regarding staffing, this sales work will need to be provided by MassCEC or
some other third party. The sales plan below provides an overview of the potential
service offerings, pricing, sales cycle and proforma management.

3.1 DIPP SERVICES
To evaluate the potential for the center and to create a sales plan, the services that
could be provided by the center have been considered below. Each of these services
will make up a component of revenue. Each of these products will make up a
component of revenue. A good sales plan balances the services provided and
manages sales activity to align with available resources and desired ratio of sales
results. The sales plan should match the facility’s ability to host technologies that
align with site capacity and available resources to bring in new customers with a
primary goal of keeping the center fully utilized.

3.1.1 Test Bed Rental
It is anticipated that the majority of future revenue generated by the facility would
be via rental of test space. This service is very much like a landlord and tenant
relationship where DIPP essentially leases or rents space to host sites. These
agreements are would likely be structured in the 3 to 12-month range. This service
should be one of the primary focuses of the sales staff because it represents
predictable and reliable revenue. The sales approach for test bed rental will require
a significant marketing investment, as the facility does not have existing clients.

3.1.2 Platform Services (Grant Based and Consulting)
In terms of sponsored research, the centers should focus on providing platform
services that allow technology developers to use the facility to pursue funding
opportunities and utilize the staff’s expertise in wastewater technology. In the
Platform Services Model, grant funding would go to another organization, but the
work would be completed at DIPP, typically by a third-party operator. Funding from
the grant would be allocated to DIPP to cover labor, other expenses, and reporting.
Sales for platform services would be generated by working with current clients and
providing add on services and fees. Platform services is highly dependent on the
expertise of the staff and their ability to add value to client’s work. As DIPP does not
have current staff, nor identified potential staff members, recruiting of skilled
individuals that are well known in the wastewater industry will be advantageous.

3.1.3 Sponsored Research
As previously noted, Sponsored Research does not appear to be a significant source
of revenue for this site, based on the third-party operations and lack of history in
performing this type of work. If this work were to be performed at DIPP, it would
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require MassCEC or a third-party operator to lead the efforts in attracting this type
of work.

3.1.4 Events
Events are possibly a source of revenue if the Level 1 investment is incorporated at
the site. The Level 1 investment includes rehabilitation of the building’s first floor
including the existing laboratory and conference room. Sales of these spaces would
be generated through existing customers, marketing to groups such as policy
makers, technology providers, regulators, and incubators such as GreenTown Labs,
or through other industry training as provided by groups like NEWWA, Institute for
Drinking Water, or MassDEP. MWRA’s legal department would have to be consulted
on the possibility of charging fees for event hosting.

3.1.5 Price
Important to any business plan is establishing competitive market pricing. The
challenge in pricing services for this sector is that there are limited sites that can
easily be compared to the services potentially offered at DIPP. For each of the
services outlined above an assessment of price was considered to help develop a
complete business model. It is important to note that the facility is not currently
operational and historical pricing information does not exist for the facility.
Test Best Rental
Currently the test center does not have pricing available. It is estimated that based
on similar facilities DIPP may be able to successfully charge $3,000-5,000 for the
rental of a test location. This is based on what is publicly available for the testing
facilities in the New England area. It is questionable whether this price level can cover
the anticipated expenses. Anticipated operating expenses are discussed in Section 5.
Another possible scenario would be for a company to rent the entire DIPP building if
it were to be fully re-activated. Research performed in earlier stages of the project
indicated some industry interest in a larger scale (2 MGD) demonstration project.
However, for this model to be viable the rental fees would need to (at a minimum)
cover the operating costs of the DIPP. It may be challenging for the facility to find a
long-term tenant that would be willing to utilize full-scale DIPP resources for a price
that would cover operational expenses.
Platform Services
Platform services are intended to be priced as test bed rental with the addition of
technical services provided to the client. Additional sales could include services such
as sampling or data collection. In cases where these services are provided, it is best
to use market pricing for services such as laboratory sampling and testing.
For additional sales that is labor related such as research and development, grant
writing or locating funding opportunities, system maintenance, report writing and/or
sample collection the center should establish an overhead rate that aligns with
reasonable cost recovery and meets University requirements. It would be reasonable
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to assume pricing of two to three times the direct cost on labor to cover items such
as fringe benefits, vacation, management, etc. This would mean that sampling efforts
are charged at somewhere between $75-125 per hour which would cover the center
costs and be less expensive than a for profit consulting firm. Other services should
be marked up somewhere between 10-15% to reflect administration and expenses
associated with management and procurement. As noted above, for the DIPP site
these services would have to be provided by MassCEC or third-party personnel, as
MWRA staff are restricted from these types of activities.
Sponsored Research
Pricing for sponsored research should developed using the test bed rental cost and
the costs of platform services. In the case of sponsored research, attempts should be
made to build up the costs to include full cost recover for the center activities. This
would mean developing budgets with a test bed rental cost and a buildup of labor
hours assuming full cost recovery including center overhead factor of two to three
times per hour.
Events
In some of the investment scenarios, additional investment included space for group
events. Based on pricing information developed for other New England testing
facilities, a use fee of $25-100 per person per day may be a reasonable charge to
host events at the facility. In the cases of larger events, a partnership with the Deer
Island Wastewater Treatment Plant may be leveraged. A local reference to pricing
from URI shows that a price level of $200 per class for continuing education courses
creates demand.1

1

https://web.uri.edu/owt/neowt-course-schedule/
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4. MARKETING PLAN
The goal of the DIPP Marketing Plan is to broadcast the facilities services, market
differentiators, and location adjacent to the Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant.
DIPP does not have any marketing plan or agreement with the treatment plant
related to pilot testing activities, instead pilot tests are undertaken on a case-by-case
basis. However, utilizing this marketing plan, the facility may attract interest from
Boston and New England area technology incubators and therefore drive revenue by
increasing test bed occupancy rates and the utilization of other services.

4.1 MARKET DRIVERS
There are clear market drivers in the wastewater treatment technologies arena that
generally fall into the categories of cost, regulatory requirements, or performance
validation. Demonstration requirements by customers and agencies often require
validation data from systems larger than bench scale but smaller than full
implementation. In the case of DIPP, testing could be done on a wide range of test
streams under realistic conditions that are not easily created without proximity to
operating wastewater facilities. Location matters with water technologies since it is
impractical and unsustainable to move significant amounts of water on a regular
basis. In Woodard & Curran’s experience trucking water, which for testing is typically
limited to 5,000 gallons per truck, costs anywhere from $500-1,000 per truck. This
means larger scale testing needs to be completed close to actual sources like the
Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. The location of the DIPP facility is attractive
for the market from a source water perspective.

4.1.1 Municipal Market
The desire for clean water has created regulatory market drivers in the New England
geography. Regulations have pushed for higher standards of treatment that regularly
require performance validation. Performance validation is also critical for municipal
market acceptance. There are other centers that could provide testing, yet DIPP’s
proximity to a one of the largest wastewater treatment facilities in the United States
is a key differentiator. The benefit of this technological driver is that technology
vendors may be able to interact with MWRA staff to help prove their technology and
gain market acceptance.

4.1.2 Water Reuse
In New England, water is a relatively abundant resource. National and global issues
of water supply, scarcity, and costs are driving water reuse. Several leading
universities in New England including UMass and UConn have already implemented
water reuse for campus energy needs and as pressure for clean water continues the
market will drive water reuse solutions. According to a recent report by BCC Research
water recycling and reuse global markets will double from almost $12.2 billion in
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2016 to about $22.3 billion in 20211. There are several possible end markets for
recycled water, including energy production, agricultural, municipal non-potable and
industrial non-potable reuse for process needs.

4.1.3 Industrial Market
Industrial wastewater makes up a smaller portion of the water market with typical
industrial flows that are smaller than typical municipal systems. That said, the
industrial wastewater market has challenges that need solutions and new
technologies. Industrial wastewater is a focus in communities that need pretreatment
for relatively concentrated wastes like food processing, beverage making or other
industrial processes. The center is unlikely to target industrial treatment but can
support industrial deployments in cases such as water reuse, targeted treatment, or
monitoring.

4.1.4 Workforce Development
DIPP has the potential to provide training sites that develop skills necessary to
become a licensed wastewater operator. The wastewater operations industry is
projected to see a significant reduction in workforce in the coming years as many
operators near retirement age. The New England Water Environment Association has
recently developed a program to assist veterans of the armed services to enter the
wastewater operations field. This program includes stipends of up to $2,000/month
for training classes. Improvements at the DIPP facility could allow DIPP to develop
additional revenue sources to cover operating costs while addressing a larger-scale
industry need for qualified operators. Workforce development would be a significant
opportunity if the Level 3 investment is attained as it would provide a large-scale
training facility for many potential wastewater operators.

4.2 SPONSORED RESEARCH/GRANTS
Sponsored research appears to be a broad opportunity to support the water
technology ecosystem. Funding that could support the use of the test center ranges
from testing small systems or developing small scale proof of concept work for new
technologies in various aspects of waste water technology. A marketing initiative that
could provide useful would be to make the center capabilities known to potential
funding sources. Some of these funding sources are described below. Each of these
funding areas could be targeted with marketing and or outreach.

4.2.1 Small Business Innovation Research Grants (SBIR)
According to EPA between 2012 and 2014, approximately 244 water related SBIR
grants were awarded with values of approximately $90 million dollars2. Although
approximately $30 million dollars per year in water related funding is not a large

1 https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2017/08/16/1086488/0/en/Water-Recycling-and-Reuse-Markets-to-Nearly-Double-on13-1-CAGR.html
2 https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/sbir_data_overview_-_maggie_theroux.pdf
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number, this funding came from a wide range of agencies (e.g. Department of
Energy, National Science Foundation, United States Department of Agriculture,
National Institute of Health, Department of Defense, Environmental Protection
Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) which provides sustainability of founding and
demonstrates market need.
As part of SBIR, the Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) is another program
that expands funding opportunities in the federal innovation research and
development (R&D) arena. The STTR program is the requirement for the small
business to formally collaborate with a research institution in Phase I and Phase II
which may last up to three years and is part of a 3-phase program.

4.2.2 ARPA-E
Per the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) website, the goal of
ARPA-E is to advance high-potential, high-impact energy technologies that are too
early for private-sector investment. ARPA-E awardees are unique because they are
developing entirely new ways to generate, store, and use energy.

4.2.3 AmplifyMass
AmplifyMass funds projects pursuing cost share or adders for a federal/non-federal
prime award (such as awards from ARPA-E, NSF, DOE, and USABC) and other
projects that further promote energy efficiency, renewable and alternative energy
and water innovation. Awards can range between $5,000 and $500,000 and increase
the funding Massachusetts companies receive as part of federal programs. This
program complements and amplifies the other federal programs outlined about
including ARPA-E, SBIR an STTR.

4.2.4 MassCEC AccelerateMass
MassCEC has launched a program called AccelerateMass. It is a two-stage investment
program that provides up to $150,000 in convertible notes to clean energy graduates
of approved accelerator programs. The program is only for Massachusetts-based
applicants whose primary business fits the MassCEC definition of “clean energy”. The
program exists to support companies as they advance and commercialize clean
energy technologies and business models. AccelerateMass was launched in 2015.
Four investments were made in both 2015 and 2016.

4.3 POTENTIAL TARGET MEMBERSHIP/PARTICIPATION
ORGANIZATIONS
A number of regional and local organizations are outlined below. Depending on the
level of investment, DIPP may want to get involved with each of the centers. It is
recommended that for any of the organizations DIPP determines appropriate level of
exposure as well as a clear scope of services and offerings that may be provided to
the members of the organizations.
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4.3.1 Local/Regional Organizations
Massachusetts Water Pollution Control Association (MWPCA)
Membership organization founded by treatment plant operators to provide training
and networking opportunities. Membership includes many engineers/consultants as
well. Hosts quarterly meetings and an annual trade show. Publishes a member
newsletter with articles on issues relevant to wastewater operators.
New England Water Environment Association (NEWEA)
Membership organization for the wastewater industry in New England; local chapter
of the Water Environment Federation (see below). Hosts several professional
development conferences each year, including focused specialty conferences on
wastewater topics. Also conducts advocacy at the state and national level and issues
policy statements on issues of significance to the wastewater treatment profession.
Conducts outreach and publishes its own journal.
New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission (NEIWPCC)
Overseen by a board appointed by the governors of the New England States and New
York. The commission coordinates the operator certification program and Title 5
training for Massachusetts, and operator certification in Maine. Publishes guides and
resources for various water resources and wastewater topics. Additional work
includes research and monitoring; outreach and education; and training, support,
and advocacy.

4.3.2 National/International
Water Environment Federation (WEF)
National membership organization for wastewater treatment professionals. Offers
several events with a focus on technical professional development. Publishes a
journal and a magazine, conducts extensive advocacy and outreach programs.
WateReuse (watereuse.org)
National membership organization focused on water recycling and reuse. Has active
chapters only in some regions, primarily the West and Southwest. Hosts training and
education events/conferences, publishes newsletters, and conducts significant
advocacy and outreach at the state, regional, and national level.
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Water Environment & Reuse Foundation (WERF)
Nonprofit (501c3) organization officially formed as the result of the merger of Water
Environment Research Foundation and the Water Research Foundation. Conducts
research to treat and recover beneficial materials from wastewater, stormwater, and
seawater including water, nutrients, energy, and biosolids. Provides funding for
research both through an RFP process and unsolicited applications.
AWWA
National membership organization for drinking water professionals. Generally, less
interested in wastewater except as it overlaps or impacts water supply. Offers
conferences and resources similar to WEF, and coordinates on specialty conferences
in areas of common interest (primarily utility management). Has a New England
Chapter, which is narrowly focused on drinking water.
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5. OPERATIONS/STAFFING PLAN
The Deer Island Pilot Plant is currently not operational, therefore operating expenses
must be estimated to compare to potential revenue streams. Given that the largest
single expense will be labor, it is important that the center can be run by a small
team. However, prior to any construction and start-up of the facility, agreements
with MWRA would need to be in place to ensure that MWRA’s legal requirements
(including procurement concerns, insurance and liability) were addressed. The legal
framework for any kind of continuous testing activities at DITP would likely be a more
significant effort than the physical improvements discussed below.
Other expenditures on utilities, chemicals, etc. are relatively minimal in comparison
to the labor costs. With that in mind, future activities should use activity-based
costing approaches when appropriate. This might include sampling or non-routine
site activities that would be part of sponsored research. Test bed rental covers much
of the overhead but given the intermittent nature of the sponsored research this
approach of contracting and aligning project costs with project revenues will be vital
to long term financial viability.
For each of the investments, operating expenses were generated. Because the facility
is not currently operating, these costs are considered the total operating costs for
each investment scenario. For long term center sustainability, a consideration was
made that with each investment and expansion the operating costs should be covered
with additional revenue. Each of the investment scenarios and increased labor and
expenses are outlined below.
Level 1 Investment Operating Expenses
The upgrades included as Level 1 represent lower-cost improvements which could be
implemented at DIPP to support vendor testing activities. These capital
improvements are estimated to cost $670,000 and include the renovation of the
office/laboratory for vendor use.
The operating expenses associated with these upgrades are outlined below and
detailed in the Task 6 Memorandum.
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Table 5-1: Level 1 Annual Operating Costs
Operating
Costs

Estimated Value

Description
(1) Full-Time Plant Manager

Total Labor

$237,910
(1) Half-Time Administrative Assistant

Total Other
Expenses
Total Cost

$99,994

Utilities, Maintenance, Lab and Office
Supplies

$371,694

Includes 10% Operation’s Contractor
Profit

Level 2 Investment Operating Expenses
Level 2 upgrades are similar to the Level 1 approach, however in this concept the
test location would include permanent utility locations for the test streams, discharge,
and electrical feeds. These investments are estimated to cost $5,300,000.
The operating expenses associated with these upgrades are outlined below and
detailed in the Task 6 Memorandum:

Table 5-2: Level 2 Operating Expenses
Operating Costs

Estimated Value

Description
(1) Full-Time Plant Manager

Total Labor

$337,180

(1) Full-Time Operator
(1) Half-Time Administrative Assistant

Total Other
Expenses

$179,820

Utilities, Maintenance, Lab and Office
Supplies, Technology

Total Cost

$568,700

Includes 10% Operation’s Contractor
Profit
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Level 3 Investment Operating Expenses
Level 3 upgrades include re-activation of the pilot plant’s treatment processes,
including the primary clarifiers, pure oxygen aeration system, chemical feed, and
secondary clarifiers. These investments are estimated to cost $4,180,000.
The operating expenses associated with these upgrades are outlined below and
detailed in the Task 6 Memorandum:

Table 5-3: Level 3 Annual Operating Costs
Operating Costs

Estimated Value

Description
(1) Full-Time Plant Manager
(1) Full-Time Assistant Plant Manager

Total Labor

$509,540

(1) Full-Time Operator
(1) Half-Time Mechanic
(1) Half-Time Administrative Assistant

Total Other
Expenses
Total Cost

$512,583

Utilities, Maintenance, Lab and Office
Supplies, Technology, Chemicals

$1,124,335

Includes 10% Operation’s Contractor
Profit
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6. POTENTIAL INVESTMENT SCENARIOS
As part of prior tasks, capital cost estimates and operations estimates were developed
for the center with three levels of investment. This section summarizes the financial
models for each of the investment levels and the impact to operations costs and
revenue.
This section outlines the expected revenues generated by each level of investment
and compares them to expected expenses.
As outlined in Task 6 & 7 investments in the facility would include three levels of
investment. These investments including upgrades and associated capital costs are
outlined below.

Table 6-1: Capital Investment Summary
Item
Level 1
Investment

Level 2
Investment

Level 3
Investment

Estimated
Capital Cost

Description

$670,000

Renovation of Office/Laboratory areas of
Pilot Plant for vendor use. All testing would
be performed via temporary connections

$5,300,000

Level 1 Upgrades, plus new permanent
testing locations throughout the plant for
various wastewater streams (total of 6)

$4,180,000

Level 1 Upgrades, plus re-activation of the
Deer Island Pilot Plant for vendor testing
purposes

6.1 INCREMENTAL OPERATING COSTS/EXPENSES
From Task 5 incremental operating costs were estimated for the various levels of
investment. The table below summarizes the estimated incremental operating costs.

Table 6-2: Operating Cost Increases
Item
Level 1 Investment
Level 2 Investment
Level 3 Investment

Estimated
Annual
Operating
Cost
$372,000
$569,000
$1,125,000

Incremental
Operating
Cost
$372,000
$197,000
$753,000
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Based on anticipated operating conditions staff, the center costs approximately
$372,000 dollars per year to run. If Level 1 capital improvements were incorporated,
it is unlikely the pilot plant would recover operating cost. This would require charging
approximately $7,250 per month for each temporary connection if an 80% vacancy
rate is considered. This is more than double that price currently being charged at
UMA and more than 8 times the price charged at MASSTC.
For level two investments, it is assumed that labor and expenses will need to increase
due to the additional testing beds (increased from 5 temporary to 11 permanent test
locations). At this level of investment, expenses could be recovered if the pilot plant
charges approximately $5,100 per month for each testing facility if a 20% vacancy
rate is considered.
Level three investments incur the largest jump in operations costs largely driven by
increased labor, mechanical maintenance, and chemical costs. At this level of
investment, it is unlikely that the pilot plant would recover operating costs. This would
require charging approximately $10,000 per month for each of the 11 test bed units
if a 20% vacancy rate is considered.

Table 6-3: Capital and Revenue Increase Summary
Item

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Capital
Investment

$670,000

$5,300,000

$4,180,000

Incremental
Revenue
Target

Incremental
Required

Notes

$372,000

Locate and execute
new contracts with
new clients. Assume
5 total test bed units.
Includes a laboratory
and conference room
renewal.

Revenue unlikely
to cover expenses

$197,000

Additional revenue
from 6 test locations.

$753,000

Additional revenue
from operator
training at full-scale
facility

Revenue unlikely
to cover
expenses. Would
require the facility
to keep 11 test
locations occupied
year-round.
Revenue unlikely
to cover
expenses,
however
possibility of
significant
workforce
development is
possible.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The DIPP site has potential to create a business that serves a market need and helps
solve public water quality challenge, specifically in the workforce development arena.
That said, growth of the center is dependent on finding companies or researchers
that have resources to pay DIPP as well as industry organizations looking to increase
training opportunities. DIPP is not currently operational and has no current clients.
When considering the legal and operational challenges that occur due to their location
on MWRA property it is difficult to see a path towards financial sustainability based
on the assumption outlined above. The primary limitation of the facility is the
combination of capital investments and operational support required to achieve
sustainable operations. The sheer size and critical nature of the facility make doing
business at MWRA a sizable investment that does not appear to be currently
supported by market need. The main driver for this facility would be workforce
development that may be better suited to be undertaken through existing wastewater
treatment organizations and facilities.
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